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SUMMARY

This thesis is based on studies conducted between 1979 

and 1981 at the University of Western Ontario, London, Canada. 

Although considerable advance has been made in recent years in 

quantitation of various aspect of the immune response in 

rheumatoids, and in dissecting mechanisms by which the response 

is regulated in healthy individuals, there is a relative lack 

of information regarding immunoregulation in rheumatoid arthritis, 

A series of comparative studies were planned to examine quanti

tative and qualitative aspects of immunoregulation in patients 

with rheumatoid arthritis and normal healthy individuals,

The introductory chapters of the thesis review certain 

aspects of rheumatoid arthritis and immunology, immunoregulation 

in normal individuals and the immunopathogenesis of rheumatoid 

arthritis. Subsequent chapters report the collection, standardi

zation, modification and application of study methods and discuss 

the results of serial studies.

For the functional studies, a modified reverse hemolytic 

plaque forming cell assay was used to measure Immunoglobulin 

synthesis by B lymphocytes in cultures containing combinations of 

B and T lymphocytes. In this assay system responses (Studies 1-5) 

were shown to be related to culture duration, concentration and 

batch of pokeweed mitogen, source of foetal calf serum and the 

dose of irradiation used to manipulate the T cell help/suppression 

balance.
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In Study 6 immunoregulation was examined by selectively 

destroying T suppressor cells with optimal dose radiation prior 

to coculture with B cells, and in Study 7 by selectively 

removing T suppressor cells using a chicken rosette assay which 

depleted T cell suspensions of cells bearing Fc receptors for 

IgG (Ty cells) prior to coculture. In normal subjects, coculture 

of B cells with T cells enhanced the PFC (plaque forming cell) 

response, which was further increased when T cells were either 

irradiated at optimal dosages (T^200^ depleted of Ty cells 

(T nony) prior to coculture - a response consistent with an 

effective reduction of suppressor T cell activity. In marked 

contrast, while rheumatoid T cells were capable of enhancing the 

response of rheumatoid B cells to an equivalent degree as in 

controls, the additional augmentation seen when B cells were co

cultured with T^2QQ or T nony cells was absent in almost all 

rheumatoids. These observations were interpreted as indicating 

a functional and/or numerical deficiency in one or several subsets 

of mononuclear cells, but were not consistent with a pure dys

function or reduction in the number of suppressor T cells alone. 

While abnormalities in T suppression in rheumatoid arthritis have 

recently been reported, the co-existence of other iramunoregula

tory abnormalities has not been examined. It was also demonstrated 

that the controversial Ty cell population had suppressor activity
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and that the radiosensitive suppressor cell and the Ty cell 

were related. Finally, the restricted PFC response in rheuma

toids was not found to be related to the number of Ty cells, 

which was normal.

Prior to undertaking additional functional studies, lympho

cyte suspensions were examined for their content of monocytes,

Ia+ T cells and 0KT4+, 0KT5+ cells, since a numerical abnormality 

would have provided a simple explanation for the differences. 

Monocytes were enumerated using a non-specific esterase stain, 

with methyl green counterstain for lymphocytes. (Study 8),Ia+, 

0KT4+ and 0KT54- cells were enumerated in microcytotoxicity assays 

using monoclonal antibodies (Studies 9 and 10). The numbers of 

monocytes (in unseparated, B cell and T cell preparations), Ia+ 

cells (in T cell preparations), and 0KT4+, 0KT5+ cells (in T cell 

preparations) were similar in rheumatoid and normal subjects.

An increase in the number of Ia+ cells and an increase in the 

OKT4/OKT5 ratio favouring help, was observed in patients with 

active disease. A relationship between Ty and 0KT5+ cells was 

indicated by a marked reduction in 0KT5 positivity when Ty cells 

were completely removed from T cell suspensions.

Further evaluation of the functional status of rheumatoid 

lymphocytes (Study 11) demonstrated, that while rheumatoid B 

lymphocytes were capable of normally responding to the enhancing 

effects of allogeneic normal cells, that rheumatoid T3200

cells were incapable of normally enhancing PFC responses from
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allogeneic normal B cells. These observations suggested, that 

RA B cells were normally responsive to helper signals but that 

RA T cell help was deficient. While monocyte function was not 

directly studied and required further evaluation, since RA mono

cytes predominated in the B cell fraction, it was inferred that 

RA monocyte function was likely normal.

In order to gain some appreciation of another aspect of 

cell communication, soluble factors were raised in 48 hour cultures 

(Study 12). Rheumatoid lymphocytes were shown capable of genera

ting potent helper factors, which could effectively substitute 

for the presence of T lymphocytes in cultures, and which could 

cross allogeneic boundaries. While no significant difference could 

be detected between rheumatoids and normal controls, a more elab

orate method was required before concluding that factor potency 

was normal. Alternatively communication by factors may have been 

normal but direct cell-cell communication may have been abnormal 

in rheumatoids, either as a consequence 6f an intrinsic abnormality 

of the cell or in its mechanism of direct communication.

Having observed normal RA B and inferred normal RA monocyte 

function, a final study was planned to confirm the impression that 

helper T cell function was abnormal. In Study 13, increasing 

numbers of T cells (non irradiated, ^^.250 *^3200^ were cocultured

with B cells. Dose response curves differed between rheumatoids 

and controls. However, when a four fold excess of irradiated
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T cells were cocultured with B cells, normal PFC responses 

were obtained in rheumatoids, suggesting that the restriction 

previously observed could be overcome by the addition of an 

excess of help. Finally, in normal subjects at low T/B ratios, 

low dose irradiation of T cells was noted to have a suppressor 

effect on the PFC response, confirming the presence of a radio

sensitive population of helper T cells as reported by other 

researchers.

The studies reported in this thesis indicate that the 

dysfunction of suppressor T cells described by other investigators 

is not the only immunorégulatory abnormality present in rheumatoid 

arthritis, but that helper T cell function is also abnormal. The 

functional potential of B cells and monocytes has been considered 

normal although the latter requires further evaluation. Apart 

from an increase in the T4/T5 ratio in active rheumatoids, no 

quantitative abnormalities were noted in the numbers of immuno

competent cells involved in the abnormal responses observed. An 

association was confirmed between Ty, 0KT5+ and radiosensitive 

suppressor cells. In the final chapter, the relationship between 

these in vitro observations and the disease state are discussed 

and avenues for further investigation suggested.
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PREFACE

Before taking up the post of Research Fellow iu 
Rheumatology at McJfeieter University, Hamilton, Ontario in July, 
1981, my clinical training had been in internal medicine and 
rheumatology* My initial Interest in the latter specialty 
developed during a junior house officer appointment with Professor 
B* HcGirr at the Glasgow? Royal Infirmary, part of which I appnt 
with Professor W. W* Buchanan at The Centre for EîieuïBatlc Diseases 
(1974). Having some appreciation of the clinical complexity of 
the specialty, I later went on to compliment this experience 
with appointsaents at Hamme#smith Hospital, London under 
Dr, O.R.V, Hughes (1976) and in the University of Western Ontario 
Specialty Training Programme under Drs, Harth, Bell, McCain, 
Thompson, Disney and Coulter (1979*80). While these clinical 
encounters directed my interest towards the study of patients with 
rheumatic diseases. It was (In keeping with the history of immun
ology), Dr. Peter McKenzie who first raised my curiosity regarding 
the exact mechanism of the. tmmiiEO response and its regulation 
during my appointment as Senior House Officer in Infectious 
Diseases at Belvddere Hospital, Glasgow (1975). As an under
graduate, X had appreciated the differences which apparently 
existed between the humoral and cellular immune responses and 
coETOîitted GclX and Coombs classification to memory. However,
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in feetwoen graduation fromGXasgow University in 1974 and under
taking the research to be reported in this tiieoia, major advances 
in the field of Imuttiology had defined the existence of subpopu* 
lotions of immunocompetent cello and generated several thcorlCB 
of how the Immune response was regulated, VJhile imune phenomena 
have been recognized for several decades in patients with rheuma
toid arthritis and the conséquences of chronic inflammation to 
this comĵ on disorder faTjilliar to all practicing clinicians, the 
origin of such immune abnormalities has not been defined, A 
ravi.ew of the literature revealed that i:/hlle several immune 
abnoniaalities had been reported in rheuaiatoid arthritis* there 
existed new techniques which had not been applied in the study Hf 
the disease and which allowed examination of lymphocyte subpopula
tions and their regulation of tîie immune response. It was with 
enthusiasm that I accepted the opportunity to study immunoregula
tion to rheumatoid arthritis to collaboration with Dr, David A, Bell 
and Mrs. Ewa Cairns.
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Tills thesis is based on studies conducted between 1979 
and 1981 at the University of Western Ontario, London, Canada. 
Although considerable advance has been made in recent years in 
quantitation of various aspect of the immune response in 
rheumatoid#, and in dissecting mechanisms by which the response 
is regulated in healthy individuals, there is a relative lack 
of information regarding lffimunoregu3.atlon in rheumatoid arthritis. 
A series of comparative studies were planned to examine quanti
tative and qualitative aspects of immunoregulation in patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis and normal healthy individuals.

The introductory chapters of the thesis review certain 
aspects of rheumatoid arthritis and immunology, immunoregulation 
in normal individuals and the imaunopathogenesle of rheumatoid 
arthritis. Subsequent chapters report the collection, standardi
zation, modification and application of study methods and discuss 
the results of serial studies.

For the functional studies, a modified reverse hemolytic 
plaque forming coll assay was used to measure immunoglobulin 
synthesis by B lymphocytes in cultures containing combinations of 
B and T lymphocytes. In this assay system responses (Studies 1-5) 
were ohmm to be related to culture duration, concentration and 
batch of pokeweed mitogen, source of foetal calf scrum and the 
doae of irradiation used to manipulate the T cell help/suppression 
balance.



In Study 6 Imunotregulatlon waa examined by selectively 
destroying T auppreasor cells with optimal dose radiation prior 
to coculture with B cells, and in Study 7 by selectively 
removing ï suppressor cells using a chicken rosette assay which 
depleted T cell suspensions of cells bearing Fc receptors for 
Xg6 (Ty cells) prior to coculture. In normal subjects, coculture 
of B cells with T colls enhanced the PFC (plaque forming cell) 
response, which was further increased when T cells were either 
Irradiated at optimal dosages (̂ 3209  ̂ depleted of Xy cells 
(T nony) prior to coculture - a respome consistent with an 
effective reduction of suppressor X cell activity* In marked 
contrast, while rheumatoid T cells were capable of enhancing the 
response of rheumatoid B cells to an equivalent degree as in 
controls, the additional augmentation seen B cells were co« 

cultured with ̂ 3200 ^ uony cells was absent in almost all
rheunuatoids. These observations were interpreted as indicating 
a functional and/or numerical deficiency in one or several subsets 
of mononuclear cells, but were not consistent with a pure dya- 
function or reduction in the number of suppressor T cells alone. 
While abnormalities in T suppression in rheunsatold arthritis have 
recently been reported, the co-exiatence of other Immunoregula™ 
tory abnormalities has not been examined. It was also demonstrated 
that the controversial Ty cell population had suppressor activity
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and that the radiosensitive suppressor cell and the Ty cell 
were related. Finally, the restricted PFC response in rheuma- 
toids was not found to be related to the number of Ty cells, 
which was normal.

Prior to undertaking additional functional studies, lympho
cyte suspensions were examined for their content of monocytes, 
laf T cells and 0KT4-f, 0KT5H cells, since a numerical abnormality 
would have provided a simple explanation for the differences. 
Monocytes were enumerated using a non-specific esterase stain, 
with methyl green counterstain for lymphocytes (Study 8).lab, 
0K.T4'i* and 0KT5+ cells were enumerated in microcytotoxicity assays 
using monoclonal antibodies (Studies 9 and 10). The numbers of 
monocytes (in unseparated, B cell and T cell preparations), Ia+ 
cells (in T cell preparations), and 0KT4+, 0KX5-Î* cells (in T cell 

preparations) were similar in rheumatoid and normal subjects.

An Increase In the number of Ia+ cells and an increase in the 
OKT4/OKT5 ratio favouring help, was observed in patients with 
active disease. A relationship between Ty and 0KT5+ cells was 
indicated by a marked reduction in 0KT5 positivity when Ty cells 
were completely removed from T cell suspensions.

Further evaluation of the functional status of rheumatoid 
lymphocytes (Study 11) demonstrated, that while rheumatoid B 
lymphocytes were capable of normally responding to the enhancing 

effects of allogeneic normal I320O cells» that rheumatoid ^3200 
cells were incapable of normally «nhancing PFC responses from
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allogeneic normal B cells. These observations suggested, that 
HA B cells were normally responsive to helper signals but that 
BA T cell help was deficient. %4#lle monocyte function was not 
directly studied and required further evaluation, since BA mono
cytes predominated in the B cell fraction, it was inferred that 
HA monocyte function was likely normal.

In order to gain some appreciation of another aspect of 
cell communication, soluble factor» were raised in 40 hour cultures 
(Study 12). Hlieumatoid lymphocytes were shown capable of genera
ting potent helper factors, which could effectively substitute 
for the presence of T lymphocytes in cultures, and which could 
cross allogeneic boundaries. While no significant difference could 
be detected between rheumatoid» and normal controls, a more elab
orate method was required before concluding that factor potency 
was normal, Alternatively communication by factors may îuive. been 
normal but direct coll-cell communication may have been abnormal 
in rhGiimatoids, either as a cionsaquence of an intrinsic abnormality 
of the cell or in its mechanism of direct communication.

Having observed nortnal RA B and inferred normal RA monocyte 
function, a final study was planned to confirm the impression that 
helper T cell function was ahnorml. In Btudy 13, increasing 

numbers of T cello (non irradiated, and 13200  ̂were coculturcd
with B cells. Dose response curves differed between rheuinatoids 
and controls. However, when a four fold excess of irradiated



T cells were cocultured with B celle, normal PFC reoponoes 
were obtained In rheumtoMo, suggesting that the restriction 
previously observed could be overcome by the addition of an 
excess of help* Finally, la normal nubjecto at low T/B ratios,
Im? dose irradiation of T cells was noted to have a suppressor 
affect on the FFC response, confirming the presence of a radlo- 
aenaitive population of helper T cells can reported by other 
researchers.

The studios reported in this thesis indicate that the 
dysfunction of suppressor X cells described by other investigators 
iB not the only limmnoregnlatory abnormality present in rheumatoid 
arthritis, but that helper X coll function is also abnormol* The 
functional potential o£ B cello and monocytoo has been considered 
normal although the latter requires further evaluation. Apart 
from an increase in the T4/T5 ratio ia active rheumafcolds, no 
quantitative abnormalities were noted in the numbers of itmuno™ 
competent cells Involved in the abnormal responses observed. An 
association was confirmed between Ty, 0K.T5+ and radiosensitive 
suppressor cells# In the final chapter, the relationship between 
those in vitro observâtIona and the disease state are discussed 
and avenues for further investigation suggested.
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"Hot to know what has 
transpired In foniter 
tlmea is to continue 
always a child".

Cicero, 106-43 B.C.



HISTORY OF RHEPMATOXD ARTHRITIS



Rheumatoid arthritis is a disorder unique to humane^
2although Bywaters described a primate arthropathy with some 

clinical and histological similarity to the disease*

The antiquity of osteoarthritis has been clearly
3demonstrated in the mummified remains of the Pharoahs and 

in the paleopathology of dinosaurs^. Furthermore, it can
be recognised in mediaeval classical paintings and Is

5eluded to in Shakespeare .

Although many have attempted to identify at what time 
in history rheumfitoid arthritis first appeared, there is
no definite description until the 19th century. Smith and

6Jones described a prehistoric Egyptian skeleton showing 
fusion of one elbow joint suggestive of the disease, in a 
mumn^ found in a cemetery of the 5th Dynasty of Deshasheh
in Egypt. The ancient Indian Sanskrit writings of Caraka

8Samhita (circa 100 Â.D.) may have alluded to the disease.
9Caughey has provided good evidence that Emperor Constantine 

IX Monoroachus (circa 980-1055) may have suffered from 
rheumatoid arthritis. It is not described In The Bible, 
the writings of Hippocrates and other ancient Greek medical
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30 15writers ‘ , Shakespeare or any other text prior to the
beginning of the last century. A review of mediaeval 

11paintings possibly provides some evidence for the 
presence of the disease in the Late Middle Ages. Tïie 
metacarpophalangeal and proxleial interphalangeal joint 
swelling of the right hand of the maidservant in Jacob 
Jordan’s (1593-1678) The Painter’s Family (Figure 1), 
and the swan-neck and buttonhole deformities seen in 
Jan vanEyck’s (1441) Jan IV, Duke of Brabant bear 
striking similarity to those seen in rheumatoid arthritis,

It is controversial whether the English Physician, 
12Thomas Sydenham (Figure 2) was referring to rheumatoid 

arthritis when in 1685 he wrote -

"Indeed it may happen that 
where the said pains will 
have harassed over many 
days and very often they 
may at length desist 
spontaneously, and mean
while the sufferer may be 
deprived of all movements 
of his members until death, 
with the Joints of the 
fingers as though reversed, 
and çrlth swellings as in 
arthritis, knotted and 
protruding on the inside 
rather than on the dorsal 
part of the fingers; never
theless he may have a good 
stomach and tolerate other 
aspects of life well".

Sydenham 1685.
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Figure 1 - THE MAIDSERVANT from JACOB JORDEN'S (1593-1678)
TUB PAINTER'S FAMILY - possibly an ssrly 
illustration of rhsumatoid arthritis.
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FIGURE 2 - THOMAS SYDENHAM (1624-1689)
"The Eaglleh Hippocrates". From a portrait 
in the Royal College of Fhyslcians, London,
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The first classical description of rheumatoid 
arthritis is commonly attributed to Augustine Jacob Landre- 
Beauvais (1772-1840)• On August 3rd, 1800 at the 
University of Paris he presented a thesis entitled "Doit 
on adroGttre une nouvelle espace de goutte sous la denomin
ation de goutte asthenique primitive".

"a type of gout, less frequent indeed, 
but which depends on a condition of 
primary weakness. This is the 
disease of the indigent and has been 
rarely observed. One finds the 
coiraion gout only among those who are 
able to live on a rich diet, then a 
condition of weakness follows a condi
tion of strength and vigour. The 
'primary aesthenic gout* has its 
seat in the houses of the poor".

Landre Beauvais 1800 
(English Translation)

Sir AlfrW Baring Garrod (1819-1907)^^ (Figure 3)
used the name "rheumatoid arthritis" in 1859, although 
the terms rheumatism and arthritis have much older origin. 
Galen (131-201 A.B.)(Figure 4) introduced the terra 
rheumatism from the Latin rheuraa - a flux. The word flux 
was based on the humoral concept and signified that the 
disease arose from a flow of peccant humours. Of interest 
the Latin word gutta - a drop (origin of the word gout) 
similarly indicated a basis for disease arising from drops
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Figure 3 - SIR ALFRED BARING GARROD (1819-1907)

First to use the term "rheumetoid arthritis'
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of poisonous humours entering the joints and tissues*
The term arthritis was used In the greet writings of 
Hippocrates (Figure 5) to describe joint disorders.

There are a number of possible explanations for 
the apparently recent emergence of rheumatoid arthritis.
(A) The dioease was possibly mild or rare and escaped 
description by early authors and artists. (B) It could 
have been present for a long time but classified under 
a different name e.g. gout. (C) It may have been 
genuinely rare because in former centuries age expect
ation was lower and potential sufferers died of other 
causes before contracting the disease. The low prevalence
of rheumatoid arthritis in Kenya has provided evidence of

13this explanation in under-developed countries • (D) It
could be, that it is indeed a relatively new disease to 
affect mankind. It has been postulated that rheumatoid 
arthritis is a viral disease. Hew viral diseases continue 
to appear e.g. English sweats of Tudor England, encepha
litis letharglca, Bornholm disease, acute haemorrhagic 
conjunctivitis (Apollo disease), Marburg fever and Ebola 
viral haemorrhsgic fever Could it be, that an
as yet unrecognized virus, arising in the early 19th Century 
and persisting to the present time, is responsible for the
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Figure 5 - HIPPOCRATES (460-370 B.C.)
In the 5th Century B.C. the lengthy 
development of Greek medicine wee 
capped by and epitomiaed in Hippocreti
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disease? Or ia the aetiologlc agent non-virai, but aimllar
20 21 22in its evolution to that of Legionnaire*» disease * *

another apparently new condition? At present there m e  no 
answers to these questions*

The dcivelopment of the nomenclature of rheumatoid
23arthritis spans several centuries . Eventually recognized 

as a different disease to gout, ankylosing spondylitis, 
osteoarthritis and rheumatic fever. It was called by varying 
names - St* Gervaslus* disease (collective term for any 
arthritis), rheuraatick gout, primary asthenic gout and 
atrophic arthritis were some of them. The British Ministry 
of Health adopted the term rheumatoid arthritic in 1922, 
the American Rheumatism Association following suit in 1941.

Mieumatoid arthritis is a very common disorder 
affecting between 1 and 2% of the adult population of 
developed couutrietŝ .̂ Apart from the islanders of Tristan 
da Cunha * no other comunlty studied, has been found free 
of the disease* The relationship between cold damp climates 
and rheumatoid arthritis has attracted considerable attention. 
However, epidemiologic studies conducted on Black Feet 
Indians (from the cold serai-arid regions of Montana) and Pima 
Indians (from the hot, arid deserts of Arizona) have sliown a
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similar prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis in the two
populations^^. Ho relationship to latitude^^ has been

27 28discovered inspite of surveying Eskimo# , European ,
Amerindian^^j Jnmaican^^ ami Bantu^^ populations.
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AETIOLOGY OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS,
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The aetiology of rheumatoid arthritis is unknown but 
three hypotheŝ is have attracted serious consideration - 
infection, heredity and auto immunity*

Before the technology needed to study auto-immunity
was developed an infective aetiology was attractive. For
several decades infective agents have been sought in the
joints of sufferers from rheumatoid arthritis, but none

30 31has been demonstrated ' • The varying enthusiasm for
implicating particular classes of microbes has been 
generated principally by the available methodology: thus 
the sequence from bacteria to mycoplasmata and during the 
last decade to viruses.

Once favoured, diphtheroids have now been discredited 
32as aetologic agents . Serum levels of antibodies to

enteric bacteria have not been found elevated in juvenile
33rheumatoid arthritis * Although mycoplasma can be used

to Induce arthritis in laboratory animals, slow growing
mycoplasma have only been found occasionally In patients
with rheumatoid arthritis, the majority of patients showing

34no evidence of such an infection , While a number of 
bacterial infections have on occasion arthritic manifesta
tions, e.g. syphilis, tuberculosis, gonorrhea, and many
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infections may stimulate the. production of rheuraatold factor 
(although generally in lower titres than seen in risemmtoid 
arthritis) e.g. syphilis, leprosy, tuberculosis, schistosomiasis 
and subacute bacterial endocarditis, no agent has proven to be 
a consistent or likely candidate for an aetiological role.

Recently, interest in a viral agent has Intensified. A 
variety of cellular inclusions have been noted but none convinc™
Ingly viral in appearance Attempts at virus isolation have 
produced predominantly negative results, Immuiio-̂ fluoreoccnt 
and radio-itmiiuiologic techniques have failed to identify virus 
partlcloG^^*^^, Studies of virus antibody titres in rheumatoid 
arthritis have not Identified a consistent abnormality, but have 
not usually included a control population. In the last few years 
the Epstein Barr virus (EIW) and two transformation antigens EBHA 
(Epstein Barr Nuclear Antigen) and H/sMA (liîieuîBatoid Arthritis 
Nuclear Antigen) have attracted considerable attention.

In 1973 Reedman and Kloin^^ demonstrated that EBHA developed
37in B lymphocytes infected with EBV. Erberg et al then showed a 

correlation between the presence of KBNA in infected cells and the amount 
of EBV BHA In the same cells. In precipitin and itamunofluorescent studies
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sera from patients with rheumatoid arthritis recognised 
this antigen. In vitro studies have shown that once EBV 
DMA is incorporated Into B cell nuclei. It can persist for 
multiple generations and reproduce with each cell division,
hut does not usually progress to synthesis of the complete

38virion . EBV stimulates the aitogenlc activity of B cells
and may lead to development of transformed cell lines that

39can in vitro be carried in perpetuity . EBV is a potent 
polyclonal B cell activator of antibody production^^. In 
one atudy^^, thirty per cent of the IgM antibody produced from 
Infected rheumatoid B cells had high avidity rheumatoid factor 
activity, while from control cells only 2% had rheumatoid 
factor activity and it was of low avidity. Furthermore, 
rheumatoid cells produced much more rheumatoid factor. One 
possible Interpretation of these differences was that 
rheumatoid lymphocytes were already maximally activated to 
rheumatoid factor production by the disease. B cell trans
formation was higher in rheumatoids than in normals and could 
be variably Inhibited in vitro by the patient’s T cells. This 
observation raised a question as to whether the problem was one 
of abnormally responsive EBV infected B cells, or of a reduced 
ability of T cells to suppress infected B cells.



42Alspaugh et al described the second transformation
antigen, MKA which they felt differed antigenically from
EBNA. Again in precipitin and inmiunoflucrescent studies
sera from patients with rheumatoid arthritis recognized the

43antigen. In one study of normal subjects titres of EBNA 
and SANA in the same individuals were similar, indicating 
that they may co-exist.

In ascribing an aetlologic role to EBV there are a
number of further considerations. (1) EBNA has been found
in 75% of normals^^. (2) EBV infects of Americans by 

38age 30 years , while the prevalence of R.A. is in the order
of 1-2%. (3) There are a number of other microbial polyclonal

38B cell activators . (4) T cell helper substances, macrophage
stimulatory products, anti Ig antibodies, antibody to lympho
cyte membrane antigens, and immune complexes reactive with Fc 
or complement receptors are all capable of provoking B cell 
mitogenesis^^*^^*^^*^^. Mille only EBV has been shown capable 
of provoking B lymphocytes to fully transform, these other 
factors may play a facilitatory role. In the light of this 
relatively new knowledge it is evident that EBV requires serious 
and further consideration as a major aetlologic agent.
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If viral Infection is Important In rheumatoid arthritis, 
it likely results from the incorporation of the viral genome 
Into the nucleic acid of host cells* There are a number of 
ways in which chronic synovitis could subsequently occur.
(1) Neoantigens (either virus coded or virus-induced host- 
coded) might appear in or on the cell membrane of synovial cells 
and be susceptible to attack by the host Immune system. (2)
Virus coded membrane proteins may serve as antigens for immune 
complex formation. (3) Virus infection of lymphocytes and mono
cytes may impair immunologic functions and alter normal lympho
cyte recirculation. (4) Virus transformed synovial cells may 
lose their normal control mechanisms, leading to chronic cellular 
dysfunction.

Heredity has long been considered an important factor
in the aetiology of rheumatoid arthritis, but there is no evidence
of a single dominant or recessive trait. O’Brien^^ Invoked a
mathematical model for estimating the probability of variable
penetrance in chronic disease but failed to show any evidence

49for it in rheumatoid arthritis. In twin studies the genetic 
component could only account for 30% of responsible aetlologic 
factors. Hotrever, seropositive erosive R.A. is 38 times more
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likely to develop in an identical twin of a patient with 
this syndrome. The likelihood of seropositive erosive R.A* 
in a fraternal twin la that of a sibling of ouch a patient - 
aiïtfold increase.

îtor® recently Interest has centred on D locus genes
of the HLA system located on the short arm of chromosome 6,
and In particular on HLA DW4. DW4 occurs three to four
times more frequently in adulte with rheumatoid arthritis
than in xion-rheumetoid eontrols^^*^^'It is believed
that D locus genes exert an influence on the immune response,
and it is postulated therefore that genetic makeup may
prédisposé some individuals to the development of rheumatoid

SI S2arthritis. However, 39 to 45% of patient# with R.A. * do 
not have Bt'74. Methods for accounting for these individuals 
4#* to auggoBt that genes presently recognized are in linkage 
dyaequilibrlum with those which really control the response, 
or that susceptibility is conferred at more than one gene 
locus. This may be true, hut evidence is incomplete, and 
the aetlologic role of D locus genes cannot be estimated.

Immunologic tolerance - the mechanism that prevents 
aufeo-iîamunc response, is pooxly understood. Maintenance of 
tolerance appears to he the result of the combination of
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(1) deletion or paralysis of autoreactlve lymphocytes,
(2) active Inhibition of immune response» to self components 
by regulatory lymphocytes knmm as suppressor cells and (3) 
lymphocytes directed against specific antigen recognition 
waits on the surface of lymphocytes, which inhibit antibody 
production and cellular immuitlty. It appears that auto** 
liamune phenomena can bo initiated by exposure of the immune 
system to host components that arc normally Inaccessible, or 
by alteration of self components evoking cross reactivity, 
or from malfunction of the normal regulation of the Immune 
system. The Interaction of viruses or chemicals with self 
components in plasma membranes, particularly those coded for 
In the major hlstocompatabllity complex, may be critical in 
initiating certain disease states.

The concept of autoteiunity In rheiramtoid arthritis
originated from the observation that the serum of rheumatoid»

53 54 55would agglutinate many orgaiilama, and even inert particles • * .
It wao soon ohotm that this phcnoisonon was due to the presence
of rheumatoid factor which acted as an antibody to gamma

36globulins, and thus xmB considered an auto-’untlbody • Different 
clatjsea of rheumatoid factor are now rccognlased, producing some 
difficulty with the terminology, seropositive and seronegative. 
Patients who are seronegative for IgM rheumatoid factor may be 
positive for IgG rheumatoid factor.
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The pathogenetic significance of rheumatoid factor
has to be viewed in the light of several observations. It
is evident that IgM rheumatoid factor la not essential for
the existence of the disorder since approximately 20% of

57patiente have no detectable XgH HI’ « l̂ urtherinore,
58rheumatoid factor may be found in healthy normal subjects

does not harm normal volunteers tdien administered iutra- 
59venoiialy , and one third of children with agamm&globulln- 

anaemia develop a disease wîiich has all the features of 
rheumatoid arthritis without demonstrable rheumatoid factor 
being present in their blood^^.

Evidence Implicating rheumatoid factor In a pathogenic 
role will be discussed in the section on imraunopathogenesis 
of rheumatoid arthritis. The demonstration of antibodies to 
IgG, nuclooprotein and collagen in serum and synovial fluids 
of patients with rheumatoid arthritis suggests an impalrraent 
of dleerimlnction between self and won-self. How many of 
those phenomena are primary and reflect causation, and how 
many are secondary and are a conséquence of the disease is 
not Imown.
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Tîie pathology of rheumatoid arthritis la primarily 

that of severe chronic Inflammation# Although thlo occurs 
mainly In the synovial lining of dlarthrodlnl joints, no 
tissu© is exempt from the ravages of the disease# There la
evidence implicating both cellular and humoral itmcuna 
reopoiises# Large iiuiahers of T lymphocytes in synovial 
tissue and lymphoklwo In synovial fluid, auggeat a role 
for coll mediated imsuuilty # Elioumntold aynovlum in vitro 
produces antibody, and this together ̂ ?ith the identification 
of Immime cotapleres in synovial fluid assert the importance 
of Uuîïioral immune mechatilams #

'iliufi, it is probable that rheumatoid arthritis is of 
multifactorial aetiology rather than duo to a single cause# 
Genetic effects are likely mediated through an influence on 
the Immune response, resulting in increased host suscepti
bility, while the Initiating event for the disease may be a 
slow virus. To date no relationship has been established 
between W 4  and antl-HAEA and antl*'BWA ' • However, there 
are undoubtedly other D locuo antigens which will be defined 
in the future, and there are In addition several naturally
occurring polyclonal B cell stimulators other than Epstein 

38Barr virus #
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niSTOEY OF IMMOHOLOGY
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Thucydides at the height of a plague in ancient
Athene recorded that the sick and dying would have received
no nursing at all, had it not been for the devotion of those
who had already had the plague and recovered from it, since

61it was known that no one ever caught it a second time .
From at least 1500,the Chinese and Turks had both practised 
prophylactic induction of smallpox in their children# In 
China this was achieved by taking dried powders of smallpox 
crusts in the form of snuff - a practice not without eccasional 
misfortune# Lady Wortley Montague (In the reign of George I) 
was the first Briton to report the benefits of this form of 
treatment, which inspite of religious objections she allowed 
to be successfully administered to her child in Constantinople.
The germ of Immunology grew out of the common knowledge that 
those who survived an infectious illness seldom contracted 
the disease again during their lifetime# Anthony von Leeuwenhoek 
(1632-1723) (Figure 6) made monumental contributions to medical 
science by introducing (but not inventing) the microscope, 
by the description of his "little aniiaals" and by his recognition 
of the corpuscular elements of human blood# With the availability 
of the microscope and the knowledge of the existence of micro
organisms Edward Jenner (1749-1823) ensured the future of
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Figura 6 - ANTHONY von LEEUWENHOEK (1623-1723)
Introducar of tha miercoeopa to aadlcina 
and daaeribar of "llctla animal#".
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iiiimunoblology when, as a medical student, he discovered 
that Innoculation with cowpox crusts, protected humans 
from smallpox. Ue made this observation In milkmaids 
who had contracted cowpox and were subsequently resistant 
to smallpox. Louis Pasteur (1822-1895) first used the 
word vaccine (vacc®îa cow - in honour of Jenner). He 
developed the germ theory of disease, refined preventative 
immunization, and was able to use living attenuated 
cultures of cholera organisms to actively immunize fowl. 
Pari passu with the development of knowledge of the 
important part that bacteria played in the causation of 
human disease, interest Increased in the process by which 
the body resisted invasion by micro-organisms and by which 
immunity was achieved following Infection^^. Pasteur 
himself was well aware of many of the problems and thought 
vaguely in terms of a struggle between host cells and 
invading organisms. Robert Koch (1843-1910) discovered the 
tubercle bacillus, and in his attempts to develop a vaccine
for tuberculosis, observed the phenomenon of delayed hyper-

63sensitivity (cell mediated immunity) .

It was not until 1883 that the Russian Zoologist Elie 
Motchnikoff (1845-1916) (Figure 7) realized the potential 
importance of a cell which fought infection.
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Figure 7 - ELIE METCHNIKOFF (1845-1916)
Leader of the cellular school 
of texmmology.
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"One day I remained alone with ry 
Mcroacope, observing the life in 
the mobile cell© ot a traneparent 
starfish larva, when a new thought 
suddenly flashed across my brain. It 
struck we that similar cells might 
serve in the defence of the organism 
against intruders ..... if my suspicion 
wao true, a splinter Introduced into 
the body of the starfish larva, devoid 
of blood vessels or a nervous system, 
should soon be surrounded by mobile cells 
as is to be observed in a man who runs a 
splinter into his finger .... that experi
ment formed the basis of phagocyte theory, 
tOdthe development of which X devoted the 
next twenty-five years of ray life."

E. Motchnikoff 1883*

Although Heisser, Koch and Ogetan had recognised that 
bacteria were often found within blood leucocytes, they had 
failed to appreciate the significance of their observation 
and assumed that leucocytes had been invaded by bacteria.
In fact Paaum, Ewart and Shafer had also recogni$<2d phago
cytosis but did not attribute to it, its due importance and 
therefore failed to pursue the idea. By 1891 Mechnikoff had 
traced the evolution of the reaction of living organisms to 
parasitic invasion or Injury, and in so doing put his finger 
on tha significance of inflammation - it was a reaction for 
the defence and repair of damaged tissue carried out by 
phagocytic cells. For several year© he worked with the
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transparent waterflea (Daphnla), an ideal model in which 
to microscopically observe in vivo the activity of blood 
corpuscles. In his later life he recognized two main 
phagocytic blood cells, polymorpho-nuclcar leucocytes and 
monocytes, and also recognized tissue macrophages.
Metchnikoff’s theory of phagocytosis was not generally 
accepted at the time, although Pasteur found It plausible 
(a fact which resulted in Metchnikoff moving to the Pasteur 
Institute in Paris)•

The next major advance was the development of the 
theory of humoral Immunity^^. It was Huttall who first 
recognized that defibrinated blood was capable of reducing 
the number of viable organisms on culture plates. Two of 
Koch's assistants, Behring and Nissen, extended this work 
and demonstrated that blood was only bacteriocidal against 
some organisms. Then Buchner in 1889 showed that this 
bacteriocidal property was present in "cell-free blood sera", 
a fact which provided the impetus for a school of thought 
differing greatly in its philosophy from that of Metchnikoff*s. 
Four years later Buchner discovered complement (alexine).



Eou k and Yesln (1885) working with diphtheria bacilli 
demonstrated that the organism elaborated a potent soluble 
exotoxin, an observation now known to be of imn»nse 
pathogenic importance. Behring's major contribution (for 
which he became the first Mobol Lauriato in medicine and 
physiology) was the recognition of anti-toxin. It was 
discovered tlmt guinea-pigs could be immunizod against 
diphtheria toxin and that siiblethal doses of dlphtharia 
resulted in the production of an animal itaiaune to the 
disease. Behring conducted similar experiments on tetanus 
with Kitaeato, and it was not long before antitoxins were 
produced commercially.

At the Congress of Hygeltie in London in 1891 the 
humoral theory was favotired̂ .̂ Following heated debate 
at this Congres* Behring and his colleagues in Koch's 
laboratory went on to further discovery. While Lister 
kept an open scientific mind about the two philosophies 
(though favouring the cellular school), Metchnikoff sensed 
that his credibility was being challenged, and rather than 
attempting to reconcile the two, persisted in attempts to 
demonstrate the superiority of the cellular school and 
made no further contribution of any significance to the 
science of immunology.



The closing years of the 19th Century saw intensive 
work on various bacteria and the recognition that appropriate 
immune sera could Immohillae vibrio cholera and agglutinate 
typhoid bacteria. Pfeiffer, Gruber, Widal and Wright made 
their individual contributions around this time. However, 
Border made the most important observation, that serum from 
one species would agglutinate the erythrocytes of another^^. 
Italian workers sZiowed that the serum of a hors© Injected 
with rabbit erythrocytes, acquired toxic properties for the 
rabbit. Furthermore, immunization of animals with bacteria, 
enhanced the power of their aerut\ to agglutinate the same, 
bacteria. It was therefore considered and subsequently proven 
that the some process would increase the agglutination power 
of serum against foreign erythrocytes, Bordet demonstrated 
that agglutination and lysis required both heat ts table anti
body and heat stable complement.

At the turn of the Century Metchnikoff led the cellular 
school and Ehrlich had risen to prominence as the leader of 
the humoral school. Paul Ehrlich (1854-1915) (Figure 8 ) 
has been considered one of the greateat scientific workers 
in basic science. In three years he founded morphological 
haematology (normal and pathological) and recognized subsets
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Figure 8 - PAUL EHRLICH (1854-1915)
Leader of the humoral school 
of immunology.
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of white blood cells by their staining characteristics* 
Ehrlich made remarkable discovcriea Iti several areas of
basic science* Uis contribution to ittmiunology can be

Û9divided into five periods .

3.890-1893; Stttdiea on immunity to vegetable poisons 
rlsln and abrin and connected étudiés on 
the :Ln1;eritavicç of immunity*

1894-1098: Work on production and assay of potential 
diphtheria antitoxin.

1099-1901s Studieo on immune haemolysis (prompted 
by Bordet's obsarvationa)*

1901-1903: Evolution of a general theory of immuno- 
loijy, attempting to explain and reconcile 
previous observation#*

1904*1906; Attempts to fit new facts into the theory
and encouraging the Activities of his pupils,

From his work on tetanus antitoxin Ehrlich developed
Ô3tha so called sidechain theory , in which It was concep

tualized that sidechains anchored large molecules to cell 
surfaces (bacteria or red cells), while at the same time
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coupling the complement necessary for cell lysis.
Furthermore, excess sidechatns were released to circulate 
free as m  cnfcltoxln in the blood. The next few years 
sew intensive work on haemolyatna, antitoxin© and the 
nature of complement and red cell receptors, Ehrlich 
recognized the possibility of horror autotoxlexiâ  ̂

(auto-immunity) but failed to recognize it clinically 
in humans or in amhaals, Ehrlich *Sf sldechain theory was 
not universally accepted and was seriously challenged by 
Bordet, Arrhenius and Gruber, Amongst his other discoveries 
wore the lag time between antigen Injection and antibody 
production, the anamnestic response, the central transfer 
of immunity, and the renaming of Bordet's alexine, complement. 
It was fitting that in 1908 he shared the Hobel Prize with 
Metchnikoff•

In 1903 Almoth Wright and Stewart Douglas recognised 
that neither the cellular theory nor the humoral theory was 
wrong and that both were correct ". By coining and defining 
the tcrta "opsonin" the differences between the two schools
of immunology wero resolved. Two French scientists Fortier 
and Elchct (1902), working with sea anemone toxin in dogs 
described anaphylnxin and for the first time the detrimental
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effect of antibodies was recognized^^. Since this was 
the era of antiserum injection it had a profound Impact 
on the practice of medicine. In the years between 1900 
and 1930 Schick and vonPirquet described the serum 
sickness reaction (1905), Prausnitz and Kustner recognized 
reagin (IgE) (1921), Landstelner discovered the ABO blood 
group system (1903) and coined the term hapten (1917), 
while Wasserman developed a test for syphilis (1906).

65The modem era of immunology began in 1930 when Haurowitz
formulated the template theory of antibody formation, which
suggested that antibody forming cells retained the antigen,
and used it as a template for antibody production. As a
consequence antigen and antibody had physical compatibility.
Burnet's theories of antibody formation evolved slowly and

67in 1954 he conceived the clonal selection theory • His 
theory differed from that of Haurowitz, in that it stated that 
clones of cells were genetically capable of making a certain 
antibody and that antigen recognition caused these cells to 
proliferate and produce specific antibody. Burnet also 
suggested that self recognition occurred in neonatal life by 
contact of antibody forming cells and a newly formed foetal 
antigen. This resulted in tolerance by suppression of 
forbidden clones. For this work on immunologic tolerance in 
conjunction with Medawar he received the Nobel Prize in 
Medicine and Physiology in 1960.
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In the last thirty years groups of research workers have
65developed new methods for studying the immune response . 

Ouchterlony, Oudia and Klek (1946-1948) developed gel diffusion 
tests, Gruber and Williams (1953) immuno-electrophoresis and 
Berson and Yalow developed radio-lismune assay procedures (1959). 
Kabat and Tisellus recognized that antibodies were globulins 
(1938) and Porter (1958) and Edelman (1959) elucidated their 
structure. In 1957 Allck Isaacs (1957) discovered Interferon, 
an antimicrobial agent lacking the specificity of antibody.
In 1956 Ernest Witebsky demonstrated the aut-imuno nature of 
Hashimoto's thyroiditis and opened a new era of medicine.

In the last twenty years the understanding of the complexity
65of the immune response has progressively advanced . Gell and

ÔBCoombs classified the immune response into four types • Type I
reaction (anaphylactic, ragin dependent, release of vascoactlve
hormones); Type II reaction (cytotoxic); Type III reaction
(Arthua«type, damage by toxic complexes) and Type IV reaction
(delayed, cell-mediated). The heterogeneity of circulating
lymphocytes and their recirculation characteristics were described
by Gowans^^ (1966). Since then the study of cells and tissues

70of the lymphoid system has been prolific. Although Click
accidentally discovered the importance of the bursa of Fabricius

71in antibody production, it vas Miller in 1961 who notéd the
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role of the thymus in immunologic development* In the 70*8
it was discovered that B and T lymphocytes could be differentiated

72by surface characteristics * A role for the monocyte, separate
from that of pure phagocytosis, was recognized and an intensive
investigation begun into the interaction which occurred between

73different subsets of mononuclear cells in the Immune response *
In the last ten years the importance of the immune response genes

74of the HLA system has been realized * In the 1980*0 it can be 
anticipated that substantial progress will be made In Immuuo* 
genetics, our comprehension of the regulation of the immune response 
and in the development of new methods for studying both*
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15The lymphoid system has three components : (1) stem 
cell pool, (2) the primary lymphoid organs (thymus and bursa 
of Fabrlcius) and (3) the secondary lymphoid organs (lymph 
nodes, spleen lymphoid aggregates). Within this syitem there 
are at least four important cell populations: B lyaiphocytes,
T lymphocytes, null cells and monocyte-taacrophages, % e  
expression of the immune response relies not only on these cells 
but also on accessory cells (e.g. granulocytes), and biologically 
active proteins (e.g. complement).

Stem cells are pluripotentlal cells having the capacity 
to replicate, self renew and differentiate into more mature forms. 
Originating in the yolk sac and liver prior to birth they reside 
in the bone marrow in the adult. These cells ere eventually 
released into the blood stream and further differentiate, depen
ding on the micro-environmental factors.

The thymus and bursa-equivalent lymphoid organs are import
ant in this further differentiation, and confer on these Immature 
cells those features which result in the production of T (thymus- 
dependent) or B (bursa dependent) lymphocytes. Once released 
from these organs it is believed that both T and B cells recir
culate from the blood through lymphoid tissue, enter lymph nodes 
and return to the blood via lymphatic ducts. Moreover, It is
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thought that B cells and T colls populate different areas 
of lymph organs. Thus, removal of primary lymphoid organs 
prior to the differentiation of T avid B cells. Impairs the

76capacity of an individual to undertake certain immune responses , 
Thymectomy impairs cellular immunity and whilst not influencing 
the generation of tiaauuoglohuliu producing cells, docs impair 
soims types of immune response dependent on T/B cell interasciôn. 
Removal of prljaary lymphoid organs in the adult docs not affect 
the response unless the pool of immunocompetent cells in also 
depleted.

Differing biological properties and functions of B and T 
lyiaphocytes, null cells and monocytes have been recognized in 
recent years.

Precursors of antibody secreting cells are recognized by 
the presence of intrinsic immunoglobulin on their cell mWvrane 
(mlg). No other immunocompetent cells bear #mm#E%lobulln. It 
is not detectable on T cells, while the passively acquired Xg 
on monocytes and null cello can be readily dissociated from the 
cell membrane. These cells can thus be identified using an anti
immunoglobulin bearing a detectable marker e.g. fluorescein or
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rhodamltie. Two sources of error require Identification,
Firstly, many cells (including B cells) hove receptors for

77Fc regions of aggregated irmunoglobulin end therefore cells
may bind aggregates of labeled antl-irtmtunoglobulin antibodies
through reaction of their Fc receptors with Fc portions of
the antibody, and be Identified as bearing mig, when in fact
they lack mlg but posoeas Fc receptors# TIvis m y  be eliminated
by removal of aggregates from a preparation of labelled anti-
tg Immediately prior to uoe. Secondly, Fc receptors (on non*B
cells) may already have bound immunoglobulin in vivo and thus

78appear to possess mig , This effect can be reduced by 
incubating the cells at 37^0 and washing them prior to examin
ation * a procedure which dissociates passively acquired Imsmno- 
globulin*

As well as possessing mXg and Fc receptors, B cells 
display cytoplasmic liaaaunoglobulin (cig), receptors for C^b and 

and la antigène#

Knowledge of the ontogeny of human B cells Is incomplete#
It appears that the first human cells arc detected at 
10 weeks of gestation# These cells have IgM on their surface 
but lack complement receptors for la antigens# With maturation, 
additional membrane markers appear i.e. IgD, la antigens and
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complement receptors# Finally, the class of immunoglobulin 
which that cell is programmed to secrete is expressed# Xtie 
switch in immunoglobulin class expressed is not accompanied 
by a change in the specificity of the immunoglobulin of that 
cell. Since IgD is found only in low serum concentrations 
in humans, it seems likely that its principle role is as a 
membrane receptor and not that of a secreted antibody#

The initial event in cell activation is that of antigen
binding to a membrane receptor# These receptors have been

79demonstrated to be mXg molecules # It has been estimated
A 5that 5x10 to 1x10 mig molecules (of IgD or monoraeric IgM) 

exist on the B cell surface# Membrane immunoglobulin is 
orientated such that its Fc receptor portion and its antigen 
binding site are exteriorized# mlg is mobile within the plane 
of the membrane and can migrate to form micro-aggregates 
(patches) or clumps (caps) in response to multlvalent antigens 
and anti-Ig antibody^®. Furthermore, it has been noted that 
following cap formation there is endocytosis, which results 
in an Initial lose of membrane receptors followed by synthesis 
of new mlg# This relationship between mlg and cytoskeletal
Structures may relate to the signal generation necessary for

81lymphocyte activation #
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Burnets clonal selection theory suggested the existence 
of a heterogenous group of lymphocytes each capable of synthes
izing antibody to only one type of antigen. An antigen was 
visualized as coupling to one of these cells, causing prolifer
ation and differentiation to produce a clone of cells with the 
same specificity as the parent cell. Subsequent studies using 
radiolabelled antigens have supported this theory, in that only 
a very small percentage of B cells bind the antigen. Furthermore,
antl-lmmunoglobulin prevents binding of the antigen to the mlg

82receptor • The second requirement of Burnets theory was that 
the specificity of the cell receptor must be the same as that 
of the secreted product of the descendants of that cell.
Evidence to date supports Bumets original theory^^*^^.

Antigen binding docs not necessarily result in activation
and therefore other factors must be involved. The mechanics by

35which B cells are activated are poorly understood at present . 
There are two favoured mechanisms (a) antigen initiated changes 
in membrane associated adenyl cyclase, producing changes in 
the levels of cyclic mucleotldes; (b) local aggregation of 
receptor molecules resulting in a flux of Ca 'lone through 
the formation of membrane channela. It should be noted, however, 
that results have not been reproducable between laboratories and
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the use of polyclonal activators may not equate with the 
mode of activation encountered In vivo to specific antigens. 
Nevertheless, pokeweed mitogen has proven a particularly 
valuable tool in the study of human B cell function.

T-lymphocytes:
The thymus-dependent (T) lymphocytes have two types of 

activity - regulatory and effector.

Regulatory! (1) Helper function - T cells help B cells 
respond to T dependent antigen.

(2) Amplifier function - T cells amplify 
certain T mediated effector functions.

(3) Suppressor - T cells suppress antibody 
s3mthesis and some T effector functions.

Effector! (1) Cell mediated cytotoxicity - these cells 
specifically kill antigen bearing cells.

(2) Lymphoklne production - activated lympho
cytes release potent nonspecific biologi
cally active substances having effects on
(a) macrophage activation (b) chemotaxls 
(c) target cell lysis (d) resistance to 
viruses.

Histologically indistinguishable from B cells with the
light microscope, T cells are recognized by their ability to form

86rosettes with sheep erythrocytes • That is for sheep red cells 
to cluster around a central human T lymphocyte. These cells also 
possess Fc receptors, some having receptors for aggregated IgM
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(%n cells) and some for aggregated ïgG (Ty cells). Available
evidence suggests that these receptors may be markers for

87distinctive functional subsets of cells . The recent devel** 
opment of monoclonal anti-T cell antibodies produced by the
hybridoma technique affords a method for identifying and enum*

88©rating T cells by a different method . The ontogeny and 
development of T lymphocytes has attracted considerable attention. 
Immature T cells migrate to the thymus where they further differ
entiate and acquire specificity* (Much of this early work was 
conducted in mice and the principles extrapolated to humans). 
Entering at the periphery of the thymic cortex, lymphocytes 
(thymocytes) vigorously proliferate and begin their migration 
towards the medulla. It appears likely that thymopoeltin exerts 
a significant effect on maturation. Immune competency is conferred 
within the thymus possibly through the interaction of thymocytes 
with self antigens expressed on thymic epithelial cells and/or 
thymic macrophages^^. The high density of macrophages at the 
thymic corticomedullary junction has yet to be adequately explained, 
but may be an important factor in the production of immune 
competence. The mature lymphocyte possessing surface receptors 
and immunologic competence migrates to the circulation and then 
to peripheral lymphoid tissue.
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Helper function was first recognised by the study of
90antibody responses to sheep erythrocytes • When irradiated 

mice were reconstituted with bone marrow cells only .or thymo
cytes only, they failed to produce antibody on Immunisation 
with sheep red blood cells. However, if they received both 
marrow and thymic cells they made an excellent response. It 
has been demonstrated in a mouse model that the helper
T lymphocyte is antigen-specific and exerts its helper function

91only if stimulated by the antigen to which it is responsive .
Since the helper effect is most efficient when collaborating
B and T cells are brought into intimate contact (as it is when
each reacts with distinct determinants), it suggests that help
is mediated either by direct cell-cell contact or via a soluble
factor with a short range of action. In the last few years it
has been recognised that culuring primed T lymphocytes with
antigen leads to the secretion Into the medium of a factor which
specifically helps the reoponse of B lymphocytes to antigens on

92the sarm molecule for which the T cell was specific • It 
appears that these factors are not conventional immunoglobulin 
molecules, although they possess an antigen binding site.
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T-s«pprfâosor functions

Recognition of tUe modulating effect of T cells on
93antibody production has boon moat Important « Suppression 

hao been demonstrated to be antigen specific and can be mediated 
by soluble factors In mlce^^. Tbua helper and euppressor factors 
are aimllar in that they are both T cell products, specific for 
antigen, lack antigenic determinants for Ittsamnoglobulln but 
posaeao antigenic determinants coded in the HHC* They differ, 
lit that (1) helper factor secreted into the culture medium, 
while suppressor factor is obtained by disrupting cells and 
<?.) I antigens arc coded for by different X subregions of the 
MHC (help l-Ap suppression X-J mice),

The site of action of the T suppressor cell is unknown.
It could act directly on the B cell and suppress activation,
or it could act on the T helper cell and indirectly decrease
B cell activation. Evidence presently favours the latter.
Suppressor calls tdiich exert potent nonspecific affects on
antibody formation have been described and laay be important in
the normal regulation of the imiuno response. Concansvallln A
treated T cells and the soluble factor SIRS (soluble immune
response suppressor), have been shown to suppress a wide range

95of immune responses in a nonspecific fashion* •
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T-̂ aBplifier functions

Killer T lymphocytes may he. primed in vitro by culturing 
them with potential target celle. Priming is much more efficient 
however, in the presence of a second population of T lymphocytes 
(amplifier cells) which are also specific for antigenic deter- 
isinanta on the target cell.

Cytotoxic T cells;

The killer T cell is Important in cell mediated destruction
of allogeneic cello and of cells bearing virus and tumour

96antigens , It appears that a single T cell can destroy multiple 
targets and that the interaction time accessary for cytotoxicity 
is short. Killer T cells can act in isolation of other cell 
types, although the latter have a profound effect on the devel-
^epmant of K cells m  noted above.

Lymphokinoo are a group of biologically active substances
amongst which are ™

Macrophage Migration Inhibition Factor (MEF)
Macrophage Activating Factor (MF)
Qiemotactic Factors for monocytes, granulocytes 
and eosinophils.
Interferon
Products toxic to tumour cells.
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In general lymphokine production depends on T cell 
activation, although B cello m y  initiate It or even secrete 
lymphokines themselves (ae may monocytes)* These products 
have a profound effect on the inflammatory response, tumour 
celle and viruses.

Evidence suggests that Ï cells utilise a different antigen
recognition system from B cells. Although knowledge is still
incomplete it appears that T cell activation requires the
recognition of both a foreign antigen (non-self) and of an I
region antigen common to the antigen presenting cell and the

97,98primed T cell (self) , This requirement has been termed
the '*MiC restriction of T lymphocyte activation" and suggests
a major function for the 1 region of the MIC, This point has
been further highlighted by the observation that antisera
directed against I region gene products inhibits T lymphocyte 

99activation . Although the nature of the receptor is unknown, 
MIQ gene products and Xg gene pool products (genes eoding 
for idiotypes on the variable region of the heavy chains of 
antibodies) are strong contenders.
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Monocytes and tiacrophages :

The monocyte-macrophage system has gained Increasing 
importance in the initiation and mediation of the immune 
reaponse^^^. Monocytes derived from the haemopoletlc system 
migrate into peripheral tissues where they are identifiable 
as macrophages. These cells have some similarity to both 
polymorphonuclearleucocytes and lymphocytes, in that while 
being phagocytic cells they also bear receptors for f.aud ^3 
and in some cases la antigerR * The functions of monocytes 
are many and varied -

(1) Phagocytosis
(2) Antigen processing and presentation
(3) Release of biologically active products.
(4) Tumour surveillance.
(5) Angiogenesis
(6) T lyiQphocyte differentiation.
In the present context, antigen recognition and subsequent 

presentation are the most important functions since they initiate 
the immune response. Antigen binding may occur through several 
mechanisms which may be either specific or nonspecific. Thus it 
has been observed that when antigen is Incubated with monocytes 
it tends to stick to the cell membrane. The molecular basis of
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this process Is unknown. However, Fc receptors on the 
monocyte cell ncanbranc act in a more specific faehlon and 
may bind indirectly to antigen, either by prior attndimcnt 
of cytophllic antibody (which then binds antigen) or by 
binding nntigen/antlbody complexe®. Cytophllic antibody 
binding to antigen Is likely Important at lot̂  concentration» 
of antigen since at high concentrations its avidity is 
exceeded by noïàspeciflc binding. Finally, monocytes can bind 
complétas through their recaptors.

As previously described antigen presentation by a syngeneic
adherent cell is critical to activation of most T cell functions.
Wliethcr the monocyte is invariably the cell which presents the
antigen is not known. îHillc there is evidence to suggest that
the act of presentation is passive, in that antigen is simply

4*displayed on the surface of an la monocyte. It has also been
demonstrated that an active process requiring antigen procaaslng

103 3 0?results in the creation of an immunogenic moiety * Thus
the nature of antigen presentation Is unclear. However, Rosenthal*a
guinea pig experiments have Illustrated the key role that monocytes

103play in directing the immune response « The way in which the 
monocyte activates the T cell has not been identified, it may be 
by cell-cell interaction at the time of antigen presentation, 
although a lymphocyte activating factor (LAF) has been described.
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tAF potentiates the response of both B and T lymphocytes and 
may act on a cell which has hound antigen on a monocyte 
surface.

The elegant work with listeria monocytogenes infection 
in mice by Mackanass and Blanden^^^ drew attention to the 
critical role played by these cells in the effector sequence.
It was determined that listeria immune T lymphocytes cocultured 
with macrophages from a nonimmune donor could heighten the 
in vitro bacteriocidal actions of the macrophages when listeria 
were added to the cultures. This enhancement was dependant 
on T cell lymphokines, particularly macrophage activating factor, 
a process which can be mimicked by adding suitable lymiphocyte 
culture supernatants to macrophage cultures.

Hull Cells;

These cells cannot be charactoriaed m  B calls, T cells 
or faonocytes and hence are tamed null cello* It is not known 
wliather these cello are homogenouo or whether the)? arc precursors 
or unrecognisable forais (by current techniques) of T or B cells. 
Sîinca they are found in humane with agmsmiaglobuliiuiemia and 
with T cell deficiency it is likely that they are a diotiuct cell
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line. Two Important function» have been ««crlbed to those 
cells which constitute ten per cent of the human peripheral 
blood lymphocyte population. (1) Antibody dependent cell 
mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) (2) Natural killer (HK) activity.
In the A0CC response null cells ore capable of destruction of 
antibody coated nucleated target cells - a process independent 
of that produced by complement or killer cells. (The null cell 
binds antibody by its Fc receptor) Natural killer activity 
refers to the ability of null cells to destroy targets not 
sensitized by antibody. This area is one of significant contro
versy and intense interest at the present time.

An appreciation of the complexity of Immunoregulatlon 
requires integration of the principle elec^nts of the Immune 
response which have already been eluded to. Thus in a normal 
immune response evidence indicates that antigen is bound to the 
surface of a monocyte and then presented to a T lymphocyte. 
Interaction requires the recognition of X region gene products 
and antigen on the sell surface of the monocyte by the syngeneic 
T cell. Tills interaction results in T cell activation and the 
release of lymphokines and helper factors. (It has been suggested 
that free antigen may activate T suppressor cells - a process 
independent of the monocyte). T helper cello and/or soluble
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factors tîien act on E cells to produce antibody w3.th 
specificity for the original antigen,

T suppressor cells may act by cellular interaction to
diminish thyimc dependent antibody synthesis and by limiting 
(in vitro) the generation of cells responsible for cell 
mediated cytotoxicity. These function» are mediated either 
by cell-cell contact or by the production of soluble factors 
which inhibit positive T coll function, T cells appear to 
influence the clasa of antibody produced and also its Unity. 
Thus clones of B cells may switch from the production of IgH 
antibody to the production of IgO or XgA antibody with the 
oama specificity or, distinct subsets of T lymphocytes may 
interact exclusively with precursors of cells secreting a 
particular subclass of antibody e.g. IgG^ or XgE* Furthermore, 
in experiments with thymectomlzcd irradiated mice reconsti
tuted with bone marrow cells, it has been observed that the
greater the number of thymocytes used in reconstitution the

105greater the affinity of the antibody produced .

A more extensive form of imunorogulation was engendered 
in Jemes^^^ network hypothesis. Instead of a suppressor cell 
or factor modulating the response, a regulatory system which 
could operate in the absence as well as the presence of an
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antigen was envisioned. In Jemes hypothesis regulation
1» mediated by antl-ldiotype antibodies directed against
unique antigenic determinants expressed by antibodies
opacifie for the Immnixlng antigen. That Is, antibodies
(or in a broader sense suppressor cells or suppressor
factor©) are specific for effector cell receptors rather
than for antigens themselves - a concept which allows Imuno-
regulation to continue in the absence of an antigen. The
potential usefulness of regulating immune responses through
interaction with the idiotype of the receptor was accented

307by Bine, and WigselX ' * They injected rats with moleculee
bearing reoeptor© specific for a given set of rat HlC 
antigens which resulted in the elimination (by development 
of a fom of Immnity) of those lymphocytes capable of 
mounting an alloreactlou against cells bearing those MHC 
antigens for which the receptors used for immunisation were 
specific. Hieoe idiotype immnised rats were able to retain 
skin grafts from rats of the MIC type for which the Idiotypo 
bearing mo3.eculee were specific.

I'Thile it can be expected that antigen exposure will 
result in a primed state characterized by the appearance of 
specific T lymphocytco and memory B cells tîiere are situations
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in which tolerance develops, i.e. a state in which there 
Is diminution of the ittmiune response with a subséquent 
challenge with the same antigen. At least four different 
mechanisms may result in immune tolerances

1. Clonal abortion - the specific elimination 
of clones of B and T cells early in their 
development*

2. Clonal deletion - the removal of donas of 
mature B and T cells follŒfing exposure
to tolerogenic forms of antigen*

3. Reversible inactivation of lymphocytes by
saturation of receptors with free antigen 
ot antigen antibody complexes.

4. Specific inhibition by the action of primed 
suppressor cells.

From the foregoing discussion it can be seen that in 
response to antigen challenge, a number of immuaoregulntory 
events may occurs

1. T cells may promote or suppress the function 
of E cells or other T cells.

2 . B colls may promote or suppress function of 
T cello.

3. Macrophages may activate T cells and B cells 
directly.

4. T colls may activate macrophages.
5. Ï suppressor cells may activate macrophages to 

produce n nonspecific Inhibitor of B cell function,
6. Macrophages may suppress the response of other

immunocompetent cells *
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It la apparent that the preaent state of Imotfledge 
la the product of several decades of research and while 
subatanfcial progress has been made in that time, there is 
now an even greater opportunity to make further advances*
Hew methodologies are rapidly appearing and It is to be 
anticipated that together with the definition of additional 
aubseta of B and T lymphocytes, the role of the nul.l cell 
and monocyte will be further evaluated. Evidence in the 
last few years has suggested the existence of modulatory 
loops, similar to those recognised in endocrine systems, 
Mechanistic aspects of this delicate balance which maintains 
the integrity of the iimune system and its responeca are 
the subject of this thesis. In particular a series of 
ctudiea have bean designed to investi,gate In vitro differences 
which may exist in toauuoregu3.ation between normal individuals 
and patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
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CIIAPTER 2

BACKGROUND TO RESEARai <2)

IMMUNOFATTiOGENESIS OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS,
ILLUSTRATION OF CLINICAL CONSEQUENCE OF 
RHEmmTOID ARTHRITIS.
THE RESEARCH QUESTION,
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"to study the phenomena of 
disease without books is to sail 
an unchartered sea, while to study 
books without patients is not to 
go to sea at all."

Sir William Osier 1849-1919.
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IiaiOlIOPATHOGENESlS OF RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
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The Immunopathogeneais of rheumatoid arthritis can 
be conveniently divided Into three stages:

1. The initiating event which probably results
in the conveyance of an ctlologic agent to the 
joint. Several potential etiologic factors - 
infection, autoimmunity and genetic predis
position were considered in the last chapter.

2. Immunologic events perpetuating synovitis.

3. The development of pannus from inflamed synovium 
resulting in joint destruction.

In this chapter the current state of knowledge regar
ding the immunopathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis is 
reviewed and the consequences briefly illustrated. An immuno* 
pathogenic mechanism is constructed following an evaluation 
of observations made on individual components of the immune 
response.

As alluded to in the previous chapter studies of immuno- 
genetic aspects of rheumatoid arthritis have revealed several 
interesting facta which may relate to how gene products are 
involved in the development of rheumatoid arthritis. While 
no differences generally exist between rheumatoids and normals
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in HLA-A, B or G antigens, an increase of HXA 
and a decrease of HLA t>W2 have been obaerved^^^. Furthermore, 
a correlation has been noted between D#3 and high titres 
of rheumatoid factor, and a questionable association between 
BRW2 and DRW3 and adverse reactions to remittive drugs (gold 
and Penicillamine). Finally# patients with lllA B8 and 
BRW3 (2 genes in linkage dyscqullibrium), appear to be 
particularly liable to the nephrotoxic complications of these 
drugs.

Enumeration of Lymphocyte Populations and Subpopulationst

Lymphocyte populations have been studied in the
peripheral blood, synovial fluid and synovial tissue of
patients with rheumatoid arthritis, surface markers proving
useful in the identification of subpopulations of these cells.
In spite of the imprecision of present methodologies some
degree of functional purity has been observed in the defined
subsets and several important observations made. Several

110 111authors have reported that the proportion (9-18%) *
112and absolute number of B lymphocytes in the peripheral 

blood of patients with rheumatoid arthritis show no deviation 
from the normal. Problems of correctly identifying cells as 
B colls or T cells were alduded to in Chapter 1. Even
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accounting for those problems It Is evident that rheumatoid®
and norma3,o do not differ quantitatively. Studies of T 3,ymphO" 

110 111cytcs ’ uaing E-roscttlng and anti-T cell nntlaera have
Ghown elmllar counts in the blood of rheumatoids and normals.
There is no convincing evidence of a conaiatent fluctuation
of T cell levels with diseasa activity. In respect of the
non-'-B non-T cell population of lymph<5cyte» there have been

113few report#, although numbers appear to be normal . Thus,
B cells, T cells mvl non-B non-T cells are present in normal 
numbers in patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Inconsistency 
regarding the identification of Ï gamma lymphocytes is likely 
due to technical factors such as immune complexes, antilympho
cyte antibodies and rheumatoid factors, interfering with Fc 
gamma receptor assays.

The T lymphocyte population in synovial fluid is
increased^^^, while the B cell proportion is decreased^^^*^^^
when referenced to peripheral blood values. Information
regarding the proportion of non-T non-B or null cells is more
varied. The explanation for this change in B and T cell
proportions is unclear. While the high percentage of T cells
may reflect the large number of T cells present in synovium
it is also true that T cells are the predominant lymphocyte

115type in other non-infectious extra vascular fluids (lymph, 
c.a.f. ascites and pleural exudates). The scarcity of B cells
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may be due to rapid differentiation into plasma cells, 
selective destruction or poor migration capability from 
synovium into synovial fluid.

The lymphocyte has long been recognized as the 
characteristic cell type of the rheumatoid inflammatory 
infiltrate, even at times forming lymphoid follicle-like 
structures. Although cell suspensions have been success
fully prepared from synovium, identification of composite 
cell types has not been as satisfactory. While proportions 
have varied using iimminofluorescent antisera, cyto-adherence 
techniques and elution and characterization procedures, a 
trend has emerged indicating that the T cell is the predom
inant lymphocyte (54-83%)^^^*^^^ while the B cell is present 
in a proportion of (using the last mentioned
technique). There are objections to each of the three 
methods. The major objection to the immunofluorescent method 
is that there is interference by staining of Fc gamma receptors 
in the surrounding tissue which cannot be controlled for. Fc 
gamma and C3 receptors on different lymphocyte populations 
and subpopulations, as well as on other types of leukocytes, 
reduce the specificity of results obtained using cyto-adherence. 
Elution methods have the disadvantage that only certain cells 
are elutable and therefore the subsequent characterization
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studies are conducted oa only a subset of the true 
Gyaovial population of lymphocytes* While enumeration 
studies are valuable they say nothing regarding the functional 
status of composite cells. These considerations have required 
the application of different methodologies*

Additional observations have indicated that cutaneous
delayed hypersensitivity to various antigens Is impaired in

119some patients with rheumatoid arthritis • Rheumatoid lympho
cytes in autologous serum have been shown to perform poorly in

120 12tthe mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLE) * '. Spontaneous cyto
toxicity to Chang liver cells is increased, while ADCC and 
mitogen induced cytotoxicity are normal in peripheral blood 
of patients with

Several researchers have observed hyporesponsivoneas of
125rheumatoid lymphocytes to phytomitogens and to specific antigens ' 

126 127, In particular it has been difficult to stimulate R.A. 
lymphocytes with either aggregated IgG or immune complexes.
The mechanisms by which this hyporesponsive state arises is 
unknown* However, it has been postulated that lymphocytes are 
already stimulated by an undefined antigen and so cannot be 
further stimulated. Of interest in this respect, are the 
results of experiments conducted on synovial lymphocytes which
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r»how ittCîreaofôîl 3H™l:îxynidino incorporation. The highest 
ro8pon&o to phytomitogen© occur# in lyinphoeytcfi with 
the highest Icvcla of opontoneou» Incorporation of 3K- 
thymidine, suggesting Che possihiXlty of two distinct 
suheeto of lymphocytes, one lnca;pahl.e end one capable of 
further mtimulacion. The probability that hyporesponalve- 
noBB is due to extrinsic factor» ha» been diminished by 
the observation that prolonged incubation at 37^C (even 
overnight), or ensymatlc rmaoval of adsorbed material
owing trypsin, neuratainldase or hyaluronldaae does not

123enhance responoiveneae " . It appears therefore that 
this functional deficit in vitro Is due to an intrinsic 
abnormality of E.A. lymphocytes or In the way in which 
they communicate with one another, rather than the result 
of lymphocyte coating by serum factors. Studies on the 
nuBiber and function of lymphocyte subsets in rheumatoid 
arthritis have been limited. Work on the Con A suppressor 
cell and the short lived suppressor cell Indicate that 
neither are active in R.A. Enhancement of PHA induced 
lymphocyte transformation by Indomethacin has recently 
been used as evidence for the existence of a prostaglandin 
producing suppressor cell in normal as well as rheumatoid 
subjects . Elthough this observation is of Interest in
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view of the important role prostaglandins play in the
130regulation of the immune response ' , considerable work 

la required to evaluate its true significance*

Lymphokines:#11 i# ii#*«iiArmi'm  '«#l'rn-f/ga.»#!, * w*

Lympliokinea as previously described are biologically- 
active lymphocyte-derived soluble factors which play a 
vital role in the iimune response* If E*A. is viewed as 
a disorder in which tissue lesions result from the direct 
participation of persistently activated iirsmune cells and 
their products, then the place of lymphokines in this 
scheme requires definition. Although thoracic duct drain-

1 '31age " necessitates the removal of fluid as well as lympho
cytes, the beneficial effects of this form of therapy have 
been used as evidence that lymphocytes are directly involved 
in the rheumatoid process* Furthermore, lymphokines have
been found in rheumatoid synovial fluid and cell auperna- 

132tants , and when injected into rabbit joints have produced
133chronic synovitis * Lymphokines in various situations 

have been shown to produce cell migration inhibition, 
raltogenesia, monocyte and osteoclast activation, ce3.1 cyto- 
toxicity and vascular changes* While the extent to which 
lysapliokinea contribute to the imunopathology of rheumatoid 
arthritis is speculative, there is reasonable evidence to 
support their presence in the rheumatoid inflammatory process 
and the importance of their biological activity*
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Rheumatoid Factors;

Rheumatoid factor (R.F.) Is an antibody directed
against the Fc region of IgG* Wjhlle this 1» usually an
XgM antibody, other classes have been recognized. Even
IgM RF is not a homogenous entity, several fractions with

134separate antibody specificities being recognized
The mechanism by which self tolerance to IgG is lost in
R.A. is not known, although there are several postulates.
There may be direct stimulation of non tolerant B cells
or loss of suppressor cell activity. Polyclonal B cell
activation may result in the activation of auto antibody
classes or alternatively immunogenic determinants on
completed, fragmented or altered monomeric IgG may be
exposed. One area that has been of significant Interest
is the possibility that rheumatoid factor is the product
of an immune response against an antigenic determinant

135.136which crossreacts with IgG . Although no antigen
has been defined it has been observed that purified XgM 
rheumatoid factor will react with the nucleosomes of 
normal cells, a phenomenon requiring the presence of DMA 
and core histone. Tliis cross reactivity has not been 
noted by several researchers and may relate to the inhibi
tory effect that excessive quantities of IgG have on this 
"anti-nuclear" activity of R.F. Therefore it is possible
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that the aetlologlc event results In the generation
of an intracellular antigen to which an antibody (XgM)
response is mounted* Then because of crossreactivity
the antibody reacts with the Fc region of IgG* Since
the antigen is not irradicatcd end IgG is in constant supply,
the immune response is perpetuated*

Studies of immune complexes present in rheumatoid
synovial fluids have demonstrated that a large proportion

137 138contain anti-lgG antibodies, particularly of IgG class 
However, rheumatoid factors have been demonstrated in the 
synovial fluids of patients with several non-rheumatoid 
chronic inflammatory disease states. It is possible that 
differences in clinical manifestation are due to some 
characteristic of the rheumatoid factor such as site of 
production, immunoglobulin subclass, the antigenic deter
minants concerned, antibody specificities and various 
other biological properties. Evidence suggests that most 
individuals have the capacity to produce anti IgG anti
bodies following immunisation by IgG-containing immune 
complexes, or by naturally occurring polyclonal B cell 
activators. The structural similarity of anti IgG from 
unrelated individuals has suggested a genetic influence on
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139anti-'IgG production . Anti IgG antibodies have two 
important properties* Firstly* they react with an antigen 
present in serum (IgG) and secondly* the auto antigens 
reside on the antibody molecule itself. The observation

140that most IgG in rheumatoid synovium is produced in situ
can be related to the finding of IgG anti"IgG complexes,
the formation of which are likely facilitated by the
presence of high local concentrations of auto antibody and
low concentrations of normal IgG. Furthermore, some IgG

141nntl-IgGs preferentially self associate forming IgG
anti-XgG IgG anti IgG complexes. The generation of
Immune complexes is of more than just casual concern since
It is the anti IgG containing complexes which can activate
complement and initiate the sequence which ultimately leads
to joint damage. Further evidence for the pathogenetic
Importance of anti IgG comes from the observation that IgG-
anti IgG complexes can cause mesenteric artW&ltls in rats^^^
and also are found In artcric lesions in patients with
rheumatoid arthritis* Furthermore, patients with severe
disease tend to have higher titres of rheumatoid factors In

143their blood and show evidence of complement consumption 
One final point to be made regarding rheumatoid factor is 
that while It has been incriminated in the pathogenesis of 
rheumatoid arthritis, protective effects for the presence
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of rheumatoid factor have been shown in other settings.
144R.A. anti“IgG can attentuate serum sickness , reduce

145complement mediated cell lysis or cell mediated cyto-
toxicity^^^, or inhibit heterologous anti-human IgG

147antibody production . How these in vitro observations 
relate to the immunologic events which produce this 
clinical entity is speculative.

Auto antibody production in rheumatoid arthritis is 
not confined to rheumatoid factor. Several auto-antibodies 
of different classes to collagen of varying types have been 
detected in R.A. synovial fluid and to a lesser extent in 

The finding of these antibodies is not 
peculiar to R.A., being found in S.I.E., P.S.S., psoriatic 
arthritis and several other arthropathies. It la unlikely 
that these auto antibodies initiate the synovitis but more 
likely that they arise as a result of stimulation of immuno
competent cells by antigens derived from breakdown products 
of autologous denatured collagen. In this respect they 
play a role in perpetuating the synovitis which was Initiated 
by a different antigen. Antlnuclear antibodies are found 
in a high percentage of patients with rheumatoid arthritis.

Immune complexes have been studied in synovial membrane 
and fluid, collagenous tissues as well as in blood. Although 
complexes are detectable in the circulation they are more
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readily appreciable in extravaacular areas, and In 
particular within joints* Identification of complexe» 
hao been achieved by a number of different methods (Clq 
binding, precipitation with polyclonal IgM*KF, radial 
diffusion etc.). However, the specificities of IgG 
rheumatoid factors have still not been fully Investigated, 
and the mechanism whereby synthesis of rheumatoid factor 
io perpetuated not evaluated. Evidence suggests that a 
local imune response occurs in rheumatoid synovial 
membrane, either because of the presence of ael^ replic
ating foreign antigens (e.g. virus) or of auto antigens 
responsible for the maintenance of a local autonomous 
antibody response, resulting in the formation of various 
types of immune complexes, mainly IgG sntl-IgG but also 
including IgM complexes and self associating anti-IgG.

From elegant studies conducted in rabbits, Jasin has
observed the deposition of immune complexes in collagenous

ISOtissues. Early experiments indicated that local anti
body production continued for two months after the Intra 
articular injection of soluble antigen and moreover, the 
majority of the antigen was sequested, not within the 
synovial membrane but rather in avascular collagenous 
structures such as articular cartilage, menisci and tendons, 
where it was irreversibly trapped. Furthermore, the antigen
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was complexe! with complement and IgG, complexes being 
most frequent In the superficial area of tissues close 
to the articular surface. These findings have subseq-

151uently been confirmed by an Independent group of workers
A search for immune complexes in rheumatoid collagen
has revealed their presence in 92% of patients with 

152classical disease • However, complexes have also been 
found In other inflammatory and non-inflammatory joints, 
although less frequently. Using different techniques, 
the presence of complexes in rheumatoid collagenous 
tissues has been confirmed^^^*^^^. These trapped immune 
complexes have been shown to be capable of generating 
mediators of acute inflammation when Incubated with 
complement^^^,156  ̂ presence of an inaccessible antigen
trapped in an immune complex has major implications in the 
possible pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis. Frustrated 
phagocytosis will result in the continuous release of 
mediators of inflammation in a nonspecific manner, while 
the continued presence of antigen may lead to the accummu- 
latiou of sensitized lymphocytes. Finally, the presence 
of acute Inflammatory cells within damaged collagenous 
joint tissues may result in the release of factors which 
are chemotactic for other cells and possibly^ for pannus.
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There is also evidence of a pathogenetic role for imimine
complexes in the development of rheumatoid vasculitis

157where they have been found la dermal vessel© and the
158vaaa nervorum of vasculitlc lesions .

Immune co-mplexee have been dcwnutratcd in the
cl3!culafc;lon of eorae patients with rheuiaatoid arthrltls^^^*^^^

158and it is deposition of these complexes " which Is thought 
to account for some of the extra-articular features of the 
disease e.g, nodules, nail fold haemorrhages, peripheral 
neuropathy, skin necrosis, episcleritis mid lung lesions. 
There are several methods of Imaune complex detection, each 
recogni^lns complexes with different physical and Iramuno- 
chamlcal composition. #ille different complexes may he 
detected by each method it is possible that different methods 
at least in part identify different facets of the same 
complexes, while also falling to detect other complexes 
similar In other respects. The relationship between circu
lating ImiuiiQ complexes and disease aeverity, activity and 
prognosis continues to be evaluated.

Complement Activation:
The classical and alternate pathways of activation of 

complement and the control proteins Cl INH, C3hIHA and BIH 
have been studied in rheunuitoid sytiovial fluid and peripheral 
blood. Apart from occasional episode» of hypfjcomplGmentemia
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during disease exacerbation, the total hemolytic complement 
(Ciîtĵ ) of rheumatoid peripheral blood ia usually normal or 
elevated^^^*^^^. Thin is in contrast to the decreased
complement activity (compared with osteoarthrltlc joints)

X63noted in synovial fluid of seropositive rhcumatoida . 
However, the definition of a normal range for synovial fluid 
coniplcment has been unsatisfactory# Studies have indicated
a hypercatabollBsi of Ĉ i and factor B indicating classical 
hut also alternate pathway activation ml65̂  immune complex 
induced activation of the classical pathway may represent 
the main and early pathogenetic event with secondary acti
vation of the alternate pathway# The control proteins C3bINA 
and BIH have been reported as being depressed in the synovial 
fluid of fjcropoaitive rheuraatoids, while only C3bXNA is depressed 
in aoroncgative# In contrast, in rheumatoid serum (in associa- 
ation with normal levels) supranonnal levels of C3bXHA 
and BXE suggest that excessive systemic complement activation 
io prevented by circulating control proteins^^^.
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Xïamunohlstochemlcal studies have revealed the presence
o£ ImtaunogXobulln and complement inside phagocytic cellar within
synovial membrane and in the synovial fluld^^^. Since mono- 

167cytes and polymorphonuclear leucocytes (PMK) are common in
rheumatoid synovial fluid,their role in enzyme mediated joint
damage requires consldcration^^^. Studies on PME'a in R.A.
have usually demonstrated decreased adherence^^^, chemotaxis 

171and phagocytosis in vitro. Hot all studies have been 
conducted on drug free patients and therefore it has been 
questioned whether In some cases defective P M  function is a 
consequence of treatment rather than disease. Two possibilities 
have been raised to account for this functional deficiency,
(a) the prior ingestion of immune complexes and (b) C3b 
receptor blockade on the surface of the PM. At least in 
synovial fluid the latter hypothesis is favoured. While certain 
functional defhcts have been shown, PMs are nevertheless 
capable of releasing enzymes such as liposomal proteases,
elastaae, collegenase, cathepsln G, cathepsin D and superoxide

172radicals, all of which are able to inflict tissue injury 
In spite of in vitro studies demonstrating hypofunction, the 
observation of phagocytoacd material in PMs shows that phago
cytosis can be achieved in vivo. Research into the functional 
capabilities of rheumatoid monocytes promises to provide 
valuable information about this cell which is not only an
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iîwaunocompetent regulator but also an effector cell capable 
of phagocytosis, and the release of enzymes some of which 
can degrade articular cartilage.

Fibrin.
Pertinent to the present discussion are observations 

regarding elements within the joint capsule which may result 
in the observable pathologic endpoints of proliferation and 
destruction. Fibrin is extensively deposited in rheumatoid 
joints being found free in synovial fluid, on synovial pannus 
and cartilage, as well as within phagosomes. While fibrin 
deposition occurs in other inflamiatory arthritides it is 
persistent in rheumatoid arthritis. Persistence appears to 
be due to continued overproduction of fibrin, rather than 
inhibition of fibrinolysis. The stimulation for this over
production may be activation of the coagulation process by 
immune complexes or lymphocytes. A pathogenetic role for
fibrin has been suggested, similar to that postulated for the

173îîasugi nephritis model • By analogy in rheumatoid arthritis 
fibrin may result directly or Indirectly In pannus formation, 
fibrous thickening of the synovium, swelling and proliferation 
of synovial lining cells and vascular endothelium, induration 
of the synovium, emigration and degeneration of PMs, P M  
mediated cartilage destruction and lymphoedema causing synovial
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"î "1 7*4swelling and joint effusion ** • It is evident that
farther research is required to define the problem as it 
exists in rheumatoid arthritis.

Synovium.
Rheumatoid synovium has several characteristics. It is

a multilayer structure easily distinguishable from normal
synovium, in which there Is a proliferation of small blood
vessels and collagen, together with a heavy infiltrate of
plasma cells and lymphocytes. The invasive nature of pannus

177has been demonstrated in rheumatoid synovial explants .
178Furthermore, inflamed synovium can itself produce collagenase . 

The intracellular regulator of collagenase production is 
unknown although ^-macroglobulin is one of its extracellular 
inhibitors.

The destruction of cartilage appears to be the consequence
of primary degradation of proteoglycan by proteinases, followed

179by breakdown of exposed collagen by collagenases . Protelnases 
arise from three sources; synovial fluid cells, the synovium 
and chondrocytes. Proteinase released from PMs has been the 
most extensively studied. Klaatase and cathepsin G are contained 
in the azurophilic granules of the PM. Whether release is due 
to activation on attempted phagocytosis (regurgitation during 
feeding and frustrated phagocytosis) or due to the death of
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many PMNs entering the joint and dying, 1» not known. These 
aerine proteinasea readily hydrolyse proteoglycan and may 
degrade Insoluble collagen^^^. Knowledge regarding synovial 
and chondrocyte protelnases is much more limited. Although 
both have been shown capable of producing protelnases, their 
quality and functional activity are unknown.

Progtw^landins and Superoxide Radicals.

Two relatively new areas of intense interest are those
181 182 of prostaglandin and superoxide radical release * Prosta

glandins have been shown to have profound in vitro effect® on 
the inflammatory response, but several studies have been 
critlaized on the basis of using supraphysiologlcal doses of 
these compounds. Furthermore, different classes of prosta
glandins and/or different concentrations appear to produce 
differing responses. Of interest when considering R.A. 
synovitis are the observations that FGIL Injected intra-

183artlcularly Into rabbit joints causes cartilage destruction , 
while prostaglandin synthetase inhibitors are capable of 
reducing bone resorption by R.A. synovliunt In the mouse calvarium 
assay While this suggests a role for prostaglandins
in bona résorption» it la neverttnelass indirect evidence. The 
presently held view by many rheumatologists that nonsteroidal
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anti-inflatnmatory drugs often fall to prevent progression 
of bone and cartilage changes suggests that direct comparison 
cannot be drawn between the animal model and humans. Since 
prostaglandins are ubiquitous and their effects on the 
inflammatory response so varied, significant advances can be 
anticipated in this area of research. The destructive 
capability of free oxygen radicals released from phagocytic 
cells provides Insight into another mode of tissue injury. 
Phagocytes are capable of generating a number of active 
molecules by the partial reduction of oxygen. Oxygen is 
initially reduced to superoxide (Og") by a membrane 
associated flavoprotein that is dormant in the resting cell 
but is activated when a cell encounters an appropriate 
stimulus* Tiie reducing agent for this reaction is HADPH.
A large part of the 0^ produced is converted to in a
subsequent dismutntlon reaction. Much of the is 
delivered into phagosomes or into the surrounding medium, 
a portion diffusing into the cytoplasm where it is detoxified 
by the glutathiono-peroxidase-glutathione-reductase system. 
The Og forming reaction and glutathione reductase both 
generate NAD? in the course of their activity; thus MAD? 
is converted back to NADBÎ by the hexose monophosphate shunt. 
0^ , and other ojcygen derivatives are considered part



of the antltnicroblal systeta of ptiagocytes but also thought 
capab3.0 of Inflicting Injury on host tissues. Thus supetoxlde 
radicals are be3,icvcd to play at least some part In the 
patUogenesls of rheumatoid arthritis.

Foetulated mechanlsR of tissue injury•

Having: reviewed present ktowledge regarding componente 
of the itmime response t%i R.A.. it is convenient to attempt 
to integrate it into a construct which may approximate events 
occurring within joints of patients with the disease. It 
can he conceptualized that an antigen (possibly a virus) gains 
access to the joint in a susceptible host by failure of the 
norma), mechanisms of inumne surveillance. Once in the joint 
the antigen becomes dlstributtid in synovium and cartilage and 
if a virus >oeifTcpllcates. An immune response ia mounted by 
monocytes processing the antigen and presenting It to T cells, 
which in turn activate J3 cells. Transformation, into plasma 
cells occurs and antibody Is produced. Lyraphokine release 
from activated lymphocytes augments the Inflormaotory response. 
Because of cross-reactivity, the antibodies produced have 
rheumatoid factor activity. Xtimune complexes of several 
different types are formed and complement is activated, 
resulting in vascular changes and the accuimnulatlon of poly
morphonuclear leukocytes. These, together with activated 
macrophages attempt to phagocytose the complexes. Some are
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engulfed. In any event collagenasaa» elaatases, cathepslna D 
and G, prostaglandins, superoxide radicals and several other
biologically active agents are released by a combination of 
reverse endocytools, frustrated phagocytools and cell death. 
These anbataneea produce degradation of proteoglycan and 
collagen which In turn results in the production of anti
bodies directed against collagen fragments. Fibrin and other 
active compounds enhance vascularity, synovial hyperplasia* 
pannus forEiation and the production of joint effusions,
Perhaps because the foreign antigen complexes are sequested 
or because antigen self replicates, or because antibodies 
arise against self antigen (immunoglobulins) or because there 
io a failure of immunoregulation* inf3,ammatlon ia perpetuated. 
As tt result pannus is formed which invades the peripheral 
articular cartilage causing progressive joint destruction.

From the foregoing discussion it io evident,that while 
a plausible sequence of events to account for several observa
tions can bo constructed, there remain many areas in which 
knowledge of the ozüact process is incomplete. It is particul
arly difficult to dissect events of primary immunopatho- 
g;enetic importance from those which occur as a consequence of 
an established Ittsaune response, Furtherawre, it ia not clear 
which* if any, of the events la of greatest importance, 
l,e, B cell hyperactivity, T cell infiltration, fibrin 
deposition, complement consuî ptiou, immune complex formation,
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activity of phagocytic cells etc, Nevertheless, the 
construct described Is the fjosfc likely sequence of events 
in the light of current knowledge.
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lULUSTimiIOM OF CLINICAL CONSEQUENCES 
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Sines the next chapter describes the development of 
experimental methods and their ataudardiaatloii iu patients 
with rheumatoid urtUritia and normal subjects, it is 
neceasary to define those features by which the disease is 
identified. In the classical case the condition is unmis
takable. Tliere exists in a patient, normally female, a 
widespread, predominantly peripheral, symmetrical poly
arthritis with prolonged and distressing early morning 
stiffness, subcutaneous nodules, erosive joint changes ou 
x-ray, elevated erythrocyte sedimentatloa rate and other 
laboratory evidence of chronic inflamiation; positive teots 
for **rheumatoid factor’* in the blood and characteristic 
(but not unique) histological appearances in the synovium 
and subcutaneous nodules. However, many cases exist with 
incomplete or atypical features, as well as other non- 
rheumatoid arthropathies mimicking the disease. Although 
diagnostic criteria are not ideal the /mierican Eheumntiom 
Association ' has drawn up inclusion (Table I) and exclusion 
(Table II) criteria for the diagnosis of the disease» Hu 
one of the eleven criteria cm& completely define the disease, 
it being necessary to recognise the presence of several 
criteria in combination to identify the disease. The 
probability of an individual having rheumatoid arthritis 
varies with the number of criteria present (Table S). The
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TABLE 1.

American Bheuiaatlea Association 
Diagnostic Criteria for Rheumatoid Arthritis.

„  WWtHAwWWM K W ,ill* WIUW  I   IPWmaMI'IIIMli W IPII m»,w ,,#»!,,I#,w *

1. Morning Stiffness.
2. Pain on movement of tenderness in at least one 

joint (observed by a physician).
3. Swelling due to soft tissue or fluid in at least 

one joint (observed by a physician).
4. Swelling of at least one other joint within 

three months.
5. Symmetrical joint swelling with the same joints 

affected on both sides of the body at the same 
time.

6. Subcutaneous nodules over bony prominences on 
extensor surfaces*

7. X-ray changes typical of rheumatoid arthritis.
8. Positive agglutination test (i.e. demonstration 

of rheumatoid factor by any method which in two 
laboratories has been positive in not more than 
5 per cent of normal controls.

9. A poor mucin precipitate from synovial fluid 
with shreds and a cloudy solution.

10. Characteristic histological changes in synovial 
membrane; villous hypertrophy; proliferation 
of synovial cells; chronic inflammatory 
infiltrate with a tendency to form lymphoid 
nodules; deposition of compact fibrin and foci 
of cell necrosis.

11. Characteristic histological changes in nodules;
i.e. granulomatous foci with central zones of 
necrosis and peripheral fibrosis and chronic 
inflammatory cell Infiltrate.
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TABLE II.
Exclusions from classification o£ rheumatoid arthritis.

1. A typical rash of systemic lupus erythematosus.
2. High concentrations of L.E. cells.
3. Histological evidence of periarteritis nodosa.
4. Dermatomyositis or muscle weakness.
5. Definite scleroderma.
6. A characteristic clinical picture of acute 

rheumatic fever.
7. A characteristic clinical picture of gouty arthritis.
8. Tophi.
9. A characteristic clinical picture of acute 

infective arthritis.
10. Histological or bacteriological evidence of 

joint tuberculosis.
11. A characteristic clinical picture of Reiter’s syndrome.
12. A characteristic clinical picture of the shoulder 

hand syndrome.
13. A characteristic clinical picture of hypertrophic 

pulmonary osteoarthropathy,
14. A clinical picture characteristic of neuro-arthropathy.
15. Homogentisic acid in the urine.
16. Histological evidence of sarcoid or a positive 

Kvelm test.
17. Multiple myeloma.
18. Characteristic skin lesions of erythema nodosum.
19. Leukaemia or lymphoma.
20. Agammaglobulinaemia •
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TABLE III. CHARACTERISATION BY DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA.

Categories Humber of Criteria Minimum Duration of
Required Continuous Symptom*

CXasoic Rheumatoid 7 of 11 6 weeks (1-5)
Arthritis

Definite Eîieumatoid 5 of 11 6 weeks (1-5)
Arthritis

Rrobahl© Rheumatoid 3 of 11 6 weeks (one of numbers
Arthritis 1-5)
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cîlagnosio of ciaoolcal rheumatoid arthritio roquiroa the 
praaonca of 1 or more criteria and repreocnta the hlgkeot
probability of the presence of the dioeaoe. Definite (5),
Probable (3) and PosGlbla (2) represent progressively lower 
probabilities. In the stndies to be described only patients 
with classic or definite rhetimatold arthritis have been 
selected. This aelection represent® a compromise between 
e need to be certain of the diagnosis and reluctance to 
study only a subset of the disease. Nevertheless the ABA 
criteria are the current "gold standard" of diagnosis and
are used as entry criteria for the majority of studies
reported ia the literature.

Sir %lliam Oaler’a (Figure 9) often quoted statement 
(noted at the beginning of this chapter), illustrâtes the 
importance of diseased individuals in focusing educational 
and research activities. The ubiquity and relative frequency 
of rheumatoid arthritis previously eluded to, in themselves 
justify a necessity independent from Intellectual curiosity 
for studying the disease rheumatoid arthritis. Mille the 
disease completely cripples or completely romito in < 10% of 
affected Individuals, in the majority it follows a persistent 
relapsing and remitting course showing a tendency to progres
sion. The clinical features of the disease have been 
thoroughly studied, are described in standard texts and are
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FIGURE 9 - SIR WILLIAM OSLKR (1849-1919)
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not the principle focmi of this thcolo. Although Infrequent 
the doforriing arthropathy (Figure 10)* necrotlwlwg sclaritl® 
(Figura 13.) and digital gangrene (Figure 12) aenre to illustrate 
sorae of the most savare clinical consequences and the systemic 
nature of this common disorder*

The coot of providing health care for patients with 
arthritis and the coat in terme of lost productivity as a 
consequence of restricted activity has been, considerahle^^^* 
These costs continued to increase on m  annual basis and thua 
provide a significant stimulus to define ways in which the 
disease and Its consequences may be reduced* and sufferers of 
the disease returned to full or part-time ensployment through 
research activities directed at comprehending the nature of the 
disease and development of new and more effective methods of 
treatment.
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FIGURE 11 - RHEUMAIOID VASCULITIS FRODPCniG
DIGITAL GAMGinE IN A MIDDLE AGED MALE,
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THE RESEARCH QUESTION
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Following this literature review it was apparent that 
while iiamunoresponslvenees in rheumatoid arthritis had 
received considerable attention, there was a paucity of 
information regarding regulation of the observed responses. 
Furthermore several available methodologies had not been 
applied in patients with this disease and promised to 
provide valuable Information possibly of aetiologic and/or 
pathogenetic Importance. Therefore the following research 
question was formulated:

"Since the manifestations of rheumatoid arthritis 
result from chronic activation of the immune response, can 
a defect in immunoregulation be identified in vitro with 
available methodologies, and if present what is the nature 
of such a defect."

In view of the systemic characteristics of rheumatoid 
arthritis and the circulation of immunocompetent cells 
between intra and extra-vascular areas, the peripheral blood 
provided a convenient site of sampling to obtain mononuclear 
cell populations for in vitro studies. A series of controlled 
studies was planned to examine both quantitative and quali
tative aspects of immunoregulation (Figure 13). Studies 1-5 
described in Chapter 3 are pilot studies directed at 
standardising the adopted system. The effects of radiation 
(Study 6) on immunoglobulin synthesis by B lymphocytes
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and physical removal (Study 7) of subpopulatioaa of 
T lyraphocytGs are examined in Chapters 4 and 5 reapectlvely.
Tlie enumeration of Ty cello (Study 7), monocytea (Study 8), 
la"*" I calls (Study 9) and 0KT4'*'/0KT5'*' T colla (Study 10) 
is described in Chapter» 5* 6, 7, and S. Cliapter 9 describes 
the results of experiments using both autologous and allogeneic 
culture systems (Study 11), while in Chapter 10 the effects 
of soluble helper factor in rheumatoid and normal cultures 
are compared (Study 12). In the final study (Study 13), 
described in Chapter 11, comparison is made between cultures 
containing different ratios of B and T lymphocytes.
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FIGURE 13 - STUDY DESIGN,

1. CULTURE DURATIOH/FFC RESPONSE <i)

2. CULTURE DU3RATI0N/PFC RESPONSE (11)

3. PIM DOSE/BESPONSE

4. PCS C0UPARIS01Î

3. RADIATION DOSE/RESPONSE

6. PFC ÎUSBPONSE M D  RADIATION EIÏUAIÏGEMT

7. Ty EmmEATIOK AND DEPLETION ENHANCEMENT

J îe:8. MONOCYTE ENWiERATION

9. Xa^ T CELL ENUMERATION
I

10. 0KT4, 0KT5 ENUMERATION

11. PFC RESPONSES IN AUTO
LOGOUS AND ALLOGENEIC 
CULTURES

12. PFC RESPONSES TO SOLUBLE 
HELPER FACTORS

13. PFC RESPONSES AT VARYING 
TîB RATIOS

(ENUmRATION STUDIES) (FUNCTIONAL STUDIES)
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF A STANDARDISED SYSTEM
- BACKGROUND TO STUDY METHODS
- STANDARDISATION EXPERIMENTS
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"measure what is measurable 
and what is not measurable 

make measurable".

Lord Kelvin 1824-1907
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BACKGROUND TO STUDY METHODS

Separation of mononuclear cells. 
Separation of subsets of lymphocytes. 
IMeasureiaent of lymphocyte activation. 
Polyclonal B cell activators (PDA), 
Manipulation of subpopulations. 
Plaque assays.
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In t\m first part of thle chapter the literature 
pertaining to inethocls used in etndiaa 1-5 will be reviewed, 
since it was necessary to select and modify techniques from 
several different laboratories in order to produce the final 
study design. In the second part studies 1-5 are described, 
and the O'pkimil conditions for subsequent experiments defined*
The method finally selected involved separating mononuclear 
cells (lymphocytes and monocytes) from fresh haparaaiaed blood, 
obtaining preparations of B and T lymphocytes from the resulting 
cell fraction, culturing cells and introducing them into an 
indicator system that measured immunoglobulin synthesis* By 
manipulating eubpopulatiom-s of lymphocytes the effect ®£ T helper 
and % suppressor cells on the B cell response could be observed*

Reparation of mononuclear cells;

Following recognition that the lymphocyte was a potentially 
immunocovapotmt cell, attempts at study were hindered by lack 
of an adequate method to obtain pure lymphocytes from whole blood. 
Albumin density gradients, gelatin sedimentation, magnetic 
techniques relying on the phagocytosis of iron particles by 
granulocytes and Eionocytes, and adhesion of granulocytes and 
monocytes to glass wool or glass beads were some of the earlier
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188methods used* Fichtelius was probably the first to use 
cotton wool filtration - a technique which Lamvlk^^^ refined.
The procedure had three atagea. CD Sedimentation of orythro- 
eytea with Dextran. (2) Removal of platelets from plasma by 
low speed centrifugation and (3) Separation of granulocytes 
on cotton wool colmans. With this method separation was 
complete although 10% of the cells were damaged and the yield 
i7fts variable. This method was utilized in several laboratories 
prior to the development of more sophisticated centrifugation 
techniques.

When fresh heparanized blood Is centrifuged in at least a 
Ig gravity field, the cellular content sediments out as dictated 
by the physical properties (density) of differing cell components. 
Red cello and granulocytes, then lymphocytes and platelets are 
packed into distinct layers at the bottom of the tube, the plasma 
lying above. If a substance, with a density intermediate between 
any two layers is present under the whole blood layer prior to 
centrifugation, particles with a greater density will pass through 
while those with a lesser density will not. It can be seen that 
the density of this intermediate substance is critical for 
effective separation. In a detailed study, Boyum^^^ evaluated a 
separation technique with Xsopaque-Ficoll (density 1,077) as the
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Intermediate. He mstâm oeveral observations, (i) The yield 
of Hononuclear cells was aMogt one hundred per cent when 
blood was diluted with saline prior to centrifugation over 
Ip-Ficoll. (Aggregates of granulocytosin undiluted blood 
pulled down some lymphocytes and decreased the yield).
(2) îîeparanizatlon at 10 l.U/ral of blood was adequate.
(3) Some mixing and diffusion at the interface between plasma 
and Xp-Flcoll occurred and mononuclear cells often sedimented 
a few millimetres dovm into the Xp-Ficoll mixture. (4) Plate
let 9 aodimented with mononuclear cells and did not penetrate 
the Ip^Ficoll. (5) Centrifuge temperature possibly by 
affecting Ip-FlcolX viscocity altered the efficiency of separ
ation and the yield of lymphocytes. (6) Xp-Flcoll density 
greater than 1.077 ensured a high yield of mononuclear cells, 
while low density paradoxically Increased the RBC contamina
tion possibly by reducing Ficoll induced cell clumping at the 
interface. (7) In a comparison of anticoagulants Heparin 
gave a higher lymphocyte yield than EOTA, although RBC contam
ination was higher* (8) Hhen Îp-Flcoll osmolarlty was increased 
lymphocytes tended to sediment with RBC*s and granulocytes, 
leaving a monocyte enriched layer above the Ip-Ficoll - an 
observation which could not be used successfully to obtain a
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a pure monocyte preparation* (9) Viability of the resulting 
cell populations was evaluated using several methods (Trypan 
blue staining, incubation with L*E* serum, phagocytosis of 
L*E* bodies by granulocytes and phagocytosis of black and 
yellow ink particles). Mononuclear cell viability was greater 
than 99% indicating that this method of separation did not 
have a detrimental effect on cell viability* (10) When the 
system was standardized for centrifugal force, temperature, 
dilution of blood and for properties of Ip-Ficoll the results 
were not appreclal>ly affected by change in the volume of cell 
suspension or tube diameter* (11) With this method the mono
nuclear cell fraction contained less than 0*2% granulocyte»

191and less than 10% erythrocytes. Four years later Jondal et al 
reported their experience with Ficoll-Isopaque gradients but 
chose 4^C as the centrifuge temperature of choice and did not 
dilute blood prior to overlaying. In 12 normal subjects they 
recovered relatively pure (less than 5% contamination with 
granulocytes and monocytes) preparations of lymphocytes,
32-81% of which were Identified by resetting as T cells. Their 
cell yield par ml of blood was not defined by the resultant 
population of cells were described as healthy and little 
clumping was observed*
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From these experlmeata It evident that the neceasary
methodology existed to obtain relatively pure preparations
of viable lymphocytes from whole blood. The technique of 

191Jondal et al was adopted after preliminary studies in 
London indicated a high yield of viable (greater than 99%) 
lymphocytes with minimal contamination.

Reparatloix of subaeta of lymphocytes*

In order to study interactions occurring between subsets 
of immunocompetent cells it was necessary to obtain relatively 
pure preparations of B and T lymphocytes whose viability and 
surface characteristics had not been knowingly altered*
Bisen " described a nylon wool method of isolating pure (greater

193than 99%) T cells from human peripheral blood, while Greaves 
obtained purified preparations of B and X lymphocytes from tonsil 
coll suspensions* Xrizio^^^ evaluated the efficacy of this 
system using mouse spleen cells, introduced the concept of 
detaching adherent cells from the colmm by mechanical agita
tion and determined the functional capability of derived popul
ations in a murine model. All these separation methods rely 
on the physical property of B lymphocytes (and monocytes) to 
adhere to nylon fibres in the column, while X lymphocytes form 
no ouch adherence and are easily washed off. B cells (and
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monocytes) on the other hand require to be mechanically 
eluted by a combination of agitation of the nylon wool and
fluid flow, a process which does not traumatize the cells

193or alter their viability. Werner et al described a method 
using 5 ml syringes packed with 0.5 grams of nylon wool, which 
could separate up to 100x10^ lymphocytes. Their technique 
involved three incubations. (1) Prior to loading lymphocytes 
on to the primed column. (2) Post loading. (3) Post elution 
of X cells. They used phosphate buffered saline and/or AB 
serum to prime and run the column* With this method the yield 
was approximately 50% of the filtered load. (B cell yield 
30% of original B load, T cell yield 60% of original X load.) 
30-80% of the adherent fraction had surface Immunoglobulin 
as Identified by anti-Ig (immunofluorescence), while the 
average B cell contamination of the nonadherent X cell prepar
ation was 3.6%. Cell viability was assessed by trypan blue 
staining was approximately 95%. This method has the advantage 
of simplicity, does not expose cells to any antigens, enzymes 
or antisera and does not compromise cell viability to a signi
ficant extent. With some modification of the type of column 
and serum used, and of the incubation procedure this method
ology was applied in the separation of lymphocyte populations 
obtained by 'Flcoll-Hypaque centrifugation in the studies to be 
described Inter.
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Measurement of Lymphocyte Activations

Having obtained preparations of T and B lymphocytes It 
is necessary to review how the activation or suppression of 
B cells may be induced, and how this response may be measured. 
Three distinct levels of B cell maturation may be considered,

(1) Precursor B cells - cells which will eventually 
differentiate into mature B cells but early on 
are devoid of surface Xg, although they contain 
IgM in their cytoplasm^^^,

(2) Resting B cells - small diameter lymphocytes
having Ig on their surface, capable of synthesizing
Ig molecules and displaying them as antigen binding

197receptors on the plasma membrane

(3) Activated B cells - large lymphoblasts or plasma 
cells that develop after activation of (2),
Increased protein synthesis indicated electron- 
microscopically by well developed rough endoplasmic 
reticulum, polyribosomes and Golgi apparatus leading 
to the production and transport of large quantities 
of immunoglobulin^^^.
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It is the activation of resting B lymphocytes which
has received most attention in the last few years* Activation
may result in end points (cell division, Ig synthesis or both^^^* 
200 201* ) which can be measured by several available techniques.
It has been noted that proliferation does not necessarily
result in increased Ig synthesis, and conversely that immuno-

201globulin synthesis is not always preceded by cell division .
3The incorporation of H-thymidine into DHA has been widely used 

as a measure of cell proliferation.

Immunoglobulin synthesis may be measured in one of three
wayst

(1) Enumeration of Ig secreting cells.
(2) Immunochemical measurement of secreted Ig.
(3) Assays for antigen specific antibody.

(1) Enumeration of Ig secreting cells - Immunofluorescent 
staining has been the BK)st widely used method of intracytoplasmlc
measurement of the nuîabcr of differentiated B cells. It has a

202 203high specificity and sensitivity * and can be performed 
with relative ease. The reverse hemolytic plaque assay (BïlPA) 
which will be described in detail later, while being technically 
more difficult and expensive in time and reagents, is also very 
sensitive and falls into this category, finally, electron- 
microscopy has been used (as already noted) as an indicator of 
B cell activation. These tests measure the number of activated
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B cells and not the rate or total amount of Immunoglobulin
produced.

(2) Immunochemical measurement of secreted immuno
globulin - Those assays have been developed to measure Ig 
which haa been secreted. They are of two types:

(a) Using n competitive radio-immuno-asoay,
Xg secreted during the course of culturing 
Is measured (at the end of the culture 
p e r i o d ) T h e s e  assays are sensitive hut 
use significant amounts of radio-isotope, 
require frequent calibration and significant 
levels of polyclonal B cell activation^^^' .

(b) Ig synthesized de novo can be measured using 
radio-labelled amino acid precursors. The 
resulting radio labelled Ig is then either 
precipitated^^^ or adsorbed^^^.

(3) Assays for antigen specific antibody - Recently a 
number of assays have been developed which measure antigen 
specific antibody on B cells or in culture supernatants.
Plaque forming assays measuring cells secreting antibody against 
sheep red blood cells following polyclonal activation of B cells 
by pokeweed mitogen^^^, allogeneic interactlon^^^ and helper
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211factors have been easier to develop than those measuring
212responses to specific protein antigens such as ovalbumin

213or TMP-iTi>odified red cells . Soluble phase and solid phase
sandwich radio-inmune-assays have been used to measure antigen

214specific antibody in supernatants .

Polyclonal B Cell Activators (IBA)i

Human B lymphocytes may be activated using a number of
different methods, three plant lectins phytohemogglutinin
(PHA), conconavalln A (Con A) and pokeweed mitogen (PWM)
whilst binding to the surface of B lymphocytes do not directly
produce polyclonal B call activation. Although these lectins
bind to the surface of B cells they require the presence of
T cells to produce activation, i.e. simple binding to B cells
does not result In activation. This dépendance on T cells has
been demonstrated in B cell cultures completely depleted of 

215T cells . Hmrover, it should be noted that as little as 
1% contamination with T cells is sufficient to allow the 
response to proceed in an otherwise pure B cell culture.

Several bacterial products have been recognised to be 
polyclonal B cell activators (PBA) - killed staphylococcus 
aureus, staphylococcal A protein, lipopolysacchoride, nocardia 
water-Boluble antigen and purified protein derivative. Some
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fetal calf aerfi (FCS) produce a high background activation 
uoioe preauiaably because of their content of unidentified 
B cell Bitogeua^^^. It Id Important therefore when using 
FCS in activation otudlea to use hcat-inactlvafced sheep red 
blood cell ahaorbed FOB, to otandardlae procedure and 
establish normal control#,

Antiaera to human 02 microglobulin (raised in rabbits), 
antl-HLA allo-antieera and autisera to surface IgM have boon 
variably reported as mitogenic for B cells, but reports from 
different laboratories have been conflicting,

T lymphocytes may respond In a specific or non specific 
manner. Non antigen specific and antigen specific helper 
factors have been harvested from supernatants of both murine 
and human cell cultures. Lymphocyte mltogenlc factor (LîîF),
an antlgcn-induced T helper factor has been recognized In
human culture systems. It has been reported that while the
release of WS? is antigen specific (i.e. releaoed only from
"educated" T celle), its action is nonspecific, and further-

216more can cross allogeneic boundaries . The nature of human 
LMF and its site of action on the B lymphocyte «re not 
entirely clear. %lla It has the physiochcmlcal properties
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of a protein, 'Isunuaosorbeitt column work (tsslmg columns 
containing antibodies to IgG and IgM heavy chains) suggests 
that 1ÆF âoorj not contain, immunoglobulin chain determinants, 
LMF has been observed to Increase proliferation of, oral 
Ig synthesis from, human B lymphocytea.

In contrast to nonspecific T cell helper factors, 
antigan-spacific helper factors (ASF) induce B cells to 
produce antibody that la exclusively directed against the 
antigen used to elicit the T cell helper activity* The 
role of soluble helper factors in polyclonal B cell activ
ation will be discussed further in a later chapter*

Manipulation of Subpopulations î

A review of the literature ao far, has identified 
methods for (a) separating mononuclear cells from whole 
blood (Ficol3.-Hypaque centrifugation) ̂ (b) for separating 
B and T lymphocytes (nylon wool column), (c) for activating 
lymphocytes (PVÏlî) and (d) for raeaouring imimmoglohulia 
synthesis (reverse hemolytic plaque assay). Prior to 
discussing plaque assays, several methods of manipulating 
lymphocytes in order to examine mechanisms which regulate 
the Imsmmc response will be reviewed.
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Since B cell responses are an expression of the
balance which exists between helper and suppressor
influences. It is clear that changes in this balance nay
be effected by alteration in the number or activity of
cells, having Opposing actions. However, while FWH
triggers T helper cells it also simultaneously triggers 

218suppressor cells . Therefore, it is necessary to 
selectively Inhibit either help or suppression In order 
to measure the magnitude and direction of the other.
Several methods of manipulation are available:

1. Radiation
2. Corticosteroids
3. Azothiaprlne
4. cAMP
5. Mitomycin C.
6. Conconavalln A.

1. Radiation; - Previous studies have demonstrated that
*  'I'm

different lymphocyte subsets have differing radlo-sensitlvities, 
B cells are exquisitely sensitive and are functionally 
destroyed at very low radiation doses (200-300 rads).
T helper cells are resistant to doses as high as 5,000-6,000 
rads, while T suppressor cells have an intermediate sensitivity 
(1500-2000 rads). However, reports of the level of radio-
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senait.iv.tty have varied somewhat between laboratories 
doubtless reflecting differences in techniques and 
materials^^^'^^^*^^^. Nevertheless, relative radio- 
sensitivities of subpopulations have been retained.
The relative radiosensitlvlty of T suppressor cells 
allows a convenient method of adding functionally pure 
T helper cells to coculture of autologous or allogeneic 
B cells, merely by irradlting (at some optimal dose) 
the T cell suspensionsprior to coculture. With this 
technique helper cell function of different T cell 
suspensions and the ability of B cells to respond 
appropriately to T helper cell influences can be assessed. 
(A further use for irradiation of T cell suspensions, 
is to eliminate by low dose radiation, B cells that have 
been carried over when T cells have been fractionated by 
E rosette cnrlcWent).

2» Corticosteroids: - It has been noted that the addition
of corticosteroids directly to lymphocyte cultures,
selectively inhibits T suppressor cell function while
relatively sparing T helper function, and thereby enhances

222the PI# driven antl-SEBC PFC response . In contrast an 
effect has not been noted, with the acute in vivo admini
stration of corticosteroids prior to venepuncture, although
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223Saxon ot ni" (using a different oyotom) demnstrated 
a ouppreasor effect on B cells and T suppressor colla, 
tfith no effect on T helper cells.

3. Azothlaprlneî - The effect of Axothlaprlne is similar 
to that of irradiation i.e. B cells are very stnsitive,
T suppressor cells less sensitive, and T helper cells

224relatively resistant . Thus when T cells are treated 
f̂lth Aisothiaprine prior to culture they enhance the B cell 
response.

4. cAMP: - Limited studies have been conducted with 
cyclic AMP and cyclic AMP inducing agents, but it would 
appear that cells are relatively resistant In vitro to
cyclic AMP, T suppressor cells being less resistant than

225T helper cells *

5. Mitomycin C: - A net helper effect has been noted on 
treating T cells with this agent using a PFC assay.

6. Conconavalln A: (Con A) - %cn T cells are activated 
by optimal mitogenlc concentrations of Con A they are 
capable of suppressing PI# induced 0 cell activation^^^* 
227,228,229^ Ecinherz and Schlossaan̂ '̂  ̂have identified 
the Con A suppressor cells an belonging to a distinct subset 
of T cells comprising 20% of the total circulating T cell 
population.
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Plaque Assays :
The hemolytic plaque technique was introduced by

231Jerne and Norditi in 1963, and allowed visualisation 
of the presence of a srfmtè amount of biological material 
by a magnification process restricted to a local area.
They developed a technique for scoring individual antibody 
forming cells in a rabbit lymph node model, A rabbit was 
Injected three times with sheep red cell stromata, a cell 
suspension being prepared three weeks later from a popliteal 
lymph node, tihen a proportion of these lymphoid cells 
were Incubated in an agar solution with sheep red cells and 
then complement was added, clear circular areas of haemolysis 
(plaques) appeared in a field of closely scattered red cells. 
Thus lymphoid cells released lytic antibody and caused 
complement dependent lysis of adjacent sîiecp red cells. In 
the centre of each plaque a lymphoid cell (presumably that 
which released the synthesised antibody) could be recognized. 

232In 1974 “ the methodology and theory of this technique
using murine lymphoid cells were reported in detail, although
several variations had been developed in the interim. Some

233researchers experimented with nonagar gells " while others 
examined cells producing classes of antibody other than 

indicator red cells were coated to detect
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responsea to more complex antigens and methods of
236performing the plaque assay on microscope slides " rather 

than in Petri dishes developed* Some features of the
plaque assay require particular attention;

(1) Lymphocyte preparations must be relatively 
free of autologous red cells or else the lysis 
of test rod cells will be masked and plaque 
forming cells difficult to detect* Jeme 
using a murine system noted the importance of 
using Indicator cells (sheep erythrocytes)
that were neither too young (resistant to lysis) 
nor too old (too fragile),

(2) Since red cell lysis is complement dependent 
the choice of a gel, such as agarose, which is 
not anti-complimentary is Important* When gel 
concentration in the murine model was raised 
above 1% there was a decrease in plaque size 
and plaque diameter*

(3) Sheep red cell concentration in the indicator 
lawn also affects plaque size* With lower 
concentrations, plaques tend to be larger and 
leas well defined at the margin but unchanged
in number. In Jerne's model optimal sheep red

Bcell concentration was 2x10 SRBC per ml.
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(4) It iins been noted that incubation at a higher 
(45*̂ 0 temperature than normal (37*G) does not 
affect the plaque responac. (Tîiia observation
has some importance since agarose Is usually 
heated until it liquifies and then maintained 
in a water bath at a temperature just abov#
45^0 until needed for plaquing. Tlten while still 
liquid, small aliquots of agarose are mixed with 
sheep red blood cells and lymphocytes and subse
quently plnqued; incubation being conducted at 
37^C allowing the gel to set. However, it is 
evident from these incubation experiments that 
the momentary exposure of cells to "hot" agarose 
during mixing, which might raise concern 
regarding cell viability. Is most unlikely to 
adversely effect the plaque response.) Ixi contrast, 
incubation at lower temperatures (<37̂ G) results 
in a reduction of plaque numbers.

(5) True plaques require differentiation from back
ground plaques and apurioua plaques.
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(a) True plaques tire those appearing only 
after the addition of complement and 
containing an antibody releasing cell 
at their centre. The number of plaques 
obtained from the same sample must be 
proportional to the number of cells 
plated.

(b) Spleen cell preparations from animals 
which have never been exposed to sheep 
red cells contain a small number of 
plaque-forming cells against such red 
blood cells (background plaques). It 
is not known whether they arise spont
aneously or whether they reéult from 
previous exposure to cross-reacting 
bacterial antigens. They are morpho
logically indistinguishable from true 
plaques.

(c) Plaques not fulfilling the criteria for
(a) or (b) are termed spurious plaques. 
They may be of several types:
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1. Faults or bubbles In the agarose which can 
be. Identified by the depresaion they cause 
in the agarose surface on viewing It obliquely*

2« Tlosua fragments or debris which are recognised 
by a dark visible spot In the centre of the 
plaque after Bensidlne staining*

3* Haemoiytic toxins produced by bacteria in
eontaavtnated preparation may produce haemolysis 
wlilch is independent of lymphoid cell# or 
compilaient* Beneidiua staining may reveal a 
bacterial colony in the centre of the plaque*

4* bate plaques are those which occur with.
prolonged (greater than 24 hours incubation 
and which are likely related to the release 
of lyoin from degenerate white cells*

5* Auto-heemolytic antibody forming cells from 
sheep* Itoaly a batch of sheep red cells 
contains plaque forming elements which produce 
areas of haeiooiysis Independent of test 
lymphocytes*

The active metabolism of plaque-forming cells has
qbeen demonstrated by " E-thyioldine Incorporation, and by the 

inhibition of plaque formation on lowering Incubation 
temperature, or the addition of potassium cyanide, puromycln 
or cycloheximide.
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While thia direct technique has been used with success 
in systems using high efficiency haomolytic antibody, there 
are situations in which cells produce low efficiency haemolytic 
antibody and have difficulty in producing plaques. It is in 
the latter situation that Indirect techniques have proven 
useful. One in particular requires the addition of anti-Ig 
(polyspecific or class specific) prior to incubation with 
complemont. Tlie anti®*Xg molecule# attach to those antibody 
molecules which have bacoïrie fixed to the indicator red cells 
during the first incubation. In the presence of these complexes 
on tîie red cell surface complement mediated lysis is facili
tated. The concentration of a&tiserum is important since high 
concentrations inhibit plaque formatioî  (both the direct 
plaques which may have occurred and the indirect plaques which 
should hove occurred), whilst low concentrations result in poor 
plaque devolopimnt, If these two methods (direct and indirect) 
arc performed simultaneously, the difference between the two 
provides a maauurc of the number of facilitated plaques, 
halmg different concentrations of antl*Xg (facilitating serum) 
the Tïïoîîimal response and therefore the optimal antl-Ig concen
tration can be found. Several mathodo have been devised to 
dictlnguiah Igïî and XgO plaques^^^* ^
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Jemc*s original method was conducted on peferl
disheas however a single layer technique conducted on

236microscope olldea was devised by Msliell and Dutton «
The nmthod involved coating microscope slides with 0.1 
to 0.2% agaroae and allowing them to dry. Sheep red cells 
and lymphoid cells were added to 0.5 mis of agarose (45®C) 
and poured on to the coated slide. Incubation was conducted 
on tucite racks provided with a shallow <0.1 cm) well. For 
counting, slides were first dipped in saline and then their 
backs wiped dry. They were then viewed in bright indirect 
light. 40-100 piaques/slide wore considered optimal, 
although it was possible to accurately count up to 200, The 
advantage of the slide method is that it only requires email 
quantities of facilitating serum, coK^lement and indicator 
cells, and is economical when replicate determinations are 
being performed.

So far the target described has boon a red blood cell; 
procedures scoring cells making anti-red cell antibodies. 
With some modification thia technique can be applied to the 
detection of cells producing antibody against other antigen® 
(proteins, polypeptides, polysaccharides, and haptens). This 
is achieved by coating the indicator red cells, a process 
which must result in an adequate density of antigenic deter
minants, without causing increased red cell fragility, or
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decreased sensitivity to complement mediated lysîlo. The 
conjugates should not by themselves lyee In the presence 
of complement. If cell suspensions are assayed on coated 
cells, a duplicate series on uncoatcd cells should be used, 
to determine by subtraction the background count.

Feasibly the simplest chemical method of coating red 
colls with protein, is that using chromium chloride.
Several authors have reported the coupling procedure using 
different types of red cells, proteins mid methods^^^*^^*. 
The procedure basically involves the addition of given 
proportions of coupling protein to washed red cells, then 
introducing prepared chromium chloride Into the mixture 
and mechanically agitating the resulting suspension for a 
given period of time. Cells are then waohed to get rid of 
excess chromium chloride and unbound protein. The procedure 
has usually been performed at room temperature with a lîl 
cell protein volume ratio. In one study chromium chloride 
was added to protein"" rather than to die mixture and in 
two studies the mixture was not ogltated"'"̂ ^̂  There
was some concern in early that the number of
plaques detected, especially in gel assays, (when cells 
had been coupled with chroftitum chloride) was rather low.
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242Coding ' roviewiug som aspects of the procedure, noted
that the volume, coucajitratlon and age. of chromium chloride,
the concentration of coating protein and the adequacy of
mixing affected the efficiency of coupling* k 1 ulI. wXume
of 0.01% concentration of aged (greater than 8 weekg)
chromium chloride was found optimal. In addition ho noted
that the optimal amount of chroBiium chloride, was that which
was just below the amount necessary to cause agglutination,
and that chromium chloride was best added dropwise with
constant mixing to ensure even coupling. Furthermore, ha
emphasised that chromium chXorido should he added last, since
it is rapidly inactivated by protein, Uith attention to these
parameters the method is faat, efficient and laany of tho
problems experienced by earlier workers overcome, Kofler and 

243Wick drew attention to the importance of controlling the 
pH of solutions around 5,0 in their eyatem. Coupling failed 
when the pH fell below 5.0, The exact nature of the coupling 
mechanism is unknown, although it ia believed that chroiRium 
chloride activates carboscyl residues on proteins in the FBC 
membrane, thereby providing active sites for binding antigens.

In escQULinlng data from plaque assays a number of potential 
sources of variation should be considered:



1. Biological variation in the blood donor.
2. Variation in plaque numbera when plaquing

duplicate cultures from the same individual
on the same day.

3. Variation in plaque numbers when plaquing 
the same cell suspension in duplicate.

4. Méthodologie variations from day to day.

While variation cannot be completely overcome it can be
reduced by replicate determinations and its effect in part

232accounted for by running simultaneous controls. Jerne 
evaluated some of these sources of variation and incorporated 
them in his plaque theory. However, his model differed from
the one chosen for the studies to be described later and
therefore cannot be directly applied. Nevertheless, this 
early work in the development of plaque assay techniques and 
in coupling proteins to indicator red cells formed the basis 
on which more sophisticated assays were developed.

The major limitation of the previously described plaque
assay was that it could only detect cells producing specific
antibody directed against a known antigen. In 1974 Hollnaro 

245and Dray separated lymphocytes from human blood by Ficoll 
Hypaque centrifugation and prepared rabbit anti-human IgG
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which they coupled (fey chromlm^ chloride) to aheep red
blood cells (Ah-E)* The potential for a ix&ft type of plaque

246assay was realised# tn the follot̂ ivig year Efey et al 
described the reverse haeraolytlc plaque assay (KiPA), lu 
which Indicator sheep erythrocytes were coated with anti- 
human Isamunoglohulin antibody. This technique allowed 
detection of individual human immunoglobulin secreting cells 
irrespective of the antigen specificity of the antibody 
secreted. Following incubation of human lymphocytes, Ab-F 
and agarose, the resulting gel was incubated in a petri dish 
in a humidified environment for one hour, then in developing 
serum (anti-human Ig serum) for one hour, and finally in 
guinea pig complement for one hour. The inqjortant findings 
of this study^^^ were;-

(a) At least 1% of human mononuclear cells secreted 
immunoglobulin•

(b) 1.16 + 0.4% of plated cells formed plaques.
(c) 1 of whole blood contained 22 ^ 3 Ig secreting 

cells.
(d) Lymphocytes not treated with facilitating serum 

and with complement failed to develop plaques.
(e) Ljnmphocytes plated with goat anti-rabbit Ig Ab-E 

or with rabbit anti-human Ig Ab-E together with 
soluble anti-human Ig antibody formed few plaques, 
indicating specificity (mediated by Ig molecules) 
of plaque formation.
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(f) On the h&ala of several determinations» the 
reproducabillty of the assay warn shown to be 
adequate when (1) lymphocytea were treated 
with separate preparations of Ab-E and when 
(li) different settles of reference lymphocytes 
were tested on preparations of Ab-E prepared on 
the same day. It was noted, however, that 
different preparations of anti-human Ig anti
bodies from different rabbits produced different 
numbers of plaques.

(g) The response in 10 normals was 6,100 - 17,600 
FFC/10^ mononuclear cells.

(h) The narrow range of percentages obtained for 
percent plaque-forming cells in norfiiala 
suggested a homeostatic mechanism.

(1) Using different washing and incubation procedures 
the possibility that PEG formation was due to 
released membrane-bound Ig monocytes, or due to 
simple release rather than active secretion from 
B cells was excluded.

Tliue the Reverse Haemolytlc Plaque Assay depends on active
232 246secretion of immunoglobulin from viable cells * and has 

several advantages over previously described systems. Fluore
scent anti-Ig antibody techniques detect cells which bear or 
contain Ig but do not specifically identify those cells which 
secrete It, while quantitation procedures measure total Ig in
lymphocyte cultures but do not allow assessment of the secretory

247activity of individual lymphocytes. Ginsburg studied the
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kinetics of the FFC response using a modified RHPA and 
made the following important observation* in 15 normal 
individuals s

(a) The plaque response was negligible when 
mononuclear cells were plagued without 
culturing,

(b) The peak response was obtained when 'mono
nuclear cells were cultured for 5 to 7 days 
prior to plaguing,

(c) Cells cultured longer for 7 days showed a 
decline in their response,

<d) Culture of mononuclear cells with pokeweed 
mitogen prior to plaguing resulted in a 
tenfold greater PEC response,

(c) increased the proportion of IgH secreting
cells in cultures,

(f) The dependence of the response on active 
secretion of immunoglobulin was confirmed*

(g) 0.1% of circulating mononuclear cells actively 
secreted immunoglobulin, a value somewhat lower 
than that calculated by Eby, This difference 
may reflect variation in the sensitivities of 
the two systems.

(h) Incomplete washing of mononuclear cells prior 
to plaquing resulted in the carry over of 
sufficient immunoglobulin to produce pseudo 
plaques or complete lysis of red cells in the 
indicator lawn, highlighting the i(#ortance of 
adequate cell washing.
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<i) There were In most cultures a small percentage 
of cells simultaneously secreting more than 1 Ig 
isotype.

In studies 1-5, to he described in the next section, 
the reverse haemolytlc plaque forming sell assay was used as 
the Indicator technique by which the net effects of the help/ 
suppression balance on Ig synthesis by B cells would be
measured.

As is common to many biologic systems, there has been 
some variation in the results obtained when the same end-points 
have been measured using different techniques, and when the same 
end points have been measured by the same techniques but in 
different laboratories* For this reason it was necessary to 
validate and standardize the aforementioned techniques in London, 
prior to applying them in a formal comparison of patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis and normal subjects.
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STANDARDISATION BXPERIMENTS

INTRODUCTION
MATERIALS AND METHODS
STUDY i* Effect of culture duration ou RFC response (i)

2, Effect of culture duration on RFC roaponse (11)
3» Description of pokeweed mitogen dose/response 

curve.
4. Comparison of three sources of foetal calf serum.
5. Description of radiation dose/response curve

for T lymphoeytew.
SÜMÎAUY
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INTRODUCTION.

Culture duration, pokeweed mitogen (F#i) coneeotratloa, 
origin of fatal calf serum (FCS) m û  radiation doae are factors 
known to affect Immunoglobulin synthesis fey B lymphocytes in 
the system to fee described. It was the Intention with these 
early studies to gain experience with techniques, identify 
méthodologie problems, describe dose response effects and choose 
optimal conditions for subsequent studies. The experimental 
method la outlined schematically in figure 14.

Only patients with AHA. criteria for classic or definite 
rheumatoid arthritis (Tables 1-3) were selected fur study. Normal 
subjewts were chosen as controls. Patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis are identified fey capital letters and their profiles 
displayed in Appendix 1, while controls are identified by small 
letters and their profiles shorn in Appendix 2. Original data are 
tabulated in Appendix 3. (Subject identification, culture nimber, 
cell concentration and combination, the presence or absence of 
pokeweed mitogen, the radiation dose for T cells if radiated, the 
culture duration, plaque number and response expressed as EFG/10^ 
PEL are tabulated). In some instances cell combinations were 
cultured singly and plagued once, in others they were cultured in
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duplicate and each replicate plaqucd once, and in yet another 
they were cultured in duplicate and each replicate plaqued twice. 
Hie reaulta expresocd In the following tables arc tho means and 
standard error of the mean calculated from between 1 and 4 data 
points*
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MATERIALS AKD MBTHODS.
Subjects!

Three patients who fulfilled ARA criteria for classic or 
definite rheumatoid arthritis, and four normal subjects were 
chosen for studies 1-5.

Although a sterile hood, glovea and mask were not used, 
the following procedures were conducted at the bench in as sterile 
a manner as possible in order to avoid contamination of the 
resulting cultures. Hie incubator was a potential source of 
contamination and waa regularly cleaned.

Mononuclear cells were separated from 30 mis of fresh 
hepariniaod blood by Ricoll Hypaque (Ficoll 400, Pharmacia Fine 
Chemicals AB Hppscla, Sweden) (Hypaque, Winthrop Laboratories, 
Aurora, Ontario) (SG 1.079-1.084) centrifugation. Centrifugation 
rates are described in centrifugal force (g) rather than BPM 
since the length of rotor arm and centrifuge tube result in 
different g forces for a given rotor speed. Gravitational forces 
<g) quoted are measured at the bottom of the tube and can be 
translated Into RPM using an International Centrifuges Hormograph 
(International Equipment Limited, 300 Second Avenue, Needham 
Heights, Maeaachusetto, U.S.A. 02194). 10 ml aliquots of blood
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were carefully layered with a Pasteur pipette on to 3,5 mis 
of FlcolX Hypaque contained in each of three plastic centrifuge 
tubes, (by holding the pipette tip against the aide of the 
tube approximately 10 m  above the fluid level, and allowing 
blood to flow alowly downwards onto the surface of the Ficoll- 
Hypaque) Following centrifugation at 800 g for 15 minutes at 
4®C five layers could be observed. The bottom layer contained 
red blood cells and the thin second layer granulocytes. Tiie 
third layer contained Ficoll-Hypaqu© and some mononuclear cells. 
The fourth layer was a narrow band of mononuclear cells, and 
the top layer contained mainly plasma. Cells were removed from 
the mono#mlear layer by introducing a Pasteur pipette into 
the fourth level and releasing the bulb while simultaneously 
moving the tip in a clockwise direction within the narrow band 
to collect m  many cells as possible. This procedure was 
repeated until all visible cells had been removed from this 
layer. Following extraction of mononuclear cells the Ficoll- 
Hypaque layer was also removed by Introducing a pipette to the 
third level, tipping the tube slightly to one side and releasing 
the bulb. Care was taken not to pipette red blood cells or 
granulocytes, A significant proportion of the plasma layer
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was also removed at the time of extracting mononuclear cells* 
Ficoll-Kypaque and the lower plasma layers were included in
the collection since it was known that a small hut significant 
percentage of mononuclear cells were present there, This 
procedure was repeated on the remaining two tubes in order to 
extract the maximum number of mononuclear cells from the original 
30 mla of blood. Cells were washed three times in RPMl 1640,
Ph 7,4 (Grand Island Biological Co., Grand Island, New York 
14072), the supernatant being removed with a vacuum pipette 
following each centrifugation (300 g for 8 minutes at 4^C), and 
the cells rcsuspended in RRHI 1640 using a Pasteur pipette* 
Following the second washing, cells from the three tubes were 
transferred by Pasteur pipette into a single tube, suspended in 
5 mlo of RPMX 1640 end a 0.5 ml aliquot removed and retained for 
studies on unseparatad lymphocytes. Following the third centri
fugation cells were resuspended in 0,5 ml of 5% fetal calf serum 
(Grand Island Biological Co,, New York 14072) in RPHI 1640 at 
37°C.

Adherent (B) and nonadherent (T) cells were separated
using a modification of the nylon wool technique described by

195Werner ct al . Columns were prepared from IS cm by 6 mm 
plastic drinking straws (Dover Industries, Hamilton, Ontario), 
one end being cut at 45^ and heat sealed, 100 rag of nylon wool
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were teased apart and packed evenly with a thin wooden rod
into each straw, a mitmta hole being cut In the bevelled end 
to allow drainage* It was ijaportant that colutima ware packed 
evenly otherwise air-pockets formed on priming, making them 
unusable. Furthermore the hole cut at the bevelled end had 
to bo large enough to allow alow steady drainage of drops of 
liquid, but not so large that a continuous torrent of liquid 
was delivered - a factor which seemed to have an adverse 
effect on cell separation* Columns were rinsed through with 
10 ml of RFHÏ 1640 and then 3 ml of 5% v/v fetal calf seruta 
(Grand Island Biological Co., îîet>; York 14072) introduced with 
a Pasteur pipette into the open end of the vertically held 
column, following which they were placed on a slight inclina
tion (to prevent drainage from the upper end), in a 37^C 
incubator for 30 minutes. Care was taken to cnauro that the 
fluid level in tîic column was ahotefShe upper level of the 
nylon wool and that no air bubbles were present, thus avoiding 
drying of the wool during Incubation* Peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells in 0,5 ml of 5% fetal calf serum in RPMI 1640 
at 37^C were loaded on to each column with a Fasteur pipette 
whilst holding the column vertically, A small quantity of 
warmed (37^0 5% fetal calf serum in RPMI 1640 was introduced 
into the open end to prevent drying. Columns were incubated in
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an almost horirontai position for half an hour at 37^0. Hon- 
adherent (B) cells were removed by running 10 mis of pre*-warmed 
(37̂ G) 5% fetal calf serum in BFHI 1640 through the column using 
a Fauteur pipette, whilst holding it vertically over a plastic 
receiving tuba* Adherent (B) cells were removed by rinsing the 
column with 3 x 1.5 sal of warn 5% fetal calf serum in IlFMI 1640 
vlitlii gently massaging the tube* There was found to be an 
optimal pressure for taiosaging the tube which would dislodge 
adherent cells without damaging them. The cells were thereafter 
slashed twice in BFMX 1640 and resufspended following each centri
fugation at 300 g for 0 minutes at 4*C. Adherent (B) cells were 
suspended in n final volume of 1 ml of RPMI 1640 and non-adherent 
(T) cells in 5 mle of RPMI 1640. (Kinety-elght per cent of 
non-adherent cells roaetted with cheep red blood cells, whereas 
less than 1% of a<îîierent cells rosetted, indicating effective 
separation of B and T lymphocytes)- At this point three popula
tions of cells had been prepared - (1) unseparated lymphocytes,
(2) non-adherent (T) cells and (3) adherent (B) cells, (In 
Study No, 5 0,5ml aliquots of T lymphocytes In RPMI 1640 were 
irradiated at one of several dosages between 000 and 6,400 rads. 
Cells were then washed three tlsioa in RPMI 1640 to free the
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cells of contaminated extracellular debris, and resuspended 
to their original volumes following centrifugation at 300g for 
8 minutes at 4*G.

Cell viability waa assessed using a Trypan blue staining 
method and was found to be better than 98%. Viable cells 
excluded the stain whilst non-vlablc cells took on a blue 
appearance. Lymphocytes were counted (recognised by si*e and 
morphology) on a Neubauer counting chaober under a light 
microscope. Gell concentrations were determined for each cell
population and the volume of cell suspensions required for

4 5culturing a known number of cells (5x10 or 10 ) calculated.

In separate studies mononuclear cells were cultured in
replicate either as irradiated or non-irradiated T cells alone

4 3 4 3(5x10 or 10 ), or as B cells alone (5x10 or 10 ), or in a
1 1 1 ratio combination of 5x10^ irradiated or non-irradlated

A 5T cells with 5x10 B cells, or as 10 unseparated mononuclear 
cells. Cells were cultured from 0 - 1 0  days at 37^0 in 1 ml of 
RPMI 1640 (containing L glutamine) supplemented with 10% heat 
inactivated sheep red blood cell absorbed fetal calf serum 
(from 1 of 3 sources), and gentamicin SO mcg/ial (Sobering 
Corporation, Kenilworth, N.J. 07033) both with and without 
varying concentrations of pokeweed mitogen (PWM-Grand Island 
Biological Co., Hiar York) » Cultures were contained within
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12 K 75 ma plastic tubes (Falcon Plastic, Cockeysville, 
tSaryland) and maintained at 37*C in a humidified environ
ment containing 5% GÔ , Following incubation cells were 

washed three times in BPMI 1640 and resuspended in 0*5 ml 
BSS pH 7.4 following centrifugation (300 g for 8 minutes 
at 4^0.

Quantitation of to (Figure 15)

Immunoglobulin synthesis by unseparated cells, B cells 
or various coiablnations of B and T cells were measured using 
a reverse haemolytlc plaque forming cell assay employing 
rabbit polyspecific antiaerum to human IgG, A and M isotypes 
(Cappel Laboratories, Cochraneville, Pa.) coupled to sheep 
erythrocytes (Noodlyn Laboratories Ltd., Guelph, Ontario) by 
aged (greater than 6 months) chromium chloride. The method 
used for coupling was similar to that described by Coding.
Packed sheep red blood cells were washed three times in saline 
and finally resuspended in 0.5 mis sterile BBS following 
centrifugation (800 g for 5 minutes at 4 Ĝ). 1.5ml of 0*01%
aged (greater than 6 months) chromium chloride were added drop- 
wise with constant agitation to tubes containing 5ml of 0.9% 
saline, 0.5 ml absorbed polyspecific antihuman limunoglobulln 
(rabbit antiserum was adjusted to 2 mg of protein per ml by the 
method of Lowry) and 0*25 ml of washed packed sheep red blood cells.
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Agitation was continued for 5 minutes at room temperature, 
following which cells were washed three times in iy?MI 1640, 
centrifuged <800 g for 5 minutes at 4*0), the supernatant 
discarded and finally resuspended in a ratio of 1 to 15 with 
BSS. Coupling was verified by passive hemaglutinatlon using 
human Cohn Fraction II (Becton Dickinson, Orangeburg, H.Y.).

Cultures harvested between days 0 and 10 were infrequently 
contaminated (less than 1 in 300), in which event they were 
discarded. Contamination was recognlted by marked discolour
ation or gelling of tho culture medium, or the growth of mould 
on tho surface. Cells were washed three times in RPMI 1640 
and centrifuged at 800 g for 5 minutes at 4*̂ C between each 
washing. Cells were finally resuspended ia 1 ml of RPMI 1640. 
100 microlltrea of this coll suspension were plagued with 
50 microlitres of coupled sheep red blood cello in 0*5 ml of 
agarose on agarose coated microscope alidea* The plaquing 
procedure involved preheating agarose and maintaining 0*5 tula 
of it in small glass tubes at 45°C in a water bath* 100 mXcro- 
litrea of coll suspension and 50 microlitres of coupled sheep 
red blood cells were separately pipetted into each tube. The 
tubes were vortexed slowly to ensure complete, mixing and the 
contents carefully poured on to previously numbered and prepared 
agarose coated microscope slides. (Agarose coating was achieved
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by drawing a brush previously dipped in warm liquid agarose 
across the surface of the slide and drying it in air* This 
preparation had the advantage that poured cell suspensions 
were contained on tlw slide rather than running off the edge.)
These preparations were incubated on trays at 37^C in moist 
heat for one and a half hours, and there&fter incubation was 
continued for two houro in 1% facilitating serum (rabbit 
polyspecific antieerum to human Ig% A and M in sterile BSS), 
then three hours in 10% SRBC absorbed guinea pig complement 
(Cedarlane Laboratories Limited, London, Canada). For these 
last two incubations slides were placed face down in long 
trays, which had ralaed edges to keep the preparations just 
clear of the bottom of the container, the trough then being
flooded with the appropriate solution* Following incubation

6plaque forming cells were counted and expressed per 10 viable 
peripheral blood lymphocytes. (PFC/10 PBL) A true plaque(Flg* 16) 
was recognized as a circular, relatively clear area, in the 
agarose and represented a lymphocyte surrounded by a rim of 
haemolyzed sheep red blood cells* This required differentiation 
from air bubbles and from pseudo plaques. The latter were 
recognized as depressions In the surface of the agarose on 
looking obliquely* The number of peripheral blood
lymphocytes in each culture tube was calculated as follows.
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FIGURE 16 - TRUE PLAQUE,
A clear rcme of haanolysia with a 
■olitaTy central human peripheral 
blood B lymphocyte from a patient 
with rheumatoid arthritis can be 
observed in an indicator lawn of 
sheep red blood cells.
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The total number of lymphocyte» waa counted by a machine* 
the accuracy being: checked by manually counting selected 
«amples. The viability was judged in 10 to 20 cultures by 
counting the number of healthy (cells identified as lympho*- 
cytes which had normal configuration and were, not cremated 
or distorted) lymphocytes and expressing them so a percentage 
of the total number of lymphocytes. This percent viability 
was applied to all machine counted values. Results were 
expressed in this way since it was reasoned that 
lymphocytes would not contribute to the observed response. 
Thus following calculation of the number of viable lympho** 
cytes in 100 pi of coll suspension* and knowing the number 
of plaque fonaing cells in that 100 pi, the number of PFC/10^ 
PBh was easily calculated*
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Studies 1 5;

la the 5 etudlee to he described conditions were varied 
ae follows. In studies 1 and Z calture duration was varied 
between 0 and 10 days in order to determine the culture 
duration x?b.lch would provide the greatest response. In study 
3 varying concentrations of pokeweed mitogen were used to 
define the shape of the dose response curve, and to determine 
the most appropriate concentration to use in later studies.
In study 4 three different sources of fetal calf serum were 
compared in order to determine if any one was superior. In 
study 5 non-adherent (T) lymphocytes were Irradiated at 
varying dosagea prior to coculture with B cells in order to 
define the nliapc of the dose response curve and determine the 
relative radiosensitivities of T cell subpopulation». Any 
deviation from the general methodo already described arc 
defined in the conditions for each study.
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Study Ho. 1. - Effects of varying culture duration.
Mononuclear cells from a single normal subject (e*c.) 

were separated and prepared as described above. The original 
data are shown in Appendix 3* cultures No. 1-60.

Conditions;
5Four cell combiuntiono were studied - 10 B cells alone,

5 5 410 T cells alone, 10 unseparated lymphocytes and 5 x 10
B cells with 5 x 10* T cells. Cells were cultured for 0, 3,
7 and 10 days with and without 3.% PïM (Grand Island BlAftogical
Company, Hew York, hot #151(0201). Heat inactivated sheep red
blood call absorbed fetal calf serum used in this study was
from Grand Island Biological Company, Grand Island, New York.
Ho cells were radiated. It has been observed that if too many
cells were plagued then the resulting plaques often coalesced
making counting either inaccurate or impossible. For this
reason, in Study No. 1 rather than plaguing a fixed volume

3e.g. 100 microlitres, 10 cells were plagued without culturing 
on day 0 when it was anticipated responses would be low, whereas

A 42x10 - 5x10 cells of each type were plagued on days 3,7 and 10
when responses would be high. All rcrponses (PFC) were finally

6referenced to 10 FBI.
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Results:

In each Instance responses were higher when cells were 
cultured with PHH than without. (Table 4) Immunoglobulin 
production was negligible on day 0 for all cell types. There
after responses increased progressively to be maximal at day 7 
for all culture types except one (unseparated lymphocytes 
cultured without PHM). After day 7 responses invariably declined, 
The increment between days 0 and 3 was generally greater than 
that between days 3 and 7. Response was greatest for cultures 
containing B and T lymphocytes in the presence of PWM (3466 Î 
278 FFC/10^ FBI). B cells and unseparated lymphocytes with PWM 
also produced substantial responses. T cell responses were 
negligible, i.e. Nylon wool separation had been effective. 
Finally* the addition of T cells to B cells enhance!the response 
at 7 days, both with and without P!AI.

Conclusioni
This study suggested the following;
1. Tîie spontaneous plaque response was 0 and culturing 

of cells was necessary to produce the observed 
response. The finding provided the necessary 
evidence that immunoglobulin synthesis occurred 
during culture and that the responses seen were
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not the result of immunoglobulin present 
on B lymphocytes at the time of venepuncture.

2. It was apparent that the optimal time for 
culturing cells was 7 days and that functional 
capacity declined significantly with longer 
durations.

3. Low responses from T cell cultures indicated 
that there was little B cell contamination of
T cell preparations, i.e. nylon wool separation 
had been effective.

4. Immunoglobulin production from B cells was
increased when they were co-cultured with
T cells indicating an interaction occurring 
between subsets of lymphocytes.

5. Responses were Increased 4 to 5 fold in the
presence of 1% pokeweed mitogen indicating an
effect of this T cell dependant B cell mitogen.
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Study Ho. 2. - Effects of varying culture duration.
In order to verify the observation in Study Ho* 1 that 

imunoglobulin synthesis was maximal following 7 days of 
culture, a similar study was designed using a different 
normal ?awbject (c-o,>. The original data are shown in 
Appendix 3, cultures Ho. 61-126.

Conditions î
N     II#

5Four sets of cultures wero established. 10 B celle
5 4alone, 10 T cells alone, 5x10 B cells cocultured with

4 55x10 T cells, and 10' unaeparatcd cells. Cells were
cultured for 0, 3, 7 end 10 days in the presence end the
absence of 1% B M  (Grand Island Biological Company, Grand
Island, Hew York, Lot #15K020X). Heat inactivated cheep
red blood coll absorbed fetal coif scrum was produced by
Grand Island Biological Company, Grand Island, Hê ? York.

5Ho cells were radiated. 10 cells were plagued on day 0
whereas 5x10* cells were plagued on days 3, 7 and 10 for
the reasons previously outlined.

Results:
. l . -  M WW IW# # Wi,

For all culture coBibinatlons roaponses were higher in 
the presence than in the absence of î?WM (Table 5), T cell 
responses were minimal indicating adequate separation and
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little contamination of T cell preparations with B colls. 
Plaqua respoaaea on day 0 were minimal* although they were 
somewhat greater than in Study Ho. 1. Responsea increased 
at day 3 and were maximal by day 7. Increments between day 
3 and day 7 were generally greater than between day 0 and 
day 3. Invariably regponeeo fell between day 7 and day 10. 
Responaes were similar at day 10 and day 0. The maximum 
reapoase (4,462 - 338 PFC/10^ PBL) wao obtained by cocul- 
taring B and T cells in the presence of PtfM.

Concluaioas
This study verified the findings of Study Ho, 1.
1. Immunoglobulin synthesis was iiioximl on 

day 7 for all types of culture.
2. There was a decline in immunoglobulin

synthesis after day 7 to a level at or about 
that found on day 0.

3. 1% pokeweed mitogen enhanced the observed 
response for all culture types,

4. The addition of Ï cells enhanced the B cell 
response, both in the presence and absence 
of FUM.

Combined results for Studies 1 and 2 are displayed in 
Table 6 and Figure 17. It was evident,that statements made 
independently in the first two studies regarding culture 
duration, cell separation and effects of PWM and T cell 
coculture held true when individuals were grouped. At 7 days 
under the conditions described the responses from cultures
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containing was 2 to 4 fold greater than those without.
The mean B + FWM response was 2953 PFG/10^ PBL which Increased 
to 3964 X>FC/10® PEL #lth the addition of T cells. Mean 
responses In cultures containing B + T cells in a l¥l ratio 
(3964 PFG/10^ PBL) were higher than those from unseparated 
lymphocytes (2975 PFC/10^ PBL) where BîT cell ratios approxl* 
mated those found in the peripheral blood of the subjects 
studied. Possibly a 1:1 B:T cell ratio favoured a higher 
response in this system.

It was on the basis of these two studies that 7 days 
was chosen as the standard time for culture duration In 
subsequent work. Furthermore, two sources of enhancement other 
than culture duration were identified, namely PWM and coculture 
with T cells.

Tïw modifications were made in the methodology hereafter. 
Firstly, since of the two types of lymphocytes only B cells
produced immunoglobulin it seemed more appropriate to culture

4 55x10 rather than 10 B cells alone, so that a better comparison
could be drawn when the same number of B cells were cocultured

4 4with 5x10 T cells. Similarly 5x10 T cells were cultured alone
5rather than 10 cells. Unseparated lymphocytes continued to be
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5cultured at 10 so that culture concentrations were equivalent
to those of B + T combinations. Secondly, Instead of plaqulng 
a known number of celle (10̂  on day 0 or 2x10* to 5x10^ on days 
3,7 and 10) it was decided to plaque on day 7 a known volume 
(100 microlitres) of coll suspension and calculate its cell 
concentration aftort̂ ards. Mith this approach a manageable 
number of plaques wîsich could be easily identified and accurately 
counted was achieved.



Study Ho. 3î - Definition of the PWM Response Curve.
WM A M N W  » IA i.M "  W*#

Tlie effect of varying Pï'îH concentrations between 0 and 
3% was evaluated in three normals (e.c., ta.e., p.h.,) and 
one rheumatoid (S.W.). Original data are shown In Appendix 
3, cultures Ho. 127-171.

Conditions;

Mononuclear cells were separated and prepared m  

previously described. Three sets of cultures were established; 
5x10^ B cells alone, 5x10^ T cells alone and 5x10^ B cells with 
5x10̂ * T cells. Fetal calf serum was of the same origin as in 
the studies Ho. 1 and 2. Although PWM was from a common source 
(Grand Island Biological Company) the Lot No. for studies on
0 .C. and B.W. was Ho. 15K0201 and the Lot No* for studies on

4m.e. and p.h. was 12N5302. Cultures containing 5x10 B cells
were cultured for 7 days under the conditions previously
doseribed. 100 microlitres of cell suspension were plagued

6and the responses expressed as plague forming cells per 10 
peripheral blood lymphocytes. (PFC/10^ PBL)
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Results 8
Effective cell separation was indicated by the negligible 

responses seen in cultures containing only T cells. (Table 7)
In every instance the B cell response was enhanced by coculture 
with T cells. In 2 subjects (E.C., S.W.) in whom incomplete 
curves were constructed (Figure 1^) a positive correlation was 
noted between plaque response and PWM concentration. Maximal 
responses (3466 and 4090 PFC/10^ PBL) occurred at the highest 
concentration of PW!( studies (1%). In the 2 subjects (m.e., 
p.h.) in whom complete curves were constructed, there was a 
marked increase in response when concentration was increased 
from 0 to 0.5%. Between 0*5% and 2% the curve was rounded 
end above 3% there was a marked decline in the response observed. 
The maximal response for M.K. (5050 PFC/10^ PBL) was at 1.5%, 
and for p.h. (5425 PFC/lO^ PBL) at 1%. The shapes of these 
two curves indicated that there was less variation in the 
response when concentrations between 0*5% and 2% were used than 
when concentrations below and above this range were utilized.

Conclusions;
It was deduced from these studies that PWM concentration 

influenced the magnitude of the observed response. Suboptltaal 
responses were noted with PWM concentrations which were both 
too low and too high. Taking into account the shape of the



TABLE 7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POKEWEED MITOGEN (PWM) 
CONCENTRATION ASÏD PFC RESPONSE IN R.A. AND 
NORMAL SUBJECTS.

SUBJECT
(CONC^)

B
CELL TYPE 

T B & T
*

S.W. 0 143 0 572
0.01% 89 0 1073
0.1% 159 0 2454
1.0% 238 0 4090

*e.c. 0 570 35 770
0.5% 934 50 1210
1,01 2480 106 3466

*&m.e. 0 ». 1275
0.1% — 2475
0.5% ». 4275
1.0% ■n* ». 4937
1.5% *• ». 5050
2.0% •». 5025
3,0% - — 3562

p.h. 0 — « 730
0.1% 2200
0.5% ». 4412
1.0% « 5425
1.5% •w »» 4700
2.0% -* — 4225
3.0% « ». 2500

A - PWM Lot No. 15X0201 
» pvïlîï Lot No, 12N5302
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curve a standard concentration of 1% PWM wao chosen for 
all subsequent studies. Furthermore it was evident that 
at the 1% concentration higher responses were achieved with 
PWM lot Ho. 12N5302 than with 15K0201. For this reason 
PWM lot numbers are quoted for each study and data from 
studies using different lot numbers have not been pooled.
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Evaluation of difference source» of 
fetal calf serum*

Fetal calf sera produced by iWiatuln, Flow and Gibco, 
were compared for efficacy in a single normal (e.c.) Original 
data are shown in Appendi;: 3, cultures Ko. 172-195,

Conditions :W . #i»i %*'! 1 " J I.. 11 Will m m #- ii»,im mi't;#

Four sets of cultures were established containing 5%10^
4 5B cells alone» 5x10 T cells alone» 10 unseparated cells and

5x10̂  ̂B cells together with 5x10^ T cells. Cells were cultured
for 7 days V7ith and without 1% PIM (Gibco» lot Ho. 1SK0201). The 
experiment was triplicated, each of the 3 sources of fetal calf 
scrum being used in turn. A constant source of fetal calf serum 
was used in cell separation, preparation and cell culture for each 
experiment. Concentrations were standardised and were as indica
ted in Materials and Methods. Each culture was subsequently 
plaqued in duplicate.

Results:

As had been previously observed, responses were invariably 
greater in the presence than in the absence of 1% (Table 3).
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PIGUm 19 - PFC BESPONSÏÎS ÔF NORMAL LYMPHOCYTES - 
COMPARISON OF THREE SOURCES OF FOETAL 
CALF SKRIIM.
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The greatest «esponaes were observed with utiseparated 
lymphocytes 4 PWM, In 2 out of 3 (Keliâtulu» Flow and 
Oibco) instances they exceeded those observed with combin
ations of B and T cells, negligible responses were 
observed in cultures of T cells alone, indicating adequate 
separation. Coculture with t cells enhanced up to nine
fold the B cell response. With the exception of unseparated 
lymphocytes cultured with the Gibco fetal calf serum, 
standard errors of the mean for all other groups substan
tially overlapped, indicating that there was no significant 
difference in efficacy between the 3 sources of fetal calf 
serum used - Figure 19.

Conclusion;
This study verified observations made in earlier 

studies of the effect of T cells and PWM on the B cell response, 
From the data presented it was concluded that there was no 
significant difference in efficacy between the 3 sources of 
fetal calf serum in the vast majority of cultures. For reasons 
of availability and économies Gibco (Grand Island Biological 
Company) was chosen as the source of fetal calf serum for all 
subsequent studies. The higher responses observed for 
unseparated lymphocytes than B + T cells in the presence of 
PWM were unaccounted for. Since this trend was reversed in
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the absence of PWM it may have represented different 
dose response characteristics of the two cell populations, 
or 3.t may have represented a more favourable B;T cell 
ratio in this subjects unseparated lymphocytes, or a 
combination of the two*
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Study Ho. 5:

It has been recognized that the snbpopulatlon of 
T cells known as T suppressor cells are sensitive to 
irradiation, being fua^ttomlly destroyed at appropriate 
dose levels. Another subpopulation, T helper cells are 
relatively radio-insensitive (Tolerate higher doses before 
being destroyed). In Study Ho. 6 functional destruction 
of T lymphocyte sub-populations by irradiation provided a 
means by which immunoregulatlon in rhcumatoids and normale 
could be studied. Reports of the relative radio-sensitivity 
of these two sub-populations have varied. It was therefore 
necessary to establish in this laboratory, which dosages of 
irradiation prpdilccd maximal and minimal responses, A single 
normal (c .q.) and two rheusiatolds (B.F,, L.H.) were chosen 
for study.
Original data are. displayed in Appendix 3, cultures Mo. 196-217, 

Conditions;

Cells wore separated as previously indicated. Aliquots 
of Ï cells were irradiated (Gacima Cell, Canada) at varying 
dosages between 800 and 6,400 rads, add washed as already 
described prior to coculture with 5x10^ B cells (111 ratio 
combination) for a period of 7 days in the presence of 1% TOÎ 
(Gibco Lot. Ho. 15K0201).
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Results :

Responses were lower in the 2 rheumatoids than in 
the normal at all radiation dosages with the exception of 
B + which fell between the response of the rheumatoids
(Table 9). Responses in rheumatoids and in normals were 
maximal when T cells were irradiated at 3,200 rads prior to 
coculture. The dose response curves for rheumatoids were 
significantly flatter than for the normal, i.e. Increasing 
doses of T cell irradiation up to 3,200 rads produced a 
greater enhancement in the normal subject than in the 
rheumatoids (Figure 2p). Furthermore, irradiating the T cell 
population at doses higher than 3,200 rads produced a 
diminution in the observed responses in both groups. In 2 
out of 3 subjects the response at 6,400 rads was less than 
that at 800 rads.

Lnsion*

Irradiation of T cells prior to coculture with B cells 
had a significant effect on observed responses, which were 
maximal at 3,200 rads and minimal at 6,400 rads. Radiation 
enhancement was greater in the normal than in the rheumatoids. 
However, L.H. had a significant response to radiation. The 
maximum level of response in rheumatoids (1332-2600 PFC/10^ 
PBL) was less than in the normal (8275 PFC/10^ PBL). Taken 
together this evidence suggested that the subpopulation of
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m i E  9. - EFFECT OF T LVMTHOOTE PRE-IBEADIATION OH
immoGimcLiH m i m m i n  im B & T & ewM cultures 
iH miBmmToiDS Mm m m wa.

SUBJECT lAUIATIOH DOSE PFC/10^ FBL t S M

G.e. 800 2921 Î  118
1600 4575 Z 622
3200 8275 T 622
6400 666 I 73

B Æ  800 825 t 93
1600 966 Î  89
3200 1332 Î  108
6400 90 I  27

LJL 1000 1250 t  150
2000 1900 Z 0
3200 3300 J  100
5000 2600 Î  600
6400 2300 I  700
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FIGÜIUS 20. RADIATION BOSE/RESKiNSE CURVES IN 
TÎTO RHEUMATOIDS (L.H., B.F.) AND A
SINGLE m m m .  subject (c.e.)
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T cellfs known an T nuppresaor cells were sensitive to 
Irradiation at an optimal dose of 3,200 rads In this 
laboratory, while higher doses of irradiation (6,400) 
resulted In a functional destruction of subpopulations 
containing T suppressor and T helper cells. It was from 
this study that 3,200 rads and 6,400 rads were chosen as 
the optimal dosages at which to irradiate T cells in 
subsequent studies. T cells Irradiated at 3,200 rad» 
are hereafter designated as T3 2 0 0 6,400 rads

^6400
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smmEY.

Follcr̂ iïig a review of available experimental techniques 
a modified reverse haemolytic plaque forming cell assay was 
selected to measure Ig synthesis from B lymphocytes* Five 
studies wore conducted to standardise techniques, and in 
particular to establish optimal culture duration and concen
tration of pokeweed mitogen, the effect of different sources 
of foetal calf serum and to define radiation dose response 
curves for T cells. Cell yield was found adequate and provided 
sufficient numbers of cells for replication of the necessary 
cell culture combinations. Furtherïttore, cell viability was 
uoll maintained, being greater than 95% at the times of culture 
and 55-80% at the time of plaquing. Consistent with the 
observations of others, the PFC response was maximal after 
7 days of culture. Dose response curves for pokewesd mitogen 
intlicafced a need to operate on the plateau of the curve for 
maximal responses and justified the selection of 1% as the 
atandard concentration.

Hoïjaver, responses from two separate lota of pokeweed 
mitogen differed, suggesting that the same lot nuiaber should be 
used for all experiments or if it were changed, then caution 
should be exercised in combining results from studies using these 
different lot numbers. Since Gibco FCS wae readily available and 
compared favourably with other sources of foetal calf serum it was 
selected for all subsequent studies. Consistent with the 
literature, suppressor T cells were found to be more radio
sensitive (3200 rads), than helper T cells (6,400 rads). When
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ï cgIIo were prc-lrradiated at 3200 rads prior to coculture 
with B cells, respomses from normal subjects atid response 
differences bettfceu rheumatoids and normal subjects were 
maximal. Thus 3200 rads and 6400 rads were selected as the 
standard dosages with which to manipulate the helper suppressor 
balance. Huile certain trends were evident in the early 
experiments, the small numbers of subjects studied prohibited 
conclusions being drawn. Thefafore study 6 was designed, 
incorporating the experience gained In the first 5 experiments 
and involving large nujiü>or of irhaumatoid and normal subjects.
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giAFTER 4

EVALUATION OF TBIS CONTROL OF POLYCLONAL 
IMmJIîOGLOBULIN SYNTHESIS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS.

(STUDY 5)

- INTRODUCTION
- SUBJECTS AND METHODS
- RESULTS
- DISCUSSION
- SUMiARY
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With aigus and symptoms processed in computers 
With patients* histories on punched-cerds coded, 
Old teaching ways ere long will be outmoded.
For philosophic profs, loquacious tutors,
Their classes' cool derision won't be spared 
If they dilate on clinical impression 
And quote no coefficients of regression. 
Significance with t-test or chi-squared 
Or standard deviations (i.e. sigma)
Mandatory now in scientific thinking - 
Clinicians* aphorisms not hoodwinking 
The unbelieving young; 'folk-lore* their stigma. 
Technocracy ascends: it is our fate 
Illiterate to be, but numberate.

Anon.
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INTRODUCTION;
Willie a large number of studies (Chapter 2) have 

Immune abnormalities lu rheumatoid arthritis, relatively few 
have specifically examined the control of the immune response; 
an enterprise which may provide explanation for some observa
tions. Research conducted on several non-rheumatoid "auto- 
Itmaune” diseases indicates that disturbances of immunoregulation 
arc not disease specific, but tmy be found in more than one
disease state. Thus, Immunoregulatory abnormalities have been

248noted in a number of such disorders including systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLK)^^^, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA)^^®,

251 252sarcoidosis , mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) and
Sjogren*. eyndrom^SS. i„ 254. 255. 256 ^„^^„^257

lupus syndromes, alterations in t cell function for help and 
more especially suppression have been observed. îiypofunction in

258suppressor T cells has been noted in some polyclonal gammopathies ,
while hyperfunction has been described in common variable hypo-

259gammaglobulinemia . Although antisuppressor cell antibodies have
255 256been demonstrated in the sera of patients with active SI.E •

and the mechanisms responsible for suppressor T cell dysfunction
remain unknown.

Recently two groups examining Imrounoregulation in rheumatoid 
peripheral blood, utilising different techniques have attributed 
deviations from the normal in their experimental endpoints to 
suppressor T cell dysfunction^^^' Abdou et al^^^ studied
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31 patients with varying severities, activities and durations 
of definite or classical rheumatoid arthritis, 11 patients with 
osteoarthritis and 34 normal healthy controls. All patients 
with rheumatoid and osteoarthritis were receiving some form of 
anti-inflammatory therapy, commonly aspirin. Lymphocytes were 
activated with Conconavilin A. These authors reported that 
suppressor t cell hypofunction was found in active early 
rheumatoid arthritis (disease less than 3 months) hut not in 
active latev (greater than 6 months) or inactive E.A. I3h«n 
these active early rheumatoids were restudied 11-23 months later, 
suppressor cell function had normalised, in spite of persistence 
of disease activity. Furthermore, antisuppressor cell antibody 
of XgG class was detected in plasma from active early E.A. patients 
but not in the plasma from other E.A. groups or non-E.A. controls. 
Tiie B cell targets for Conconavilin A activated suppressor cells 
were functionally normal in early active E.A., confirming the 
initial Impression that the defect lay at the level of the T cell 
and not in the capacity of B cells to respond to suppressor signals. 
Finally, responses from osteoarthrltic and normal subjects were 
similar. Indicating that the observed responses were not the 
consequence of a non-specific drug effect. This finding contrasted 
with that of other workers^^^' who have reported an effect
of non-steroidal antl-inflmmatory therapy on other in vitro 
esqierimental endpoints (tritlated thymidine incorporation).
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Abdou et al concluded that suppressor cell hypofunction may 
contribute to the initiation but not the persistence of 
rheumatoid arthritis.

262Keystone et al studied 20 patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis and 16 age and sex matched healthy controls. 
Suppressor cell activity was generated in vitro by priming 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells with high doee antigen 
(ovalbumin) and measuring the subsequent response after culture 
in an ovalbumin-specific PFO assay. The authors observed, that 
while the mean PfO response in rheumatoids and normals were 
similar,that suppressor cell activity in rheumatoids was less 
(46.4 - 4.2%) than in controls (64.6 - 2.7%). No correlation 
was noted between suppressor cell activity and disease activity 
or drug therapy. A pure hypofunction of suppressor activity 
would be expected to enhance the PFC response. The authors 
resolved this apparent paradox by suggesting that antibody 
synthesis was dependent upon, complex interactions of accessory, 
helper, suppressor and B cells, and that impaired function of 
cells which augmented the PFG response îoay have offset the 
suppressor defect.

There are no previous reports in the literature of the 
reverse haemolytic plaque forming cell assay and radiation 
enhancement techniques being used systematically to evaluate 
immunoregulation in rheumatoid arthritis. In the study to be 
described polyclonal îtmaunoglobulin synthesis by rheumatoid
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B cells was compared with that from normal B cells. In order 
to examine the function of lymphocyte.subsets, autologous 
cultures of B cells and irradiated (IgggQ of and non
irradiated T cells were established in 1:1 ratio combinations. 
Cultures of B cells alone and T cells alone (non-irradiated,
TggQQ and were included to allow further comparisons to
be made and basal levels of Waimoglobulin synthesis to he 
defined in this system, Finally, unseparated lymphocytes were 
cultured to compare responses of immuno-coiapetent cells when 
present in proportions existing in the peripheral blood, as 
opposed to responses seen in the 1:1 ratio (Bst) con&inatioma 
created in the laboratory. Patients of varying age, sex, 
rheumatoid factor status, disease activity, disease duration 
and therapeutic regimen ware selected in order to examine & 
cross section of the rheumatoid population, and provide opportunity 
to recognlsï© any factors which might determine a response 
deviating from the normal. Simultaneous with this experiment, 
data were gathered on Ty cells. Since these data have particular 
aignificancc and were subsequently added to, they will not he 
dealt with in this section but instead reported in Chapter 5#
M  outline description of the methods used is repeated, in order 
to clearly define the incorporation of results from studies 1-5 
in the final design of study 6.
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SUBJHCTB AND W J m m S .

Thirteen patients who fulfilled A* IL A. criteria for classic
or definite rheumatoid arthritis (MU3 JF, BF, BL9 îllî, EB, SB,
111, IlBj DD, CM, SU, DM) and fourteen normal subjects (nb, ke, Ig,
dS; ec, dbp cm, ww, jh, jcl, mm, ej, bw, wc) were selected for
study, (Appendices 1 and 2), îîean disease duration was 9*3 years 
(range 4 months to 23 years). Eleven patients were female and 
the same number seropositive. 'JDwelve patients ware receiving 
nonsteroidal anti-inflaranatory drugs at the time of study, four 
were additionally receiving Prednisone and/or gold or Penicillamine. 
One female rheumatoid vms taking only acetaminophen and was 
recorded for the purposes of analysis as ”no treatment". The 
A,E.A. functional class of patients was assessed by a physio
therapist and ESR measured by the Mestergren method. Rheumatoid 
factor titres were determined by the latex method.

None of the fourteen normal subjects was knovm to be taking 
meclicatioa at the time of the study or be suffering from a 
systemic disease, or microbial infection. Fifty per cent of 
control subjects were female.

Mononuclear cells were separated from 30 mlo of fresh 
hcparonised blood by Ficoll-Hypaquo (Ficoll 400, Pharmacia Pine 
Chemicals AB Uppsala, Sweden) (Hypaqua, Wtnthrop Laboratories, 
Aurora, Ontario) (SO 1.079-1,084) centrifugation (800g for 15
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minutes at 4^C), and washed three times InTOlI 1640 pH 7.4 
(Grand Isl^d Biological Co., Grand Island, New York) with 
resumpanslon following centrifugation (SOOg for 8 minutes at 
4*C). An aliquot of unsopnrated mononuclear cells was retained 
and from the remaining cell ouopeneion adherent (B) and non- 
adherent (T) cells were separated using a modification of 
the nylon wool technique described by Werner et al. Columns 
were prepared as previously described* and rinsed through with 
lOîiîls RPMX 1640 and then 3mTs of 5% v/v fetal calf aerum (Grand 
Island Biological Co., Het? York), following which they were 
placed in a 37*C incubator for 30 minutes. Peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells in 0.5 mis of 5% fetal calf serum in RPMI 
1640 at 37^C were loaded on to each column and incubated for 
half an hour. Nonadhcront calls wore rmwved by running lOmls 
of prewarmed 37^C 5% fetal calf serum in BPMI 1640 through the 
colum. Adherent colls were removed by rinsing the column with 
3x1.5mls of warmed 5% fetal calf serum In RPHl 1640 while gently 
massaging the tube. The cells were therciafter washed twice in 
H?HI 1640 and resuopcwded, following centrifugation at 300g for 
8 minutes at 4^C. 98% of iionadherent cells * roaetted with sheep
red blood cells, whereas less than 1% of adherent cells (70-80% 
sig positive) rosetted* indicating effective separation of 8 and 
T lymphocytes* Tlie yield of B and T lymphocytes in R.A. and normals 
was similar (approximately 85%).
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Aliquots of nylon paased (T) cells ware either non-irradlated
or irradiated at one of Wo doaagea; 3200 rada (to eli&ilnate T
nuppresîjor colla) and 6400 rada (to alltslnato T helper and T
auppreosor cello)» The rational for choosing theoQ doaagea wao

4outlined in, the prevlooo chapter. 5k10 mononuclear cello were
cultured in replicate either an T colls alone (either non-irradiated
or irradiated at 3,200 or 6,400 rads) or no B cells alone, or in
a 1:1 ratio.combination of T cello (which were either non-lrradlated
or irradiated at 3,200 or 6,400 rads) with B cells. Additional

5cultures contained 10 unseparatcd mononuclear ceils. Cello were 
incubated for 7 days (peak period of response) at 37^C In 1 ml of 
OT'îI, 1640 (containing It glutamine) supplemented with 10% heat 
inactivated sheep red blood cell absorbed fetel calf scrum (Grand 
Island Biological Company, Grand Island, N w  York) and gentamlcln 
50 mcg/ml (Scheritig Corporation, Kenilworth, Jersey) both with 
and without PI# at an optMal concentration of 1% v/v (PI# - Grand 
Island Biological Gompony, Mew York, lot #15K0201). Gulturou were 
contained within 12 % 75 mm plastic tubes (Falcon Plastic, Cockeya- 
ville, Maryland) and maintained In a humidified environment 
containing 5% CÔ * Following incubation the cells trerc washed 
three times In KPMX 1640, rcsusponded In 0*5 mis of BSS pp 7*4 
following centrifugation (300g for 8 ninutos at 4^C) and the nun&er 
of viable lymphocytes counted by a trypan blue otainlug method* 
Iimmnoglobulln sytithe3l.3 by B colls, unseparated mononuclear cells 
and various combinations of B and T cells was measured using a
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reverse haectolytlc plaque forming cell aasay aa described 
in the preceding chapter. However, in contrast to earlier 
studies, a constant 100 nl volume of lymphocyte suspension 
was used, being mixed with agarose and coated 3EBC (as 
previously described) prior to introduction into the assay. 
Plaque forming cells were counted and expressed per 10^ viable 
(by trypan blue staining) peripheral blood lymphocytes. Data 
were analysed by on unpaired t-test and p values less than
0.05 considered significant.

RESULTS.
Original data from replicate determinations are tabulated 

in Appendix 3 (cultures No. 218-767), while individual means 
for rheumatoids are tabulated in Table 10 and for normals in 
Table 11. Results are expressed as plaque forming cells per 
10^ viable peripheral blood lymphocytes (mononuclear cells) - 
SEM (the standard error of the mean). Missing data points are 
entered as (-) while a result of xero is entered as (0).

A range of responses was described for each culture combin
ation in both rheumatoids and normals, with and without pokeweed 
mitogen. PFC responses unseparated lymphocytes in the 
presence of PWM ranged 500 - 3,522 (+ PWM), 250 - 1289 (- FWM) 
in R.A. and 820 - 6746 (+ PHI), 600 - 3750 (-Pm) in normals. 
Responses for B cells only ranged 100 - 1450 (+ PWM), 0 - 1000 
(~ pm) in rheumatoids mid 59 - 775 (+ PWM), 50 - 450 (- Pm) in 
normals. Responses for B + T (nonirradiated) ranged 850 ~ 6600 
(+ Pm), 250 - 1650 (- PWM) in R.A. and 1200 - 5625 (+ PHM),
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100 - 3300 C-PWM). Responses for B + ̂ 3 2 0 0 600 - 5000
(4* PKM), 200 -1500 (-PWH) in rheumatoids. and 2208 - 16400 (+PWM), 
429 - 7050 (- PUH) in normals. Finally, responses for B + ̂ g^oo 
ranged 200 - 3350 (+ FWM), 200 - 1550 (-FWH) in R.A. and 550 - 3650 
(4* pm) 1 0 0 - 1800 (- PWM). Responses from T cells alone were 
usually 0,rarely above 150 and never above 250. Thus it was 
evident that for each culture combination there was some degree 
of overlap. However, a previously noted trend emerged i.e. 
responses from T cells were negligible, responses from B cells 
alone were in the low range, responses from B 4* T and unseparated 
lymphocyte cultures were in the mid range, and B 4» ̂ 3 2 0 0  

cultures had a range, the upper extent of which in normals 
exceeded that of all other rheumatoid and control cultures. In 
order to compare results from rheumatoids and normals group means 
- the standard error of the mean (SEM) were calculated (Table 12), 
and enhancement factors derived by dividing the PFC response for 
B 4* Tg2O0 + by the PFC response for B 4* T 4* PWM for each 
individual, i.e.

Enhancement factor * B 4* 1^200 ̂

B 4* T 4* p m

Mean responses from X cells cultured alone were negligible 
in both rheumatoids (< 50) and normals (< 50) indicating effective 
separation of B cells from T cells. These minimal responses were 
unaffected by X cell radiation at a dose (6400 rads), which would
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TABLE 12 - PFG RESPONSE AND RADIATION ENÎ-IANCMENT IN 
HHEUMATOIDS AND NORMALS (GROUP MEANS ±SE!M)

CELL
COMHENATION p m PPC/lO^ PH, i SEM

HOEMAL(n=l^) R.A• (11=1 3) p
ÜNSEP 4- 2 9 2 3 - 7 5 2 1 69 2 - 3 8 8 NS

- 1 1 9 4 - 333 6 6 3 -153 NS
B 4- 42? Î 61 5?6 -121 NS

- 2 33 t 43 260 - 7 6 NS
B + T 4- 214? “ 318 2361 -4% NS

833 4*™ 231 699 ™122 NS
B+T3 2 0 0 4* 6731

4*
- 1 0 5 5 2 5 5 2 " 3 6 6 <0 . 0 0 5

M* 2278
4*- 5 9 8 700

4-
" 1 2 6 <0 . 0 2 5

W6400 4* 1 5 6 9
4*- 280 1361

•p"309 NS
— 583 - 140 5 5 0 "133 NS

T 4* 37 4"“ 20 7 i 5

M 37 4-- 20 0 t Q

T3200 4- 25 " 16 7 i y

— 41 - 28 0 i 0 »
T6400 4- 38 " 26 0 - 0

— 10 i’ 9 0 “ 0 —
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functionally destroy any contaminating B cells together with 
X auppressor and radiosensitive T helper cells, and can there
fore be taken as the background response of the assay. Moreover, 
since plaque numbers were multiplied to derive responses per 
10^ FBL they actually represented the presence of very few 
plaques.

Responses from B cells cultured alone were similar in 
rheumatoids (576 - 121) and normals (427 - 61) in the presence 
of PWM and were comparable in Its absence (260 - 276 and 233 - 
43 respectively), although at lower response levels. When non- 
irradiated X cells were cocultured with B cells there was 
significant (approximately four-fold) enhancement of immuno
globulin synthesis (Figure 21) by both rheumatoids (2361 - 440) 
and normals (2147 1 318) in the presence of RWM as well as in 
its absence (699 - 122 and 833 - 231 respectively). Again there 
was no statistically significant difference between the two groups.

However, when T cells were irradiated at 3200 rads prior 
to coculture, further marked enliancement was noted (over B + non
irradiated X response levels) in immunoglobulin synthesis in 

4*normals (6731 - 1055), whereas in rheumatoids enhancement was 
absent or minimal in ninety per cent of patients studied (2552 - 
366). Even in the absence of PWM, enhancement was noted in normals 
(2278 - 598) but not in rheumatoids (700 1 126). These differences 
in radiation enhancement were statistically significant both with,
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(p < 0.005), and without, (p < 0.026) PWM. Enhancement factors 
In rheumatoids varied from 0.71 - 2*6 (mean 1.1) and In normals 
from 0.98 - 8,4 (mean 3.53). (Table 13). While ranges In the 
two groups overlapped It was evident that the majority of normal 
subjects had an enhancement factor greater than 2, a value which 
was achieved by only one rheumatoid* In the majority of rheuma- 
toida enhancement was less than 1.5 and often less than 1. (Using 
the enhancement factor calculation, a value of < 1 represented no 
enhancement).

When T cells were Irradiated at 6400 rads prior to coculture 
responses wore less than with cultures of 8 + non-lrradlated T cells 
but greater than responses from cultures of B cells alone. There 
was no significant difference In responses between rheumatoids 
and norimls both with (1361 « 309 and 1569 « 280 respectively), 
and without, (555 * 133 and 583 ̂  140 respectively ) FWM.

Responses from unseparated lymphocytes were similar In both 
patients (1692 - 388) and normals <2923 « 752), Although unotlmu- 
latcd responses were lower in rheumatoids (663 ^ 153), there was 
no statistically significant difference between patients and controls 
(1194 - 333).

Tims statistically significant differences in immunoglobulin 
synthesis between the groups was shown only when B cells wore 
cocultured with T cells irradiated at 3200 rads. The doses of



TABLE 13. - EBHAHCBMEMT FACTORS FOR RHEUMATOIO AND 
mmiAL SUBJECTS. (BAÎÎKEX))

Rheumatoid Arthritis Normal

LH 2.6 ke 8.4
BL 1.3 da 7.2
m 1.2 Ig 6.9
DM 1.2 jh 3.5
m 1.2 db 3.2
BS 1.01 ec 3.0
im 0.98 wc 3.0
EB 0.95 ww 2.8
sw 0.91 cm 2.7
IIB 0.85 mm 2.4
m 0.76 jd 1.9
JF 0.71 nb 1.9

bw 1.6
0.98

î̂ean • 1.1 Mean « 3.53
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irradiation used produced no observable alteration in cell 
viability, which wa® better than 90% praeultur© and 70% post* 
culture for combinations of all cell type» (irradiated and 
non^irradi&ted),

%lle it wafô evident that a range of responses existed 
for both normal» and rheumatoids, it was clear that radiation 
enhancement was defective la the rheumatoid population (Figure 22). 
The relationship between radiation snîiaaceaient and several variable» 
(drug therapy, dioaaaa duration, disease activity as reflected by 
ESE, soae, ago and rheumatoid factor status) was examined.

A review of drug therapy (Table 14) identified those rheum&~ 
tolds taking only non-steroidal anti-^influimatoty agents (8), the 
single subject taking acetaminophen (1) and those taking a non
steroidal anti-inflamaatory agent an well as prednisone or a 
remittive agent (4). Subsequent analysis by drug therapy (Figure 
23), failed to review any consistent relationship between any 
particular drug group and the degree of radiation enhancement. Tlie 
maximum enhancement factor of 2.6 was observed in a patient (LH) 
on a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, while a complete failure 
of enhancement was recorded in a patient (EB) receiving no anti
inflammatory medication. None of the controls used in the present 
study were on medication at the time of study, however, evidence 
will be cited later to indicate that normal subjects on non-steroidal 
anti-inflammatory drugs sho%f normal enhancement.
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When dieease duration was considered (Figure 24), no 
aaao.clation was found with radiation enhancement. It was noted 
that in two patients who had had the disease for four years, one 
had an enhancement factor of 2.6, whilst the other was 0, It 
was also noted that a patient who had had the disease for sixteen 
years, had a miniinal enhancement of 1.2, while two patients who 
had had the disease for only a few monthî * showed no enhancement.

The erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) determined by the 
Westergrcn method was used as one measure of disease activity 
(Figure 25), Ho association was shown between EBK and enhancement 
factors mild, moderate and marked elevations of the ESE all being 
associated with no or negligible enhancement. Of two patients 
with an ESE less than 20 ims in the first hour, one showed an 
enhancement factor of 2,6 while the other failed to enhance.

Finally, no aasociation was shown between enhancement factor 
and sex, age or rheumatoid factor statua (Figure 26). Hales and 
females, and patients leas than 60 and greater than 60 years of 
age showed equivalent ranges of enhancement factors. The highest 
enhancement factor was in a young seropositive female. Only two 
seronegative patients were studied, both of whom failed to enhance, 
However, because of the small numbers, no inference can be drawn 
from this finding.
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Discussion.
l* n w r*  w gw

Th& effect# of pokeweed laltogcvi, T cell pre-lrradlatlon 
and coculture of B cell# with T cell# on immunoglobulin aynthesis 
by B c&lla In this study ware consistent with those observed in 
studies 1-5. bow responses from B cells alone and negligible 
responses from T cells alone, indicated effective cell separation 
in this T dependent B cell response. Equivalent degrees of 
enhancement in lussiunoglobulln oynthesla observed in rheumatoids 
and normals when B cells %7ero coculturcd with t cells, indicated 
that these cells were capable of responding to I helper signal®.

Significant (greater than x 2) radiation enhancement was 
noted in the majority of normals but in only one rheumatoid. It 
was reasonable from the evidence cited previously to suppose that 
in normal culture, optimal dose radiation destroyed a functional 
subset of lymphocytes whoae net effect was that of suppression 
and that this manoeuvre tipped the regulatory balance in favour 
of help. This effect was not observed in rheumatoid® suggesting 
several possibilities.
1. Decrease in the number of function of suppressor T cells.
2. Decrease in the mmfjer or function of helper T cells.
3. Decrease in the number and/or function of helper and

suppressor T cells.
4. B cello were restricted in their capacity to respond to 

helper signals.
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5, BhfâUToatoid monocytes were reduced la numbers or function».
6* There woo a failure in the release or action of important 

soluble helper factors.
7. Tlio observed response was a laboratory artefact,

While Uypofunctioaal suppressor cello have been reported 
by other authors, this defect alone would not adequately account 
for the rcGulte of this study. Although radiation enhancement 
Biay fall as a consequence of irradiating already hypofuuctioning 
suppressor cells (and thus producing uo alteration t\x the help/ 
suppression balance), the observation that responses from rheuma
toid cocultures of B and non-irradiated T cells were the same, 
rather than greater than those from nomalti, suggested alternative 
explanation.

If help alone or help and suppression both wore restricted 
(but not absent) either because of a reduction in numbers or the 
function of cells, then coculture of nonirradiated T cells with 
B cells would be expected to enhance the B cell only response, 
while coculture with T320Q cells might not have any significant 
additional effect. This response would be consistent with the 
observed results. However, if rheumatoid B cells were hypo- 
responsive to helper signals, or if E,A* monocytes were restricted 
In their activity, or if R.A. T cells failed to release potent 
soluble helper factors in the normal amount neceaaary for effective
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c o ll-c e ll com uïiicatiüîi then tlie effects would lik e ly  bo 

seen a# a réduction but not absolute absence of helper activity*
A final consideration was that the observed responses might 

be a function of the method used, rather than due to Immuno-
regulatory differences between rhaumatolds and normals* Several

VdSauthors  ̂ , using rat lymphoid tissue and human peripheral
blood, have recognized that some cells having suppressor activity 
adhere to nylon wool eolumo and that while some of these cells 
might be monocytes, others are likely suppressor T cells, Saxon 
and Stevcnŝ '̂̂  have suggested that the suppressor function of nylon 
wool passed cells is not deficient unless the suppressor calls are 
already activated* It therefore appearc possible, that the non
adherent (nylon wool passed) fraction is depleted of B cells, 
monocytes and a proportion of T cells* Thus a difference in the 
adherence properties of rheumatoid and normal 1 lymphocytes might 
result In in vitro differences not truly representative of the 
in vivo situation* However, since responses from B cells alone and 
B -h non-irradiated T combinations were similar in this study in 
rheumatoida end normals, it seemed improbable that differences were 
artofactual, To further evaluate the composition of the T cell 
preparation being uoed, monocytes, Ty cells, 0KT4+ and 0KT5+ cells 
were enumerated in subsequent eKperimentrj#
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A second consideration concerned observed differences in
radioresistance with activation. It has been observed In 

27Cy 271mice * , that the radioresistance of certain cells appears
to change v/lth activation. Thwop when conconavllin A generated 
suppressor c$Il* are pre-irradiated (prior to activation) at 
optimal dosages i ,  the loss of suppreoalon la mtch greater than 
iflth the oatae dose of irradiation given 48 hours after activa
tion* This suggests that radiorésistance is increased In those 
suppresaor cells inducable by Conconavllin A. Since X lympho
cytes from rhcuroatolds and normals was simultaneously Irradiated 
at time 0 in study 6 and the doac response curve# of rheumatoid# 
and norioala were kno?m (study 5), there was no opportunity for 
any temporal effect on radioscnsltivlty to confound the results 
of this otudy.

Pre-irradiation of T cells at 0400 redo, resulted in a decline 
of immunoglobulin syntheais from the levels achieved with B + T3200 
ceil combination to between those achieved from B cells and B 4- non- 
irradiated X cells. Since the response did not return to baseline, 
the presence of either a radioresistant population of T helper cells 
or of a minimi helper effect of irradiated X cello was suggested. 
Immunoglobulin synthesis from unseparated lymphocytes was similar 
in rhaumatolds and normals, suggesting that optimal dose radiation 
wart nacosuary to uncover differences, which could be detected with 
this assay.
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When examined within group, there was no correlation 
between the degree of radiation and enhancement and demographic 
characteristics such as age and sex. Although all hut one
patient wan on anti-infImmatory therapy, there was no associa
tion between the type of drug therapy end hyporesponsiveness, 
suggesting that it was not purely a drug effect. Furthermore, 
Keystone ot al in their assay noted no association between drug 
therapy and hypofunctional suppressor activity. Normal responses 
from a rheumatoid on a non-steroidal anti-’inflarmatory drug and 
in Chapter 11 a normal subject on Ibuprofen support the notion 
tinat enhancement failure cannot be attributed to an effect of 
therapy.

The lack of correlation with disease duration contrasted 
with the time - dependent observations of Abdou et al, in that 
in the london rheuwatoldc, hyporeoponaivenecs was seen at all 
levels of disease duration. Although oerial studies were not 
conducted on the aseie patients, and while the erythrocyte; 
aedlioentation rate is not a particularly accurate measure of 
diseases activity, the failure to show any correlation between 
radiation enhancement and SSR may indicate that tho defect is 
primary or if secondary, that it does mirror disease activity. 
Examination of the relationship between enhancement and IgM 
rheumatoid factor status did not indicate that enhancement
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failure wao aoro or less common In seropositive patients*

Thus, It was evident from this study that consistent 
differences in radiation enhancement existed between rhenmatoids 
and normals* While results were not compatible with the 
existence of an isolated defect in suppressor T cell function, 
there was a possibility that hyporeaponsivenGss of the suppressor 
T cell co-existed with other defects* In order to further 
evaluate the nature of this defect in imunoregulatioaj, further 
studies were planned to enm%erate cells i%% the non-adherent 
T cell preparation and examine enhancement using a different 
manoeuvre but the same endpoints.

SüM‘îARYs

Â review of the literature suggested that while several 
imiaunet abnormalities had been described in II.A., relatively little 
was known regarding regulation of the immune response in this 
disease. Since defective immuno régulât ion may account for several 
observations, interest In this area is more than casual. Several 
workers, using conconavalln A generated suppressor cells ami 
ovalbumin specific PFC assay systems, have suggested that 
suppressor T cell activity is abnoriaal in rheimiatoid arthritis.
To date, irmmnorcgulatIon in R.À, has not been systematically 
examined using the reverse haemolytlc plaque forming cell assay 
and manipulation of lymphocyte subpopulations by optimal dose 
radiation*
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Isnmimoglobulin synthcsl# was examined in 13 patients 
with classical theumtold arthritis and 14 normal controls.
Responses ware similar in rheiuaatolds and normals for each 
cell combination (B colls alone, T cells alone, B + non- 
irradiated T, B T04OO, unaeparated lymphocytes), with the 
exception of cocultures of B calls with T320Q calls, where 
a failure of radiation enhancement xum noted in rheu^atoids.
There was no evidence that this enhancement failure was 
related to type of drug therapy, disease duration, disease 
activity as reflected by the ESE, sex, age., or rheumatoid 
factor status. The observation that Itajxmoglohulln oyntheel# 
was enhanced by cocultum with autologous non-irradiated T 
ccXIb but not further enhance by coeultura with T3200 cells 
auggestod several possibilitiesî (1) decrease in the number 
or function of suppressor Ï cells, (2) decrease In the ntwiber 
or function of helper T cells, (3) decrease in the number and/ 
or the function of helper and suppressor T cells, (4) B cells 
were rocjtrietod In their capacity to respond t o  helper signals,
(5) rhcmmtold rx»aoeytea were reduced in numbers or functloms,
(6) there was s failure in the release or action of soluble 
factors or (?) the reeults were the result of laboratory artefact. 
The data did not support the presence of an isolated T suppressor 
cej.1 dysfunction although combined helper and suppressor dysfunc
tion could not be excluded.
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While several alternative posaiblllties required evaluation 
there was no evidence that the results were artcfactual. 
However, the results of this study indicated a necessity to 
further evaluate the nmher and function of Involved mono
nuclear cell subsets and the release and potency of soluble 
helper factors #
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CHARTER 5

ENÜMERATXOH AND FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT 
OF T LYMPHOCYTES BEARING Pc RECEPTORS

(STUDY 7)

INTRODUCTION 
SUBJECTS AND METHODS 
RESULTS 
SUMMARY
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"Wîmn you cannot jaeaaure it, when 
you cannot iseaaure it in nunibera, you 
have scarcely, in your thoughts, 
advanced to the stage of science, what* 
ever the matter be.'*

Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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INTRODUCTION

The existence of functional lymphocyte subsets has been
272recognized since the development of heterologous antisera 

In the preceding chapter the functional capacity of lymphocytes 
was observed in a system dependent on the relative radio-sensitiv- 
itles of differing subsets of lymphocytes. An alternative method 
of examination Is afforded by the recognition that different
functional subsets of T cells vary in the types of Fc receptors

273they express on their cell surfaces • While the presence of 
Immunoglobulin receptors on T cells has been previously noted in 
mlce^^^ it is only relatively recently that their presence 
on human T cells has been demonstrated • Only o small
proportion (less than 20%) have receptors for IgG (Ty), while up 
to 75% have receptors for the Fc fragment of IgM (Tu). The 
remainder lack detectable receptors for either IgG or IgM. Fract
ionating T cells with Fc receptors by their capacity to bind IgG 
or IgM immune complexes, allows dissection of their function in
in vitro assay systema^^^' Experiments conducted on

273normal human peripheral lymphocytes have demonstrated that while 
T cells pre-irradlated at 3,000 rads arc fully capable of providing 
B cell help (Intact T helper function), pre-irradiation of Ty cells 
(3,000 rads) results In a loss of suppression in a normal differen
tiation system. Thus it appears from a functional stan)dpoiht̂ lth'at
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In normals the radiosensitive T cell and the Ty cell show a 
common function and that these two manoeuvres manipulate 
different facets of the same cell. This relationship has not 
previously been examined in rheumatoids.

Attention has been drawn to the effect of technical manip
ulation on the expression and avidity of Fc-XgG receptors on Ty

28Scells . It has been noted that Fc-Ig6 receptors increase
276after cell activation*" and decrease after cells are exposed 

to immune complexee^^^* ZB7̂  Furthermore, 5 to 15% more lympho
cytes have have been detected in isolated E-rosetted preparations

285than in unacparated lymphocytes ", and Ficoll-Hypaque has the
ability to induce B cells to generate lymphoklnes^^^. These
otudies indicate that the procedures used to iaol&te T cells may
result in activation and alteration of receptor expression and
avidity, l̂ foreover, low avidity Fc-XgG receptors may be expressed
on B cells, and high avidity Fc-IgG receptors on L cells (non B

285non T populations) , a fact which may result in enumeration 
errors where there is a significant non-T cell contamination. 
Finally, Pickeler and Broder^^^ have described a transition of Ty 
cells to Tu cells (and vice versa) and postulated that Fc-IgG and 
Fc-IgM receptors may not be markers for distinct T cell subsets, 
but that certain T cells may express both classes of receptors 
at different functional stages. Using T lymphocytes from 11 healthy
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volunteers, they studied Fc-IgG and Fc-IgM receptor expression 
by a rosette technique employing bovine red cells coated with 
rabbit IgG (EA-IgG) or IgM (EA-IgM). Their results indicate 
that (1) most T cells have either Fc-IgG or Fc-IgM receptors,
(2) that some Ty cells lose their Fc-IgG receptors spontaneously 
in culture at 37°C, (3) that most Ty cells lose their Fc-IgG 
receptors after immune complex interaction, (4) that Ty cells 
acquire Fc-IgM receptors in culture after immune complex Inter
action, and (5) that simultaneous expression of both Fc-IgG and 
Fc-IgM receptors is seen under certain conditions (since the sum 
of Fc-IgG 4- and Fc-IgM 4* cells occasionally exceeded 100%).

290Brochier et al developed a rosette technique using chicken 
red blood cells coated with rabbit anti-chicken erythrocyte anti
bodies, to Identify human mononuclear cells bearing Fc receptors. 
Since intact 78 IgG but not their F (abg) fragments were found to 
sensitise chicken erythrocytes, it was concluded that cells bearing 
receptors for the Fc portion of IgG were being detected, IJhile 
it appears that resetting is not a feature characteristic of any 
one subclass of lymphocytes, B cell and monocyte contamination of 
high quality non-adherent cell preparations is negligible and 
therefore cells detected by this method are a predominantly T 
lymphocyte subset (Ty cells). Evidence will be presented to demon
strate that depletion of this subset results in an alteration of 
the help suppression balance.
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R.A, Ty cells have recently been enumerated by Mathieu
291et al, using ox red blood cells coated with an IgG fraction 

of antibovine SBC serum. Tiier© was no statistically significant 
difference between the percentage of Ty cells in the peripheral 
blood of 10 rheumatoids (10,6 - 4,6%) and 12 normal subjects 
(11 .7  i  4%). Hmsrever, R.A. peripheral blood Ty cells had a 
greater number and/or avidity of Fc receptors for IgG, than those 
of controls. (There were significantly fewer Ty cells in rheuma
toid synovial fluid (3.4 - 3%) than in controls (10 .1  - 1.6%).

292An earlier report by Bibcrfcld , using ft slightly different 
method but still employing coated ox red blood cells. Indicated 
that the peripheral blood Ty cells in rheumatoids were Increased, 
although only € patients were enumerated. The range for normals 
in this study was also higher; 16 - 3%.

In the experimento which follot̂  modification of the method 
of Brochier et al was used to enumerate Ty cells in rheumatoids 
and normals. The effects of Ty depletion and/or irradiation were 
compared to Judge the functional comparability of lymphocyte 
subsets manipulated by the two manoeuvres. Finally, an extension 
of Brochier et al*o technique allowed the effects of serial 
submaximal Ty depletion on Immunoglobulin synthesis by B cells 
to be studied.
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SUBJECTS m P  METHODS.

Patients selected for this study all had classic or definite 
rheumatoid arthritis. Four types of experiments were conducted:

(A) Ty enumeration.
Enumeration of Ty cells - 9 fjptients with rheumatoid 
arthritis (î#7, BF, BL, Hti, SS, HB, DB, SW, DM) and 
seven controls (nb, ke, db, jh, jd, mm, nw) were 
studied (Appendices 1 and 2).

(B) Irradiation of T and T nony cells.
The effect of irradiation of T and T nony cells on 
immunoglobulin synthesis by B cells ~ 2 rheumatoids 
(BF, BL) and 2 normals (jh, jd) were evaluated. 
(Appendices 1 and 2).

(C) Serial depletion of T cells.

The effect of rosette depletion of Ty cells on immuno
globulin synthesis by B cells - 5 rheumatoids (MW, S3,
DM, HB, DB) and 3 normals - (nb, db, ke) were studied. 
(Appendices 1 and 2).

(D) Combined serial depletion and radiation.

The effect on radiation enhancement of serial pre- 
depletion of Ty cells - 2 normals (db, ke) were 
studied. (Appendix 2).

In order to conduct the experiments Ty cells required identi
fication, separation and in some experiments serial depletion. 
Enumeration (A) was conducted on T lymphocytes derived from study 6, 
while in the remaining exĵ eriments (B, C, D) lymphocytes were 
separated from fresh heparanized peripheral blood by the methods 
previously described.
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Enumeration.

Identification and separation of Ty cells were conducted 
as follows. Racked chicken erythrocytes (Woodlyn Laboratories 
Limited, Guelph, Ontario) were examined microscopically on 
delivery for any morphologic evidence of deterioration. If cells 
appeared healthy then they were washed three times in B.SoS.
Eifual volumes of 2% chicken red blood cell (GRBC) suspension in 
BSS and 1/800 rabbit IgG anti GRBC (Capell Laboratories, 
Cochraneville, Pennsylvania) were mixed at 37^C with constant 
agitation on a rocker platform for 30 minutes, and washed three 
times in 2% v/v bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Grand Island Biol
ogical Company, New YOrk, 14072) in phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) (ph 7.4) and finally suspended to 0*5% in 2% BSA in PBS.
Equal volumes of 0.5% sensitized GRBC and nylon wool separated 
T cells (2x10^ cells per ml) were incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes, 
centrifuged at BOg for 5 minutes, incubated at 4*̂ E for one hour 
and then resuspended. The number of rosette forming cells was 
enumerated by counting the number of mononuclear cells with 3 or 
more adherent chicken red blood cells and expressing as a percent 
of T cells.

Separation.
Separation of rosetted and non-rosetted (T non y) cells was 

effected by underlaying the suspension with Ficoll-Hypaque (Sg 1.079 
1.082) and centrifuged at 80 Og for 12 minutes at 4°C. Rosetted
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cello were pdletcd at the bottom of the tube whllat nou-rosetted 
cells remained above the Flcoll-Kypaquc.

Serial Depletion.
utilizing the above techniques, by varying the volume ratio \ 

of sensitized CBBC to unaensitlzed GRBC, submaxlmal nursïsera of 
rosetted T mononuclear cells were obtained, and thereby t cell 
populations were serially depleted of Ty cells. Prior to addition 
to cultures all colls wore waolied In EPMI 1640, centrifuged 
(300g for 8 minutes At 4̂ C) and reouspendcd In culture medium.

Four experiments were conducted in the follcw?ing manner;

A. Ty cells were enumerated at the same time as conducting 
functional m&mntmnt tn Study 6,

*B. This experiment employed all the techniques used In Study 6, 
but cell combinations differed In their composition. 5x10^
B cello ajïd 5x10^ T cella were still cultured in 1:1 ratio 
combinations for seven days m  described. However, additional 
cobbiaations were established of B cells with T cells which 
had been completely depleted of Ty calls (“T non y), and were 
ttieu either non irradiated or Irradiated at 3200 or 6400 rads 
prior to coculturc. The T non y purity of these preparations 
was checked by attempting to rerosette some samples. Failure 
of any further rosette formation, was taken to indicate that
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Ty cells have been effectively removed*

C *  I t x  this experiment j ,  1;1 ratio combination culture# of 
5x10*** B cells and 5x10^ T cells were established. In 
contrast to Study 6, radiation i?as not employed but instead 
the proportion of supprooeor cells (Ty cells), in the T cell 
fraction wae varied by the rosette depletion method described. 
Thereafter colls were cultured mid immimogiobulln synthesis 
measured by the revome haemolytle plaque foriuins cell assay 
(sea Study 6)*

D*. Ih the final oxpmfi^ent T call suspensions xmre serially
depleted of Ty cells and the remaining population of lympho
cytes either non Irradiated or irradiated at 3200 rads prior 
to coculture with B cells (1;1 ratio conftjination) as previously 
described. Enhancement factors were determined for pairs 
(B f T320Q 'f FhM, B b X 4' RWM) of cultures at each level of 
Xy depletion between 0 and 100%.

< A « p m  Lot No, 15K0201)
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BESÜLTS * ( Original data- Appendix 3- 768-913 )

(A) Wïuen entüieratioîi of Ty oellm conductod under light
microscopy (rosettes being defined es the presence of 
three or more chicken erythrocytes clustered around a 
central human lymphocyte)» a range of percentages was 
defined for normals (0 to 26%) and rheumatoid© (7 to 22%) 
(Table 15)# Although the maan percentage wa® higher for 
normals (15.2%)# it did not differ statistically from the 
rheumatoid mean (12.9%) (Figure 27), enhancement
factor© were plotted against percentages of corresponding 
Ty cells for rhoumatoids and normal© (Figure 28)# no 
correlation, was noted* In particular there was no evidence 
that enîumceiîient factors were low in those patient© with
small muAers of Ty celle* (an observation which would have
been consistent with radiation having lees effect on cell
suspensions containing fewer radiosensitive ©uppreseor cells). 
The distribution of data points in this figure illustrate , 
difference In enhancement factors between tîie two group© but 
a similarity in the percentage of Ty cells. These data wera 
further evaluated by ©ssaminlng for any within group associa
tion of percentage Ty calls with ESE, age and drug therapy, 
(Figure 29), Since no seronegative rheuiaatoids were studied 
in this fashion no comparison could be drawn between aero-
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pooltlvo and seronegative patients# It was evident
that neither disease activity as inaseured by ESP. . 
nor age correlated with the percentage of Ty cello in 
any individual# Although Ty percentages were alightly 
higher in two patients on romittive agents? no 
significance can be drawn becassc of the small numbers 
involved# It was evident that within the non-steroidal 
anti-inflamuictory only group of patients? there existed 
a range for %Ty

(B) Irradiation of T and T non y cells#
In this experiment, part of which was reported In 
Chapter 4, B and T cell separation was effective- as 
indicated by a failure of the pl&que response in 
preparations of T ceils alone, and low responses in 
preparations of B cells alone (Table 16) • ï-hicn non- 
irradiated T cells were added to B cells, enhancement 
was noted in both rheumtoida (1687, 1037) and normals 
(2491, 2179) As reported radiation enhancement was 
observed In normals (8750, 4194) but not in the patient» 
with rheumatoid arthritl# (1665, 1332), When T cells 
were pre-lrradlated at 6,400 rads there was decline 
itt the level of the observed response# Responses differed 
somewhat in that in one case (B?) the decline was to 
below the level observed from B cells alone, in one (jh) 
to a level between that observed from B+ non-irradiated
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table; 16 - IMdNOGLQBULIN SYNTHESIS IN R.A, AMD NORMAL CULTUEES
GONTAIMNG IRRADIATED AND NQN-IRRADIATEID T ABB T NONv CELLS

CELLS

T

T nonŷ goo

B -f Ï nony

B -h T

B T 

B -i- T 

B 

U

f&Ty

6400

p m

4-

3200

B + T nony^^QQ +

+

■H

R.A.
B J j .  B . F .

1687

1765

1 6 6 5

1 7 7 5

561

199

0
0
0
0

1037
4*73

1 3 3 2

4*75
1 3 3 2
3 9 2

1 45 0
99 6

90
4*25
6 3 7

3 1 5
280
100

8

NORMAL 
Alii* jLfcâ»

2491
7 5 0

77 6 8

2591
8 7 5 0
2600

87 9 7
2706
3000

330

2 92 5
800
64-3
100
38lf4'
74-2

18

2 1 7 5
264-

5 2 5 0

1 75 0
4194
6 0 0

5 6 5 0
2000
lÔ K)
1 3 2

1 7 2 5
4 5 0
200
5 0

15

U = Unseparated lymphocyteG 
PM Lot # = 151(0201

Original data fo r jh and jd  
in  Appendix 3 (cultures 434-489)•
Responses fo r BL and BE* 
represent single determinations.
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T cells and B + T 3,200 cells, end In the final case 
(jd) wag Intermediate between that observed from B cells 
alone and B 4* non-irradiated T cells, a response more 
coneiotent with that seen in pooled data. Three import
ant observations were made with this experiment (Figure 30). 
Firstly? it was noted that onhancement of linmtmoglobulln 
Byntheais could be achieved in normals by the removal of 
Ty cello prior to coculture with B cells and that this 
onhanceiacnt (within the variability of the teat) wao of 
the liiamc order of magnitude as that achieved with pre- 
irradiation of T cello at 3,200 rads. While rheumatoid 
B cello responded to coculture with non-irradiated T cells, 
no further enhanemmnt wan noted with either irradiation 
or with coGuXture with T non y cells. Secondly? when 
T non Y cells were irradiated at 3,200 rads prior to 
cocwltur® with B cells observed response» in rheumatoids 
and normals were only slightly greater than tliosc observed 
with non-irradiatcd T non y cells. From the original data 
table it waa evident that in one normal (jh) and both 
rhew3atoi.ds (BL, SF) those differences could be accounted 
for by variation In observed responses from replicate 
determinations, while in the other normal (jd) it was 
slightly outwith test variation, finally, in rheumatoid» 
responses from B 4* T, B 4* B 4* Î nony and B -I* T nonyggQQ
combinations (4-FWH) were similar.
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(C), Serial depletion of Ty celle *
Effective ceil separation was demonstrated in. these 
experifAenta by the absence of itmmogiobnlln. synthesis la 
cultures containing T cells alone, and. low raaponses la 
cultures containing B cells alone# Pokewccd mitogen consis
tently aoliaaced the observed response, as did coculturs of 
B cells with aoa-lr.ea41ated T cello# (%bles 17**24) * la 
order to Illustrate the method of asbeselag the degree of 
Ty depletion, the calculation used for nomal subject (db) 
will be illustrated. When the seusltiaed to uaseasiti^od 
CÏIBC ratio was 0:1 4- B#I), no rosettes formed and
therefore the number of Ty cells remai.niaj| was designated 
100 per cent. Bince no change had been effected In the 
%' cell population results approximated those In BM+PilM 
cultures (1931 versus 2,000). Thus these results were 
averaged to provide a mean response representative of the 
presence of an intact Ty cell population. When the sensi
tised to unsenaitiaed CBBC ratio was 1:0 (B+T+BWH) a 
maximum number of rosettes formed (checked by the absence 
of rosette formation on attempted re-rosettlng), and that 
percentage of roaettas (26%), was equivalent to 100 per cent 
depletion. When an intermediate reduction in the volume 
proportion of sensitized CRBCa (1*2) was made (B4T̂ Fb3̂ J)» 
loss rooottea formed (14%)* Since 26% was the tmxlmum 
number of rosette» obtainable, 14% was 14 *7 26 or 53% of total,
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CELLS
CULTURED

s y ^ CELLS
R03OTSD

#TY
REMOVED

#CY
REMAINING PPCl/lÔ PBL

B-fPWH <h» 250
B-PM - 100

T-fPUM - 0

T-PWM - 0

B-fT-fPWM - - - 4575
B+T-pmi — - 2400

B+T̂ +PWM :iîO 11 100 0 8325
1:0 11 100 0 3050

B+Tp+PWM i t z 6 ÿ{. 46 5825

B+Tg-Pim lî2 6 5̂^ 46 2700

B4T.+PNM 1:4 2 18 82 5375
1:4 2 18 82 2450

1:8 0 0 100 5250
B+T;,-PWM 1:3 0 0 100 2050

■* S fis = Sonslilsadt Unsensltlsed
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TABLE 18 - SERIAL Tv DEFLOTON IN NORMAL BIÎETECT (d.b.)

#
CELLS
CULTURED

S/lf # CELLS 
aOBRrTED

A"
mMOvm AREmiNING PFO/lÔ PBL

a.b, B+rwM - - 425
B-B#ï - 190
T+PWM 0
T"PMM - 0
B-f'T+pm 4# 2000

** - 800
- 6 7 0 0

- - 15 00

^+%400+™^ - 800
V.-, 290

B+T,+B# 1:0 26 100 0 6880
D+T.-pm 1:0 26 100 0 1222
B+T. +P#I 3̂200 1:0 26 100 0 7200

t tc i «

*s/u » SenaitiGcdï UaGensitlocd
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CELLS
CUL'rUBE®

s/u' % g:®k Î5TÏ SJIV
SœSfrB® BSMOVE0 B'SKiffHIHG ppc/io^m

B+T. -PWH isO 26 100 0 1100

B+Tg+PWM 1:2 14 55 47 5100

B+Tg-PWM 1:2 14 53 47 800

+PWIÜ 1:2 14 53 47 .  5800
3200

P̂WM 1:2 14 53 4? 1300
3200

B+Tg+Pm 1:4 10 38 62 4295

1:4 10 38 62 600

BiT. +PWM 1:4 10 38 62 5150
3200

Mm  "PM 1:4 10 38 62 900
3200

0:1 0 0 100 1931

0*1 0 0 100 800

M ,, +PWM 0:1 0 0 100 5300
'3200

B.KT,, "PWM 0:1 0 0 100 1300
3200

%/u a Sonaitlscds tîm enaitlaed
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M J J â

OBILS s/u'' ^ GBW ^'Y
PFO/lO^m,OULTUm) ËOSETTm) im om ) m œ n m

B4-?m - 135

T+pmi ■M* 0

# * m **» 2204

m

- 1220

1:0 a 100 0 7472

B4T. ^pm 1*0 8 100 0 8859
-"3200

1:2 3 3? 63 6637

B 4 . T m  4-rmi 1:2 3 3? 63 7959
3 ^ 0

1:4 1 12 88 4320

+rm4 1:4 % 12 88 8118
^3200

0:1 0 0 100 2028

B4-T;, -mm 
^3200.

0*1 0 0 100 6608

^ 8 / t %  S e n n l t l R e d ;  U n e e m e i t l m e â
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TABLE 20 - SERIAL Tv DEPLETION IN RHEUMATOID SUBJECT (M.W.)

CELLS
CULTURED

s y % CELLS 
HOSETTED

%T{
REMOVED REMAINING PFGIO^

B+PM - - — — 6 5 0

B-PWM — — — - 150

TtPm - — - — 0
T-PVJM 0
B+T+PVM — — - - 4600
B+T-PM - — « —
B+T^+Pm 1:0 22 100 0 3 65 0

B-i-T̂ -PM 1:0 22 100 0 1750

B+Tg+pm. 1:2 13 41 59 3 50 0

B+Tg-PWM 1:2 13 41 59 800
B+iy+pm 0:1 0 0 100 3250

B+T^-PM 0:1 0 0 100 1000

■î"S/ü = Sensitised: Unsensitised
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CELLS
G U L W » s/u""

GELL5
RCœiTËD REMOm) ygfYm m i r a m PPC/lO^PBL

BiPïm - - - 125
B"PWM •«» «p. 0
TfPim «. 0
T-PUM « — — 0
B+T+PWM «• 2171
BfMWM 938
B+T.+PM 1:0 9 100 0 2249
B+T^-PVm 1*0 9 100 0 688
B+Tm+PM 1:2 8 88 12 2281
B+Tp"PWM 1:2 8 88 12 750
Mrn+PmJ

114 4 44 56 2125
B+T»"PUM 1:4 4 44- 56 563
BfT^fPWM 0*1 0 0 100 2̂ 9̂5

0:1 0 0 100 313

""s/b a Sensitised: ünsensitiBed
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TABLE 22 .  SBRIAL TY DBHŒtCH IN  BliaOKATOED SUJSJEGT, (H .tt.l

CELLS
CULTURED B/\f

^ GBLL8 
R08BTTEI

^TY 
; mmvED

0TY
RERAimNG r«/io^

H.M, B+PWM 286

0

T+PWM 0
M U M — 0
M+pim - 2593

« 1000
B'lT.+PWM tiO 7 100 0 2893

ItO 7 100 0 1000
1*2 6 85 15 2357

B'̂Tg,"PWM 1*2 6 85 15 9 ^

B+Tm'hPWM 1*4 1 14 8g 2460

1:4 1 14 86 1071
B4T^+pm 0:1 0 0 100 2404*

0:1 0 0 100 1 5 0 0

s/u a SenDitlseds Unsenfdtieed



0ELL8
CULTURED B/U""

^ 0EIL8
Rosmm m m ow mmmm PFO/XO^ DDL

H.B, B+PM — « mm 500

B-PWM 100

T+pim - 0

M U M â
3-fT+}?M
B+T-PWM — 1400
M .+ p m 1 *0 20 100 0 5 2 0 0

M . - P M 1*0 20 100 0 1050
BfTm+P#l 1 : 2 9 4'5 55 4650
BtTg"Pm 1:2 9 45 55 1 1 0 0

B+T«+PWM3 1:4 4 2 0 8 0 3550
B+T."Pm 1*4 4 20 8 0 1100

1*8 0 0 100 2950

B+T."P#1 1:8 0 0 100 1 0 5 0

X' /S/U » Beneitiseds tlnsenslilsed*
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om:^
GOXmjHED ROSmTBD REMOVED ïmmimm p fg /xo% kl

D.B. B m m 400
M > \m " 200
T+PWM - 0
T-pm ü

M +pm 25ÙO

M -p m — 550

1:0 15 100 0 2850

M ."P m 1:0 15 100 0 600

M g+Pl# 1:2 4- 26 74

1:2 4 26 74 500

M «+pm 1:4 3 20 80 2725
Mm"Pirn 1:4 3 20 80 5 ^

B+T̂ ,+PWM 1:8 0 0 100 2200

1:8 0 0 100 500

i/tï S3 Sensitised S ünsensltlsed.
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Tharafore 100-53 or 47% Ty cells remained- A further 
reduction PWH) In the volume proportion, of
sensitised GRBGn (1:4) resulted In even less rosette 
formation (10%), and hy subtraction a greater propor
tion of. unrooettod Ty cells (62%) remained,

When the Ty depleted T lymphocyte populations were 
cultured (as previously described) l%i a 1:1 ratio with 
B cells (FPtM), the resulting PPG responses reflected 
the effects of serial depletion of Ty cells (Figure 31). 
Witft the initial addition of T cells (100% Ty remaining)
B eeil responses were enhanced to au equivalent degree 
in rheumatolda and normale* However, with subsequent 
aerial Ty tf.ep3,etion, responses differed between the two 
groups. In uorsmis there was progressive enhancement of 
the B call response as Ty (suppressor) cello were removed, 
indicating a shift in the help/suppression balance in 
favour of help. However, in rheumatolds (with one excep
tion) there was no such enhancement m  Ty cells were 
serially depleted* lîUea Ty cells were coEipIetcly depleted
PFG responses In nomals were greater than 6,000 FFC per
610 PBL, while in rheumatolde they were below 6,000 FFC

6per 10 FBL, and with on© exception below 4,000 PFC per 
10^ PBL.
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Examination of equivalent PWM deficient cultures. Indicated 
that this enhancing effect of ïy depletion wao not observable, 
and that curves between Q and 100% depletion were essentially 
flat in both groups* This Indicated that activation of 
lymphocytes was necessary to detect between group differences,

(D) Combined serial depletion and radiation.

In two patients in whom pairs of T cell suspensions were either 
non-irradiated or irradiated at 3,200 rads@ following varying 
degrees of Ty removal («ïn) the effect of radiation over and 
above Ty removal was observed (Table 18,19), It woe evident that, 
when no Ty cells remained, no additional enhancement could be 
achieved by irradiating the remaining T non y population (as had 
been previously observed) (Figure 32), When the Ty population 
was completely Intact the enhancing effect of radiating the 
T cell suspension was maximal (greater than 3), in accordance 
with previous observations. Moreover, when submaximal numbers of 
Ty cello were depleted, irradiation of the reiaainiag population 
resulted in degrees of radiation enhancement, proportionate to 
the of remaining unrosetted Ty cells. Thus when few Ty
cells remained in the cell suspension radiation exihancemGut was 
low, and when a large mtmbur of Ty cells remained, radiation 
enhancement was high.
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DISCUSSION.
It was evident that the CSBC resetting technique was capable 

of defining a range of normal for the proportion of Ty cells and 
could be utilised in manipulating Ï cell populations, to allow 
detection of differences existing bctvieen rheumatoids and normals.
The Initial enumeration experiment indicated that the proportion 
of Ty cells was similar in the two groups. In particular no deficit 
or excess of Ty cells in rheumatoids was detected. Since no rela
tionship was shoim between the proportion of Ty cells and enhancement 
factors in either rheumatoids or normals it was reasonable to 
conclude that the radiation enhancement failure in rheumatoids 
could not be accounted for by a numerical deficiency of cells having 
suppressor activity. Had radiosensitive Ty cells been present in 
reduced numbers in rheumatoid T cell preparations, a failure of 
alteration In the help suppressor balance with irradiation would 
have been anticipated* Tills, however, was not the case and 
excluded numerical but not functional abnormalities of Ty cells. 
Furthermore, this result suggested that the adherence (to nylon 
wool columns) of H.A. and normal T lymphocytes was similar and 
that the laboratory artefact referred to in the last chapter was 
not present. Within the range of Ty cells for rheumatoids, no 
association was shown between any particular proportion of Ty cells 
and age, disease activity as measured by ESR or drug therapy.
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frora the second experiment, it v m  evident, that equivalent 
degmsa of enhancement In normals and non-̂ enhnncoment in rheuma-*
toids could be achieved by prc-lrradlatlng T cells at 3,200 rada, 
as by complete Ty depletion prior to coculture with B cells.
This suggested that the radiosensitive cell and the Ty cell wore 
likely the same cell. Since no additional enliancemcut over 
B t T non Y was noted when T non y celle were also irradiated at 
3,200 rads prior to coculture, this suggeatlon was strengthened.
In one instance a slight increase (considered to be outwith teat 
variability) in the PFC response x-raa noted, suggesting the 
possibilities of radiosensitive T non y suppressor cello, incomplete 
removal of radiosensitive Ty cello or underestinmtion of the 
variation in the teat. In any event numbers were too small to 
allow conclusion to be drawn, although the last possibility was 
most likely. The observation that enhancements In rheumatoids and 
normals wore similar to those in Study 6, and that equivalent 
responses to T coll irradiation and Ty depletion t/ero noted within 
groui>a, suggested that the physical rcjaoval of suppressor cells 
by Ty depletion provided a useful alternative method to irradiation 
in the study of immunoregulation.

In the third experiment, serial Ty depletion resulted in 
progressive increase in the PFG response in normals, indicating a 
definite suppressor role for the Ty cell. Since enhancement was 
not observed in rheumatoids who were known to have normal numbera
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o£ Ty cellsp it was suggosted wither that these cells were hypo*" 
fîmetionals or that T helper activity or B cell reoponslveaess 
were limited, or that more than one fom of cell dysfunction 
’E-ms in evidence* Pokewaed mitogen was necessary for the idcati*" 
fication of between, group differences, indicating a necessity 
for lymphocyte activation.

Finally, in support of previous evidence, observations in 
two normal subjects, that the less the degree of preculture Ty 
depletion, the greater the degree of radiation enhancement of 
the FFC response (when the partially depleted T cell suspensions 
were also Irradiated at 3,200 rads prior to coculture) indicated 
that the radiosensitive cell and the Ty cell had functional 
similarity and xrere most probably the same cell,

A unifying concept would be that the great majority of 
suppressor T cello arc both radioscaoitivc (at 3,200 rads in 
this laboratory) and also bear Pc receptors for the Fc portion 
if XgG on their surface. However, a minority of such suppressor 
cells may be radiosensitive T nony cells.

Therefore, in accordance with the finding of I'Xathieu et al, 
normal numbers of Ty cells were present in rheumatoid peripheral 
blood. The suppressor activity of this functional oubpopulation 
was confirmed and the possibility of radiation enhancement 
failure in E,A* due to a differential nylon wool adherence artefact
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or numerical deficiency of Ty cello excluded. The oigniflcance
of restricted In vitro tomnoglobnlln oyathesfis by E.A. B cello 
WAS strengthened by confirmatory obeetrvations uelng a different 
method* Tînio having excluded a reduction In the number of 
anppreseor T cello and laboratory artefact as explaining the 
defect, attention waa next directed to enumerating monocytes 
XfflJ* and 0KT4-1 and 0KT5+ cells.
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SWBIAEY.

The GRBC rosette assay detected cells(Ty) whose net 
functional activity was that of suppression. No differences 
existed in the proportion of Ty cells in rhouiaatoids and normals. 
While T3,200 and T nony cello enlinncad the PFG response from 
B cells in controls (over and above that of £oculture with 
uon-irradlated T cello), no ouch additional enlumceiaent was 
observed in rheuniatoida. Furthermore, the results of Irradiation 
of T xiony cello and irradiation of T coll suspensions partially 
depleted of T cells in normals suggested that the Ty suppressor 
cells was also th.a radiosensitive suppressor cell. The failure 
of enhancement noted in rhcwmatolds may have been due to restricted 
B ceil function, T helper cell liypofunctlon, or combined T helper 
and T suppressor cell hypofunction. Since Ty cells were known to 
bs present in normal numbers in rhoumatoids and the response of 
B h T 1 ?%#! cultures in Study 6 were the same in both controls 
and patients, it was unlikely that the problem was one of isolated 
T suppressor cell hypofunetion. Finally, in order to observe 
enhancement in the PFC response, not only must T suppression be 
reduced (by radiation or Ty depletion) but there must also be 
the facility for B colls to Increase immimoglobulin synthesis in 
response to T helper signals.
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M In cime, the amount of knowledge 
needed before a new discovery could be 
made would become so great as to absorb 
all the beat years of a scientists life,
8 0 that by the time he reached the frontier 
of knowledge he would be senile,"

Bertrand Russel
"The Science to Save us from Science" 

The New York Times Magazine 1950*
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MONOCYTE ENUMERATION

INTRODUCTION.

The Important role of the laonocyte/macrophage in the imsmne 
response has been described in Chapter I. Progenitor stem cells 
differentiate into monoblasts, then promonocytes and finally into 
monocytes bearing ?c and complement receptors. Mature monocytes 
are released into the peripheral blood where they circulate and 
eventually seed different tissues, where they differentiate into 
tissue macrophages. The circulatory monocyte (constituting 3-8% 
of blood leucocytes and having a circulatory half-life of 8«24 
hours) is 10-18 ipm'. in diameter, has a large centrally located 
nucleus and in Hrlght-stained preparations an abundant greyish 
blue cytoplasm containing small azurophilic granules** • Circul
ating monocytes together with tissue macrophages (histiocytes, 
Kypffor cells, alveolar macrophages, sinusoidal lining cells.
Type A synovial cells, peritoneal macrophages, osteoclasts and 
microglia), constitute the mononuclear phagocyte system (:̂ïPS),
The "normal" macrophages may transform into inflammatory macro- 
phages (activated macrophages, epithelial cells and giant cells) 
when given appropriate signals.

Peripheral blood monocyte counts estimate the number of 
circulatory monocytes (which may show low amplitude oscillation),
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but docs not account for the mrginatcd pool which may constitute 
up to 73% of the total. An increase in the number of circulating 
monocytes has been described in various condition», o.g. tubercu
losis, syphilis, typhoid, rheumatic fever, SLE, E.A., neoplastic 
disease, ulcerative colitis and Crohns, post splenectomy, cirrhosis, 
and sarcoidosis etc* and is common in neonates. An increase in 
the number of monocytes may be achieved by demarglnation and/or 
increased production, the latter (in mice) being partly under the 
control of a thermal labile protein (molecular weight 18,000 - 24,000 
daltons) called FIH (Factor Increasing Hbnocytopoelsis),

Macrophages are capable of endocytosis (pinocytosis and 
phagocytosis), and the intracellular digestion of particulate matter* 
They possess surface receptor» for IgG^ and IgG^ but not IgG^ and 
XgG^ (there being so%m evidence lor îgjî receptors under certain 
conditions) and for and as well as nonspecific particle 
receptors* In addition to its phagocytic role the macrophage la 
also secretory, releasing several enzymes and biologically active 
factors, nome having regulatory activity.

Once a monocyte arrives at a site of inflamsiatlon (e.g* R.À. 
synovimO it undargoes a nusaber of morphologic, metabolic and 
functional changes in becoioéng an activated macrophage*
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A. Structural
(1) Larger
(2) Hore mitochondria and lysosomes
(3) More cytoplasmic vesicles
(4) Increased membrane ruffling

B. Metabolic
(1) Increased incorporation of glucosamine
(2) Increased hexose monophosphate shunt activity
(3) Increased respiratory rate
(4) Alterations lu various enzymes

(a) Increased content of acid hydrolases 
<b) Increased content of lactate llchydrogenase
(c) Decrease in plasma membrane 5* nucleotidase
(d) Increase in plasma membrane adenylate cyclase
(e) Synthesis and secretion of neutral proteases

C. Functional
(1) Accentuated glass adherence
(2) Increased pinocytic rate
(3) Increased phagocytic capacity
(4) Augmented ability to kill certain rjicroorganisms
(5) Augmented tumorlcldal capacity*

Ag noted earlier there is reasonable evidence to suggest 
that this cell not only presents antigen to the lymphocyte and 
thereby initiates the immune response, but is also Implicated in

102determining in part the specificity of that response Thus 
102Rosentlial et al using two strains of guinea pigs were able to 

demonstrate that the macrophage participates in the expression
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of genetic control of the immune response* When Immunized with 
insulin strain 2 guinea pigs reacted only to the A chain, while 
strain 13 guinea pigs reacted only to the B chain. However, 
when (2x13) hybrids were Immunized with Insulin and their 
T cells subsequently isolated, it was observed when these cells 
were cultured with macrophages from either parent strain, the 
T cells responded only to the A chain in cultures containing 
strain 2 macrophages and to only the B chain in cultures contain
ing strain 13 macrophages. Thus it appeared in this system, that 
the macrophage electIvely determined the specificity of the immune 
response.

102lînanua has dram attention to the role of the Ia+ macro
phage in the immune inductive stage of an immune response to 
listeria monocytogenese organisms. In the early part of the 
response, T cells adhered to activated Ia+ monocytes, while 24 hours 
later la- macrophages wore noted to have microbicidal properties. 
Thus in the listeria model la positivity was considered a marker 
for Inducer (helper) activity in macrophages.

It was originally claimed that the PVEÎ driven anti SEBC
45response was independent of monocytes . This claim was based on 

the fact that when cell preparations were depleted of monocytes to 
1% or less, there was still a substantial PFC response. However, 
another interpretation of this finding, is that only a very small
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number of monocytes are required for the reaction to proceed.
Monocyteo are commonly depleted by one of two techniques:
(a) Adherence technique (b) carbonyl iron magnet technique.
The former method relies on the physical property of monocytes
to adhere to a glass or perspex surface. However, substantial
numbera of B cells are also adherent and therefore If an attempt
is made to reduce monocyte contamination to 0% there will be a
significant lose of B coils. Thus any observed difference may
be attributable to removal of B cells with a particular adherence
characteristic, rather than removal of monocytes per
The carbonyl iron magnet method requires that mononuclear cell
suspensions are incubated with carbonyl iron prior to being
passed through a magnetic field* Phagocytic cells which have
ingested iron are then attracted out of the preparation. Total
removal of monocytes la unusual by either method, there being
up to 3% contamination of the resultant cell suspensions with the

43adherence technique, and up to 2% with the carbonyl iron method ,
295An observation ' which requires further evaluation is the 

differential effect of partial versus complete monocyte depletion. 
It has been noted that partial depletion of monocytes results in 
significant enhancement of B cell differentiation, whereas total 
depletion results In a failure of differentiation. On the basis
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of this evidence the authors postulated the existence of 
monocyte mediated suppression of the B cell response.

It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the study 
of m^nocyte/lymphoeyte interaction is hindered by the technical 
difficulty of obtaining monocyte-free lymphocyte and lymphocyte- 
free monocyte cell suspensions. Thera are» however, several 
methods for quantitating monocytes in peripheral blood. The 
most commonly used method is based on the morphologic appearance 
of Romanowshy - stained smears and relloa heavily on the skill 
of the observer. Two methods relying on cell function are those 
of latex bead phagocytosis'"̂  and cytochemical staining ' * In 
the former» cell preparations are Incubated with 1.3u latex 
spherules for one to two hours at 37^C in plastic tubes or fixed 
to glass surfaces. Monocytes are recognized by their capacity 
to phagocytose the particles - a process which occurs within 
30 minutes in the majority of monocytes. In the latter, cyto- 
chciaical agents are used to identify intracellular enaymes. X 
conducted three pilot studios in London comparing both methods 
and diîDcovcrïid several problems using the latex method. Firstly, 
granulocytes as imll as monocytes phagocytosed latex particles 
and were often difficult to differentiate because of obscuration 
of cell morphology by a heavy load of latex spherules. More 
importantly latex particles adhered to the surface of many cells 
and it was not possible to ascertain whether spherules had been 
truly phagocytosed or were merely adherent to the superior or



inferior surface of the cell. Latex particles were often 
strongly adherent, and present in an excessive number, necessi
tating repeated cell washing prior to counting. Finally, results 
lacked internal consistency when repeated on the same sample 
and disagreed with results obtained simultaneously with cyto- 
chemical methods which were consistent. For these reasons I 
rejected latex phagocytosio as an enumeration technique. However, 
other researchers using thorough washing techniques have found 
agreement between the two methods, observing five to fifteen per 
cent monocyte composition iti Ficoll-lypaquo purified peripheral 
blood mononuclear cellg^^^.

Davis and Oraataiu^^" recognized that the coupling of 
pararoaajiiline hei:aaoninm chloride with phenolic compounds 
produced a deep red brotv̂ n azo dye, which could localise intra
cellular enzymatic activity and was free from diffusion artefact. 
This mthod waa subsequently applied in the identification of 
acid phoophataae using pararo $ aniline as a coupler, demonstrating 
a significant advance over previouo histochemical methods in that 
it was simple and reproducable * ¥ m  at al ̂ ' then applied the 
technique to the evaluation of euzyma activity in monocytes and 
grauulocytoe in blood and tissue smears. Nonspecific esterase 
activity was noted to be very strong in monocyte© ajid mcgakoryocytcs 
but weak In granulocytes and lymphocytes. Furthermore, activity
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was gcsneralized iu monocytos but if present at all in lyiapho-
eytcs waa represented by a small red-browi "dot"* It was later

301noted in mouse lymph node preparations that lymphocytes
containing this dot were located principally in T lymphocyte 
areas and were infrequent In predominantly B cell areas,
suggesting a new method tor differentiating T and B lymphocytes.

302A subsequent otndy in humans» showed that amongst Ficoll-triosil 
separated mononuclear cells, 19.2% had a diffuse pattern, 61,8% 
had discrete granules and 19.2% no activity. Cell Identification 
techniques suggested that 80% of T cells contained diocrete 
granules and that of the diffusely staining cells 20% were not 
phagocytic. Moreover, if these colls ware incubated for 40 hours 
then the of esteracie positive cells Increased, most of them
being phagocytic*

It has been noted that preparations can be stored for two
to three weeks without loss of staining properties, and that Ficoll-
triofiil separated cells have a lower nonspecific esterase activity
than unsoparatcd peripheral blood cells. Since cytocoatrifugatlon

203procedures arc common place it has been suggested" , that prolonged 
air drying prior to staining and extension of iinmarsion time in 
îioxfâKoaiufii chloride improves staining characteristics. In respect 
of the B lymphocyte population, more than 90% show no activity and
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the remaining cells show only dotŝ ^ .̂ Evidence from Inhibition 
assays suggast that this staining reaction is dependent on 
A-esfcemaes. It has bean questioned whether the - absence of 
esterase activity in T lymphocytes is a marker for T suppressor 
cell function. At the present there i* no evidence to indicate 
that this la the case.

Although lïi this thesis cell preparations have been referred 
to m  peripheral blood lyirjphocytes (PMj)» they are in reality 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PDM), in that they contain 
not only ly;#hocytas but also monocytes. In addition there may 
be minor contamination with erythrocytes, platelets and granulo
cytes, One of the suggested explanations for failure of radiation 
enhanceîmnt in rheumtoids is a reduction in the number or 
function of immunocompetent mienocytes, either as a feature of 
the disease or as a rostilt of coll processing in vitro*

This study was designed to enumerate monocytcQ in the three 
cell suspensions used I'unaeparatad lyî phocytes » nylon wool pasaed 
(T) and nylon wool adherent (B)} in rheumatoid© and normal*.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS.

Thirteen patients with definite rheumatoid arthritis (Gîf,
mu GS, WS, MS, JC, SŴ , Ml, MS. RR, CF. TM) and 12 nonaal
subjects (nb, mf, ac, ds. du. bw. cr, db. cm^ jo. jd, ce) were
chosen for study, (Appendices 1 and 2), Lymphocytes were
harvested from 30mls of heparanized fresh peripheral blood by
the methods described in Chapter 4, Following removal of an
aliquot of unseparated lymphocytes adherent and non-adherent cells
wore separated using the nylon wool technique described in the
same chapter. Following resuspension by slow vortexing a sample
of each cell suspension (unseparated, nylon wool adherent (B) and
nylon wool passed (T) lymphocytes) was thinly layered by pipette on
to the centre line of a glass microscope slide. Each preparation
was allowed to dry in air. Slides were stained using a modifl-

197cation of the cytochemlcal method described by Yam et al 
Primary staining was affected with a preparation of hexazonium 
pararosanaline chlorldo counter staining with 1% methyl green.

Preparation of stain.

Pararosanaline dye was prepared as follows. Three solutions 
were required, (a) Phosphate buffer (b) pararosanaline hydro
chloride (c) 4% sodium nitrite.

a) 1 litre of phosphate buffer was prepared by dissolving
1.72 grmm of KU^PO^ and 7.66 grams of Ha^hPO^ in one 
litre of distilled water.
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(b) Pararosanaline dye was prepared by dissolving
5 grams of pararosanaline hydrochloride (Eastman 
Company) in 100 lals of distilled water, and 25 mis 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid whilst maintaining
the temperature of reagent® at 37̂ G, The reaaltlng 
solution was allowed to cool to room temperature 
and thereafter filtered through a Nalgene vacuum 
filter.

(c) 25 mlG of 4% sodium nitrite were prepared by
dissolving 1 gram of sodium nitrite in 25 mis of 
distilled water.

Thereafter the stain was prepared as follows z GOmgs of 
alpha naphthalacetate (EastKtan Company) were dissolved in 3mls of 
Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl Ether (Eastman Company). O.Smla of 
this solution were added to 44.5 mis of phosphate buffer with 
constant otlrring for 3-15 minutes. The resulting solution was 
wh“i.to initially but cleared with continued stirring leaving behind 
a white precipitate. To this solution was added 3 mis of a solution 
prepared by adding 2 mis of 4% sodium nitrite to 2 rals of para- 
rosmiaiine hydrochloride. (TIiqêîq reagents required nixing 
for a period of 3. minute to allow hexazotlsatlon prior to addition 
to the phosphate buffer). The final solution woo stirred for a 
period of 15 seconds. Thereafter the pH was adjusted to 6.1 by
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dropwlse addition of IN sodium hydroxide. The solution was 
then filtered through a nalgene vacoum filter and used within 
a period of 2 hours.

Staining Procedure.
Air dried slides were placed in a staining dish containing 

50 mis of pararosanaline dye for a period of 45 minutes. There
after the slides were washed with distilled water and allowed to 
air dry for half an hour. They were then counterstained for 
55 seconds in 1% methylgreen, rinsed again with distilled water 
and allowed to air dry prior to mounting in Permount. Between 100 
and 1,000 cells were counted per slide. Monocytes were identi
fied by their size and the presence of deep red-brown colouration 
(Figure 33). Lymphocytes were smaller in size, took up the methyl- 
green counterstain and occasionally contained small red-brown dots. 
Polymorphs also took up thé methylgreen stain but were easily 
identified by their characteristic nuclear morphology. Monocytes 
were frequently surrounded by several smaller round broim particles 
which were probably platelets. The number of monocytes present 
was expressed as a percentage of the total number of E^noauclear cells 
counted in the same field for each preparation.

Results.

Although the intensity of staining in both monocytes and 
lymphocytes varied it was technically satisfactory in all prepar
ations. It was obvious on initial low power screening that nylon
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FIGURE 33 - EHUMEBVrXOM OF MONOCYTES AND LYMPHOCYTES 
EMPLOYING NONSPECIFIC ESTERASE STAIN AND 
METHYLGREEN COUNTERSTAIN (Slide stored for 
several souths prior to photography). 
MONOCYTES (M) APPEAR AS LARGE RED-BROWN CELLS 
WHILE LYMPHOCYTES (L) APPEAR AS SMALLER GREEN 
CELLS. (L) IS A LYMPHOCYTE CONTAINING AN 
ESTERASE DOT.
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wool paaaed (T) cell preparations were depleted of monocytes. 
Enumeration of unseparated lymphocyte preparations demonstrated 
a range of values in both normal subjects (9-31%)(Table 25) and 
rheumtoids (11-32%) (Table 26). However, means were similar 
(17.75% and 19*8% respectively), and there was substantial over
lap of the standard errors. There was no statistically 
significant difference between normals and rheumatoids (Figure 34). 
The percentage of monocytes In nylon wool passed (T) cell 
preparations ranged 1-4% in normal subjects and 0.5-4% in
rheumatoids. Similar mean percentages of monocytes mrere found

*1»in normal subjects (1.4 - 0.3) and rheumatoids 2.1 - 0,3) 
although they were substantially less than in unseparated lympho
cyte suspensions. Adherent (B) cell preparations from normal 
subjects and rheumatoids contained similar percentages of mono
cytes. Although ranges were broad (2.51 and 3.41) mean values 
were similar (17.83 and 18.1) and standard errors overlapped*
There was no statistically significant difference between the 
two groups. Finally, the percentage of monocytes in B cell and 
unseparated preparations was similar.
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TABLE « mUMBRATIOH OF MOmOYTES IH  HOBmi BlIBJEGTS,

% MOKOGYTBS

CBXL FHAOITON

Bubjeot Unsop T

n,b. 9 2 1

16 16 1

Qr« 0 # 20 21 1

d.e. 10 17 2

d.v. 15 15 1

b,w. a 32 1

o.r. 19 9 1

d.b. 15 13 1

o.m*̂ 31 7 1

j.o . 10 11 q,

Jad« 21 20 2

0,8. 26 51 1

MEAN 17.75 17.83 1.4
sm -1.9 "3.7 i) .3
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CELL FRACTION

Subjoot Unoop B
■ J * # k h ^ w W ^ W t e W M P : #:*#*#,##« Wi'i*,# k w # m «

a,w. 12 20 2
D.N. 22 18 z

O.S. 28 12 /j.
W.8. 32 22 3

14 7 i

M.B. 18 3 1
J .C. 13 29 1.5
8.W., 11 4 0.5
N.I. 21 24 3
H,8. 20 16 2
R.R. 25 10 2
C.F. 23 29 3
TM, 19 41 2

MEAN 19.8 10,1 2,1
SEN 1̂.8

■< IL 1 * I,**#! * * #  S!ii»J|y W »s« SeiOTT»»* ÿiCÇtve-WI 1*«-.l» IMR

-3,1 -0.3
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UNSEPARATED NYLON WOOL NYLON WOOL
LYMPHOCYTES ADHERENT (B) PASSED (T)

CELLS CELLS

FIGURE 34 - ÎÏOHOCYTE ElïüîlERATIOH IN MElEJATOIi) 
AND HOŜ ÎAL GELE SUSPENSIONS.
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DISCUSSION.

Honspeciflc esterase staining proved to be a simple 
method of enumerating rtononuelear eells In various types of 
cell suspension* It was necessary to use the pararosanaline 
dya within a few hours of preparation otherwise staining was 
unoatiofactory. It t?as not possible to reuse pararosanaline 
dye (which had to be discarded after use) while methylgreen 
could be reused on multiple occasions* "Ghost" cells and 
polymorphs wore not included in the counts» these two types 
of cell being easily distinguishable from lymphocytes and 
monocytes. The functional status and viability of lymphoid 
cells failing to take up methylgreen was unknomu

No difference®between rheumatoid» and normals in the 
proportions of monocytes in any of the three cell suspensions 
were observed in this study. It was reasonable to conclude 
therefore that the radiation enhancement failure observed in 
rheumatoids was not due to a numerical deficiency of laonocyte® 
in rheumatoid cell suspensions* However, the functional status 
of monocytes in rheumatoid coll suspensiona was not evaluated 
and could have been abnormal. It was anticipated that B cell 
preparations would be laonocyto enriched in view of the adherence 
properties shwed by these two cell populations. The fact that 
B cell preparations wore not enriched suggests that a signifl-
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cant number of monocyteo wore trapped on the nylon wool column* 
Hwrevcr, thia lose waa equivalent In both group©* Finally, 
pnsaago of imneparated lymphocytes over nylon wool resulted
in ail almost monocyte-^free T coll nuopenolon.

g n m m m *

The percentage oof laouocytaa In the three principal cell 
auspenalono uacd in previous studios [unseparated, nylon wool 
paoccd (T) nylon wool adherent (B)] wore found equivalent 
between rheumatoids and normals* Unseparated mid B lympho
cyte uufjpcusiona contained larger numhora of monocytes than 
t cell suspensionc, which contained very few. In particular 
it was evident that monocyte© were not differentially depleted 
in the preparation of rheumatoid cell ausponsions. If indeed 
only a small percentage of monocyte® were required for the 
PFC response, then monocytes were present In more than adequate 
numbers. While no difference in the proportion of monocytes 
was demonstrated nothing could be concluded regarding the 
functional status of these monocytes. It was evident that 
failure of radiation enhancement was not duo to numerical 
deficiency of monocytes.
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Fortie <îwrn coquit 
(The brave man dlgeats hard thing#)

Richelieu 1585-1642*
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INTRODUCTION.

Réalisatloxi of the potential importance of la cells 
emerged from observations of the genetic control of Immune 
responses In rodents. HcKevltt and Benaceraff^^^ demonstrated 
single gene control of the Immune response in guinea pigs to 
the linear amino acid homopolymer poly-L-lyslue. Subceqtient 
work^^^’* resulted in Identification of the I region. 
Furthermore, it was recognized that there were subregions which 
had differing effects on responses to specific antigens. In 
particular the X-J subregion was noted to have suppressor 
activity.

Using specific alloantisera a number of X region gene 
products (la antigens) have been defined lit the mouse and guinea
pig. These antigens are expressed on B lymphocytes but also on

308monocytes and some subpopulations of T cells . la antigens 
on T cells are serologically distinct from those la products 
on B cells. Products of the X-*J and I-C subregions have been 
found associated with suppressor T cells eind soluble suppressor 
factors ÿ while other products of the I*-J subregion and I*-A 
subregion have been associated with helper Ï cells and soluble 
helper factors. While the precise relationship between la 
antigens and Immune response (Ir-1) genes has not been defined, 
it is clear that these antigens play a role in immune response
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mechaalama, aince anti-Xa aera liüiiblt various in vitro assays 
of lymphocyte function» absorb various soluble T cell factors 
and eliminate certain specific functional subpopulaClons of 
T and 3> lymphocytes and monocytes.

X region gene products play an important role in the 
mixed lymphocyte reactlon"̂ ^̂  (êEjR) and graft versus host reaction̂ *̂̂  

(GViîR). In both reactions It is thought that X-A and sub
region products provide the principle stimulus which Induces the 
development of cytotoxic T lymphocytes.

I region genes have been noted to have an effect not only
on the immune response of individual cell types but also on the
interactions which occur between different cell types. In respect

307of the former it has been noted Beaacerraf and Germain ' that:

(a) Control of specific Iramune responses by Ir genes 
is restricted to T dependent antigens» there being 
no record of control over T independent antigens*

(b) In cases of Ir gene control of antibody responses» 
the stimulation of specific helper T cells appears 
to be a critical step determined by these genes.

(c) Furthermore» it is postulated that the development 
of B cell memory is under Ir gene control, since it 
is dependent on helper T coll function.



(d) It has been observed that in selected (rodeat)
ayatCBiü, Xr genes have a definite and reproducible

311 312effect OKI the type of antibody produced * ,
although the muchanlom is unclear*

307In respect of the latter :
(a) In the last several years it has been shown in

313 314 315guinea pigs and mice ' that I region genes
control antigen presentation by siacrophages play an 
important role in this phenomenon. Furthermore, 
macrophage la antigens contribute to the specifi
city of T cell clones stimulated*

316(b) Experiments in mice ' have indicated that Ir genes 
play a critical role iu T cell- B cell interactions 
as well as monocyte- T cell interactions.

It can be seen from the foregoing evidence, that I region 
genes can determine a variety of récognitive and regulatory 
functions of the immune response. Tlie mechanism of recognition 
is not clear, but may depend upon two cell receptors, one 
recognizing a specific antigen and the other an I region product, 
or on a single receptor capable of recognizing both. The nature 
of the receptor Is unkuo'tm, although immuno-precipitation 
techniques have discovered two polypeptides of 29,000 and 34,000 
daltons which together define components of la antigens. The
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B locus gene# of the human MllC have been considered functionally 
equivalent to the X region gene# In the mouse. Investigation 
has been more difficult in humans, and although there has been 
substantial progress made, understanding is still incomplete*

lixmmi la antigens were initially recognized with multiple
pregnancy sera m  a eerJes of HIA linked alloantlgens primarily

317represented on B lymphocytes . Later they were detected by
hetero-antlBera raised against ioolated protein from cell 

318membranes . Not confined to B cell#, la antigens have been
recognized on wonooytea, some T cells, precursors of myeloid
and erythroid cell series, leukemic blast cells and epidermal

319Langhans cells. A recent study ' examining la bearing T lympho
cytes in noroaX humans using absorbed rhodapKino conjugated rabbit 
anti I\aantiserum, found that 1*7 - 8% of purified (99.5%) 
peripheral blood X' cells were la positive# Uhcn T cells were 
activated by culture in conditioned medium, 95% of cells subseq
uently expresoed la antigens, suggesting either that Xa positivity 
tfas induced or that it was acquired from the conditioned medium* 
The T lymphocyte population was shotaK to contain cells
responsible for the generation of allogeneic helper activity,

“Î*since elimination of la cells using anti la antlserum resulted 
in loss of help to an allogeneic B cell preparation* Additional
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using different ctethodology, suggested that 
more than one subset of T lymphocytes could be activated to 
express la antigens, and that this phenomenon was due to dm 
novo expression of la antigens on la"** T cells, rather than 
a consequence of clonal expansi.on of a small subset of la 
colls. Furthermore, T cells which failed to proliferate on
exposure to soluble antigen did not express la like molecules.

HhHot all authors, however, have recognised la cells amongst
320resting T cell populations .

Kunkel's group have carried out ©.numeration experiments
In nonml subjceta and in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.
Using a direct fluorescence assay employing FCah"')̂  fragments
of rabbit antirfa antibodies, a normal range of 8-6% Xa T cells
was defined for the normal population. Almost all rheusiatoids
exceeded the upper range of normal and varied from approximately
3-35%. Somewhat higher values were obtained using the earn© anti-
la rabbit anfciserum by a bovine RBC rosette assay. It was

Hhobserved that patients with a normal number of la cells were
clinically Inactive. In these studies the Ty fraction of normal
and rheumatoid subjects was found to be enriched (up to 50%) with 
•bla cells, although they were also present in substantial numbers

d*in the non-Ty fraction in both geoups. (The percentage of la 
cells exceeded the percentage of Ty cells in some patients). It
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was of note, that the small percentagegof la T colls found 
iu normal subject a and diseased i>a<îlviduals were primarily

Hi*small lymphocytes, whereas the high percentagea of la T cells 
found following in vitro stimulation were almost entirely due 
to large hlastold cells*

The exact origin and significance of Xal* T cells remains
'hto be elucidated. The observations that la T cells are 

increased in several active disease states (rheumatoid arthritis, 
systemic lupus erytheimtosus and Inflammatory bowel disease) 
and that a marked Increase follows the administration of tetanus 
toxoid or FPD suggest that these cells might be recruited into 
the circulation following antigenic stimilatlon. Since it is 
not knom hô j selective a fraction the Ty fraction really is,
it Is premature to draw any conclusion from the observation that

q* 321* 322Xa cells are Eîore common In the Ty fraction , although
not cénfined to this fraction* While la positivity in macro
phages has been considered a marker for inducer (helper) 
activity in mouse/listeria monocytogenes model, evidence for 
similar significance In the human T cell is less compelling. 
Since Xa positivity has been associated with cells having both 
helper and suppressor activity, it is possible that the level 
of la cells in peripheral blood is merely a nenspicific index 
of immune stimulation and does not Identify a single functional 
subset of mononuclear cells.
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The proportions of la^ cells in nylon wool pnasod 
(T lymphocyte) nuspennionn from rheumatoid# and normal subjacca 
were enumerated in London, in order to define any differences 
between the two groups. The etudy was designed to be descriptive 
and uo attempt wa# made to examine the lâ  call content of the 
Ty and T nony fractions, Since the significance of la positivity 
1b ill defined, it vas realized prior to the coeaaencemcat of the 
study, that should differences be discovered between the two 
groups, there would be difficulty in ascribing to them their true 
importance. The objectives of this study were (a) to enumerate 
the mwabers of Xa* T cells la rheumatoid^ and normals and (b) to 
confirm the findings of Kunkel's group using a different technique.
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PATIENTS AND ̂ THODS.
Six patients with classical rheumatoid arthritis <CF, RR,

MS, NX, TM, SV?) and six normal controls (mf* jd, db, Jo, ke, ab) 
were chosen for study (Appendices 1 and 2). T lymphocytes were 
separated from 30 mis of fresh heparanized blood by the Ficoll- 
Hypaque centrifugation and nylon wool separation methods 
previously described in Chapter 3. Following washing three times
in RF,̂îX 1640, non-adherent (T) lymphocytes wore enumerated and

5then reouspendod in IIPMI 1640 to a concentration of 5x10 cells 
per ml (500 cells per microlitre). Enumeration was conducted 
on HLA typing trays under paraffin oil (in order to prevent drying 
of the preparation)• For each subject, one drop of mineral oil 
was pipetted into each of six wells. One microlitre of a 1 la 100 
dilution of monoclonal anti-la antibody (New England Nuclear) 
was introduced by a Hamilton micropipette into each of four wells, 
while 1 mlcrolitre of RPHI 1640 was added to each of the ttm 
remaining wells. Then, 1 microlitre of T cell suspension (500 
cells per microlitre) was pipetted into each well, cars being 
tolten, as with the initial preparation to Introduce the pipette 
under the layer of paraffin oil prior to ejection. The typing 
tray was shaken gently by rubbing it over the under surface of 
a hemagglutination tray in order to mix lymphocytes and satiscrum. 
Tlie preparation was them incubated at room temperature for forty- 
five minutes, following which 5 microlitres of rabbit coBKplement 
(Cedarlane Laboratories Ltd., Hornby, Ontario) were introduced
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by micropipfâtta to each well and the tray shaken gently to 
mix complement, antlseriim and lymphocytes* Thereafter the 
preparation was incubated for one hour at room ten^eraturc, 
following which 1 drop of eosln was added to each well to stain 
the preparation. After 5 iBinutes, one drop of 37% Formaldehyde 
was added to each well to fix the cello. A microscop© cover 
slip was then placed over the top of all wells and the bottom 
of the tray flooded with paraffin oil to prevent dryitîg of the 
preparation. The preparations were enumerated under an. inverted 
microscope, at least 100 cello being counted in order to deter
mine the) per cent kill of X‘ lymphocytes in this cytotOKlcity 
aasay. A killed cell (la > was recognized by its dark colour
ation while viable (la ) cells were pale in colour* The per
centage kill was determined in this fashion for each of the wells 
containing anti-la antiserum as well as tha two control wells 
containing only lymphocytes and RPMÎ. Values from control ̂ yells 
were subtracted from test wells to give the actual (control 
corrected) anti-la antisorum-dependent percent kill.
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RESULTS.

Under the inverted microscope killed and non-fcllled 
lymphocytes were scattered about the bottom of each well* In 
every caoc the percent kill in wells containing antl-Ia anti- 
nerum exceeded that in control wells. When corrected for 
control kill (RUM! wella) a range of T cell# varying from
0.8 to 3.25%, with a mean of 1.74% wao observed iu normal 
subjects (Table 27). With one exception, normal subjects were 
below 2.25%. Tha range of percent la T calls In rhawmatoids 
varied from 2.25 to 9% with a mean of 4.14%. Ho rheumatoids 
were enumerated as being below 2.25%. The most active rheuma
toid (M.S.) had the highest percent of la^ T cells (9%). Tima, 
while there was some overlap in the ranges of the Wo groitps, 
50% of rheumatoid̂ ; studied were above the upper limit of the 
range of normal in controls. (Figure 35).

DISCUSSION,
This Study indicated that a range of values exists for

both normals and rheumatoids. The small but significant (and
variab le) cytotoxicity in control wells, Illustrated the
importance of such controls. Although the magnitude of Che

37values differed from those reported by other authora ' (possibly 
reflecting a difference in techniques), the observation of a



TABLE 27 - ENUMERATION OF la T CELLS IN R.A* Aliü NORMAL,

Subject

MEAN

NORMAL
%Ia

2,66

Control

0.92

Control
Corrected %Ia'

m, f * 2.75 1 1,75
j ed. 4 0.75 3.25
d.b. 2.7 0,5 2.2
j.o. 3.7 1.5 2.2
k.e. 1.5 1.25 0,25
11. 0 b a 1,3 0.5 0.8

1,74

R.A,

m m 7.02

Ajcct %Ia*’ Control Control
Corrected

C, F » 5.5 1.5 4
R.R, 14.8 10,5 4,3
M.S. 11 2 9
N.I. 3.8 1 2.8
T.M, 4 1.5 2.5
8.W. 3 0,73 2.23

2,88 4.14
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high number of la* T cells in rheutaatoids was confirmed.
17furthermore3 as haa been previously reported » the most 

active patient had the highest number of la T cells. However, 
these results cannot be regarded as wholly satisfactory, since 
the number of subjects evaluated was small, contamimatlon with 
B cells and monocytes (also la ) although small was not defined, 
and the single active patient cannot be regarded as a trend. 
Nevertheless, the technique was standardised In both rheumatoid 
and normal control groups an# therefore the raoults \?ere at 
least consistent with previous reports. Sfcrial study of a largo 
number of rheumatoid and control aubjects would be needed to 
better define the range of Xa T cells in the two groups, and 
to demonstrate any relationship beWeen disease activity in 
rheumatoids or intercurrent Illness in controls and the degree 
of la positivity*

D locus genes In humans are thought to play an equivalent 
immunoregulatory role to 1 region genes In mice. Cells bearing 
la antigens can be recogaiaed using various anti-la antisera.
B cells, monocytes and some T cells may bear aueh Xa antigens.
The significance of la positivity on T cells has not been defined. 
It is evident, that la positivity may be expressed on previously 
Xa T cells, that both the Ty and f nony fractions contain lâ
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colle and that In several diseased states, there Is an increase 
in the number of la T cello particularly when the disease Is 
active. Furfchensore, la monocytes are believed to play a role 
in the inductive phase of the immune response (sea Chapter 6).
In this study the mean percentage of Xa cello in nylon wool 
passed suspensions was 4.14% in rheumatolds and 1.74% in uornml 
controls. The highest number (9%) of la^ T cells was recorded 
In a patient with active disease. Vhillo the numbers of la 
T cells were less than reported by other workers (possibly due 
to a difference in techniques), the increased numbers in rtieuma- 
toids (particularly with activa disease) were consistent with 
other reports. Serial studies using larger numbers of subjects 
are required to examine the. relationship between disease activity 
and the degree of la positivity.
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CÜAPTER a

ETOIEÎIATIOH OF T CËU, SUBFOPULATIONS 
BY MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES

(STUDY 3.0)

- INTRODUCTION
- FATXEHTS AND METHODS 
«• RESULTS
- DISCUSSION
- SWSmRY



”Aad iu the end 
Are more beginning* than men 
Shall name or know today***

Edwin Arlington Robinson 
Merlin.
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INTRODUCTION*

It can be appreciated from the foregoing chapter», that 
development of new methodologies allowed first the recognition 
of lymphocytes amongst the total leukocyte population, then the 
differentiation of B and T lymphocytes, and more recently the 
definition of X lymphocyte subpopulations. It la evident that 
various techniques have limitations and this is particularly so 
in the identification of lymphocyte auboeto. It appears that
(a) T cell Fc receptor expreseion may bo unstable and transform

323from Ty to Ty * , that (b) Ty cells in certain circumstances may
324have a net suppressor activity* and (c) that some Ty cells

325may not be X cells at all • Having levelled these criticisms, 
it is also true, that the techniques described far In this 
thesis, were capable of identifying differences in immunorogul- 
ation between patients with rheumatoid arthritis and normal 
controls. However, the appearance of a new methodology which 
accurately identified T cell subsets showing some degree of 
functional homogeneity and consistency, offered substantial 
advantage in the study of helper/euppreaaor modulation of the 
immune response.

Hybridoma technology has developed over the last ton years 
to meet requiroments for large quantities of various defined 
types of specific antibodies with uniform avidities. These
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monoclonal antibodies have been produced by various companies, 
each competing on the basis of producing antibodies with 
superior performance (predictability, selectivity and charac
terisation)* The hybridoma technique involves the fusion of 
antibody producing cells harvested from the spleens of imawmlsed 
mice, with a mouse or rat myo3.oma cell, which lacks the enzyme 
hypoxanthina pHnosphorlbosyl trm$ferase# Tliis metabolic defect 
allows elimination of infused cells, by the addition of hypox- 
anthiae, amiuopterin and thymidine to the cultures, after fusion. 
Cells which have fused and proliferate are cultured at limiting 
dilutions in order to alloi? isolation of individual clones# 
Products of these clones are characterised and some cells there
after selected for perpetuation* Thus, monoclonal antibodies 
are produced by colls descended from a single hybridoma coll 
and have specificity for the antigen used in the initial mouse 
immunization,

Permanent cell linen of myeloma cells may be obtained
326commercially or Induced in the laboratory ' # Specificity of 

the monoclonal antibody produced is dictated by the antigen used 
in immunizing the mouse to generate antibody secreting cells# 
Historically the realization that certain animal viruses induced
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the formation of muItinucXeated cell» by fw&ing together single
cello, provided a method by which Myeloma and antibody secreting

327cells could be fused .

Successful fusion between immunoglobulin producing veils 
and non-immunoglobulin producing cells was achieved relatively
early while fusion between two types of immunoglobulin

329 330 331producing cell has been înore recent * * , It has been
demonstrated that the new Inmmuoglobuliu molecules produced are
the result of mixed associations between heavy and light chains

231from the two parent cells *' , a process which occurs Intracei- 
lularly. Thus in hybrid colls the expression of one Isotype and 
idiotype does not exclude the expression of another. Further
more, it Is possible to Isolate hybrid lines producing different 
antibodies directed against the same antigen.

Of relevance to the studies being reported, monoclonal 
antibodies to T cell subsets have been commercially produced by 
hybridoma techniques, using liuman T cells m  the antigen used in 
mouse immunization. Various companies have designated their anti
bodies differently. Orthopharmaceutlcal# designate their products 
0KT3, 0KT4, 0KT5, 0RT6 and 0KT8, while Beaton Dickinson market 
Leu 1, Leu 2 and Leu 3. Orthopharmaceutlcal products 0KT4 
(monoclonal antibody directed against T helper cells) and 0S,T5
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(monoclonal antibody directed against X auppreasor cells) were 
used in tho otudy to be later reported, since tha product 
appeared to have superior performance characteristics.

Several diagnostic and therapeutic applications for 
monoclonal antibodies have been suggested.

Diagnostics
1. Monitoring the efficacy and safety level of

iiüuittïitsregulatory compounds in Phase 1 and Phase II 
trials* This may result in reduced drug dosage» 
and improve therapeutic decision making.

2. Immune profile tests. Since abnormal proportions 
of X cell subsets have been observed in several 
disease states a panel of monoclonal antibodies 
m y  be useful in disease differentiation.

3. Leukemia typing. Definition of subgroups and 
differentiation of several leukemic states may be 
facilitated by this methodology. This may result
iu earlier diagaoois and the defining of more effective 
forms of therapy for individual subsets.

Therapeutic;
1. Prevention of graft or transplant rejection. Used 

as an antilymphocyte agent, monoclonal antibodies 
may offer advantage In suppressing the immune response 
and preventing graft rejection.
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2, laukomla therapy* Spécifie therapy directed
against Icukeîâic cello or T cell lympboBme offe% 
algaificaut advantage over the relatively non- 
specific foreis of therapy now available. However, 
any therapeutic use for monoclonal antibodies 
dépends on their being acfe, as well as effective.

Apart from clinical considerations, these antibodies have
been used to examine the ontogeny of T lymphocytes. As previously
described the earliest lymphocyte precursor# lack mature T cell

332antigens on emfcering the thymus' This 10% of thyfàic colla
are reactive with monoclonal antibodies anti-T9 and anti-TlO.

333With maturation  ̂thymocytes lose T9, retain TIO and acquire T4, 
T5 and T6. With further maturation T6 is lost and T1 and T3

334acquired. Finally in tha mature thymocyte segregation occurs ,
either T4 or T5 being lost and two separate populations being
identlfihbla; those which are TIO +, T1+, T3b, X4f and those which
are TlOi, Tib, T3t and T5f. Next, It appears that TIO io lost,
since all peripheral T cells are T14-, T3f and T10-. Tlie T4 antigen
is expressed oa 35 to 65 per cent and T3 antigen on 20 to 30 per

335 336cent of peripheral blood T cells ’ . Cells bearing the
combination of Tli*, T3+, T4*f are considered helper T cells, while 
those bearing the combination of Tib, T3f, and T5+ are considered 
suppressor T cells. Unlike maturing thymocytes T4 and T5 antigens 
are expressed on mutually exclusive subsets of mature T cells.
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Tiïù actlvitiCB of T4+ and TB-b subsets have hem. defined 
in a number of ways. The proXifertttlve capacity of the B cell 
population to oolnble antigens is contained within the T4 subset, 
whi&& the response to cell surface antigens In mixed lymphocyte 
cultures involves both ïA'h and T5*h populations* The T4*b cell 
response to phytoheiiaagglutanin Is greater than that of T5*l- cells, 
both populations responding comparably to Conconavalin A* The 
cytotOKic killer cell belongs to the T5+ population, not being 
recognised in the T4+ subset. T4+ cells have been shown to have 
helper/ittduccr activity in T-T, T-»B and T-macrophage interactions. 
Thus T44" cells can avqiment the cytotoxicity of T5+ effector cell^ 
without themselves being cytotoxic. They can Induce B cells to 
proliferate and differentiate Into iimaunoglobulln containing

337 333plasma cells * . Only the T4i- subset has been recognized
as producing lymphocyte mttogmic factor (LMF), which Induces the
proliferation of all major lymphocyte subclasses, and T helper

338factor© which Initiate B cell immunoglobulin synthesis * It is 
apparent that T4+ cells regulate the immune response by cell-cell 
interaction as well a» by the release of soluble regulatory 
moleculoG. The T5+ subset contains cells which after activation 
with Conconavalin A suppress the autologous proliferative response
to alio-antigens * , and can suppress B cell immunoglobulin

339production , T4+ and T5+ subpopulationo are programmed for
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tlieir respective helper and aupprcesor function Independently 
o£ their ability to recognise and react to nonspecific polyclonal 
mitogens and antigens, since both oubpopnlatlons respond equally 
well to Conconavalin à but only the T54* population becomes 
suppressive.

Recently the hybridom antibody OKMI, has identified two 
distinct populations of ifmnocytes : an adherent population of 
large cells bearing Xa deterîiilnan.ts and a non-adherent popul
ation of small Xa Ofâîî*f la cells were found to be
contaminating most fractionated mononuclear cell sublets Including
the null cell population. Xa a recent comparison of enumeration 

325techniques , Reiuhers et al drew attention to the lack of 
correlation between T cell subsets defined by monoclonal anti
bodies and those defined by Fc receptors. The Tp subpopulation 
xms shown to contain both helper (0KT4+) and cytotoxic/suppressor 
(0KT51) populations and wao similar to the unfracfcionated T cell 
population. The Ty subpopulatlon contained few 0KT31* cells 
(monoclonal antibody identifying all T cells) or subsets defined 
by ORTA or 0K.T5 monoclonal antibodies. Rather, the Xy population 
was comprised largely of la” cells possessing OMt monocyte antigen. 
Furthermore, OKTAf and OKTSi T cell subsets contained few Ty cells 
but wore comprised mainly of Tp cells. Since Ty depletion has 
been shmm in a previous chapter to result In enhanced tmtnuno- 
globulin synthesis from B cells, the absence of identifiable
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8up|iresaor cells la this «ubpopulatlon rcisalas to be resolved.
However, those observâtIona arc coiiaiatent with the notion 
that aot all Ty cells suppress and not all supproaoor cells
are Ty cells.

Prior to the development of the OICT series monoclonal 
antibodies, anti-TH^ antibodies were used to study ? cell sub- 
populations in a nuRiber of disease stateŝ ^ *̂
corresponds to OKïS and TĤ  to 0KT4 in their frequency of
occurrence and functional characterisation of T cell©). TÊ l" 
(suppressor) cells were observed to be reduced in acute £ral“t
versus hoot disease (GllVD) and were variable (increased in 4
and decreased in 2 patients) in chronic GVHD) Since X^antlgens 
were found on cells in two of the four patients with
Increased numbers of TEpl* cells, tha concept of Xa positivity 
aa a marker of activity, rather than of a particular functional 
subset was strengthened. Decreased numbers of cells in a
patient with auto-lnimune disease and Increased numbers in a 
patient with aganwiaglobulinaerQla, suggested that definable alter
ations in functional subset© could be related to clinical entitles. 
The degree of lyraphocyte activation was characterised by a pre
dominance of TĤ '" Ia+ cells in the blood of the flrot patient 
and a predoininence of Tî̂Îd- Xa-h cells In the second patient.
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0KT3g T4 m\û TS înôaocloaal antibodies liavo beoxi utlllaad
341la the study of patients with multiple sclerosis ‘ «, A reduction 

of cello was noted in 73% of patients with active multiple 
sclerosis but only 5% of patients t?ith Inactive disease* In 
5 patients serial ana3*ysee demonstrated a correlation between 
the absence of the T5b aubaet and disease activity, suggesting 
that tonmorcgulatory abnorKialitlea contributed to the pathogenesis 
of the diaeaso. Recently Geuppms and Goodwln^^^ have enumerated
*f cell subsets in rheumatoid arthritis £md normal subjects using

-1monoclonal antibodies* Ia+* T cells were found in % * 6% of nortJials 
and 17 - 13% of rheumatolds* In. both groups they ware found on 
0#E+p 0KT3- and OICMX-b 0KT3- cells. A substantial number of 
E*rosettiug <T) cells* stained with OKMI antibody In both groups 
casting doubt on the specificity of this monoclonal antibody for 
the granulocyte monocyte aeries of cells. OKTSt (suppressor/

4*cytotoxic) cells were decreased in rheumatoids (28 - 3%) compared
,p

with normals (36 - 2%),

In the study which follows 0KT4 (anti helper/inducer cull) 
and 0KT3 (anti suppressor/cytotoxic cell) monoclonal antibodies 
were used In a microcytotoxicity assay to enumerate T cell popul
ations In rheumtoid and nylon wool passed cell suspension»,
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PATIENTS AND METHODS.

15 patients with classical or definite rheumatoid arthritis 
(JG, DM, MX, PM, DK, PL, CS, JL, SN, CK, EM, AT, RH, SN, TM) and 
1 controls (ds, ac, inf, cm, db, ke, ce) were selected for study 
(Appendices 1 and 2), T lymphocytes (nonadherent mononuclear 
cells) were separated from 30 mis of fresh heparanized blood by 
the method of density gradient centrifugation and nylon wool 
separation previously described. T cells were finally suspended 
to a concentration of 500 cells per microlitre in EPMX 1640 
containing 5% sheep red blood cell absorbed fetal calf serum.
Single batches of 0KT4 and 0KT5 monoclonal antibodies (Ortho- 
pharmaceutical Corporation) were allquoted andfrozen. Repeated 
thawing and refreezing were reduced to a minimum in order to preserve 
antibody potency. Several dilutions of monoclonal antibodies were 
tested but a 1 in 50 dilution of 1 microgram/microlitre 0KT4 and 
a 1 in 10 dilution of 1 microgram/microlitre 0KT5 were found to be 
optimal. Enumeration by a microcytotoxicity assay was conducted 
on HLA typing trays, which were kept©.n ice during preparation.
One drop of paraffin oil was pipetted into each well to be used, 
in order to prevent drying of the subsequent preparation. Then 
1 microlitre of 0KT4 monoclonal antibody or 1 microlitre of 0ICT5 
monoclonal antibody at appropriate concentration (see Appendlx4) 
was introduced Into each of several test wells with a Hamilton 
micro-plpette. One microlitre of RPMI 1640 was introduced into
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each of savoruX control wolXa* Care was taken in introducing
reagents to ensure that they were pipetted under the paraffin 
oil* To each of the tost and control wells wa« added 1 micro- 
litre of T cell suspension <500 cells per microlitre), care again 
being taken to ensure that col3.s were pipetted under the paraffin 
oil. The typing tray was then shaken gently by rubbing it over 
the underaurface of a hemagglutination tray in order to mix celés 
and antibody. The preparation xrm maintained on ice for 30 r<iiuutes, 
and agitated in the above fajshion for 30 seconds every 10 
minutes. At the end of this time, 5 Hiicrolitrca of rabbit complement 
XCedarlano Laboratories, Hornby, Ontario) were added to each well 
ill the aforementioned fashion. Tîie tray was agitated initially and 
thon for 30 seconds every 10 minutes, incubation being conducted 
at 37^C for a total of 30 mlimtes. At the oml of this time, one 
drop of COB in  was added to each, well and after 2 minutes one drop 
of 37% formaldehyde. This procedure stained and fixed the coll 
suspeiïoion. Finally a microscope cover slip was placed over the 
top of all wells and the bottom of the typing tray flooded with 
paraffin oil to prevent drying of the preparation. Introduction 
of paraffin oil required considerable care In order not to introduce 
air bubbles, particularly in the region of the typing well. It was 
important not to flood the top surface of the coverslip as this 
resulted in dlfflculfr visualising the cells by microscope. Trays
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were read under an inverted microscope. At least 100 cells were 
counted in several different areas of each well and the average 
percent kill (cytotoxicity) determined in replicate. Killed cells 
were recognized by their dark appearance, whilst healthy cells were 
bright and clear. Counting several areas of the well was important 
since (a) killing was not uniform and (b) the convex shape of the 
bottom of the typing well tended to result in a higher 
density of cells at the ddge. The cell concentration of 500 cells 
per microlitre was optimal for accurately estimating cytotoxicity 
since a greater nu#er of cello resulted in piling up of cells at 
the edge of the well and a cell density which prohibited accurate 
manual counting.

The number of OKT54* cells was compare# to the number of Ty 
cells previously determined. However, in two individuals 0KT5+ 
and Tyf cells were enumerated simultaneously before and after Ty 
depletion.
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Original data are displayed la Appendix 4. Hide ranges 
of T helper (OKT44*) and T auppressor (OKTS-î*) cells were Identl 
fled in rheumatoid aubjects (Table 2'B), but there was no signi
ficant difference between the miabera of 0KT4f cells in E.A. 
(mean 46%, range 27-65%) add nomals (mean 42%, range 31-50%), 
or between numbers of 0KT5*b cells in H.A. (mean 15%, range 
3-22%) and norfaals (mean 16%, range 0-21%)@ at the 0KT4 concen
tration of 1 In 50 and 0KT5 of 1 in 10 (Figure 36). Serial 
dilutions were not conducted on rheumatoids since dilution 
cxporliaents conducted in normals indicated the above dilutions 
as being optimal to observe cytotoxicity. I.e. lower dilutions 
did not produce significantly greater cytotoxicity while In 
higher dilutions cytotoxicity declined, (Table 29) No direct 
relationship was evident between the percentage of Ty colla 
(previously determined) and the percentage of 0KT54* cella In 
either rhaumetoida or normals (Table 3D). It was observed in 
both groups that the percentage 0KT54- cells could b© either more 
or loss than the percentage of Ty cells. Overall 0KT5+ and Ty< 
mean percentages in normal cubjects were equivalent (11.6% and
11.5%), while in rheumatoid» the mean percentages of 0KT5+ 
calls (16.1%) excdedad that of Ty ' cells (10.5%). Hot all 
patients were enumerated by both methods and therefore not all 
patients from Table 2@ are represented.
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TABLE 28 - ENUMERATION OF OICTAf, OKTfH* CRÏJ..S IR R.A. AND CONTROLS

%CYTOTOXICITY (CONTROL CORRECTED)
R.A, NORMAL

0KT4 OKTS 0KT4 0KT5
(1:50) (Is 10) (lïSO) (Is10)

JG 65 21 dŝ 50 19
DM1 49 19 ac 31 20
m 36 19 mf 50 9

ÎM 44 22 cm 44 16
D% 45 7 db 36 16
DL 55 11 ke 40 21
CS 45 22 ce 43 10
JL 40 21 MEM 42 16
SK 52 17
GK 60 10
m 45 a
Ai) 30 19
RM 51 13
m 39 6
ÏM 27 3
MEAN 46 15
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TABLE -39 - EFFECT OF DILUTION OF MONOCLOEAL ANTIBODIES
0KT4 AND 0KT5 ON CYTOTOXICITY,

% CYTOTOXICITY (CONTROL CORRECTED)
0KT4 0KT5

1/5 1/10 1/50 1/100 1/5 1/10 1/50 1/100
dŝ 42 38 50 21 22 19 16 9
ac 46 42 31 7 12 20 10 4

mf — ■*" 50 - 9 “•

cm - - 44 — 16 23 “

db - 36 — - 16 15 —

ke “ — 40 - 21 —

ce — — 43 - - 10 7 —

MEAH 44 40 42 14 17 16 14 7
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TABLE 30 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 0ET5+ AND Tv CELLS,

R.A. NOmiAL
%Ty 0KT5 %TY 0KT5

JG a 21 ml 6 9
m 1 1 19 an 13 16
m 10 19 db 16 16
m 15 22 ke 11 6
DK 15 1 CO 12 10
DL 9 11 Meaa 11.6 11.4
CS 11 22
JL IV 21
8N 6 17
CK 5 10
m i 13 S

Mean 10.5 16.1
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la a siîsgle experlment where T celle vrere enumerated 
with monoclonal antibodies before and after total Ty depletion 
by the chicken rosette method previously described, equivalent 
percentages of Ty cells (12% and 11%), OKTS'f (10% and 6%) and 
0KT41* (43 and 37%) cells were present in two normal subjects 
prior to depletion. (Table 3&), The effectiveness of subsequent 
Ty depletion was confirmed by a total failure of rosette 
fomiatlon on roroeettiiig (0% in both subjects). Follm?ing 
depletion the proportion of, QHT5 celle dropped significantly 
(10% to 0.5% in one subject and 6% to 2% in the other. Slmul- 
taneoua with thlĉ  the proportion, of 0KT4'l* cells increased from 
43 to 47% in one subject and from 37 to 47% in the other.

The ratio of 0KT4i* to OKTS-'- cells was used to reflect 
the help/suppression balance present in each individuel (Table 31). 
In rheimuatolds the merm ratio was 4:1 (range 1,6 to 9:1) while 
in controls it was lower at 3,3:1 (range 1,9 to 5,6:1).

Although these differences were relatively small and there 
was considerable overlap, review of clinically active patients 
(Figure 37) demonstrated that the X4/T5 ratio (or helper/suppressor 
balance) was higher in these patients (mean 6:1, range 3*9:1), 
than in relatively Inactive rheumatoids^(mean 2.8, range 1.6*6:1) 
or normals (mean 3.3:1, range 1.9*5.6:1). The difference in 
ratio was accounted for principally by a reduction in the number 
of suppressor cells (mean 9%, range 3-21%) In active patients
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TiUÎLR 31 - EFFECT rv DEPLETION ON 0KÏ5 POSITXVTTY.

c,e*

% Ty 12% 11%
Fro Ty depletion % 0KE5'h 10 6

% CKTA-t- 43 37

Post Ty dapletion % Ty 0% 0%

% 0KÏ3-Î- 0,5 2
% 0KT4+ 47 47
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TABLE 32 - HELP/SUPPRESSION BALMCE IN ÏUA* AND mmiAL,

OKT4/OKT5 RATIO

R* A* NORMAL
JG* 3:1 dâ 2.6:1
DM̂ 2.6:1 ac 3&lal
HK 1.9:1 raf 5.6:1
m 2:1 cm 2.8:1
DK^ 6.4:1 db 2.3*1
PL* 5:1 ke 1.9:1
CS 2:1 ee 4.3:1
JL 2:1
SN 3:1
CK 6:1
EM* 5.6:1
AT 1,6:1
mi 3.9:1
SM* 6.3:1
TM* 9:1

Hcaia Ratio 4:1 3,3:1

f-s Active.
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rather than an Increase In 0KÎ4 cells (mean 48%, range 27-65%), 
i.e. compared with overall group means of 15% (OKTS) and 48% 
(0KT4).

ÏU this study a microcytotoxicity assay using monoclonal 
antibodies 0KT4 and 0KT5 $ shown to be a useful method of 
enumerating helper/inducer and suppressor/cytotoxic T cells.
The ranges of 0KT4+ and OKTS-h cells wore similar in both groups, 
suggesting that between group differences in radiation enhance* 
ment, were not accounted for purely on the basis of an excess 
or deficiency of one particular subset of lyiaphocytea. Multiple 
area counting and replicate determinations allowed confidence to 
be placed in the accuracy of those results. It was clear from 
the ssïaldia tribut ion of killing and of cells that this approach 
be mandatory in enumerating T cells using this technique. The 
ranges of normal for 0KT$4* and 0KT54* cells were slightly less 
than those reported by Reinher* and Schlosaman and likely repres
ented differences in monoclonal antibodies and techniques.
However, an approximately 2:1 ratlonof 0KT44*! 011T5*H means was 
in accordance with their obsarvations,

One of the problems of group analysis is that heterogeneity 
within the group m y  go unrecognized. In addition. It is evident 
that in this system the ratio between 0KT4+ and 0KT5+ cells likely
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determines the net effect of the help/suppression balance. Thus, 
when the data were analysed with respect to clinical activity, 
it was evident that patients with active disease had higher T4/T5 
ratios, than those with inactive disease who approximated closely 
to the normal. In this subset of rheumatoids the shift In help/ 
suppression balance towards help, was due to a relative ijĝ rease 
in the number of suppressor cells rather than an increase in 
helper cells. Ifhether the alteration in help/suppression balance 
(OKT4/OKT5 ratio) was primary Or secondary to active disease could 
not be defined from the results of this study. However, serial 
enumerations conducted on the same subjects at times of differing 
disease activity, would allow description to be made of temporal 
fluctuations in the 0KT4 to 0KT5 ratio, and whether they occurred 
before or after the onset of clinically evident changes in 
disease activity.

The relationship between 0KT5+ and Ty cells was not completely 
defined, Hiatorial evidence suggested that 0KT54- and Ty cells 
should be one and the same i.e. suppressor T cells, While the 
specificity of 0KT5 positivity has not yet been challenged, some 
controversy surrounds the Ty cell. The failure to find a direct 
relationship bet̂ yeen the number of 0KT5i! .and Ty cells in the large 
number of enumerations conducted in this study, possibly reflected 
the fact that enumeration of 0KT54" cells was conducted on a differ
ent day from Ty enumeration for each subject. It was noted that 
in norraalsubjects, the number of Ty cells was not constant but
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varied foatuecii days - a characteristic not defined for 0KT54 * 
cells. The experiment conducted on two normal euhjecte (ce and 
ke) while limited by uumbera, was poaalbly more reliable aiuce 
euunjieration of 0KT5+ and Ty cells was conducted simultaneously,
Siaee the number of OKTSf cells was markedly reduced by Ty 
depletion, the results indicated that a large nuatber of Ty cells 
wore aloo OKTS-i*. However, the %umü)cr of OKTSb cells did not reach 
E'.aro in this experiment, further indicating the presence of OKTS-b# 
Ty- cells. Finally, it seemed reasonable to assume that there 
may also have been 0KÏ5* Ty cells In the preparation, although 
this could not he Imomi for certain. Therefore it appeared that 
there existed a relationship between 0KT5 positivity and Ty posit
ivity, and that if 0KT5 was a marker for a suppressor T cell then 
it foliwwed that Ty was also a marker for such a coll. This 
reasoning was consistent with the observation that aerial depletion 
of Ty cello in nonaal subjects progressively enhanced the RFC 
response* Thus, it appeared that 0KT5 and Ty enumeration techniques 
examined In general»difforent facets of the same cell, while each 
was capable of identifying soma cells not identifiable by the other. 
Furthermore, since no association \mB shown In the earlier studies 
between disease activity and radiation enhancement failure, and 
in the aboence of time series studies, it was concluded that the 
reduction in the nuiA*er of suppressor T colls (I.e. alteration in 
help/suppression balance as reflected by OKT4/OK.T5 ratio) in active 
patients, was dissociated from the effects of such cells on poly*
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clonal Immuncl 1# ulin qyntheoio in vitro, as measured by the 
ravorae hemolytic plaque forming cell assay.

Nhlle liybridoma techniques have provided new opportunities 
in immunology, the proliferation of this type of research is 
likely to be constrained by the rolatively high cost of monoclonal 
antibodies. In these expérimenta, it was shown that a 1 in 50 
dilution of 0KT4 and 1 In 10 dilution of OKTS monoclonal anti- 
hod# were adequate to prdduce optimal cytotoxicity. That in to 
say, higher concentrations resulted in no additional killing in 
the majority of patients studied, and that lower concentrations 
resulted In a partial failure of cytotoxicity. Where reagents 
are in limited supply, there is an additional aon-blologle.al 
reason to define the optimal operating conditions In order to 
aaueso tho feasibility of completing a given study. Present 
technology and the high cost of monoclonal antibody restrict 
functional studies on 0KT4 and OKTS depleted lymphocyte sub- 
populations. However, a relatively recent advance, the Immuno- 
fluorescent cell sorter, promises to provide an efficient if 
not cheap method of obtaining cell suspensions of purified 
lymphocyte subpopulations.

This study reinforced the concept that simple numerical 
deficiencies In T ceils did not in theiiiselvea account for 
difference observed between #eimatoids and normals. Although 
a disturbance in the help/suppression balance was described in
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active rheumatoid arthritis, these data did not allow any 
conclusion to be drawn regarding their cause or effect relation
ship to that activity. Following the enumeration of monocytes,
Ty, and 0KT5+ celle, it was evident that further progress
could only be made by additional functional studies. Evidence 
from the first 10 studies suggested thiare was a functional 
defect in rheumatoid mononuclear cells (lymphocytes or monocytes), 
which was either intrinsic to one or several cell populations or 
impeded cell-cell coramunication (directly or indirectly).

s u m m Y ;
In this study a recently developed technology was applied 

in the enmseratioxi of T lymphocytes having helper and suppressor 
activity in patients with rheumatoid arthritis and normal subjects. 
No numerlcel differences were disoovered between groups for either 
0KT4+ or 0KT5-Î" subset. Although no direct association between 
OKTSi* and Ty cello could be concluded, enumeration experiments 
were not conducted simultaneouo3y on the same coll suspensions at 
tho same time, thus any conclusion drawn from this comparison 
should be guarded. However, simultaneous experiments conducted 
on two normal subjects, suggested that Ty and BKT&b cells shared 
identity am evidenced by a marked reduction of cells when
Ty cello ware completely depleted. It was evident, however, that 
not all Ty cells were 0KT5+ and therefore some were likely not 
suppressor cells. A disturbance in the help/suppression balance
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was demonstrated in patients with active rheumatoid arthritis,
when results tiers compared with those from patients wltli 
inactive disease or normal controls. While no cause or effect 
relationship was shorn, it. was noted that this shift in balance 
could Î3C accounted for by a relative reduction In the proportion 
of suppressor colls. Simultaneous enumeration, time aeries 
studies and functional experiments with pure lymphocyte subsets 
(as defined by monoclonal antibodies), offer an opportunity to 
answer some of the remaining questions.
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CHAPTER 9

PEG imSPONSE OF BHEUHâ'Î OID AND HORÎIAÎ. 
LY»10G¥TES IN AUimOGOUS M B  ALLOGENEIC CULTURES

(STUDY 11)

* INTRODUCTION
- PATIENTS AND î«HODS
- RESULTS
* DISCUSSION 
« SUMMABY
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"Nature does nothing 
without a purpose".

Aristotle 384-322 ilG
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INTRODUCTION.

la preceding chapters, indirect evidence has been cited 
to indicate that rheumatoid B lymphocyte» have the capability 
to respond to helper T cell signals, I.e. the response from 
coculture» from B and non-irradiatcd T cells was greater than 
that from cultures of B cells alone. Thus it appears that R.A*
B cells can respond although the extent of this response has nOt 
been defined. One possible explanation for the observed differ
ences in radiation and Ty depletion enhancement, between the two 
groups is that the B cell response in rheumatoids is liiaited, 
i.e. rheumatoid B wells can only respond up to a certain level.
If this were true, then functional destruction of suppressor 
T cells (or their physical removal), or the provision of more 
helper signals by adding normal T cells, soluble helper factors 
or increased numbers of R.A* T-cells should not reault in augmen
tation of the PFC response. In order to examine these aspects 
of imunoregulatiott, three studies were designed. In this chapter 
responses of rheumatoid B cellst to autologous and allogeneic 
irradiated and non-irradiated rheumatoid and normal T cells were 
compared with the responses of normal B cells under the some 
conditions. In Chapter 10, soluble factors were harvested from 
the supernatants of allogeneic and autologous cultures and their 
effects on T cell-free B cell cultures studied. In Chapter 11
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the effect of varying the proportions of T cells (irradiated 
and non-lrradiated) to B cells was evaluated in rheumatoids and 
normals.

Allogeneic cultures necessitate the combination of genet
ically dissimilar cells. As was illustrated in Chapter 1, optimal
communication between cells and cisiisequeat responses are dependent
upon the discrimlnatloxiL between self and non-self. Thus It was to 
be anticipated in this study that differences would exist between 
the responses in autologous cultures and those observed in cultures 
containing the constituent cell typos in allogeneic cultures, quite 
apart from the presence of absence of disease. %is was controlled 
for by running allogeneic normal-normal m  well as allogeneic 
R.A. - normal culture combinations.
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PATIENTS m P  ÎBYHODS.

One patient with definite rheumatoid arthritis (DH) and two 
contrôla (nb, mm) were selected for study (Appendices 1 and 2).
B and T lyiaphocytes from each individual ware separated from 30 mis 
of frooh heparasriaed blood using density gradient centrifugation 
and nylon wool separation techniques previously described. Tho two 
normals were designated H.l (nb) mid N*2 (m), and the rheumatoid 
designated R.A, (DM). Autologous cultures were prepared for each 
individual f *f TNg and BRÂ4* TFA), as folloïm:
5x10^ B celle alone (;- FMM Lot. No* 15K0201), SxlO^ T ceils alone 
(i , 3x10̂  ̂B cells mià SxlO^ non-irradiated T cells (- PWM), 
5x10^ B cells b 5x10^ ^200 and SxlO^ B ceils 4* 5x10*
*̂ 6400 (" FT'ÎM).

Using the same concentration of celle, allogeneic cultures 
were prepared* Mieumatold B cells (B. . ) were cocultured sépara-K*Ae
toly with non-irradlated T cells, ^ ^ 2 0 0 *̂ 6400 (" FHM) from
control (TN̂ ). Then B cells from H^(BH^) ware cocultured with 
the correapoading T cells from the patient with rheumatoid arthritis 
<T . ). Allogeneic cultures of normal cells were prepared usingIvsiis
the same coll concentrations and culture conditions. Thus B cells 
of normal (BĤ ) were cocultured with T cells from N^(TN^) and 
B cells from (BK̂ ) coculturedwith T cells from (TN̂ ). Cell 
combinations were thereafter cultured and plaqued as described in
Chapter 4.
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iSBSULTS* ( Original data- Appendix 3- 914-944 )

In autologous cultures (Table 33), previous observations 
wore confirmed. Ttie absent FFG response from any T cell only 
culture and low responses from B cell only cultures indicated 
effective cell separation. In both rheumatoids and normals 
responses wore enhanced by coculture of B cells with non-lrradlated 
T cells. With irradiation (3200 rads) significant (greater than 
% 2) enhancement occurred in the two normals (6257 to 13766 and 
3428 to 8228) but not in the rheumatoid (3159 to 3785). With higher 
levels of radiation (6400 rads) responses fell to be intermediate 
between those from B cells alone and B + T cocultures (M̂  « 4857,

*• 1047, BA " 1071). In all cases responses were higher in the 
presence than absence of 1% FWM.

In allogeneic cultures (Table 33), normal and rheumatoid 
B cells were capable of responding to helper signals from allogeneic 
T cells. It was evident, however, that with the exception of the 
rheuraatold, BBC responses from the same B cells were less when co
cultured with allogeneic ratlter than their own autologous T cells 
(lî  “ 3200 vs 6257, » 3086 va 3426). Tills likely represented a
feature of allogeneic cultures wheyeby definitloja cells wore 
genetically dissimilar and did not communicate as efficiently. In 
the rheumatoid, a slightly greater response was observed in allogeneic, 
coculture with TN^ (3829) than in autologous culture with T ^  (3159), 
hinting at a possible deficiency of T help.
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It \fm evident that while non-irradiated R.A. T cells 
provided soma help, that R.A. cells produced no significant
enhancement, resulting in a FFC response slightly less (3785) than 
that observed when these same cells were cultured in allogeneic 
fashion with non-irradlated cells (3829) (Figure 38). Further
more, when E.A. ÏÏ cells were cocultured with cells
(7571 FFC/IO^FBX.), significant enhancement (apporxltnately x 2) 
occurred and was of a similar order of magnitude to that seen in 
autologous cultures of normal cells. Before the signifi
cance of this finding could be assessed it was necessary to evaluate 
comparable responses in the allogeneic cultures of 
When and cells were irradiated (3200 rads) prior to coculture, 

responses from were significantly enhanced (3086 to 11600
and 3200 to 7343 respectively, i.e. greater than x  3 and greater than 
% 2). Th# it was observed that given the opportunity (adequate 
T help) the rheumatoid B cell had the capability to respond in this 
system in a manner indistinguishable from that of a normal B cell.
This suggested that the B cell response was not restricted as measured 
by the PWIi driven PFC response in the reverse hemolytic plaque forming 
cell assay.

Comparing responses from + PIÏM combinations from
with their respective combinations it was

evident that while the irradiation (3200 rads) of normal T cells 
resulted in enhancement (3200 to 7543), little occurred when rheumatoid
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T cells were similarly treated (2343 to 2874). Since the 
responding B cells were the same In both cases and since these 
cells were shown capable of radiation enhancement in both 
autologous (Blî +TĤ ) (6257 to 13766) and allogeneic (BM^^XH^) 
(3200 to 7543), normal-normal cultures it was concluded that 
Ï cell help in R.A. was restricted. Furthermore» when 
and cells were irradiated at 6400 rads prior to culture, to 
destroy in addition T helper cells, responses fell leas with 
the cultures (2874 to 1000) than with cultures (7543 to 
3.464) further indicating a rcGttiction of helper activity. 
Allogeneic cultures of normal cells and BĤ +TÎîÎ̂ ) were
ahomi capable of significant radiation enhancement (3086 to 
11600 and 3200 to 7543) at 3200 rads and olgnificant declines 
(11600 to 1620 and 7543 to 1464) when celle were radiated at 
6400 rads, confirming that the poor performance of rheumatoid 
cells could not be accounted for by the allogeneic nature of the 
system.
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DISCUSSION.

The ability o£ rheumatoid and normal B colla to respond to 
allogeneic helper signala was demonatrated in thia study, tfhlle 
these roaponaaa were not as groat ns those to autologous helper 
signals, it was shown that genetically dissimilar cells could 
commimicate. Pheumatoid T help appeared restricted since (a) the 
allogeneic help from uon-irradiated T cells was greater than the 
autologous help from non-irradlated rheumatoid T cells, (b) PFC 
responses from normal B cells was leas in cocultures with allogeneic 
non-lrradiated rheumatoid T cells than in cocultures with allogeneic 
normal or autologous T cells, (c) radiation enhancement by RA 
cells vras minimal in both autologous and allogeneic cultures and 
(ct) tine relative loss of help was greater at higher levels of radiation 
when normal T calls were Irradiated than when rheumatoid T cells were 
irradiated, aa measured by the PFG response in both autologous and 
allogeneic cultures.

Tho responoo of rheumatoid B cells appeared adequate since 
coculture with allogeneic and autologouo non-irradiated X cells 
resulted in augmentation of the FFC response, and was not restricted, 
because coculture with allogeneic normal irradiated (3200 rads)
T cells resulted in a magnitude of enhancement seen in cultures 
containing normal but allogeneic celle.

Since this study was conducted on only o single combination of 
individuals, conclusions were limited. However, the findings of 
restricted RA. T helper activity in the presence of potentially normal
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RA B cell function were consistent with observations made in 
previous studies, Ihrthermore, since monocytes were predominantly 
found in the nylon wool adherent (B cell) fraction and played a 
role in the VWi driven PFC response it was reasonable to assume in 
RA B-normal T combinations, that Râ monocytes and not normal 
monocytes (especially in irradiated T preparations) facilitated 
the response. Therefore, the observation that allogeneic (normal) 
*̂ 3200 Gollo enhanced the response of RA B cells, may indicate that 
RA monocytes were functioning normally in this system. However, 
since this was Indirect evidence on a vary small number of subjects 
it could not be regarded as conclusive,

The PRC response of rheumatoid and normal B lymphocytes to 
autologoua and allogeneic helper signals were examined in this 
study. It appeared that in the few subjects studied the RFC 
response of rheumatoid B lymphocytes was intrinsically normal, 
while a defect existed in T helper activity. Indirect evidence 
suggested that E.A monocyte function was adequate. In order to 
confirm theie finding» evaluations should be conducted on larger 
numbers of subjects.
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aiAPTBE 10

AUGMÏATÏOH OF POLYCLONAL IMMUNOGLOBULIN SYNTHESIS

BY SOLUBLE ALLOGENEIC AND AUTOLOGOUS HELPER FACTORS.
(STUDY 12)
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DISCUSSION
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- CONCLUSIONS
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could by Euclid prove long sine 
A ganging point compos’d a line
By numbera too ho con’d divine 
Whan he did read
That throe ttoce three just made up nine,’*

Robert Ferguson (1750-1774)
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INTRODUCTION:

The precise ïuechsnlsm by which cells commtilcù.tù end helper 
signals are transmitted remains to be elucidated. While direct 
cell-cell interaction may be one mode of communication,® demonstra
tion of the release in vitro of biologically active molecules from 
lymphocytes, suggests a definite role for coMsimieatlon by soluble 
factors•

345Haslcill et al using murine cells demonstrated that thymus 
cello and aome cell fractions could stimulate SRBC responses in other 
cell fractions, even when separated from tliem by a nucleapore or 
dialysis membrane. Although the response observed was not achiev
able with all fractions, these experiments suggested that cells 
could communicate by means other than by cell-cell interaction i.e. 
by soluble factors. Using a different model^^^, it was demonstrated 
that a material extracted by gently heating peritoneal cavity cells 
from immunised mice, could substitute for the intact cells in a
eyuergistic imune response with marrow cells. In separate experi-

347meats , in which T-*B cell communication by a soluble factor was 
confimadj, it was noted that cell supernatants were inactive if 
they were obtained from cultures in which the antigen was omitted, 
indicating that antigen stimulation was a prerequisite for obtaining 
an active supernatant. At variance with Haskill’s report this factor 
was not dialysable. Soluble factors may also be of importance in
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T«T coH Interaction since tUey may substitute for T cells in 
T-T collaboration which results In the generation of ï killer 
lymphocytes in mice^^^.

distinct active helper moieties have been considered to
exist, one nonspecific, and the other antigen specific. They may
participate together, part ow. all of the time. In the development
of antibody responses. Attempts to characterise the nonspecific
moiety in have suggested that It has a molecular weight
of 30,000 “ 40,000 and is capable of acting directly on B cells
(in the presence of antigens) to effect triggering and subsequent
differentiation and proliferation to antibody forming cells in
vitro. The observation, that this enhancing factor could be
removed by an immunoadsorbent prepared with an anti-la antiserum
indicated that the biologically active moieties responsible for
T/B cell interaction were the incorporated products of genes in

350the I region of the murine H-2 gene complex .
fàIn contrast to this nonspecific factor, Munro and Taussig 

characterised an antigen-specific helper factor in mice. The factor 
\mo not an imunoglobulin, since it did not react with anti-Ig 
reagents. It had a molecular weight of approximately 50,000 , and 
contained within it la determinants. Thus like the nonspecific 
factor it appeared to bo. coded for by the I region of H-2 gone complex.
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While the factors so far described have had helper activity,
351other factors having suppressor activities have been reported .

A vast array of soluble factors from lymphocytes and tnono- 
cytcG (lysipholtiwes and monokines), have been shown capable in 
different: systems of enhancing or suppressing responses of lympho
cytes and monocytes. To preserve response specificity, it seems 
likely that some of these soluble, factors share immunologic identity 
with cell surface molecules. Thus coll-cell interaction m y  occur 
between membrane-bound oubunitts with molecular similarity to 
soluble factors, or by the action of short radius factors, while 
more distant commnlcation may be effected by the release of these 
or equivalent units oa soluble factors, having a longer range of 
action. At>art from a facilitatory role, soluble factors m y  in 
themselves regulate the immune response. It has been observed
that blastogenesie and proliferative responses of rodent cell

352cultures decline in the situation of overcrowding . This type of
phenomenon lim been attributed to the release oi inhibitory factors

353by lyîaphacytes which sense overcrowding , It seems likely that 
short radius factors would bo sufficient for these purposes.

There ia a biologic necessity for an immune response, which 
can vary over a wide range but always be maintained in control* It 
has been suggested that modulation is achieved through feedback
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loops, Cposaibly mediated by soluble factors), similar to those.
which regulate endocrine glandular function* The possibility of

354three levels of control has been considered , the first level 
being governed by specific mediator, the second by nonspecific 
mediator and the third by prostaglandins and cyclic nucleotides.
It has been auggeated that these mediators are bifunctional 
molecules. Interacting specifically with antigen and with receptor 
sites on target cells, and furtherïoore that; they may show multi
hit kinetics. Autoregulation has been recognised In several non- 
endocrine systems e.g. the control of cell mitosis by soluble 
suppressor factors, (Chalones) has been demonstrated in the homeo
stasis of human blood corpuscle production355» 356

Tlliilc early studies were conducted on rodents, recent investi" 
gatioa in humans has shown that major hlatocompatability complex 
(MIC) gene products, encoded by the HLâ-D region, play an import
ant role in the generation and function of these soluble mediators, 
and in some instances comprise a portion of the helper molecules

qeo
themselves *“ ' ’ " * However, immuno-precipitation studies
suggest that at least some of these helper molecules do not bear Is 

359determinants • Soluble factors which suppress immunoglobulin
production in allogeneic and autologous cultures have been demon
strated in humana"'̂  ̂and in the same laboratory the existence of

298non-T auppreosor cells .
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In recent experiments ou Immau lymphocytes ChiorrasRi
n ̂  <1et s3. ® * have generated autologous m.d allogeneic helper

factors from mixed lymphocyte cultures. These helper ouper- 
aatants could be produced in the abseace of antigen. Dose rcGpome 
curves constructed in a direct antl-SRBC PFC assay. Indicated that 
the maximal response occurred at optimal concentrations of helper 
factors (33% volume-volume) and If higher doses were uaed the 
response declined. A small percentage of Xa cells were demon™' 
strated to be responsible for almost all the helper activity gener
ated in allogeneic supernatants. Helper factors ware generated by 
culturing T cells and irradiated (3,000 rads) B cells for 48 hours. 
Supernatants were than collected and filtered through a o.45 micron 
milliporo (Mllliporc, Bedford, Massachusetts, U.S.A.) filter and 
either immediately used or froson at -70^0. Tlie peak response 
observed when feetore were than added to B cell cultures, usually 
occurred at factor concentrations between 23 and 50%.

While lymphoklue release has been observed in rheumatoid», 
problejiis of definition and charactarisation of the conatitumtt 
molecular entities has hindered progress in the field. In the study 
which follows an attempt was made to determine whether soluble 
helper factors vmre released from rheumatoid cultures, whethot they 
could substitute for T lymphocytes, what the optimal working 
concentrations wore, and whether in allogeneic and autologous systems 
they were mova or less potent than factors from control cultures.
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It was postulated, that a failure of rheumatoid T cells to
release soluble helper factor or of rheumatoid B calls to ouch 
helper signals might provide an explanation for radiation enhance
ment failure in rheumatolds.
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MamBaj^B.iSSiSB.8"

Nine patiente with alaeeic or definite rheumatoid arthritis 
and nine normal controls were selected for study (Appendices 1 and 
2)0 l\/a types of expérimenta were devised. 3S:rperimeut No. 1 
examined the variation in the responses of B cells to different 
helper factors in rheumatolds and normals. Experiment Ho* 2 
evaluated dose respox&se curves for soluble factors and the effects 
of T cell pre-irradiation on soluble factor generation.

Experiment No. 1

Subjects and Methods :
SIk patients with classic or definite rhewaiatoid arthritis 

(MS, M8., M6» JC, RE and NX - Ax»pendl3i 1) and nine normal controls 
(jd, mf, nb, cm, db, jo, cp, bw and ch - Appendix 2), were selected 
for study.

Autologous factors were raised In three rheumatolds 
MB anti JC) and five normals (bp, W, ch, cm and inf). Lymphocytes 
were separated from fresh heparanlaed blood by the density gradient 
c&ntrlfugatlon and nylon wool separation techniques previously 
described. B cells were irradiated at 3,000 rads ^̂ 3005)» following 
which they were washed three times in RPMI 1640. 5x10^ *̂̂ 3000 
5x10^ T cells were cocultures in replicate for 48 hours at 37^0 In 
1 ml of RPMX 1640 (containing L^glutamine) supplemented with, 10%
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heat inactivated aheap red blood cell absorbed foetal calf serum 
(Grand Island Biological Company, Grand Island, New York) and 
gentamlcin 15 micrograma per ml (Scherlag Corporation, Kenilworth, 
New Jeraey 07033). At the end of this period snpernatanta wore 
extracted with a 1 ml oyringe, filtered through a 0.45 micron 
millipore filter (Millipore, Bedford, Ha,asachusette, U.S.) and 
either used immediately or frozen. Since factors from different 
cultures of the same cells may have differed somewhat, super
natants from replicate cultures were pooled.

Autologous cultures of B calls alone, B-Kf cells and ^*^3200 
cells in 1:1 ratio combinations were established as previously 
described. Cells were cultured in 300 microlit&a volumes of either 
a Tsiixture of one third factor to two thirds 10% heat inactivated 
sheep red blood cell absorbed foetal calf serum in IWHÏ 1640, or 
in 10% heat inactivated sheep red blood cell absorbed foetal calf 
serum in BFHX 1640 only, (supplemented with gentardcln, as above) 
for seven days at 37^0 in the presence of 1% pokewe«SI mitogen 
(Lot No. 12H5302). Following incubation for 7 days, cells were 
washed and plaqued aa previously described. Results were expressed 
as PFG/10^ PBL.
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RESULTS.

Mean reaponaas for rheumatoids and contrôla are tabulated 
la Tables 34 and 35. Four groups can be identified:

A. Cultures of normal lymphocytea with normal factors.
B. Cultures o£ normal lymphocytes with rheumatoid factors.
C. Cultures of rheumatoid lymphocytes with norvml factors.
D. Cultisres of rheumatoid lymphocytes with rheumatoid factors.

In Êïacîi of the groups it was evident in the absence of soluble 
factors, that the PFC response wae enhanced by the addition of T cells 
to B cell cultures. As had been previously noted, responses were 
higher in than BIT' cultures in normals but no significant
radiation enhancement occurred in rheumtolds. With one exception 
[cm '1 F(MŜ  ) G3 28503 » the PFC response from each culture type 
(B, Bi'T and ̂ "̂”'̂3200  ̂ greater in the presence of factor. It was 
evident in A, B and C that different factors produced different PPG 
responses from the same colls. Tliua the helper activity of super
natants from different individuals (rheumatoldfj and controls) varied 
in their effects on the same B cell cultureis e.g. BiT(jd) 4 F(mf) «» 
3150, Bi'TCjd) f P(hw) 1650. a.8% Bi-T(clb) -b F(JC) » 15200, B+T<db)
'f F(m) 7400.

Similarly the same factors had different effects on different 
cells. T’eus, although supernatants from JC increased the response 
of db’o ÏH-T cultures from 2400 to 15,200, they could only increase
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ï â S Ë J i -  PFC DEISMBES OF IMIKAl CTiPHPOyM IH Gtil.TORlSS 
(•iOHTAIHIHS ALLOGEHSia HOBHAL m Û  RHEUMATOID 
s o m m a  HELPgR FACTOIB.

ïm/io^ PBÎ

(A)

(B)

GFLXi SOJHGl FACTOR SOJEOB B B + T B + T3200
■’ liyji)

j.a. 0 1250 2950
# .500 3150 4150

Î).H. 8.50 1650 3.350
îiitf*» 50 3100 5800

O.P. 18.50 4600 7000

n,b. m 260 3960 7200
Q.h. 11600

0 1250 2950
H.B. 50 1650 3400
K.S.J 0 1850 3150

e,m. 0 11.50 2860
M.B. 50 1400 3800
H.S.J 700 17.50 2850

50 33.00 5800
M,B. 2500 3 W 6200
M.8., 4100 6400 6500
J.G.” 1400 5*100 6500

îi.h* 260 3960 7200
M.S,^ 6800 4600 11760

d.b. *» lyoo 0(00 9700
J.C. 2600 15200 18600
H.B. 4800 7400 1**50

j#o# 0 16950 26200
J.C. 26800 31750 *10750
M.B. 10800 18100 3 2 1 0 0
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™  m  RHEllMTOXl) XtBOPHOOYTI.iB INpULTUREG OONTAÏNINQ AL&OGEHEXO RHEUMATOID AND

(g) CEU. BOURGS FACTOR SCOHGE
 ..■■(3.31)-,,-.

preAp^’PBii
B f T B 4* T3gOO

(B)

M.S

M,X

R.R.

R.%.

200 2250 ^ 5 0

o.h# 2200 5900 6050

o,m. 2000 11900 11900

m 500 {̂■300 *H50

G.h. 0(00 4650 4350

1000 **550 *(800

4* 175 *1050 :®oo

0*p. 2000 *1650 7000

B.w # 1150 6100 6700

175 4050 3800

J,G, 3600 5500 5700
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the response of mf’s from 3X00 to 5400. This was not a unique 
feature of rheumatoid factors, aince factors from ch more than 
doubled MS’a BfT reeponse® but had little effect on similar 
cultures from subject NI,

It USB evident that some rheumatoid factors produced greater 
response# than normal factors» I.e. factors from and JG but 
not those from MB- produced greater responses (6400, 5400 and 3300 
respectively) from B-IT cultures of control subject mf, than did 
factors from normal subject cp (4600),

Factor enhancement was calculated for each type of culture 
in the four groups by dividing PFC response with factor by PFC 
response without factor (Table 36) .

i.e. Factor Enhancement =*=> | FFC response in preoenns of faet^r]
[ PFC response in absence of factor J

o,&. Factor Enhancement for ^« 3150 2.52Bl-T(jd) -b F(mf) 1250*"

It should be noted that factor enhancements were not 
Included in the calculation of mean enhancement (only B alone cultures 
affected), since enhancement In these instances was determined by 
zero response in eulturea not containing factor, rather than by any 
specific effect of such factors.
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TABLE 36 w FACTOH EMFT BY SqLUm,B H'ELPFH PACl'OHB

^ GELLS/
/FAOTOH IN

jd/bw
fôf/bw
nb/oh

1
<K>
0&
37
%

B + T

1,9
1.5

1.8

1.4
1.11.2
1.2

ON/ES^

dfc/jĈ  
dV«B 
4o^C 
jO/^Œ
î-SEâlî

0

5082
2826
1.52.8
03

1.32
1.5 1.2
1.5 1.1 2.1 1.7 1.2 6.3
3.1 1.91.1
2.0

1.11.1
1.3 0.9 1.1 1,1 
1.1 1.6 
1.91.51.6
1.3
1.3

0. Es/cll!4S/ora
,,OTA

rb/ovm/hxi
m m

1110
4.0
2

11.56.6

2.6
5.31.11.1
1.2
1.5
2.1

2.24.3
1.3.1.21.81.8
.VwHas'MM'2.1

X). ÀUtî/ja a. 1*4 1.5
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It was evident that a range of enhancement exiated for 
each of the three culture comhinationa in A, B and C» category 
D being represented by only single data points. Mean factor 
enhancements for each of the categories A, B, C and D were 41,
27s 8 and 21 for B cells only, 1.8, 2.0, 2.1 and 1.4 for B4-X 
cocibinatloas and 1.2, 1.3, 2.1 and 1.5 for combinations
respectively. It was evident that factors had a much greater 
effect when added to cultures lacking any alternative source of 
T cell help (i.e. B cell only cultures) than when added to cultures 
containing T or cells. Hiis effect was independent of the
source of the factor or of the B cell. Ho significant difference 
existed between the enhancing effect of factors in B+T versus 
Bi*T̂ 2 0Q cultures, both being in the range xl to x2. While it was 
true, that in general the enhancing effect on B+T cultures was 
greater than that on '̂*̂ $200 <̂ *̂ t̂ures for each situation considered, 
consistent with the likelihood that the percentage addition of help 
was smaller in cultures, there were several exceptions.

DISCUSSION.

Biieumatoid cultures were able to generate helper factors 
capable of enhancing the PFC response of B cells in a variety of 
normal and rheumatoid cultures to a similar extent to that which 
factors from normal control cultures were able to enhance the PFC 
response of B cells in other normal and rheumatoid cultures. This 
suggested that not only were rlieumatoid T cells capable of generating
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potent helper factors in this system, but also that rheumatoid 
B cells could normally respond to soluble helper signals. In 
27% of cases, the PFC response produced by the addition of factor 
(but not non-irradiated T cells) to B cell cultures, was greater 
than that produced by the addition of non-irradiated T cells (but 
not factor). In these instances it was evident that in the concen
tration used the B cell response to a soluble factor from an 
allogeneic individual was greater than that to the patient’s own 
■autologous T cells.

Experiment No. 2.

Patients and Methods.
Three patients with rheumatoid arthritis (LL, ML and SW) and 

one control (db) were selected for study. Lymphocytes were separa
ted from fresh heparanlzed blood by the density gradient centrifu
gation and nylon wool separation methods previously described. The 
cells were washed three times in K?MI 1640 following which B cells 
were irradiated at 3000 rads. They were subsequently washed three 
times in KPMX 1640. 5x10^ irradiated B cells (Bĝ Qg) were cocultured
with 5x10^ T cells (either non-irradiated or 1 3 2 0 0  ̂ 48 hours at
37^C in 1 ml EPMI 1640 (containing L-glutamine) supplemented with 
10% heat inactivated sheep red blood cell absorbed foetal calf serum 
(Grand Island Biological Company, Grand Island, New York) and 
gentaraicin 50 micrograms per ml (Sobering Corporation, Kenilworth,
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New Jersey 07033). Cells were cultured In the absence of poke- 
weed mitogen. Autologous cultures were set up In replicate in 
order to generate an adequate volume of soluble factor. After 
48 hours supernatants were extracted with 1 ml plastic syringe, 
filtered through a 0.43 micron millipore filter (Nilllpore, Bed*, 
Massachusetts, U.S.), pooled (across replicate cultures) and 
either used immdiately or frozen.

jPosa-rQCtponse determination.

In order to evaluate the potency of these factors cultures 
of 5x10^ B cells alone, 3x10^ B cells with 5x10^ non-irradiated
T cells and 3x10^ B celle 4* 5x10^ ^3200 were established
as previously described in study Ho. 6. Cells were cultured for 
a duration of 7 days la the presence of 1% pokeweed mitogen (Lot 
No. 12N3302). However, in contrast to study Ho, 6 cells were 
cultured In 0.3 ml(3©0pl) volumes of BFJIX 1640 (containing 
L'«glutamine) supplemented with 10% heat Inactivated sheep red blood 
cell absorbed foetal calf serum and gentamicin 50 micrograms per ml. 
In this 300 microlitre volume however, helper cell factors in some 
cultures replaced a variable (0-100%) proportion of the 10% FCS in 
BFMÎ. 1640 used aa a culture mediica. These aaaller culture volumes 
were necessary as the supply of helper factor was limited. Cello 
were cultured for a period of 7 days under the conditions previously 
described, then washed and plagued. Results were expressed as 
PFC/lof viable FBI..
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RESULTS.

The results of experiments conducted with two types of 
autologous factor (FI « ^^qqq + Ï awd F2 " 
represented in Tables 37-40. In Table 37 autologous factors 
were generated In the same rheumatoid individual in whom they 
were tested In cultures of B cells alone, B ♦ non-irradiated 
T and B 4- T^200 Iti the absence of FI a response of 1320

FFC/IO^Vbl was obtained (i.e. from B cells alone). This was 
higher than reported in previous chapters and reflected the 
higher responses obtained with this Lot of pokeweed mitogen.
When non-irradiated X cells were added, the FFC response was 
enhanced (7304), but with Irradiation of T cells 
enhancement was minimal (8490), consistent with previous observ
ations in other rheiimatolds. When B cells were cultured alone 
with FI a doaa dependent response was observed being maximal 
at 40%. A second lesser peak was observed at 70% with a decline 
in between these values. It was evident that both high and low 
concentrations of factor resulted in aubmaxlmal responses* Thus 
autologouB factors were capable of substituting for the presence 
of T cells m û  could enhance the FFC response of autologous B cells. 
The maximum response to FI was greater t!mn that observed when 
B cello were cultured with T or X^goq cells. Furthermore, cultures 
containing 33% FI produced responses from B, B+T and 
cultures above those achieved without FI, suggesting that these
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ABHil fi « 33(BE BSSP0H8B ASaOOIATIOH B m m i  B imPHOaCTES mon 
mmiATOID SUKTECT H.I.. l-STH AUTCLOams SOtWHLE

oiisis "Amcnon kim (a) (PI)
PPC/lQ^PEL ^PACTOB PHM wo/io 

(P2)

B “■h 1320 + l3:zo

B 1600 1(0 + 17593

B 2(0 4' 1000

B 33^ 4’ 423,8 17100

B w 4. a978

B •Î* 5(0 Z?MO
B 60/5 4. 13778

B 7(0 4* I8j500 7(0 -!- a.9%

B 10(0 4» 9711 10(0 + 13005

B 4* 1320

B 4, 738/j

+ % 0

B 33« 4. 4a8 33% ■t* 17100

B f  T 33^ 4- 2ij;oo 33^ 4- 18315

B+T3200 3yi 9940 33^ + 35250

PJ. ts FACTOR PHOM + T - PWI CÜI/rU» OP SUBJECT H.L.
fZ K I’ACTOH PfiOH eZgQ + T-ggjj - PWI GUB'fiFMS OP SUBJECT M.L.
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TABLE 30.T DOSE RESPONSE ASSOCTATION BETI>?EEN B LYMPHOGTOÜS FRŒ 
HOMAL SUBJECT d.b. AND AUTOTjOGOUS SOLUBLE 
HELPER FACTOllB.

CELLS
(db)

%PAGTOR p m  
(PI)

PPC/lÔ PBI, #ACTOR P M  PFC/l0‘̂PBL 
(F2)

B « 4- 1200
B 4. T 4" PMS68

B4-T3200 - 4* 355*
B IC^ 4- 1 9 2 5 0

B 20^ 4- 11218
B yÿ> 4’ 99*1-0 3:^ 1 3 8 0 0

B W o 4* 9 1 3 0

B W o 4- 7 7 5 0

B w > 4, 1022*1-
B W o 4* 1 3 2 5 0

B W o 4* 10200
B 100^ 4* 6 9 7 2

B + T 33^ 4" 28860 33^ + 336 00

B+T3 2 0O W o + *1250 33>̂  + 3 3 3 6 6

PI = FACTOR PROM B 0 0 0 + T - P M  CULTURES OP SUBJECT d.b.
B’2 = FACTOR PROM B3 0 0 0 * ̂ 3 2 0 0 "

P M  CULTURES OF SUBJECT d.b.
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3j&a%4 IPR(3% Î70IÜ4AI, eWJIWQsKyT '
# S E T w m  B mm

ffiSLPBH PAOTOàS PROM mmiATCID SÜCTQT's i f i imjp#^W(Ê# K  iMÉ# G .il.

GKLLS
iml

ÿSPACTOH(Fl) Plffi PFC/lO^HL

B 100 4 3.162
B 20% 4’ 3350
B 3:0 4" *l600
B w 4̂ 6500
B 50̂ ;̂ "f 6250

B 6o% 4* 6000
B 70% -f 6750

B 80% 4- 12500
B 90% .f 2556

B 100% 4* 2500

Fi 5 Factor i'von 4- T Pl#i Gultw#i3 of cubjeot S.t-I,
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TABLE gQ ^ paillJESgpîISS ABSGCJimOH BETHEM’Î B LYFMOarrEB PROM 
^fmMATOID SUmEOT L x  r AtmlîfrOLOQâîB aOLUHE

■QCFStlfe â 'ACTOH PWI WO/lO^TBh
 . W ___________________ _

B 999
B 4- 1X70
B 1C0 *î* 9373
B 20% 4- 16576
B 3(0 4* 11880
B W 4» 7700
B 4* 10500
B 600 4* 13750

B 700 4* 9316

B 800 4* # 4 5

B 90% 4 6900

B 1OQ0 4’ 5112
B 3 0 + 14630

B 4. T 3 0 4» 9680

B4T32OO 3 0 4 17514
B '1- T 4 4'%60
B4T3aX) 4 20217

flPACTOH PHM PFC/XO^PH,
-  W ......

33% 4 22684

33% 4 1X172

3 0 4 37200

FI tt Factor from + T -  PM cultiire© of subject L.L.
F2 « Factor from + *̂ '3200 "*** cultures of subject L.L,



factors had aigaifleant potency. F2 factors derived from 48 hour 
B3000 4  X3 2 0O produced greater eWiancement (with one
exception), than FI factors derived from 4’ Ï cultures,
indicating that the net activity of soluble factor® was the result 
of a balanced secretion of helper and suppressor factors or 
alternatively that radiation facilitated the secretion of increased 
quantities of helper factor. However, there were some inconsistencies 
in these results in that while B 4 ^ 3 2 0 0 was greater than 
' B “(• F2, B 4  ’̂3200 less than B 4  1  4  FI. Furthermore,
the FFC response of B + T 4* F2 was only slightly greater than 
B 4 il’ 4 F2 while B 4 T 4 FI was much greater than B 4 FI. This may 
have reflected an effect of different concentrations of soluble 
factors, or have been a result of not conducting determinations on 
replicate cultures for each condition (I.e. the observed response 
was not representative).

Table 38 shm?o reepousc© for autologou© factors FI (B^qqq 4 T 
suparnatants) and V2 03QQQ 4 aupoitnatants) from normal subject
db, when used to supplement hio m m  cultxumo of B cells, B 4 T cells 
and B 4 1’2200 Xhe rospouee from B cells alone (1200) was
enhanced by the addition of T colla (24368) and iaa%lmal in the presence 
of T^200 (35,524). Soluble factors significantly enhanced the
rosponao at all concentrations (6972 to 19250) and F2 enhanced the 
response more than equivalent concentrations (33%) of FI at the three 
points of comparison (13,800 vs 9,940, 33,600 vs 23,860 and 33,366 vs 
4,250). However, responses from B 4 T^200 4 F (1 or 2) were less than
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from B 4 T 4 F (1 or 2) cultures.

Table 39 clioplaya response® for autologouo factor Fi (^ q̂qq 
4 T Êîuporaatants) from rhcutaatoid subject 5H when itoed to supple
ment culture® of B cells from nomml subject <ib. Beaponaes from 
factor supplemented B cell only cultures, ranged from 1162 to 12,500, 
the maslmal response (12,500) occurring at a factor concentration 
of 80%.

Table 40 displays responses from autologous factors FI 
4 T supernatants) and F2 4 T^200 from rheumatoid
subject LL when used to supplement her own B, B*iT and cell
cultures. The responses from B cells alone (999) was enhanced by 
the addition of T cells (4260) and further enhanced by the presence 
of ^3200 (20,217). Soluble factors significantly augmented
the response at all concentrations (1170 to 16,576) and F2 enhanced 
responses more than eGuivnlcnt concentrations of FI at the three 
poiïnto of coiaparison (22684 vs 14630, 11,172 vs 9680 and 37200 vs 
17514),

Certain generalisations ware made from these results* In all 
instances responses from B cell only cwlfcureo were greater in the 
presence than absence of factors, suggesting that tliase factors 
could Indeed auhatituto for the presence of T lymphocytes. The 
filtered supernatants from 4 cell cultures enhanced the
B cell reeponse greater than did those from 4 T cultures.
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lïidicatiïig the greater net helper activity of factors generated
by tlieoe irradiated X cells.

Dose response profiles (Figure 39) constructed for the above 
combinations, shocked marked irregularity, with no distinct pattern 
emerging. It appeared that soluble factors from rheumatoids and 
normals enhanced the PFC response of B cello at various concentra
tions and to various degrees. A tendency for responses to decline 
at the extremes of factor concentrations could be appreciated in- 
gpite of the sawtooth profile of these response curves.

DISCUSSIONS
These results confirmed the previous findings that autologous 

helper factors could he raised in both rheuïoatoida and normals and 
that these factors could substitute for the presence of T lympho
cytes. Supernatants from cultures containing Irradiated T cello 
had greater holî er activity than those from cultures containing non- 
irradiated T cells. The inability to define smooth dose response 
curves likely reflected the effects of bctweciv-plaque and botween- 
culture variation. The only suggestion of deficient rheumatoid T 
help was that the profile responses of lymphocytes from normal subject 
clb, were lower in the presence of factor from rheumatoid oubjcict SH 
than with his om\ autologous factors. However, the. 3.1mlted number 
of data points and the problem of making comparison between the 
autologous and allogeneic conditions in which this difference was
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observed, prohibited any real conclusion being drawn. The decline 
in PFC response at high factor concentrations was consistent with 
observations made by other researchers. While this had fomerly 
been demonstrated In normal subjects It also appeared to be a 
feature of rheumatoid cultures. Finally, variation in the laltogenic 
activity of different batches of pokeweed mitogen was demonstrated 
(15K0201 vs 12N53Û2).

CONCLUSION.
These studies have validated a method for raising soluble 

helper factors from autologouG culture systems. allogeneic
cultures of rheumatoid and normal lymphocytes wore also established 
and oho^m capable of generating helper factors, experiments were 
only conducted on a small scale and therefore were not presented 
hore.

In the first oxparimont of this study, autologous factoro from 
rheumatoids were shown to be capable of crossing allogeneic boundaries 
and ei'ihanciag the PFG response from B cells of other rheumatoids and 
also of controls. There \m& no deficiency in the potency of these 
factors, a wide range being described in both patients and controls.
In view of the wide range of FFG responses from the same cultures 
with different factors, and from different cultures with the same 
factors, it was not surprising that between group differences were 
absent. The greater enhancement seen when factors were added to
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B cell only cultures, contrasted with their leaser effect when
added to B 4- T or B 4- T^200 This difference was
likely related to the fact that the Increment in total help as 
a consequence of adding "extrinsic” help (i*o. factors)to
"intrinsic” help (i.e. T cells) was less in the latter cultures.
In accordance with the observations of other workers, FFC responses 
levelled off or even declined after a certain point as more factor 
was added in both normal and rheumatoid cultures.

In experiment No. 1 factors were allogeneic to the cultures 
in which they were used. It was of interest therefore that a 
33% eoneexitration of these factors, produced greater enhanccî̂ ient 
in 27% of cases, than the addition ef autologous nou-irradlated 
T colls. This apparent paradox may have been a consequence of 
conducting too few replicate determinations for each lymphocyte/ 
factor combination, since with these same lyiuphocytos but other 
soluble factors, the converse was true. In CKpcrituent No. 2 it
was demonstrated that the response was dose dependent in a Eianner
which was not predictable for either normal subjects or rheumatoids. 
Thus the choice of a factor concentration of 33% in experiment No. 1 
may have resulted in the use of factor at other thaxt optimal 
concentrations.

lîhile evidence indicated that T cells could communicate with 
B cells (autologous and allogeneic, rheumatoid and normal) by 
soluble factors, and therefore that cell-cell contact was not
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essential, the mechanism of this communication was not examined.
The effects of factors generated in the supernatants of B+T 
cultures (intrinsic) were not strictly comparable to the effects 
of these same factors when harvested and used as extrinsic 
factors in the supftleraentation of B cell only cultures since:

A. Any effect that B cells had on the T cell factor 
produced may have differed since to generate 
helper factosj B cells were irradiated.

Be Factor activity may have varied with culture 
duration. Thus to generate extrinsic factors 
cells were cultured for 2 days, while in the 
normal situation cultures were incubated for 
7 days.

C. Intrinsic factor was undiluted in the regular 
cultures, while it was used at a 33% concen
tration when added in an extrinsic manner.

D. Factors were faised in the absence of pokeweeA 
mitogen.

T) These harvested supernatants likely contained several different 
soluble factors of varying molecular weight, la positivity, helper 
and suppressor activity and potency. Thus these studies only 
allmyed an examination of the net effect of the factors in one in 
vitro situation and at one point in time. Furthermore, evidence 
from Q2q)eriment No. 2 Indicated that the potency of supernatants from
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^3000 *** ̂ 3200 wan greater than that from comparable
^3000 ̂  ̂  culturea, suggesting a shift in the relative sécrétion 
of helper and suppressor factors resulting In an alteration in 
net activity, which favoured help. Thus while these experimonto 
provided some Insight into the generation and activity of soluble 
factors, they lacked the necessary sophistication required to 
dissect the role of these factors in imunoregulstion, define the 
ypectrum of such fact&m, or characterize their Individual regula
tory activities*

Although there was some Indication of restricted X cell 
help in the experiment No. 2, response variation was such for any 
given lyiïiphocyte combination or factor that the detection of small 
but significant between group differences was prohibited. As far 
as could be judged from these studlae, rheumatoid T lymphocytes 
(under the in vitro conditions existing in the two experiments)^ 
were capable of releasing potent soluble factors, having a net 
îieiper activity similar to that of factors released from normal 
lymphocytes, however, detection of oignlfleant bettmen group 
differences would necessitate a large scale study controlling for 
Inherent test variability. In agreement with the last study, 
(Chapter 9) rheumatoid B lymphocytes were shown to be normally 
responsive to adequate helper signals.
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XliuB It was suapacted, that the failure of radiation 
euhanœofâufc in rhammtolds waa du© to a deficiency in the function 
of hel%)or T cells, either as the only defect or in combination 
with the dyafunction of suppressor T cello» One final study was 
planned to cxaj&iiue the effects of incrcaGlng numbers of lympho
cytes in cultures containing B f T cells, in order to further 
evaluate RA E cell respoiiBiveneos and the ability of increased 
quantities of T cells to overcome the suspected qualitative 
defect.

SIM'?ARYg

These experiments demonstrated that a modification of a 
previously described method could fees successfully used to 
generate, soluble fectora not only from cultures of lymphocytes 
from normal individuals, hut also from those of patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis. While there were some méthodologie 
restrictions, it was apparent that patent soluble helper factors 
could fee derived in this manner and that their activity crossed 
allogeneic boundaries. Although a dose response relationship 
was shoim, and was in part consistent with the previous observ
ations In that excessive concentrations of helper factors 
paradoxically resulted in a decline in the B cell response, the 
profiles described were quite Irregular. ïîhile this Irregularity 
may have bean in part related to the study method, it may also have
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lïidleated the existence of a complex relationship between
soluble factors and cellulsx* responao. It seems important 
therefore that in studies of this kind some uniformity be 
achieved in the. potency of factors used, and that tniperieiiental 
conditions be rigorously standardised and appropriate controls 
established. Furthermore, if the factor concentration for peak 
response varies between factors, then the complexity of 
experimentation is necessarily increased. The method described, 
allowed examination of the net effect of helx>cr and suppressor 
soluble factors, both of which were almost certainly present in 
the culture supernatants. Thuo, consistent with other observ
ations j, the irradiation of T cello prior to coculture w.ith 
irradiated B cello resulted in the generation of soluble factoro 
hoving greater helper potency. It was evident, that more 
sophisticated techniques were required to appreciate the coiaplex- 
ity of eoiimmnication between cello via these biologically active 
molecules. However, this study indicated, that under certain 
experimental conditions, rheuumtold T cells were capable of 
producing potent factors having net helper activity similar to 
that produced by factors from normal T cells. Finally, responeive- 
neos of rheumatoid B cells to allogeneic normal and allogeneic 
rheumatoid T cell signals was observed to be normal.
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CHAPTER 1,1

PmCTlOHAL ANALYSIS OF HUMAN T CELÎ.

SUBSETS USING DIFFERING T/B CELL RATIOS 
(STUDY 13)

-  II3TR0DUCÎX0H

- PATIENTS AND >ÎETHODS 
» RESULTS
- DISCUSSION
- SUMMARY
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"It la better to travel with 
anticipation than to arlve*”

FRIDTJOF NANSEN 1661-1930,
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ÎHTEODUGÏÎOH.
The experiments conducted so far indicated the existence 

of a functional defect at the level of the Ï cell (or possibly 
monocyte)* In irradiation and Ty depletion studies the PFC 
response was restricted In rheumatoids* Ty and OKT54* enumeration 
studies suggested that the number of suppressor cells was normal 
and 01CÏ4+ enumeration studies suggested that the nisnber of 
helper cells was also normal in rheumatoid cultures* In allo
geneic and factor studies, B cells were shown capable of normal 
responses when provided with appropriate helper signals* In 
addition these studies indirectly suggested functional normality 
of monocytes which were known to be present In normal numbers 
(non-specific esterase staining experiments).

Recent studios have allowed insight Into some of the relation
ships which exist between T cell subsets Identified by different 
methods and the ways in which T cells effect the PFC response of 
B cells. Thomas et al^^^ used monoclonal antibodies and an RHPFC 
assay, to examine T cell interaction in the context of K-JM-triggered 
tiutaan B cell differentiation in normal human lymphocytes* Function
ally distinct T cell subsets were isolated by coudoiement mediated 
lysis using monoclonal antibodies OKTA (anti-helper) and 0KT8 
(anti-suppressor). Graded numbers of either untreated or irradiated 
(1250R) T cells were added to autologous B cell cultures and
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iafe'isnogi.obulin synthesis measured on day 5 or 6 with a reverse 
hemolytic plaque forming assay» They observed that:-

1 , As few as 1% T cells were required for significant 
PFC formation,

2, That the helper capacity of these small numbers of 
Ï cells (i.e. low T/B ratio) was radiosensitive, 
i.e. T non-irradiated ceils were more effective than 
T 1250 cells in inducing B cell differentiation,

3* Only at high T/B ratios did PFC response with B4T12S0 
cells exceed that from B4T cells, Xîiese observations 
suggested th@texistence of more than one helper T cell 
subset, the presence of radiosensitive T helper cells, 
and a spectrum of radiosensitivity for this T cell 
subset»

4, 0KT4 and 0KT8 mediated help and suppression were
shown to bo dose dependent although the helper response6declined above a certain level (0,4x10 cells),

5» Irradiation of 0KT8+ cells resulted in a loss of
suppression auggesting that the suppressor cell was 
radiosensitive *

6» Of greatest importance was the observation that when 
0KT8 positive (suppressor) cells were added to B cell 
cultures in the presence of Irradiated OKT44- cells, 
no suppression of the PFC response occurred. Tills 
suggested that suppression of the PFC response by 
OKT84* colls was mediated by 0KT4+ helper cells. Thus 
suppressor activity appeared to require collaboration 
between two distinct populations of radiosensitive cells, 
one residing in the 0KT44* population and the other in
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the 0KT8+ population. How thia suppression is 
transmitted is unknown. However, OKT84" cells have 
been shown capable of suppressing soluble helper 
factor release from 0KT44' cells but not in suppressing 
the helper activity of preformed factors even in the 
presence of 01CT4+ cello This suggests that
auppreaslon is mediated through inhibition of the 
release of helper factors from T helper cells and 
not by a direct effect of suppressor T cells on B cells,

7, While T help could he diminished by optimal dose
radiation at low T/B ratios, it was shown that at high 
T/B ratios help was radioresistant.

The complexity of itamunoregulstory events is increased by 
indications that within the 0KT44* population exist subsets of

3G5helper cells. Using a different technique Eelnherx et al" , 
defined two populations of helper T cells, OKT44* Ia+ and 0KT4+ 
la-». Willie only the laf subset produced a non-specific helper 
factor, both lab and la- subset» were required to achieve maximum 
immunoglobulin production by B colls in an antigen driven system. 
Thus it is clear that not only do helper cells and suppressor 
cells interact but also that interaction occurs between subsets 
ofhelper cells (and likely between subsets of suppressor cells).

While these techniques have been applied to the study of 
normal subjects in the last 12 months, they have not previously 
been applied to the study of patients with rheumatoid arthritis, 
VBille a shortage of monoclonal antibodies prohibited the execution 
of experiments with pure population of T cell subsets, the effect
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of adding lacreaDlng numherB of T cells to B cells was studied 
in rheuuiatolds and nonaals. Furthermore, the definition of a 
population of radiosensitive T helper cells was sufficiently 
interesting to prompt an attempt at verification in nomals and 
simultaneous application in the evaluation of theuiaatoido•

PATIENTS AND mTHODSl

Five %)atient8 with classic or definite rheumatoid arthritis
(Appendix 1 - M, VC, J6, EL and LL) and 16 normal subjects
(Appendix 2 - db, db^, rm, ma, cm, mf, jd, nl, ry, ph, me, hk,jw,
CO, bt and bw) were selected for study* T and B lymphocytes were
ooparated from 30 lals of fresh heparanlned blood by the Ficoll
Kypaque density contrifugatioa and nylon wool separation techniques
previously described* T cello were either noa-irradiated or
irradiated at one of two doeages (1250 rads and 3200 rads) and
washed three tibies in ÎIPMÏ 1640 prior to coculture with B calls.
In separate cultures a constant nwiber of B lymphocytes (5k10^)
were cultured either alone or with numbers of T uon-irradiated,

4 4'̂ 1250 ^3200 varying between 0*25x10 and 40x10 . Cells
wore incubated for 7 days at 37^0 in lm3> of BPMI 1640 (containing 
l..-glutamine) supplemented with 10% heat Inactivated aheap red 
blood cell absorbed fetal calf serum (Grand Island Biological 
Company, Grand Island, New York), and gentamiein 30 Mcrograma
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per ml (Scherlng Corporation, Kenilworth, New Jersey 07033) 
In. the presence of 1% v/v pokeweed mitogen lot Ko. 12K5302* 
Following incubation, cells were washed three times and
plaqued as previously described. Plaques were counted and

6expressed as PFC per 10 viable PBL*

RESULTS:
Individual (means derived from plaqulng eisgla cultures

in replicate) PFC reapoases for selected T (non Irradiated
T1250, T3200) / B ratio combinations are displayed in Tables
41-43 (normal subjects) and Tables 44-46 (rheumatoid subjects).
The overall high responses in this study reflected the use of
a different batch of pokeweed mitogen as previously described.
ï'ïhen considered on an individual basis it was evident that not
only did responses vary between individuals for any given T/B
ratio but also that peak responses (underlined) from a given
normal subject frequently occurred at different T/B ratios between
T noa-lrradiated, and ^ 3 2 0 0 while b.t*s
peak B *î* T non-lrradlatod response (17,300) occurred with 

41x10 T cells, the peak response with cells (16,400)
occurred at 2.5x3,0̂  cells and with cells (3.9,250) at

45x10 cells. VlhtXe 3.e«s than 50% of peak responses with non- 
irradiated T cells occurred at 5x10^ cells, the majority of peak
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responses with ̂ 3^250 3̂'>00 ocicurreil at this cell
concentration, la 50% of ladlviduale, peak reopotioos for 
^1350 and 1̂ 2̂00 occurred at 5x10̂ * celle, A done reaponoe 
curve could be defined for each individual. Although the peak 
reaponse occurred at different ration between individual©* and 
between T cell types. It was evident that up to an optimal 
concentration* the addition of more T cell© increased the PFC 
re&pon©# and that after this point further addition resulted 
in a reduction. This was true even for colls where It
was conoidered that help was being added In a selective fashion, 
IFinally, in accordance with Thoiass at al*s^ observation in 6 out 
of 16 normal individuals at 0,25xl(/̂  and 6 out of 16 normal 
Individuals at 0.5x10^, irradiation of T cells at 1250 rads 
resulted In a decline of the FFC response consistent with a 
destruction of radiosensitive helper cells.

When the data from control subjects were considered by
group (Tables 47^49)* it was evident that the peak response

•h 4(10634 « 2694) for aon«lrradlated T cells occurred at 2,5x10
cells, while peak responses to and ^3200 ^@118 (11065 «•

•4* ^2198 and 15853 « 2617 respectively) were coincident at 5x10 
(i.e. the 1:1 ratio used in preceding studies). From dose 
response curves (Figure 40) it was evident, that after these 
peaks, responses declined with the addition of further T cello. 
The progressive decline continued even after the 20x10^ point
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TABLE CmPARISQgr OF MEAN PEG BESPONSEB FROM CULTURES 0? 
B AM) NOK IRRADIATED T CELLS IÜ NORMAL GQ̂ iTRGUS 
AMD MEUMATQIDS .

OELL PFC/lO^BL MEAN t SEM
COMBINATION NOHMAL H.A, P
B only 438 2:132 3 8 0 - 481 N8
B*iD.2 5T 3100-$%763 6 1 0 0 " 2 9 9 3 N8
Bt0 .5T 7708 i 2503 5 7 4 5 - 2898 N8
B+l.OT 9 7 6 4 2  2 8 6 3 6 2 2 0 - 2410 N8

1 0 6 3 4  ̂  2694 5 5 1 6 " 1649 N8
B + ̂ 8882 Ï 1 8 3 1 5 7 3 8 - 1980 N8
B 4' XOT 6378 Ï 1 3 1 7 3 4 3 4 - 1 4 3 0 N8
B 4" 20T 4 6 6 2 H 3 0 6 4 9 9 3 " 1499 N8
B -1- 40T 2 0 9 3 - 359 2643 - 1142 NS

— — .
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TABLE QOMPARIBON OF MEAN ISTO %Ü38]P0N8IÜÜ IpatOM 01IMMJIÜ3S C%P

CELL
COÎ-IBIÎÎATÏOH w*,**#"#*#
B t 0.25T 4-598 - 1301
B M. 0,5T 7298 i 1707

B + l.OT 9755 - 2621

B 4 2,^ 10573 - 2215
B + 5$" 11065 i 2198

B 4 lOT 8711 t 1808

B  ̂20T 7299 " 2213
B 4 4 or ÿ(-6o i 607

H O H m R.A,

5550 :!: 3 3 8 9
'WO
7370
73 8 8

6 3 7 0 % 2301 
& 6280 

1 2 6 9 9  ̂  6 0 3 8
3340 -  1646

P

MS
N3
m
m

m
HB
HB
HB
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B AND TB2Q0 CELLS W  NORMAL CONTROLS AND RïD̂ UM/iTOIDS

CELL
coMH[NA':o:om

B 4"o.25r
B & 0,^
B + l.OT
B -f 2,5?
B -j.5T
B '5-lOT
B 20T
B 40T

PliC/lO^BL
m  u«W*WWI *w#pk:$»*%A*wW«

MEAN i aSM
NORMAL II. A. p

4 5 0 0 1  3.168 5 6 5 0 î 3597 118
8777 - 30 7 5 7te5 i 4417 îts

1 0 9 2 0 i 3041 6 3 5 0 - 33 8 2 S3
12193 - 2 7 6 9 8983 î 3322 HS
15853 & 2.617 7 1 7 7 ” 2 5 7 9 < 0 . 0 5
1 2 9 1 0 ™ 35 3 5 1 1 6 2 8 - (i7?Â NS
6137 - 1 4 5 0 7 i 5895 < 0 . 0 2 5
3884 t 4 9 3 ÿ m  - 2 8 5 6 tiS
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displayed lii Figure 40 (see Tables 47«49)* Adding even a 
small nuîïîber of T cells (0*25x10̂ )̂ resulted in a significant 
augmentation of the FFO response (438 « 152 to 5100 ™ 1763 
for non irradiated Ï colls). Wiille not being .statistically 
significant (p>0.05)s in the group analyeia it was noted that 
at T œil concentrations below lxIÔ \ (i.e. Imz T/B ratios) 
low dose radiation resulted in a decline in ImmunogXabullu 
synthesis (5100 to 4598 at 0.25x10^ and 7708 to 7298 at 0.5 %
10̂" T) while at higher T/B ratios (greater than 2.5k10̂  T cells) 
the same doao of radiation resulted in mihanccment (8882 to 11065 
at 5x10^ T). limcimum radiation enhanccmant (b+lg^Qg /
B*b1H*PîM) occurred at a 1:1 ratio ( i.e. 5x10^ T cells) as noted 
in previous experiments.

When rheumatoid data xmre considered (Tables 44“46)j, 
certain features of the response were similar. Peak responses 
for given combinations (B+T@ occurred at
different T/B ratios for different Individualsj the variation 
being greater than that observed in controls. There was aigni** 
flcmit individual variation in PFC response at any defined T/B 
ratio of a given cell combination (e.g. Peak

responses for iion-lrradiated T calls, ’̂x250 ^3200 for
the same Individual wore not coincident. While the addition of 
non irradiated T colls significantly enhanced the PFC response 
above that from B cells cultured alone (580 to 6110, 5550 and 5650), 
dose response curves were flatter than in controls (Figure 40).
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It was evident from the group data (Tables 46-48) that the 
peak response (14507 « 5895) occurred with cells at a
high T/B ratio (20x10  ̂T cells), a feature not seen in control 
cultures. Thus the normal dose response profile with a peak at
a 1:1 T/B ratio was absent. In further , these dataconsidering
by group (Figure 40) certain differences between rhetenatolds

5and controls were noted. Below 10 T cells responses in 
rheuîiiatolds were lower than in controls, dose response curves 
being flat for non-lrradiated and irradiated T cells. At a 1:1 
ratio the failure of significant radiation enhancement noted 
was consistent with that observed in previously described studies 
and contrasted the substantial enhancement seen in normals.

With the addition of more non-irradiated T cells the 

response in rheumatolds showed only a slight decline (^^ normal 
subject). However, when more irradiated T cells or *̂̂3200^
were added, the response progressively increased 
greater than and at 20x10^ cells radiation enhance
ment was similar to that seen in controls (but at 5x10^ cells).
It was evident from these observations, that large numbers of 

^1250 ^3200 which would have suppressed the PFC response
in normals were capable of enhancing the response in rheumatoids. 
Furthermore, while significant radiation enhancement was not 
evident with 5x10^ cells, a normal degree of enhancement could 
be achieved with the same degree of radiation but larger numbers 
of T cells. The peak of this dose response curve for rheumatolds
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was between 20x10^ and 40x10 ̂ T cells (Tables 47-49) since
responses declined between these two points (T non irsadiated 
4993to 2645, 3340 and T^^oo 5401).

Wien group means were subjected to statistical analysis 
using students t test (Tables 47*-49) a statistically signifi
cant between-group difference was found at only tvïo pointa, 
B'fSxlÔ *̂  ^3200 B':-20xl0̂ T̂ gQQ (Table 49). These points were
coincident with those at which maximum radiation ehhancement 
occurred in normal controls and rheumatolds respectively.

Finally, in support of statements made in Chapter 4 
regarding possible drug effects, it was noted in this study 
that normal subject hk was on Motrin 1600 mg/day for osteo
arthritis, but nevertheless radiation enhancement at a 1:1 T/B 
ratio was normal (2192 to 9473).
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DISCUSSION;

In this study the reverse hemolytic, plaque forming cell 
assay was used to further dissect complex" T'"T and ceil 
interactiosis, which are important In the induction and homeo
static regulation of human B cell differentiation triggered by 
pokex-jced mitogen. Four important observations were confirmed 
in nonaal individual®s

1. The addition of relatively small numbers of
T cells had a profound effect on the B cell responec.

2. The suppressive effects of radiation (1250 rads) at
low T/B ratios and the enhancing ©fleets at high 
T/B ratios were confirmed, although suppressive 
effects were not dramatic. This x?aa consistent 
x?lth the existence of a radiosensitive subset of 
T helper cells, With higher dooeo of radiation 
(3200 rads) in 111 ratio combinations the effect 
was always to enhance the TFC response, suggesting that 
tlils dose destroyed Bioro radiosensitive T suppression 
than radlo-scmsitive T help. It v/as not knoxai whether 
radiosonsltlvo anti rad lores is taxit helper T cells 
x/ero distinct subsets xrtthin the OKT/H- population.

3. Beak radiation enhancement was noted with 3200 rads 
In Ifl ratio B/T coinbtoationa confiming that these 
previously chosen conditions wore optimal for
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observing maximal effects. However, the 
Individual variation noted in both rheumatoide 
and normals indicated that large numbers of 
subjects were necessary to detect between-group 
differences.

4. It was evident that the resppnse to T cells was not
a linear increase in the PFC response. Although 
results obtained at high T/B ratios may be compli
cated in part by non-specific effects of cell cultures, 
e.g. nutrient competition, contamination with macro- 
phages or other cells, it has also been noted that 
cells respond to crowding and also that an excess of 
helper signals may have the effect of suppressing 
the B cell response. ly has been demonstrated in 
this system that the decline in response cannot be 
explained on the basis of B cell exhaustion. An

363alternative explanation suggested by Thomas et al 
is that 0KT4+ cells may be capable of generating 
suppressor factors iadependent of 0K,T8*l* cells and 
therefore as more helper (0KT4*h or radioresistant) 
cells are added, the result may be the generation 
of more suppressor factors within this population.

373Recent observations have suggested four possible ways of 
explaining imiunoregulatory phenomenon.
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(a) The radiosensitive 0KT44* population contains not
only cells important in inducing B coll differ
entiation but also cello Intimately involved in 
suppression.

(b) The target of suppression by 0ICT8-̂  cells is the 
radlosanoitlve 0KT4-h cell.

(c) The 0KT4+ %)opulation contains precursor cells 
which can be induced to dif ferentiate into mature 
helper or suppressor cells.

<d) A radiosensitive ceil within the 0KT4P population 
may be programmed for help or ouppression.

Tlius it apxjsars likely that further heterogeneity within the 
0KT4i* populations will be detected.

%#'iile these techniques have previously been ap%>lled in normal 
subjects there are no prior reports of their eystewitic applica
tion in the study of patients with rheumatoid arthrl.tls. It was 
clear from the data that striking differences existed between 
the controls and rheumatolds. Of greatest importance, was the 
differential effect which incrcaolxig niimbera of irradiated T cells 
had on rheumatoid versus normal B cells. Mille significant 
radiation enhancement could not be observed in rheumatolds at a 
1:1 ratio it was entirely normal at a 4^1 ratio. This reinforced 
the point that given appr<?priate helper oignais, B cells could 
respond normally in this system and therefore that the restricted 
PFC response seen in rheutnafcoid arthritis was not a consequence 
of hyporeapoasiveneas of B lymphocytes. To achieve the maximal
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response, 4 times os many Irradiated E,A. T cells had to be added 
supporting the existence of restricted T helper activity in 
rhmsTsiatoid arthritis* Of interest, incrcaolng call density did 
not appear to have the some inhibitory effect on rheumatoid 
cultures, as woo seen in normals <i*e* a decline in the PFC 
response between 5x10̂  ̂and 40x10^ T cells in normal subjects and 
between 20x10^ and 40x10̂ * in rheumatolds), suggesting perhaps 
that either the ability to sense overcrowding was impaired, or 
that these hypofunctloning cells did not utilité culture nutrient 
as rapidly as normal cells, or that suppressor factors were not 
released in rheumatoid cultures as they were in control cultures. 
Finally3 the :lîuportance of standardisation, of the procedure wao 
illustrated. If 20x10^ T to 5x10̂  ̂B cel3,a had been chosen as 
the working ratio, radiation enhancement would have been observed 
in rheumatoid® but not Iti normal subjects, and if 10* T colls to

B cells had been chosen no difference would have been 
observed.

These esqierimufcs demonstrated that the rheumatoid B cell 
had the potential for normal IsKnunoglobuliti aynthesia and that 
T helper function was restricted. Miether this restrictioxi was 
primary or secondary to the disease was not known. It is possible 
that T helper function %ma preoccupied, i.e. becauoe of prior 
eoMaitmottt in vivo, T cells were not capable of further In vitro 
response. Evidence cited suggests that suppression is mediated
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through T helper cells. Since in this assay it is only possible 
to axj'preciate auppressioa in the presence of normal help and 
since help was shown to be deficient, little could be said 
regarding the ïioramlity of suppressor activity. V&ile ORTSi* 
and Ty enumeration! studies indicated that the number of suppressor 
cells was normal their function remained uncertain. In the final 
discussion these observations wl3.1 be viewed in the light of 
available evidence to provide some understanding of regulatory 
events detected by this assay.

SimiABY:

Five patients with rheumatoid arthritis and alxteen normal 
subjects were evaluated using a modification of a previously 
described method. Although purified T cell subsets were not used 
because of the high cost of monocloxial antibodjEs observations in 
normal subjects were consistent with those achieved using purified 
subsets, It was evident that only a small number of T cells 
wore required to augment the PFC response from B colls as measured 
by the reverse hemolytic plaque assay. Up to a certain point 
the response could be increased by adding larger numbers of T cells * 
after which there was a progressive decline in the response. 
in the past this response has been attributed to non-specific 
effects of high density cell cultures more recent evidence suggeots 
that this response may be due to the release of suppressor signals 
as a consequencQ of overcrowding, or of the generation of suppressor
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cells from the 0K.T44* population. The data were consistent 
with the existence of a radiosensitive population of helper 
T cells, altliough this effect was not as imrked as reported by 
other reaearchars using purified T cell subaeta. T&lle these 
techniques have been applied to the study of normal subjects, 
there is no evidence of their having been applied eystematically 
in the study of patients with rheumatoid arthritl®. Consistent 
with conclusions drawn in preceding chapters the B call was 
sliovm capable of responding normally to appropriate helper 
signals while helper T cell function wae shown deficient* lihlle 
the FFG response could not be anhanced In a normal fashion by 
the addition of non-irradiated T cells, the addition of large 
numbers of irradiated 250 ^3200^ cells produced FTfC
responses and radiation enhancements similar to those seen In 
normals. Finally, Wie inhibitory effect of progressively Increa
sing T cell numbers (as seen in controls above 5x10̂  ̂T cells) was 
only observed at; higher cell concentrations In rheumatolds, 
suggesting that apart from larger numbers of contrl-
bating more help that the regulatory signals of overcrowding 
or suppressive effects of excessive help were not evident in 
rheumatoid cultures^ (at equivalent T/B ratios).
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CHAPim 12 

FINAL Discussion AND CONCLUSIONS
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Xo obalr-la toiaeacnadli - gnath - fhscal

Ach Is obalr beatha criochiiacbadh - beachd
a ehoEih chruinnlche.
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Translation.
Beginning is a day’s work 

Oaolic proverb

But finishing is the work of a lifetime.
Authors note.
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In spite of Intensive research over the last several 
decades the disease rheumatoid arthritis remains one of modern 
medicines greatest enigma*©. In Chapter 1, evidence favouring 
recent evolution of the disease was discussed. Wlnlle the absence 
of finding definite evidence of rheumatoid arthritis has been 
used to infer that it was absent prior to fairly recent times, 
this can only be regarded as indirect proof. It may have been 
considered unacceptable to paint crippling deformities during 
the Middle Ages explaining the apparent lack of pictorial evidence. 
Hhile a fused bony ankylosing spondjklltlc spine may withstand 
centuries of burial, the more delicate soft tissues and cartil
aginous changes of the rhemaatoid could be expected to decay, 
possibly explaining the difference between historical evidence 
for ankylosing spondylitis versus rheumatoid arthritis. The notable 
archéologie finds have been in the tombs of the nobility, who 
represented only a very small percentage of the population of 
interest. If Sydenham was correct^^ and the aeathenic gout "lived 
in the houses of the poor" then it is not surprising that rheuma
toid arthritis has been infrequently described, since much of this 
work was conducted in the well preserved bodies of the rich.

The possible scarcity of rheumatoid arthritis in early
history is in sharp contrast to the frequency and ubiquity with

24?̂hich it has been noted in the 20th Century • This change in 
prevalence m y  reflect more ready recognition of the disease by
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physician and lay person, its recent emergence possibly due to 
the evolution of a new microbe, reclassification of various forms 
of arthritis or an increase in frequency of a previously rare 
but existent disease possibly due to environmental factors of 
industrial society, and/or a change in host susceptibility, or 
that due to increased longevity more people survive long enough 
to develop the disease. There has been some speculation regarding 
the possibility of a decline in the frequency and severity of 
rheumatoid arthritis in recent years ’ , While the evidence
is weak it has been the impression of some experienced rheumatol
ogists that they are not seeing the severe forms of rheumatoid 
vasculitis or as many severe forms of rheumatoid arthritis as in 
the 1950-1960' e,The increased frequency of vasculitio in previous 
decades, has been attributed to the more frequent usage of high 
doses of steroids, although evidence to support this hypothesis 
is weak. The decrease in the frequency of severe forms of arthritis 
has been variably attributed to a change in the natural history 
of the disease or the effects of improved forms of therapy. If 
indeed, as seems likely, that rheumatoid arthritis is virally 
triggered then there is precedent in the infectious disease liter
ature for a rise and fall in the frequency of disease. Typhus, 
tuberculosis and leprosy were formerly more common than they are 
now. Examination of the oildoace pertaining to the decline in 
tuberculosis indicates that it was already falling in frequency
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prior to the introduction of specific treatment and public health 
measures. Since the accurate recording of disease frequency is 
complicated by the difficulty of correctly identifying all those 
who do or do not have the disease at a given point in time, and 
since these types of record have only been compiled in the last 
several decades it is hardly surprising that it is difficult to 
detect changes in frequency or severity in a disease which is 
possibly changing very slowly. Since treatment modifies disease 
activity and severity, any improvement in this direction may be 
wholly attributed to therapy rather than to a change in natural 
history. However, there is no form of therapy known to prevent 
the development of rheumatoid arthritis. Studies on disease 
frequency may provide useful information, provided the sensitivity 
and specificity of diagnostic criteria do not change.

The histology of rheumatoid inflammation has been well 
described, particularly synovial pathology, where tissue is easily 
and frequently obtained. The vasculitlc lesions of the digits and 
the scleral lesions of the eye represent the most severe extra- 
articular manifestations of the disease, which fortunately are 
infrequent. Some controversy surrounds the origin of the rheumatoid 
nodule. While its characteristic three layer structure of central 
necrosis surrounded by a palisade of histiocytes and an outer layer 
of lymphocytes and plasma cells has been well defined, evidence 
supporting the contention of some pathologists that this represents
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a response to previous vascuXtiis Is inconclusive. The morbidity 
associated with a destructuve synovitis or severe vasculitis, the 
high frequency and ubiquity of rheumatoid arthritis, the high cost 
of managing patients with the disease, and the extremely high 
economic cost; In terms of lost productivity^^^* highlight
the importance of this disease in 20th Century society.

The history of immunology représenta one of the moit exciting 
developments of the last century. Advances in technology combined 
with the power of tho human intellect have allm/ed progressively 
greater insight into the complexity of the immune response. The 
development of the microscope was vital to the realisation that 
different types of white corpuscles existed and that some of these 
were phagocytic, mile this phagocytic activity was for some time 
considered a basic biologic response to microbes, the recognition 
of la antigens on monocytes and Fc and complement receptors on 
both mmocytcs and polymorph®, have suggested a more specific mode 
of action for these cells. While the cellular and humoral schools 
of the late 19th Century both contributed to the definition of the 
immune response, Ehrlich laid the ground for further progress when 
he recognized the existence of different types of white blood cell. 
Although several decades have passed, we continue to subdivide 
even those groups, a process which Is not yet complete. It is this 
dissection of populations of immunocompetent cells which has 
allotted U3 to appreciate the complexity of the Immune response and
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the way It is regulated. Burnett established the concept of a 
differentiated Immune system progrmmed for a variety of specific 
responsea - a principle which has been carried to succeedingly 
higher levels of sophistication by subsequent researchers. While 
methodology still restricts complete appreciation, it has been 
possible in the past ton years to partially dissect the immune 
rosponfse and ê ppreclate that most important mechanism whnreby’ 
the responsG is regulated. Msile other cell subsets may be further 
subdlvldod, current efforts to evaluate the functional activity 
of subseta of T lymphocytes has been most rewarding. Furthermore, 
evidence suggests that a cell, at one tirae thought to be juat a 
ocaveng€vr (the monocyte), is not only immunocompetent in its m m  
right but also plays very important roles in regulating other 
cells, determining the specificity of the immune response, 
conferring Immiune maturity on T cells, and la also capable of 
nnglogenesis and tumour surveillance. Research Into the activities 
of this cell promise to provide essential information necessary 
for further progress in this field. The problems of studying the 
complex problem of liamunoragulation will be discussed later.

Chapter 2 reviewed the Itnmunopathogcnesia of rheumatoid 
arthritis, there ia no queation that the immune response is 
stimulated in rheumatoid arthritis and that regulatory function 
has failed, the majority of the evidence coming from in vitro 
observations. It is apparent that the immune response is directed
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in a number of different directions, some seemingly primary 

responses, while others arc secondary. A foreign antigen has

not been detected although i t  seems like ly  that this is the
38trigger. Recent studies with ÏSpstcln Barr virus in selected 

ca ll lines indicate that the incorporation of v ira l DMA into 

the host ce ll nucleus has the potential to produce established 

cell lines which perpetuate an aberrant irmune response- Further

more, a number of viruses appear capable of this activity- Some 

of the Immune co«nplexes detected in the oera and synovial fluids 

of %)atients with rheumatoid a rth ritis  my indeed contain these 

foreign antigens. However, rheumatoid factors ( i.e . immuno

globulins directed against Fc fragments of IgG) of varying speci

fic itie s  and the production of self-associating IgG by synovial 

calls^^^ indicate that imnune complexes can be formed entirely 

be tureen imume-produc t  s of the host. I t  is thought that this 

occurs because an extrinsic agent alters self-determinants and 

renders them antigenic, or are so similar that cross rcac ltiv ity  

occurs, nevertheless5 these complexes in the absence, of demon

strable foreign antigens appear to play a role in the imunopatho- 

genesis of rheumatoid a rth ritis . One of the consequences of 

ongoing inflammtion ic the destruction of collagen. Altered 

collagen ia antigenic and therefore the host mounts an immune 

response and produces anticollagen antibodies. These events are 

most like ly  secondary and may be important in perpetuation of 

the disease. Antibodies to nuclear factors (ANA) may be the
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XBBult of. Viral alteration ot host nuclear components and bo 
primary§ or they may be the result of cell destruction by 
Inflammatory mediators and therefore bo eocondary. Finally,
Immune complexe# may be laid down In the interstices of degraded 
cartilage^^^~^^^. While they cannot be engulfed by phagocytosis 
(frustrated phagocytosis), they provide a constant source of
immune stimulation which results in perpetuation of the release

155 156of biologically active molecules' ^ os a consequence of 
attempted phagocytosis» which results in further tissue damage. 
Perpetuation is mediated thmi, not only by cellular activity 
but also by the release of lymphokines and monokines.

Immune complex formation leads to the effector sequence 
mediated by both cellular and humoral instruments. Complement 
activation results In cell lysis but also in the ingress of 
phagocytic cells into the area of inflammation. The consumption 
of immme complexes by polymorphs and of antigen by monocytes 
results in the release of many biologically active molecules, 
some of which, prostaglandins, superoxide radicals, collagenases, 
elaetases and cathepsino have the effect of damaging host tissue 
producing periarticular osteoporosis, erosions, bone cysts and 
the destruction of cartilage. These events in turn release 
altered host proteins which are themselves antigenic.

While In vitro  observations together with this construct 

explain in port the histologic and immnologlc abnormalities in  

rheumatoid jo in ts, too l i t t le  is known regarding the earlier phase
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of tu© reoponae and its regulation. Since the immunocompetent 
ceXla which are recruited Into the joint are derived from 
circulating loukoeytes, the peripheral blood is a useful site 
from which to easily obtain cells and examine any abnormalities 
which may exist. The presence of circulating Immune complexes 
in peripheral blood and tlie development of multiple extra™ 
articular lesions suggest that these abnormalities are not confined 
vyithin the joint capsule.

During the two years in which these studies were conducted, 
new methodologies war© developed in several countries* While 
these techniques had heaa evaluated lu normal subjects, for some 
it marked the first time in which they had been applied in the 
systematic study ■’ of patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Since 
those technique.® had not been widely axîplied it was necessary 
not only to define normality by using a control group of normal 
subjects, but also to study sufficient patients with disease to 
allow detection of differences. Furthermorev many methods wore 
technically difficult and required conolclerable learning experience 
before studies could be conducted with confidence. TIîo adapt
ation of methods reported by other researchers using different 
systems, required verification and standardisation prior to 
application.

Some of the problem* encountered during the w o  years will 
be presented in order to demonstrate some of the difficulties in
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conducting this type of research. Problems arose at a variety
of Xevelo and involved both materials and techniques, however 
problems with mterials were reasonably limited. An infrequent 
but recurrent problem was the cracking of plastic centrifuge 
tubes. In spite of careful visual checking, it appeared that 
some of these tubes cracked in the centrifuge resulting in the 
loss of all or most of the contents* On one occasion the facili
tating serum used for plaque incubation becaKsc contaminated 
resulting in complete absence of the PFC response aïid the discar* 
ding of all resiiXts. The majority of problmis arose as n conse
quence of biological or technical variation.

Problems of a méthodologie nature were more frequent and 
are best presented in the order in which they were encountered. 
The density of Ficoil Hypaque was critical, deviation from the 
optimal being associated with an increase in contamination with 
granulocytes. It was noted that not ail patients "Ficolled''* 
well. Instead of forming well defined layers, there was contam
ination of the lymphocyte layer by red cello and either clumps 
of white cells or fibrin. This was infrequent, tended to occur
to different extents in tubes from the same patient and did not

oapparently compromise the study endpoints. The preparation of 
nylon wool colwms required that a thin st«and of nylon wool be 
packed eveaaly énside a bevelled bottom drinking straw, and that 
it was not unduly compressed in any area or compressed Into the
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bottom S-Scma of fcbo tuba. Several tubes wore discarded after 
preparations either becnuDe air locks fomed or becaooe compressed 
areas became evident and did not absorb the foetal calf serum, or 
because the hole created in the bottom of the tube wae too large 
or too email. It was more efficient to make a batch of columns 
rather than just prepare the three to four needed on each occasion. 
Meticulous attention was paid to suspending cells prior to loading 
on to the column. Suspension was achieved using a Paotour pipette, 
a process which tended to produce bub&llng. It was important 
that the pipette bulb be carefully controlled so that (a) cello 
were not left in the froth at the bottom of the tube and (b) that 
air bubbles were not introduced into the column olnee tliis prohibited 
the addition of foetal calf serum in KPMÏ 1640 to the top of the 
coluim and resulted in drying during the iuaubatioa. A second 
technical problem associated with separation, was controlling the 
force applied when msoagi'ag the tube to detach adherent cells.
Too little pressure resulted in the retention of cells on the column, 
while too vigorous massaging traumatized the cells reducing cell 
viability and compromising performance. However, with experience 
results ware consistent and cell viability and performance maintained.

Whan calls ware Irradiated prior to eoculture, the duration 
of exposure (seconds) needed In the G@mma.call to give a set dose 
of radiation gradually Increased, due to decay of the isotope. It 
was necessary therefore to recalculate the exposure time periodically.
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Bacterial contamination of cultures was an aver present 
problem. Witîi careful attention to the way In which cell suspcnalons, 
reagents and pipettes were handled and with close monitoring of the 
cleanllneso of the Incubator, contaminâtloa was reduced to less than 
1 in 200 cultures. Contaminated cultures were discarded as soon as 
possible to avoid any spreading of Infection.

The coupling of polyspecific antisera to sheep red blood 
colls with aged chroralum chloride is a delicate and critical process 
which was suspected as being the cause of total failure of PFC 
responses on some days* It is iiiiposTtcnt to assess the health of 
sheep red blood cells prior to usage., If the blood is old it 
usually appears darker and the cells arc morphologically abnormal, 
often being cremated. Only heaXtl̂  celle should be used* The age 
of the chromium chloride is important, failure having been reported 
with the use of fresh reagent» It is necessary to prepare sufficient 
quantities initially to replenish the supply as necessary* since 
ageing takes several months. If these two conditions are assured 
then the. final problem arises with coupling the antioera. On 
occasions, and for no apparent reason this failed* Because coupling 
fal3.ure results in the total loss of PF€ response and therefore the 
loss of valuable data, coupling was verified with Insaan Cohn 
fraction II in m% agglutination reaction. If no plaques are obtained 
in any culture, combination, then it la most likely that coupling la 
the source of the problem. If cells have not been discarded then
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it Is possible to salvage the experiment by coupling a new batch 
of cells and repeating the procedure again on the same day. The 
known decline in PFC reoponee with longer periods of culture 
prohibits holding cells over until the next day.

The predominant problem in the last half of the assay 
related to the counting of plaqu'ss. The desirability of culturing, 
that number of calls which would produce an accurately countable 
number of plaques, was previously mentioned. The execution of a 
study on four individuals consumes the most part of a day and 
early evening. If the response falls then cells have to be re- 
plagued with newly coupled cells then there is insufficient time 
to count the more than lOD slides produced. In these Instances 
counting may be left until the next morning provid&ng that slides 
are refrigerated overnight. In order to determine whether this 
delay introduced any inaccuracy some samples were counted on the 
same day as the study and again after overnight refrigeration.
It was evident that no change occurred providing that storage 
conditions were adequate and slides were not allowed to dry out.

It is evident that the magnitude of the FFG response Is 
related to the source and batch of pokeweed mitogen, foetal calf 
serum, polyspecific antiaera and complement, and therefore it is 
Important to (a) standardize the method, (b) utilize a constant 
source of batch of histological reagents, (c) rcatandardlsc when 
source or batch change and (d) not combine results obtained from 
experiments utilizing different biologic materials. Results 
varied between cultures and between plaques obtained from identical
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cell suspensions necessitating the utilization of replicate
determinations,

The Ty enumeration and serial depletion experiments were 
relatively problem free, although it was necessary to check new 
batches of chicken red blood cells to ensure that cells were 
in a healthy condition* Coupling ïg antl-CRBG to CRBC was 
invariably successful* Endpoints could be cosily read* It has 
been suggested that T cells bearing Fc receptors for IgM (Ty) 
are helper T cells. Attempts were made to enumerate Ty cells 
by a similar method to that used for Ty enumeration, but differing 
in the class of antiserum end the type of red cells used. The 
rosettes^ which have been noted by others using ox red blood cells 
coated with anti IgM antiserum, could not bo duplicated* It was 
Buspeeted that the ox blood was not in good condition on arrival, 
although Tu resetting has not generally been as technically 
adequate as Ty rosetting* No results wore obtained from these 
experiments and therefore the details of the method have not been 
reported#

The problem of enumerating monocytes by utilization of their 
ability to phagocytose latex particles^^^ was previously alluded to. 
In order to be accurate it appears that (a) the minimum number of 
particles necessary to detect the maximum number of monocytes should 
be used and (b) that cells require to be washed many times in order 
to remove any non-pliagocytosed latex. Only in this way can the
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Inaccuracy inherent in counting celle to which latex heads have 
adhered (and appear by superimpoaition to have been phagocytosed) 
be avoided#

The techniques used to conduct la, 0KT4 and 0KT5 enumeration 
studies were similar* As with all experiments it was necessary 
to ensure adequate resuspension of cells prior to introduction into 
either culture tube» plaque assay or microcytotoxlcity assay to 
avoid pipetting from partially precipitated cell-rich areas at 
the bottom of the tubes or the cell-poor area at the top of the 
tube in suspensions that had been standing# The most important 
details of these microcytotoxicity assays were the precision of 
introduction of cells and reagents into each well, and the neces
sity for complete mixing* It was found that cytotoxicity counts 
24 hours apart were the same, indicating that it was not necessary 
to count percent kill on the same day as the experiment (preparations 
should however be kept refrigerated)# One preparation was refrig
erated for four months and remained in remarkably good condition, 
suggesting that once stained and fixed the preparation had consid
erable longevity*

Monocyte enumeration by the nonspecific esterase method 
necessitated certain decisions regarding which cells to count* 
Granulocytes were recognized by their uptake of methyl green and 
their nuclear morphology# They were relatively infrequent and
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and were not counted* Isolated lyiTjphocytes (green) and monocytes 
(brown/red) were also identified by their colour, size and morph
ology. Two further situations arose. In the first cells were 
present which failed to take up any stain* They were either red 
cells or effete leuk«o|ttes and so were not counted. The more 
difficult decision was whethér monocytes that had formed clumps 
with other monocytes should be counted. This phenomenon only 
occurred in com areas of some preparations and w m  not different 
in frequency or degree between rheumatoid» and controls. Since 
there were invariably other areas of the preparation in which 
clumping vmo absent and monocyte/leukocyte distribution more even, 
these areas wore avoided. This feature requires recognition since 
high monocyto/lymphocyte ratios in these areas have the potential 
for distorting the result. Also because distribution is not 
entirely uniform it is necessary to count large numbers of cells.

Studies on allogeneic cultures, autologous factors and 
varying B/T ratios were conducted in a methodologically similar 
manner to studies 1-6. The problems encountered did not differ 
between these studied. Since the number of B cells obtained from 
any given patient was leas than the number of T cells, it was this 
former subset of lymphocytes which limited the number of cultures 
or culture combinations which could be established from a given 
volume of peripheral blood.
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Reliability and validity are two attributes of a procedure, 
the first of which describes the consistency or reproducablllty 
while the latter refers to the accuracy» i.e. does it measure 
what it la supposed to. Mien the same cells were cultured in 
replicate and each replicate plagued once, or when cells from a 
single culture were plagued in replicate, the FFC responses 
recorded were not identical. While the magnitude of the differ
ences between rhenmtolds and normals in radiation experiments 
was much greater than thie, nevertheless this email variability 
in the procedure should bo noted since small differences previously 
alluded to may be within the variability of the test. Furthermore, 
It Illustrates the necessity of conducting replicate determina
tions 111 this type of work rather than relying on a single figure 
for comparison*

There Is reasonable evidence (Chapter 3) to indicate that 
the MIPFG assay is accurate, that is to say, it does measure imauno« 
globulin synthesis in vitro. The method has significant advantage 
over several other laethods in that it measures cells synthesising 
lmmmog3.obulin at a point in time, rather than the result of the 
production of preforfiied teiunogèobulln and the sum of several days 
iirszüimoglübiîlin synthesiei in vitro* Thus, it is able to assess the 
fuiiefcioa of individual B lymphocytes at a point in time. While 
early work suggested that relative radiosensitivity could effect
ively s©pa«ata functional aubsets of t cells, it is clear that the 
effect of radiation ia more complex. Both the doee of radiation
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and the cell concentration appear to have a bearing on the
outcome observed. While suppressor T cells are maximally sensitive
to an intermediate dose of irradiation, it is clear from dose
response curves that the help suppression balance is altered by
even lower doses of irradiation, indicating that a spectrum of
radiosensitivity exists for suppressor T cells. In respect of
helper T cells a broad spectrum of radiorésistance can be defined,

363which is at least partly dependent on the cell concentration . 
Thus at one end of the spectrum there exist a population which 
are radiosensitive at 1250 rads, while at the other end there 
eadlsts a group of cells which are radiosensitive at 3200-6400 rads 
and a smaller population which are radioresistant at still higher 
dosages since a return to the level of PFG response obseirved in 
cultures containing B cells only is not quite achieved at 6400 rads, 
Therefore, it can be appreciated that the effect is the
net result of damage inflicted on radiosensitive suppressor T cells 
and radiosensitive helper T cells. Again because of this variab
ility in the response, conditions must be clearly stated, controls 
established and experiments conducted in replicate.

Although it has been assumed that radiation has an effect 
on helper and suppressor T cells, any differential effect on null 
cells or monocytes has not been accounted for. Since the propor
tion of these cells, particularly the latter, ‘hs small in T cell 
preparations, it is considered that any effect were it to exist,
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would be negligible* One final conaaent in this respect, is 
the observation by some researchers that some
T cells adhere to the nylon wool column and that their activity 
is one of suppression. While columns were not examined to
determine what cells were still adherent, after completion of 
separation it could be said thatî

e) Cell yields in rheuEsatolds and controls were 
similar.

b) Call viability after separation was similar 
in the two groups (99-100%)*

c) Controls and rheumatoids were evaluated on the 
same day using identical tecluiiques.

d) RFC responses from cultures of B celJs only and 
T cells only indicated clean separation.

e) Results from cultures of B + nonirradiated T cells
(lîl ratio) were similar in the two groups.

Taken together these factors indicate that nylon wool separa
tion by itoelf did not determine the differences observed between
the two groups. Since responses from unacparated lymphocytes (cells
which were not separated on nylon wool columns) were similar in 
both groups, it can also he said that Ficoll Hypaque centrifugation 
did not produce an in vitro artefact.
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The data on Ty cells have to be considered In the light
of certain information. Recent evidence has suggested that the
original concept of an Fc receptor for IgG being a specific cell
membrane marker for a suppressor T cell Is not entirely correct.
It now appears that not all suppressor cells are Ty cells (or
indeed T cells) and that not all Ty cells are suppressor cells

285(or indeed T cells) “ . Furthermore, those T cells which are
289Ty cells seem to have the potential to transform into Tp cells . 

These observations have been made in different and not strictly 
equivalent; in vitro systems. While this lack of méthodologie 
sophistication may be disconcerting, nevertheless the technique 
described in Chapter 5 was highly reproducible and was capable 
of identifying large differences between rheumatoide and normals, 
which were consistent with similar differences demonstrated by 
other techniques. The observation that radiation of T nony cells 
could not further enhance the response, suggests that the radio
sensitive suppressor T cell is contained within the Ty fraction. 
This is consistent with the predictive effect that removal of 
T suppressor cells by Ty rosetting or destruction by optimal dose 
radiation has on the PFG response of normal subjects.

Enumeration of monocytes by the non-specific esterase
method employing pararasanoline and methyl green stains was an

297effective and efficient method . Although non-specific esterase 
dots have been noted in T cells (and illustrated in Chapter 6) 
there is no good evidence indicating that they are a marker for
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a pure functional aubsot of T cello. Their true oignificance 
remains to he determined.

The recognition of la pooltivity has been an Important link 
between immunology and genetico. Since non^T cello cxpteaa la 
antlgeno it io important to be certain m  to which cell the la 
statua ia being applied. Evidence auggeota that la poaitivity 
ia not a apecific marker for a helper cell l>«t rather that it is 
an expreaaion of the activation status of a cell (helper or other
wise). Thus with stimulation, percent la poaitivity increases 
but a massimcl response can on3.y be achieved by the cooperation 
of 0KT4f la- and 0KT44* T.a4’ cells. Since come helper T cello way 
be In-, ooîïie lab and some produce laf soluble factors, it seems 
likely that these immunogenetie molecules stay exist within ti&e 
cell cytoplasm, on the cell membrane or be secreted Into the 
ourronnding milieu, a feature which may allow a specific response 
to be mediated in several ways.

While the advent of monoclonal antibodies promises to 
provide a method with the necessary sophistication with which to 
■make atbstaiitlal progress. It should be appreciated that not all 
conmercially available monoclonal antibodies are of equal purity 
or avidity. Although not incriminating the 0KT4 and OKTS anti
body tisod in these studies, a recent study suggested that Koute of 
the celle being identified by another manoc3.onal antibody (0KÎ4X) 
were not cells for which it was claimed the antibody was specific 
(monocytes). Furthermore» even with highly purified antibody.
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reapoasfâB are dopondemit ou the laboratory procedure md the 
indicator technique used. It io likely that the current micro- 
cytotoxicity acrjay will be succeeded by the use of the Ittmuno- 
fluoroscent cell sorter. In this latter method following incub
ation of cells with monoclonal antibody a fluorescent label is 
applied and the cell suspension sorted by a laser beam into 
fluorescent and non fluorescent fraction». The accuracy of this 
method is better than that of microcytotoxicity and sterile 
preparations cah be obtained which may then be used in functional 
studies. In order to determine endpoints ia the system used in 
Chapter 8 it io necessary to stain and fix cells under oil, ouch 
that they are unusable thereafter. Nevertheless, with this 
technique and a source of superior monoclonal antibody it was 
possible to describe ranges of values in normal® which were similar 
to those described by others, and to describe a range of values in 
rheumatoid8 which had not previously been defined at the time of 
study.

Having outlined the limitations of techniques used, X will 
(leocribe the Inferences which may be made regarding the immune 
response and ito regulation in normal subjects, and then indicate 
how these studies contributcafco the present state of knowledge 
regarding the same variables in subjects with rhemmtoid arthritis.

Studies 1-6 illustrate that in uorzaal subjects immuno
globulin synthesis by B cells can be augmented several fold by 
coculture with T cello, indicating a net helper activity for this
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Bubpopulatloa of lymphocytes. That this is a effect
can be appreciated t>y the alterations in responao which occur 
\7ltii manipulation of the T cell population. Thus at 1250 rada 
(and low T/B ratios) the balance io shifted in favour of 
suppression by the preferential destruction of radiosensitive 
helper T cells. At 3200 rada the balance shifts in favour of 
help as radiosensitive suppressor T cells are functionally 
destroyed with greater effect than either the radiosensitive 
or radioresistant helper T cells. This shift in balance is 
recognised by an increase In the RFC response at certain dosea 
of radiation. At even higher doses of radiation (6400 rads) 
the balance shifts again, as radioresistant helper T cells are 
destroyed and the response declines towards that achieved by 
B cells alone. Since a return to baseline ia incomplete it can 
be concluded, as mentioned previously, that at least some helper 
T cells are resistant to this dose of radiation, although they 
may be destroyed by even higher doses. MiCther radioresistant 
suppressor cells exist cannot be concluded from this study, but 
if they exist they are in a minority and their effect is exceeded 
by that of the radioresistant T helper population. Thus, while 
ft given dose of radiation may not ba specific for a particular 
and pure functional subset of 3.ymphocytes, it is clear that this 
technique can effect shifts In the net activity of the help/ 
suppression balance. Comparison of BM* and FWM" cultures»
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suggeatB that in response to a mitogen the magnitude of the 
ahiftB in the holp/suppreaslon balance can ba augmented as a 
Gonseqtjetice of increased helper T cell activity I.e. peak FFC 
responses are higher and the post peak dec1.1ne ateepor.

In an unregulated iimaune reoponoe one can conceive of 
initial mitogen/antigen processing by a monocyte, followed by 
presentation to a helper T cell, which in turn activates a 
B lymphocyte resulting In antibody production against the initial 
antigen. Without modulation theae events could result in the 
excessive and continued production of antibody, since once 
activated, helper X colls would continue to react \7ith B cells 
in Che absence of mij further contact with a monocyte associated 
mltogen/antlgen. The regulation of the response then, ia dependent 
on the. preaonce or induction of cells having a nuppresoor effect 
on the B cell response. At least two suppressor cells have bean 
recognised - suppressor monocytes and ouppreosor T cells. Recent 
work has indicated that the target for the latter ia the helper 
T cell. Arguments pertaining to the action and evolution of 
suppressor T cells can equal.ly %mll be used in describing the same 
features in suppressor monocytes. It ia not knom hoir suppressor 
cell activity arises. Monoclonal antibody studies Indicate that 
these cells can be recognized in normal peripheral blood in the 
absence of activation by mitogen. Mh3.3.e they can be enumerated » 
their functional activity ha® only recently been studied with these 

techniques. The way In which Immunocompetent cello Interact may
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be anvioioued in one of SGvernl ways ;

1. A monocyte interacts with a helper T cell which 
in turn reacts with a B coll (to inereatie anti
body production) and with a ouppreaaor T call 
(to increase ouppreosor activity which tii turn 
limits further T cell help).

2. A monocyte interacts with a helper T cell which 
in turn activates a B cell (to increase antibody 
production) and a suppressor T cell (which iiihlblts 
antibody production by direct action on the B call).

This seems unlil',ely since recent evidence Indicates 
that an action at this stage would not effectively 
block soluble helper factor-driven antibody production, 
and that T helper cells are necessary for the expres
sion of T suppression.

3. A monocyte (or monocytes) interacts with both helper 
X cells and suppressor X cells. The helper T cells 
then act on B cells (to increase antibody production) 
while suppressor X cells subsequently act on these 
helper X cells to provide inhibition of further X help*

4. A monocyte interacts with a X cell which initlal3.y 
helps i.e. activates a B cell (increasing antibody 
production) and then transforms into a suppressor 
cell, which in turn acts on other helper cells to 
inhibit further response*
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Xhia postulate attempts to aecotmt for the 
observationa that I lymphocytes may transform

ygQ Abetween Ty and X# cells “ " and that 0KT4 cells 
m y  generate suppressor activity independent of 
0KT8 cellô  .

The limber of possible permutations increases substant
ially once subsets of helper and suppressor monocytes are also 
considered In the sequence. Any of these types of regulation 
mayube achieved through changes in the number of cells or in 
their functional activities. Enumeration experiments conducted 
in normals Indicate that differences between Individuals cannot 
be accounted for on the basis of variation in the number of 
cells, i.e. the number of Ty cells did not correlate with the 
enhancement factor* Tlius the response appears to be regulated 
by changes in the activités of cells and/or their interaction 
with other cells rather than by changes in nmaber© - a feature 
offering obvious biologic advantage in a system which requires 
to be flexible, sensitive and efficient. If la poaitivity 
denotes an active cell then a small but significant proportion 
of Ï cells are normally active, indicating that the immune system 
is always ia a state of readiness rather than being turned "on** 
and "off" (as it is often loosely termed). This concept is 
reinforced by the observation that with in vitro activation in
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culture oyeteinoj the number of la positive coils increases 
and soluble factors (soma of vyhich are la positive) are released 
into the supernatant.

While little can be said from these studies regarding 
monocyte function, it is evident that monocytes travel with 
B cells through the separation procedure, soma being 3.oot on 
the nylon wool column (unsaparatad and B cell praps have 
equivalent mimbers of monocytes). It is evident that this cell 
is assuming progressively greater importance in the InMuiio response 
both ao a regulator and an effector. In addition to using current 
methodologies to dissect T subpopulations, it is necessary to 
also evaluate monocyte (and possibly B cell) subpopulations.
Initial work suggests that feedback systems similar to those which 
control hormone synthesis and secretion, exist in the immune system. 
The method by which communication is mediated, may be cell-cell 
interaction, soluble factors or both. These soluble factors crocs 
allogeneic boundaries and once released from helper T ceils their 
effect cannot be blocked by 3ux>pre3Sor T coils. Therefore, at 
least part of the action of suppressor T cells is to inhibit the 
release of soluble helper factors by helper T cells.

Monoclonal antibodies have allowed better definition of 
T cell subsets, than was previously available. It is evident that 
80% of peripheral lymphocytes are T cells of which 30-60% are 
helper calls and 20-30% suppressor cells. Since regulation Is
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appar0Ut3,y independont of tîie number of cells of a particular 
functional subset, It is unclear why there is prepondaranca 
of helper T calls. This may relate to the efficiency of the 
limmne reoponae which is geared to a positive rather than a 
negative response, and where initiation is dependent on an antigen 
bearing monocyte contacting a helper T cell. The larger propo
tion of helper cells may favour the speed and probability with 
which this interaction occurs and thus offer biologic advantage.

It has been recognized that too much help may result in 
suppression, Thus after a critical jsoint ao more radiated

collo a«Q added, tlie response fails. \#ile thla raay be 
due to nutrient exhaustion, it has been observed that cell crowding 
in several systems, results in the release of soluble factors 
having an inhibitory role. If the Immune response were mediated 
by a vast increase In the number of immune-competent cells, then 
the net result might be suppression rather than help. Thus modula
tion by a change in cell activity or communication rather than by 
recruitment of numbers may be Important in maintaining the integrity 
of the response. It Is not clear h w  these in vitro observations, 
relate to the in vivo situation of a chronic inflammatory infil
trate of lymphocytes and plasm cells. However, it possibly explains 
in part why Inflammatory Infiltrates and granulomas are finite In 
aise.
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The normal iimiune system can be visualized an a finely 
timed network of communieating inimuno-competent cello, having 
the ability to reapond in a opacifie but controlled fashion to 
a wide range of antigens. Miile horaeosfcaals has been tradit
ionally described in terms of a otraight line, studies conducted 
on biochemical, phs&ological and cellular functions in humns, 
animals and plants have indicated that in the steady state 
homeostasis follows a rhythmic fluctuation which is of a variable 
period but often circadian. The elgnal/noise ratio is often 
small and therefore it is unlikely that this type of variation 
could be recognized with current methodologies.

In contrast to these observations in normal subjects, 
subjects with rhemmtoid arthritis differed in their responses. 
While FFC responses in cultures of unseparated lymphocytes,
B calls alone, T cells alone and B 4- nonirradiated T cells in 
1:1 ratio were nonaal, the enhancement seau when B cells wore 
cocultured with cells in normals waa absent in rheumatoids.
This difference can be explained in several ways :

1. Decreased number of B lymphocytes.
2. Eyporosponsiveness of a normal number of 

B lymphocytes.
3. Decreased number of suppressor T cells.
4. Hyporesponsiveness of a normal number of 

suppressor T cells.
5. Decreased number of helper T cells.
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ô, Hyx^oreeponsivenaas of a aorma,! number of 
Helper T cell®.

7* Defective cmmualcstloa between functionally 
normal cells,

8, Defective number or function of monocytes,

In respect of the number of B colls. It io knoim that 
rheumatolds have a normal number of peripheral blood B cells,
B cell yields following separation procedures were similar la 
rheumatoids and normals suggesting that the difference could 
not be accounted for on the basis of a reduction in the number 
of B lymphocytes in peripheral blood or prepared cell suspensions 
in rheumatolds, Furthermore, since 5%10^ cells were cultured, 
any difference in the original numbers would have been corrected 
in culture preparations,

BAB cells did not appear to be hyporesponsive since in 
studies 1-6, PFC responses from cultures of B cells alone, B i- 
non-irradlated T (1:1 ratio) and unseparated lymphocytes, were
similar in rheumatolds and normals. Furthermore» when rheumatoid 
B cells received adequate helper signals either from allogeneic 
normal 1^200 or (Ctiapter 9) excessive numbers of autologous
M  T3200 cells (Chapter 11), RFC responses of a normal magnitude 
were observed. Indicating the intrinsic functions), normality of 
rheumatoid B lymphocytes,
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Suppressor ï cells were enumerated by two techniques, Ty 
rosetting and 0KT5 iftouclonal antibody. The former method has 
its limitations as pr&vtouBly mentioned. However, these limit
ations are operative whether enumerating T cells from normal 
subjects or from rhouiüatoids. Ho difference wao observed 
between rheumatoide and normale although ranges were described 
for both groupa providing the initial evidence that no numerical 
differences existed between the numbers of suppressor T cells 
in the two groups. By a different and more sophisticated teclm- 
nique ranges were described and again there was no difference 
between rheumatoide and normals. However, a difference was 
observed when only those patients w'lth active disease were consid
ered, A decrease in the number of T suppressor cells in these 
patients resulted in an Increase in the help (0KT4)s suppression 
(OlvTS) ratio favouring help. Further study is required to under
stand the significance of this observation* Since the numbers of 
Ty cells did not correlate with radiation eniiancenîent in rheuma- 
toids or normals» it was clear that immunoregulation was indepen
dent of numbers.

The function of suppressor T cells was studied directly» 
but review of the data indicates that results could not be explained 
on the basis of an isolated dysfunction of this T coll subset. If 
the only problem was one of hyporeoponsiveness of suppressor T cells 
then RFC responses of rheumatoid cultures containing B non-lrradlated
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ï cells would be higher than corresponding cultures from 
normals due to unopposed helper activity in the former. Then, 
when T cells were pre-irradiated at 3200 rads little increase 
would be. seen above the already elevated PFC levels In rheuma- 
tüidSÿ while, significant enhancement to a comparable level would 
be noted in normals. This type of response was observed by my 
colleagues d,b, and e,c* in concurrent studies, which they were 
conducting using the same techniques on patients with systemic 
lupus erythematosus (SLE)« This not only illustrates that 
differences exist between patients with rheumatoid arthritis 
and SLE but also that the techniques used here, were able to 
detect these differences. Tnis assay can ou3.y recognize suppres
sion in the context: of help. Therefore, If suppression is 
removed and help is norml the result io an increase in the PFC 
response. However» if help is also defective then when suppres
sion. i.s removed by radiation or Ty depletion there is no augmen
tation of the response (an. effect which may be interpreted as 
(a) pure restriction of B cell responsiveness» (b) pure restric
tion of helper T cell activity, (c) a eoBibined defect of helper 
and suppressor Ï cell activity or (d) a failure of cell communi
cation) ,

Tîie number of helper X cells as determined by 0KX4 monoclonal 
antibody was the same in rheusmtoids and uortïîcls indicating an 
adequacy .in the number of cells having helper activity.
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Since PFC responses were enhanced when B cells #eye 
cocultured with non-'irradlated T cells it is evident that 
rheumatoid T cells can provide some help? albeit restricted» 
Evidence from these studies suggests that rhemnatoid T cell 
function is restricted imd that this restriction can be over
come by an increase in numbersî

X» Fimctional destruction or physical removal of 
suppressor T cells is not followed by an 
increase In immunoglobulin synthesis in R*A*

2. RA 'I3200 aRo unable to enhance the PFC
response of normal B cells to the extent observed 
with allogeneic or autologous normal R/i cells.

3. Four times ao many Râ cells are required

to maximise the PFC response in rheuTaatoicls th^in 
in normals*

These observations are consistent with the concept that 
each cell is able to provide only a fraction of the helper 
activity of normal cells* While the problem may be a pure 
functional deficiency of helper T cell activity it ie also 
conceivable that a combined functional deficiency of helper and 
suppressor T cell or defective comnmication between colls can 
explain the results. These possibilities cannot be completely 
dissected with the techniques used. Since other researchers^ 
using different techniques, have described defects in suppressor
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T cell activity. It aeoiaed reasonable to conclude that both 
T help and T ouppreunion are likely abnormal In rheumatoid 
arthritis* It cannot be known from available evidence whether 
these defects are independent of one another, or whether one 
Is a regulatory response to the other è.g» hypofunction of 
suppressor T cells results In a compensatory reduction in Î helper 
coll function in order to maintain homeostasis» In respect of 
helper T cells, since restricted helper activity may be over
come by increasing the number of cells in a cu3,turc, and
since ill normals this would produce a decline in the response, 
this evidence may favour an Intrinsic abnormality of helper 
T colls rather than a conmunlcation problem between cells.
However, more direct and conclusive evidence io not available 
to date.

Certain judgements regarding the numerical and functional 
normality of monocytes have been made in this tb.es:ls, some on 
the basis of indirect evidence. In order to comprehend the role 
of this cell in the PFC response, further work is required, an 
action which appears justified on the basis of recent evidence 
regarding the pivotal role that this cell apparently plays in 
many immune responses» In the last few days, Janossy et 
have reported their observations on rheumatoid synovium. Large, 
very strongly HLA DR positive macrophage-like interdi.gitating 
cells were noted to fom close contact with 0KT4 cells, while
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the 0KT8 population between theae ïaacrophage-0K.T4 clusters 
were scanty (T4/X8 ratio •* 9:1). Xhle pheaomeuon was not 
observed in normal or oateoartliritic synovium or normal lymph 
node tissue. The authors suggested that HtA DR macrophage-like 
cells might process antigen and then attract reactive 0KT4

4*cells to form clusters. The combination of monocytes# 0KT4 
cells and B cells would provide the necessary interaction for 
the production of imnamoglobulin and rheumatoid factor. The 
immunoregulatory defect produced by a relative deficiency of 
0ET8 cells in this area would allow perpetuation of itmauno- 
globulin synthesis (H*B. OKTS and ÜKT8 are both markers for 
cells thought to have suppressor activity).

Abnormalities noted in regulation of the immune response 
in rheumatoids may be attributed to one of several mechanisms :

1. A primary event having aetlologic or patho&enetlc
importance.

2. A phenomenon secondary to the disease.
3. A phenomenon secondary to treatment i.e. drug effect.

To have aetlologic Importance the Immune abnormalities noted 
must precede the presence of the clinical condition. This question 
cannot be answered by present studies# but may be approached in one 
of two ways, firstly with family studies and secondly with a cohort 
study. In the former one may search for similar abnormalities in 
genetically identical relatives who do not have the disease and infer
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that an aseociation exista* Xu the latter# iudlvlduals are 
assessed at tltse 0, their imune responses defined and they are 
then followed for the development of rheumatoid arthritis. Given 
the high cost and labour intensive nature of the work Involved# 
and the known frequency of rheumatoid arthritis# the former 
approach is preferable.

The potential pathogenetic importance can be appreciated 
if the in vitro nature of the investigation is taken into account. 
Rheumatoid arthritis is characterised by an activated imaune system 
which produces hypergamaaglobullnaemla and autoantibodies. How 
then can this in vivo activation be reconciled with the restricted 
activity noted in vitro? Evidence suggests that the ability of a 
given cell to respond to antigen is not limitless# i.e. response 
to one antigen copiprocdses the ability to respond to another antigen. 
It is often said that these cells are preoccupied or committed. It 
seems likely that these in vivo and in vitro observations can be 
encompassed within this explanation, i.e. the extent to which rheuma
toid lymphocytes can respond in vitro is restricted by virtue of 
a prior response to another antigen (in vivo)# although their PFC 
responsiveness is not absent. Since cells were washed several 
times during the procedure it was evident that serum factors or 
loosely adherent biologically active molecules were not the principle 
mediators of this restricted activity but rather, that it was an 
intrinsic defect in the cell or its mode of communication# Inflicted 
by prior antigen exposure in the disease state.
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As to the question of whether the abnormalities seen 
wore primary or secondary# this could not be answered from these 
studies. It is an extremely difficult fact to establish. The 
absence of regulatory abnormalities in genetically identical 
relatives without rheumatoid arthritis (in a family study), 
cannot be taken as satisfactory evidence of its secondary nature. 
Following patients with disease in order to observe whether 
changes in the degree of abnormality precede or follow changes 
in the activity of disease is problematic, in view of the inherent 
variability in test methods, and in measurement of the time of 
such a change in disease activity. Ho correlation was observed 
in these studies however, between activity and defective iimuno- 
regulatlon, with the exception of alteration of ÜKT4/OKT5 ratios 
favouring help in patients with active disease. However, it was 
not known whether these changes occurred before or after the 
disease **flare”. Since only one measurement in time was imdc in 
each individual the significance of this finding was unclear. A 
final and equally problematic method is to study patients before 
and after the onset of disease. Since we are unable to define 
when rheumatoid arthritis starts but only know when it is clinically 
evident, it is unlikely that this approach would be successful.

Ihe question m  to whether a difference between two groups 
is duo to the presence or absence of disease or to some other factor, 
is a constant challenge to the interpretation of between-group 
differences. A common problem is that of knowing whether drug
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therapy has produced differences which would not otherwia© h*ve 
been discovered. In view of the nature of rhemmtold arthritis 
and the necessity to treat the pain and disability which accom
pany it, it la exceedingly difficult to find patients with active 
disease, who are not on treatment with anti-inflammatory drugs.
While the washout time for some drugs is short (nonsteroidal anti
inflammatory drugs), for others it is prolonged (gold, D-Penicillamine 
and Chloroqulne). It is not known how long a washout period is 
necessary before remaining abnormalities in lymphocyte function 
can be ascribed to non-drug factors. Occasionally one encounters 
patients who have not been treated or are on analgesics not known 
to affect lymphocyte function. However, these patients are in the 
minority# An alternative approach is to study patients on diff
erent doses of different drugs, and see if there is any associa
tion betwemn any one drug or drug type. The studies previously 
described, have noted no such correlation, suggesting that the 
observed phenomena likely cannot ha escribed to drug therapy# 
Furthermore in the final experiment entirely normal enhancement was 
observed in a normal auhjeet taking Motrin 600 mgs par day.
However, to directly address this question, the study of drug-free 
rheumatoids is essential.

In respect of the original research question, a defect in 
immunoregulation has been identified in vitro in patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis i.e.-

1. Immunoglobulin synthesis failed to enhance normally, 
when suppressor T cells were functionally destroyed 
by optimal dose radiation.
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2. Immunoglobulin synthesis failed to enhance normally, 
when suppressor T cells were physically removed by 
Ty resetting.

The nature of the defect was not completely elucidated* 
However, experimental results suggested that it was due to dys
function of helper and possibly suppressor t cells, rather than 
dysfunction of B cells or monocytes, or a numerical abnormality 
of any cell type since:*

1. Immunoglobulin synthesis was enhanced by T cells 
but not further enhanced by irradiation or removal 
of suppressor T cells.

2. H.A. *ĵ 3200 failed to normally enhance immuno
globulin synthesis from normal B cells.

3. Four times as many U.A. normal
xjore required to produce normal radiation enhancement.

4* Recent work from other laboratories has defined 
abnormalities in suppressor T cells.

5. While functional normality of monocytes has been 
inferred from a single experiment, this mononuclear 
coll subset requires additional study.

6. The numbers of Ty, 0KT4^ and OKTS^ cells were normal 
in rhetimtold cell suspensions, with tîie exception of 
an increase in the OK.T4/OF.T5 ratio In active patients.
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It is evident from the foregoing discussion, that at this 
point In the history of IriKiunology, remarkably progress is being 
made in areas central to comprehension of the maintenance of 
tho immune milieu in healthy subjects, the mechanism by which a 
controlled and specific response is mounted to foreign antigens, 
and in the appreciation of those aspects of limunopathology by 
which regulatory failure leads to chronic disease states. While 
much use has been mad© of new technology in the quest for 
knowledge, the power of the human intellect should not be under
estimated. Tills is well Illustrated by an observation made by 

79Warner • Some seventy years before the advent of the scanning 
electron microscope, Paul Ehrlich illustrated a paper on his side 
chain theory, with a remarkably accurate drawing of the surface 
of the B lymphocyte. (Figure 41),

Perhaps the greatest single advance of recent years has been 
in hybrldoma technology. Monoclonal antibodies allow researchers 
to work with call preparations of much higher purity than was 
previously possible, When coupled with the Immmiofluoreocent cell 
sorter these antibodies provide tho tools with which to dissect 
a complex immune network. The results of studies reported in this 
thesis provide several avenues for further research.

1. Tlie extent to which cells maintain their functional 
integrity (i.e. Ty and Tp cello)urgently requires 
c3.cîser examination, since it affects study design and 
data interpretation and may represent a key elê aent 
in the regulation of the immune response.
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2» The significance of la positivlty in lymphocytes 
and monocytes requires further evaluation# since 
cello bearing la antigens continue to be recognized 
in the inductive phase of some immune responses.

3. There is a need to conduct further studies on young 
early drug-free rheumatolds using the methods 
detailed in this thesis in order to completely rule 
out any confounding effect of therapy,

4. It is necessary to conduct further functional studies 
with purified T cell subsets. Thus, rather tlian
using irradiated *̂ 3200 colla, responses to increasing

*1*numbers of 0KT4 cells should be studied. Further
more crossover experiments using RA B cells and normal 
0KT4^ cells would provide additional information
regarding the normality of the rheumatoid B cell.

3. Radiation dose response curves should he constructed 
for 0KT4 and 0KT5 populations in order to describe 
the spectrum of radiosenaltivlty. Enuiaeration of Ty 
cells in 0K.T3 cell suspensions would allow further 
eiïaûiination of the relationship between these two 
’'markers” for supxiressor cells.

6. Functional subsets of monocytes require better defini
tion. Present evidence indicates that monocytes may 
play helper as well as ouppreosor roles in the. ismune 
response.
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7» If 3.-6 can be achieved# then it may be possible 
to perform mixing experiments with pure functional 
subsets of several clasaos of mononuclear cello 
and define iijiiauiioregulatory disturbances in diseased 
lndividua3.8. Tills assumes that (a) subsets maintain 
their functional integrity and <b) In vitro observ
ations reflect In vivo events.

Continuing interest in this area of research In the next 
several years can be anticipated to yield essential information# 
provide a most satisfying intellectual challenge to the researcher, 
and eventually allovr the clinician a greater insight Into the 
enigma called rheumatoid arthritis.
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APPENDIX 1. PATIENT PROFILES.

Rheumatoid Arthritis:

AT 50 year old female from Wallaceburg, Ontario.
Disease duration 15 years. SSR 49. mjeumatoid 
factor 1/160. Functional class 2. Drug therapy 
at time of study; Prednisone 10 mg daily. ARA 
diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8. No x-rays 
were available on this patient.

BF 64 year old male from Blenheim, Ontario. Disease 
duration 16 years. ESR 24, rheumatoid factor 1/320. 
Presence of radiographic erosion. Drug therapy at 
time of study; Efttrophen 975 mg p.o* q.i.d. ABA 
diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9.

BL 59 year old female from Wallaceburg, Ontario.
Disease duration 17 years. ESR 66, rheumatoid 
factor 1/320. Presence of radiographic erosion.
Drug therppy at time of study: Motrin 2.4 gms per 
day. Prednisone 5 mg p.o. once daily. ARA diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

CF 70 year old male from Windsor, Ontario. Disease 
duration 2 years. ESR 44. Rheumatoid factor 1/160. 
No erosions on x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Entrophen 975 mg p.o. q.i.d. 
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8.
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CK 70 year old male from Port Dover, Ontario.
Disease duration 15 year©. Rheumatoid factor 
1/1280. ESE 54. Severe erosions present on 
x-ray. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5» 7,
8, 9, 10. Drug therapy at time of study: Motrin 
400 mg p.o. q.i.d. Tylenol #2 p.r.n. Functional 
class 3.

CM 62 year old female from Mount Forest# Ontario.
Disease duration 27 years. ESR 34# rheumatoid 
factor 1/160. Erosions present. ARA diagnostic 
criteria 1# 2, 3# 4# 5# 6, 7# 8# 9. Functional 
class 3. Drug therapy at time of study: Penicillamine
250 rag P.O. once daily# Prednisone 7.5 rag daily,
Entrophen 4.5 gras per day* This patient has also been 
noted to have vasculitis in the past.

CS 71 year old female from London, Ontario. Disease
duration 2-1/2 years. ESR 18. Rheumatoid factor 1/320. 
Probable erosions on x-ray. Functional class 2/3. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Motrin 600 rag q.i.d.. Prednisone 
5 tag q.i.d, ARA diagnostic criteria 1# 2, 3, 4, 5# 7, S.

DB 56 year old female from Camlachie, Ontario. Disease 
duration 10 months. ESR 46. Rheumatoid factor 1/320.
Ho erosions. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2# 3, 4# 5, 8. 
functional class 3. Drug therapy at time of study:
Orudis 50 rag p.o. q.i.d.
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DE 47 year old female from London, Ontario. Disease 
duration 8 years. HSE 13* Rheumatoid factor 1/60.
Ho erosions on x-ray. AEA diagnostic criteria 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 8. Drug therapy at time of study; l^ochriaine. 
Functional class 2.

DM 56 year old female from Beachvllle, Ontario. Disease 
duration 8 years. ISB, 42. îdieumatold factor 1/1,280.
Ho erosions. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8. factional class 2. Drug therapy at time of study: 
Entrophen 2.4 gms par day, Xndocld 75 mg. at h.s.

DM^ 31 year old female from London, Ontario. Disease
duration S years. ESR 42. Rheumatoid factor 1/1,280.
No erosions in x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug therapy 
at time of study: Penicillamine 1 gm per day. Naprosyn 
1 pi par day, Prednisone 5 mg per day. A M  diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8.

DN 33 year old female from Stratford, Ontario, Disease 
duration 18 months. BSR 40. Rheumatoid factor 1/2,560. 
Erosions on x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug therapy
at time of study: Naprosyn 750 rag daily. A M  diagnostic
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

El 39 year old female from Wallaceburg, Ontario. Disease 
duration 11 years* ISR 14. Rheumatoid factor less than 
1/20. No erosions. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 
3, Drug therapy at time of study: Tyâènol #1, Maxeran 
10 mg t.i.d. Tagamet 300 rag q.i.d. Tofranil 75 mg at 
h.a. Functional class 1.
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EL 85 year old female from Forest, Ontario. Disease 
duration 45 years* Meumatold factor 1/640.
ESE 32. Erosions are present on x-ray. functional 
class 4. AR4 diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8. Drug therapy at time of study: Naprosyn 375 mg 
p.o. b.i.d., Dlgoxin, Eeaerpine and Secobarbital.

EM 68 year old female from Woodstock, Ontario. Disease 
duration 6 weeks. ESE 56. Iheumatoid factor 1/320,
Ho x-rays available. Functional claca 2. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Orudis SO mg t.i.d.,
Entrophen p.r.n. ABA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8,

KÎ 57 year old female from Windsor, Ontario. Disease 
duration 14 years* lliouaatoid factor 1/40, SSE 24* 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 3.
A M  diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Entrophen and Chloroqulne,

GW 53 year old female from Samia# Ontario. Disease
duration 21 years. ESE 32. Rheumatoid factor 1/160.
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Dcxamethysone 0.75 mg b.i.d., 
Entrophen 650 mg t.i.d., and Halfon. AHA diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 7, 8.

HB 54 year old female from Windsor, Ontario. Disease
duration 23 years, ESE 39* Rheumatoid factor 1/10,240. 
Erosions present. A M  diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 7, 8. Functional class 1. Drug therapy at time of 
study: Entrophen 3 gms per day, Prednisone 5 mg daily, 
Penicillamine 500 mg per day.
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HL 66 year old female from Dresden, Ontario, Diaease 
duration 20 years. ESE 56. Rheumatoid factor 1/320. 
Brosions present on x-ray. functional claaa 3. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Panlclllamine 375 mg per 
day# Indocid 100 mg q.h.a. ARA diagnostic criteria 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7# 8.

HM 36 year old female from Blenheim, Ontario. Disease 
duration 10 years. ESE 50, Rheumatoid factor 1/2,560. 
Radiographic erosions present. Drug therapy at time 
of studys Entrophen 975 rag p.o. q.i.d. ARA diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Functional class 2.

JC 46 year old female from London, Ontario, Disease 
duration 16 years. ESE 40, rheumatoid factor less 
than 1/20. Erosions present on x-ray. Functional 
class 2. Drug therapy at time of study: 4.8 of 
Aspirin per day. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 7.

JF 79 year old female from Fetrolla, Ontario. Disease 
duration 6 months. ESE 56. Rheumatoid factor less 
than 1/20. Evidence of radiographic erosion. Drug 
therapy at time of study; Motrin 400 rag p.o. q.i.d,, 
Qulnidine 100 rag p.o. q.i.d. ARA diagnostic criteria 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9.

JO 57 year old female from Windsor, Ontario. Disease
duration 8 years. ESE 54. Rheumatoid factor 1/10,240. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 4. ARA 
diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8. Drug therapy 
at time of study; Naprosyn 375 rag p.o. b.i.d., 
Indomethacln 75 rag p.o. q.h.a., Ifyochrysine 50 mg l.m, 
once weekly.
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JL 33 year old female from Courtwright, Ontario»
Disease duration S years. ESR 4B* Rheumatoid
factor 1/320. No eroaions oa x-ray. Functional 
class 2. Drug therapy at time of study; Prednisone 
2.5 mg,# Fenicillamine 300 mg per day, M A  diagnostic 
criteria 1# 2, 3, 4, 5# 8, 9,

LH 31 year old female from Stratford# Ontario. Disease 
duration 4 years. BSE 13# rheumatoid factor 1/160* 
Eroeions present on x-ray* A M  diagnostic criteria 
1# 2# 3, 4, 3, 7# 8. Functional class 2* Drug 
therapy at time of mtudy; Entrophen 4.2 gms daily#
Indocid 50 mg h.a.

U* 60 year old female from London# Ontario. Disease 
duration 6 years. ESE 51# rheumatoid factor 1/5,120. 
Radiologic erosions present. ARA diagnostic criteria 
1# 2# 3, 4, 5, 6# 7# 8, Functional class 2, Drug 
therapy at time of study: 6 22*0 per day,

MB 59 year old female from Delhi# Ontario. Disease
duration 25 years, ESR 66, Eheumatoid factor .1/1280, 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 3/4.
Drug therapy at time of study: Tolectln 1200 mg daily.
This patient also had chronic renal failure and pernicious 
anemia. M A  diagnostic criteria X, 2, 3, 4, 5# 7, 8.

110 60 year old female from Cotham# Ontario. Disease 
duration 20 years, ISE 54. Rheumatoid factor 1/640, 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 3. Drug 
therapy at time of ©tudy: Tolectln 1200 mg dally, 
Feniclllamine 750 mg daily. Prednisone 10 mg per day.
AHA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5» 7, 8.
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MK 74 year old female from Wallaceburg, Ontario*
Maeaae duration 2 years* ESK 7, rheumatoid factor 
1/1,280. No erosions. ABA diagnostic criteria 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8. Functional class 2. Drug therapy at 
time of study: Chloroqulne 250 mg per day,

64 year old female from London, Ontario, Disease 
duration 34 years. Rheumatoid factor 1/1280. ESR 24. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 2/3.
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9.
Drug therapy at time of study: Penicillamine, Indomethacln

Iff. 33 year old female from Windsor, Ontario. Disease 
duration 13 years. ESR 22. Rheumatoid factor 1/180,
No erosions. Functional class 2. Drug therapy at time 
of study: Voltoran 50 mg p.o. t.i.d. Gold 50 mg weekly. 
ABA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8. Coexistent 
problem keratomalacla.

MS 62 year old female from Tillsonburg, Ontario. Disease 
duration 20 years. ESR 49. Rheumatoid factor 1/1,280. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug
therapy at time of study: Penicillamine 250 mg: Indocid 
100 mg at h.s., Naprosyn 375 mg b.i.d. ARA diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, S.

60 year old female from St. Thomas, Ontario. Disease 
duration 36 years. ESR. 30. Rheumatoid factor 1/320. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 3. Drug
therapy at time of study: Prednisone 3 mg per day, 
Naprosyn 250 mg p.o. b.i.d. ARA diagnostic criteria 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8.
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NI 57 year old female from Woodstock, Ontario. Disease
duration 3 years. ESR 50. Rheumatoid factor 1/1280. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 1. Drug 
therapy at time of study; Entrophen 975 mg p.o. q.i.d.| 
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7# 8.

PL 55 year old female from Atwood, Ontario. Disease
duration 21 years. Rheumatoid factor 1/20,480.
BSE 52. Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 
3/4. Drug therapy at time of study: Indomethacln
and Cllnoril. This patient also had Sjogren’s syndrome 
with increased CIQ binding and strongly positive ANA.
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9.

KM 49 year old female from Stratford, Ontario. Disease
duration 13 years. ESR 37. Rheumatoid factor less 
than 1/20. No x-rays available. Functional class 2/3. 
Drug therapy at time of study: Entrophen 6 gms per day. 
AKA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

HR 63 year old male from Brantford, Ontario. Disease 
duration 20 years. ESR 50, Rheumatoid factor 1/320. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 2. Drug 
therapy at time of study: Telectin 1200 mg daily.
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8. Patient 
also had mild chronic renal failure and Sjogren’s 
syndrome.

SN 61 year old male from Aylmer, Ontario. Disease duration 
4 months. ESR 28. Eheumatoid factor less than 1/20. 
Erosions present on x-ray. Functional class 1. Drug 
therapy at time of study; Entrophen 3.6 gros per day*
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.
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S3 86 year old female from Tavistock, Ontario. Disease 
duration 5 months. ESR 50. Rheumatoid factor 1/5,120.
No erosions. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8. 
Functional class 2. Drug therapy at time of study:
Entrophen 975 mg p.o. q.i.d.

SW 59 year old male from Windsor, Ontario. Disease duration
4 rwnths. ESE 48. Rheumatoid factor 1/1,280. Erosions
present on %-ray. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
7, 8, 9. Functional class 1. Drug therapy at time of 
study: Entrophen 973 rag p.o. q.i.d.

SW^ 57 year old female from London, Ontario, Disease duration 
11 years. ESE 42. Rheumatoid factor 1/640. Questionable
erosions present on x-ray* Drug therapy at time of study:
Entrophen 3.2 gms per day. ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8.

TM 49 year old female from London, Ontario. Disease duration
5 years* ESR 46. Mcuraatold factor 1/5,120. Erosions 
present on x-ray. Functional class 3/4* Drug therapy at 
time of study: Prednisone 5 rag once daily, Entrophen 975 rag 
q.i.d., Indocid 100 mg at h.s*, Imuran 75 rag once daily.
ARA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 7, 8.

US 46 year old female from London, Ontario. Disease duration 
3 months. ESR 41. Rlicumatoid factor 1/160. X-rays not
done* Functional class 2. Drug therapy at time of study: 
Tolectln 400 mg t.i.d., Indocid 50 mg at h.s. ARA diagnostic 
criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8.
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VC 57 year o M  female from La Salette, Ontario. Dlaeaae 
duration 24 years, ESE 32. Elieumatoid factor 1/640. 
Erosions present on x-ray* Functional class 3* AHA 
diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, Drug therapy 
at time of study: ÎSotrin 600 tag p.o. q.i.d.

MS 61 year old male from Tavistock, Ontario. Disease
duration 2 weeks. ESE 33. Rheumatoid factor 1/640. Ho 
erosions on x-ray. Drug therapy at time of study:
Motrin 600 mg p.o. q.i.d. Prednisone 7.5 mg daily. 
Functional class 2. AHA diagnostic criteria 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 7, 8, 9.
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APPENDIX 2, PROFILES OF NORMAL SUBJECTS.

ae 27 year old male physician
bt 42 year old female secretary
bw 57 year Old female secretary
CÔ 32 year old male rcrjcarch aooistant

43 year old female oecretary
ch 28 year old female nurse
cm 24 year old female medical student

24 year old female lab technician
Cp 29 year old male physician
cr 21 year old female medical student
db 42 year old male physician
db^ 28 year old male physician

21 year old male medical student
ds 29 year old female research assistant
dŝ 25 year old male physician
ec 30 year old female research assistant
ej 52 year old female nurse
hk 60 year old female secretary
jd 31 year old male lab technician
jh 30 year old male lab technician
jo 34 year old male lab technician
jw 59 year old female secretary
kc 31 year old female research assistant
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Ig 28 year old physician
ma 23 year old male research student
me 42 year old female secretary
mf 53 year old female secretary
mm 23 year old male research student
nb 30 year old male physician
nl 29 year old female physician
ph 61 year old female secretary
ry 27 year old male physician
wc 33 year old male research worker

31 year old male medical student

* All subject® from London, Ontario*
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